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Cover Article

A Storm and A Rainbow

During an inspection trip of double-tracking and alignment improvement to increase line capacity

in mountainous territory, the scene above and on the cover came into view.

A rainbow in a stormy sky - an appropriate symbol of the combination of railroading's bright

promises amid the turbulence of challenges from competition, politics, and the forces of nature. Or

perhaps symbolic of the continuing goal of maintaining good track amid the day-to-day managerial

challenges of making the best use of the human, material, and financial resources that are available to

us. On a less abstract level, it is an example of the glories of nature that we are often privileged to

witness amid the hours of physically and mentally demanding work required of railroad maintainence-

of-way officers out on the line.

The above scene and that on the cover were taken trom the locomotive cab of the eastbound VIA

"Canadian" on Canadian Pacific track between Lake Louise and Banff, Alberta, Canada in the late

afternoon of July 28, 1981.
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COMMITTEE NEWS

Members interested in joining or finding out about committee membership are encouraged to

contact the association.

Committee reports detailing progress on assignments were submitted to the Board of Direction.

Summaries of five of these are included under individual committee listings. Subsequent annual reports

of the remaining committees will be published in R.T.&S. starting with the January issue.

Committee 1, Roadway and Ballast: Chairman, J. B. Farris.

Committee 1 held its fall meeting in Albuquerque, N.M., September 18 and 19. 34 members and

guests attended. Mr. H. G. Webb, Chief Engineer of the Santa Fe and member of the Board of

Direction of AREA, addressed the meeting.

A feature of the meeting was an inspection trip to a sledding operation at Rio Puerco, N.M. , on the

Santa Fe main line. The Committee also inspected new work on a coal mine branch at Star Lake that at

the time was under construction. The existing ballast at Rio Puerco was from lava deposits in the

vicinity of the track. The material is extremely abrasive, cutting the bottom of the ties and grinding

against itself, destroying the track surface and reducing tie life. Part of the area was double track

requiring the Loram plough to blade all the material to one side.

Subcommittee 1 is publishing a specification for fabrics for the review and comment of those

concerned. After a reasonable period, the subcommittee will review the comments and incorporate

appropriate suggestions in the specifications. A completed document ready to be recommended for

manual material is to be produced this year.

Subcommittee 2 has as its general objective to provide the railroad industry with a means to permit

it to select from the various ballast materials one that will furnish a predicatble service life under given

annual tonnage, track geometry, climate, and other factors that may be significant. The subcommittee

is also continuing its work with FAST and AAR in pursuing its objective. Subcommittee 2 plans to have

ready for its spring meeting the first complete revision of the AREA ballast specifications in some 50

years. Current specifications fail to provide a consistent laboratory testing program for the evaluation

of ballast materials.

Subcommittee 5 needs people who are members of ASCE and would like to he involved m
pipeline crossing work. ASCE is reactivating its committee on that subject and has requested AREA
members to participate.

Committee 4, Rail: Chairman, R. E. Catlett, Jr.

Committee 4 met in Washington, D.C., October 17 and 18 with members of the AISI. Numerous

specifications and proposed Manual revisions were considered.

The next meeting is scheduled for May in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Further details will be sent to

committee members.

Committee 6, Buildings: Chairman, R. E. Phillips.

Committee 6"s next meeting is scheduled for January 17 and 18 in Little Rock, Arkansas. The

committee plans to tour the Missouri Pacifies Downing B. Jenks locomotive rebuild shop.

Committee 8, Concrete Structures and Foundations: Chairman, J. R.

Iwinski.

Anniuil Report Summary - Highlights included:

— Committee 8 strongly recommends that, when research funds become available, the request

made by the Committee several years ago for funding of a project to detcnnine impact stresses



Committee News

in prestressed concrete bridges be given consideration.

— Work IS progressing with the revision on Part 19 - Rules tor Rating Existing Concrete Bridges.

— New Part 13, Precast Concrete Box Culverts, and an addition to Part 17 covering design of

precast and cast-in-place segmental concrete bridges have been completed and will be

submitted to the full committee for letter ballot.

— New Part 24 - Drilled Shaft Foundations, has been published as Manual material.

— Part 18 - Elastomeric Bearing Pads, has been withdrawn from the Manual by the committee.

Tests conducted by the University of Washington on bearing pads for AASHTO are now

complete. Results from these will be released within the year and will be incorporated in a new

.specification, coordinating with Committee 15.

— Monitoring products, procedures and related activities continues as they relate to waterproof-

ing. No new chapter revisions are planned.

— Part 21 - Instructions for the Inspection of Concrete and Masonry Structures has been

approved by the full committee and submitted for publication as Manual material.

— Revisions to Part 23 - Pier Protection Systems at Spans over Navigable Streams, have been

approved by the full committee and will be submitted for publication as Manual material.

Committee 10, Concrete Ties: Chairman, R. J. Brueske.

Committee lO's next meeting will be on January 16 in Washington. D.C. in conjunction with the

TRB annual meeting. Further details will be mailed to committee members.

Annual Report Summary - Highlights included:

— No change is recommended to Table 1, in Section 1.4.1, Monoblock Ties pending further data

and information from installations in service and current research programs.

— Table II in Section 1.5.1, Two Block Ties has been revised, and the proposed Manual changes

are now out to the committee in a letter ballot. The proposed new Table II will only include ties

of 30", 33" and 36" in length with a tie spacing of 24".

— No action has been taken on the investigation of axle loads and tie spacing on tie requirements,

until further information is received from current and future testing at such locations as

F.A.S.T. and Amtrak's Northeast Corridor project.

— For at least the last three years, the committee has been unable to make any progress on the

assignment "Investigate Electrical Properties of Concrete Tie Systems" due to being unable to

find anyone with a problem. It is therefore being recommended that this assignment be

dropped until such time as the committee is made aware of a problem developing.

— Fastening uplift test and tendon anchorage test revisions are now out for letter ballot approval

.

— The effect of axle loads and tie spacing on fastening requirements is currently under review

awaiting the results and data from various service installation and current research. A
recommendation is expected to be made on this in 1985.

— Investigations of tie pad and insulator requirements continue with the review of the perform-

ance of various pad types in both test and service installations. A recommendation will be

based on the result of this study.

— Recommendations for bond development tests, along with many other testing procedures arc

now out in ballot to the Committee for approval. If the ballot is approved, it will complete the

assignment.

— For the past two years the committee has been studying the entire ballast specification and the

results of test and service installations with particular attention being given to the special
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requirements of concrete tie track. The Committee now expects to be able to complete their

recommendation during 1986.

Committee 11, Engineering Records and Property Accounting: Chairman,

J. W. Kelly.

Committee 1 1 held its fall 1984 meeting at the Holiday Inn West in Oklahoma City on September

17. 18 and 19. Subcommittee meetings were held on Monday afternoon to progress assignments.

Tuesday was consumed by the meeting agenda for the entire Committee.

Wednesday morning the committee toured Santa Fe"s three new facilities in .southeast Oklahoma

City - Flynn yard. General Motors yard and an auto unloading yard. Of special interest to the committee

was the Dowty retarder installation at Flynn yard and the regimented switching operation from General

Motors yard to the new General Motors assembly plant, located five miles from the main tracks and

Flynn yard.

.Attached is a photograph of some of the committee examining the Dowty retarder installation and

a schematic drawing of the General Motors yard and assembly plant.
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Annual Report Summary - Highlights included:

— Implementation of the Interstate Commerce Commission order adopting track depreciation

has occurred. The order permits individual railroads flexibility in compliance, which has

resulted in several variations of methodologies. The committee has requested an opportunity

to present some of these applications at the 1985 Technical Conference. A report for the

Bulletin and a Manual update will be written after some experience has occurred.

— The study of possible development of a property record which would satisfy both engineering

and property accounting requirements is continuing. The ICC adaptation of track depreciation

has substantially altered the approach that should be taken and will necessitate a partial "new

beginning" of this study.

— Collection and dissemination of information continues about taxes of all sources and types

which affect property management, mvestment and recordkeeping responsibilities.

Committee 13, Environmental Engineering: Chairman, D. R. York.

Committee 13 will conduct a two-day meeting in Emelle. Alabama during the week of January

28. The meeting will consist of a one-day business meeting followed by a tour of the landfill operated

by Chemical Waste Management. Final details will be supplied later.

Annual Report Summary - Highlights included:

— The Committee has decided to eliminate Chapter 13. Part 4 - Industrial Hygiene Manual

material and incorporate applicable portions into Part 5 - Plant Utilities which is being revised

extensively. New Part 4 entitled Noise Pollution Control will be incorporated into the Manual.

Also Part 6 - Corrosion Control will be eliminated and incorporated into Part 5.

— "Research New Developments for Upgrading Existing Oil-Water Separators" has been

completed and was submitted as information to members. New assignment to be requested is

"Leaking Underground Storage Tanks (LUST) - Summary of proposed regulations and

remedial techniques.

— "Investigate Techniques for Removal and Disposal of Asbestos from Railroad Facilities" will

be completed shortly and published as information in the Bulletin. No new assignment will be

proposed for 1985 but revision of existing Part 2 - Air Pollution Control Manual material will

be undertaken.

— "Checklist for Inspection of Hazardous Waste Landfills for Disposal of Railroad Waste" has

been completed and submitted to headquarters for inclusion in the Bulletin as information. No
new assignment is being proposed for 1985 but extensive Manual review and revision will be

undertaken.

— "Survey Railroad Workplace Noises to Recommend Engineering Technology for Noise

Abatement" has been completed and submitted to headquarters for publishing in Manual as

Part 4 material. The new assignment requested is to develop previously published Bulletin

informational material on noi.se barriers for inclusion as Manual material.

— "Environmental Considerations for Locomotive Fueling Facilities and Related Control

Devices" is nearing completion and will be submitted to the entire committee for comments

and corrections. It will then be incorporated into the revisions to the Manual. Manual revisions

incorporating sections of old Part 4. Industrial Hygiene and Part 6, Corrosion Control are still

being developed. Due to complexities in Manual revisions, no new assignment is to be made

for 1985.

— The Committee on Environmental Education Programs has been deactivated.
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Committee 14, Yards and Terminals: Chairman, M. J. Anderson.

Committee 14 will next meet at Little Rock, Arkansas, in January. Details will be sent to

committee members when finalized.

Committee 15, Steel Structures: Chairman, C. R. Wahlen.

Committee 15"s next meeting will beat the Holiday Inn-Fisherman's Wharf on January 29 and 30.

The committee will visit the Southern Pacific Transportation Company's engineering offices where

their Computer Aided Design and Drafting System (CADDS) and computer bridge inventory and

inspection records will be demonstrated. The committee will also visit the Golden Gate Bridge where

the existing concrete deck is being replaced with an orthotropic steel deck.

Annual Report Summciiy - Highlights included:

— Raw data on loadings from which the frequency of occurrence of maximum stress in steel

railway bridges may be determmed was turned over to a student working under the guidance of

Dr. J. W. Fisher at Lehigh University in order to develop a statistical analysis of this data. A

report on the progress of this study is expected at the January 1985 meeting

— The subcommittee assigned to develop specifications for the earthquake design of steel

railway bridges has taken a letter ballot among its members regarding the proposed text for

Chapter 15 and has recommended that this material be submitted to Committee 8 for review

and collaboration.

— The new Article 8.6 "Guidelines for Evaluating Fire Damaged Steel Railway Bridges" has

been published in the Manual. The committee recommends that this subject remain open in

order to permit review of suggestions for possible additions or refinement of the guidelines.

— The material in Part 9 - Commentary and Bibliography of Chapter 15 is the only part that was

not reprinted and editorially updated in 1983. The subcommittee is currently reviewing the

editorial changes recommended by the editing subcommittee and inclusion of any bibliog-

raphy and/or technical explanation needed for recently included Manual text.

— The Fracture Control Plan was first published in 1983 as Section 1 . 14 of Part 1 of the Manual

The committee recommends that this subject remain open to review changes or additions to the

Plan as required.

-— The new subject "Develop specifications for the design of elastomeric bearings in collabora-

tion with Committee 8" is recommended for assignment to Committee 1 5 in order to cover the

use of elastomeric bearings for steel railway bridges with reference to Part 18 of Chapter 8

which is currently being rewritten by Committee 8

— A letter ballot was approved lor publication in the Manual regarding non-destructive testing of

weld repairs. The committee iscurrently discussing the use of recycled flux for submerged arc

welding.

— Revisions were published in Part 6 - Movable Bridges i)f the Manual. Further revisions have

passed letter ballot for inclusion in the Manual. The subcommittee is reviewing the specifica-

tions for updating to the "state of the art" particularly with respect to electronic control systems

and braking requirements.

Committee 16, Economics of Plant, Equipment and Operations: Chairman,
R. L. McMurtrie.

Committee 16 held a meeting in Oak Brook. Illinois on October 1 and 2 attended by 15 members.

At this meeting papers on "Economics of a Proposed New Classification Yard" and "Application of

Standards for Budgeting in the Railway Industry" were approved to be published as information. On
October 2 the group toured Portcc's Railway Products Research Center.
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The next meeting is scheduled for January 17 and 18 in Washington, D.C. in connection with the

Transportation Research Board meetings.

Committee 32, Systems Engineering: Chairman, A.D. M. Lewis.

On October 16 and 17. Committee 32 met at the O'Hare Plaza Hotel near the Chicago O'Hare

International Airport. The special feature of the meeting was a presentation by J . S. Otto and Jack Mullen

of the Chicago and North Western Transportation Company on the Artemis data processing system

used on the Western Coal Project in Wyoming. This project mcluded the construction of more than a

hundred miles of new track. The system was applied for project scheduling using the critical path

method, tracking material from design to delivery to the construction site, forecasting and reporting

budget and actual costs, tracking inventory stock levels, and recording current material prices. The

system was needed also to meet the reporting requirements of lenders, for producing the reports

required by interested third parties, and to provide a continuous and final accounting of all project

costs.

The committee contmued work on the development of an outline for a proposed AREA Manual

chapter on systems engineering . Recommendations on railroad data bases are being discussed as one of

first subjects to be covered in the new chapter.

Applications of personal computers in railway engineering continue to grow. The committee is

developing a presentation on this subject for the AREA Technical Conference in March. Plans are also

being developed for a future symposium on personal computers, possibly in the fall of 1985. The legal

implications of computer software exchange continues to be a perplexing problem. The committee is

seeking guidelines on the mutually beneficial exchange of computer software without undue liability.

The Subcommittee on Utilization of Track Geometn.' Data considered the future work of this

committee after the formation of the new Committee 2 on Track Geometry and Track Measurement

Vehicles. Although track geometry data are one of many types of data used for administrative

purposes, the application of track geometry data is thought sufficiently specialized to justify continued

specific attention by a subcommittee at the present time.

The next meeting of Committee 32 will be in Washington. D.C on January 15. The location will

be the Sheraton-Washington Hotel at the time of the 1 ransportation Research Board annual meeting

Meeting hours planned are 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Subcommittee chairmen should consider scheduling

subcommittee meetings on the afternoon or evening of January 14

Comments on the Manual and Portfolio revisions shown on page 9 through

1 24 are welcomed from all readers and should be received at Headquarters

by March 1, 1985.



MANUAL RECOMMENDATIONS

COMMITTEE 3—TIES AND WOOD PRESERVATION

The Committee recommends the following changes to Manual Chapter 3, Part 5— The Handling

of Ties from the Tree Into the Track, and new Part 6 — Wood Preserving:

5.7.1 Hardwood ties may be protected prior to or during seasoning by the application of one or

more of the anti-splitting devices, at or near both ends, as outlined in Art. 1.10.

5.7.3 Ties can be originally incised and then only those ties developing a definite split at the close

of the air seasoning period, selected for application of split control devices.

5.8.1 Ties may be bored prior to treatment to minimize splitting when driving spikes and provide

preservative penetration around the spike holes.

5.12.4 Ties should be adzed only in cases of necessity, as when rail isrelaid, plate size changed or

when the damage from a derailment involves the removal of splinters and crushed wood fibers.

Whenever deep adzing of the treated surface takes place, steps should be taken to protect the adzed

surfaces with a penetrating preservative paste or a preservative treated pad. Some states may require the

applicator supervisor to have a permit for handling of pesticides.

5.14.7 Treated tie plugs can be inserted and a preservative paste or a preservative treated pad

applied to the plate bearing areas advantageously as the removal of the rail progresses during the

recovery of serviceable ties.

5.14.8 Delete this article.

Part 6

Wood Preserving

1984

6.1 FUNDAMENTALS
Preservative treatment of wood to retard or prevent the effectiveness of wood-destroying agencies

such as fungi, bactena. insects, marine borers, and fire has succeeded in making wood an economical

material for use in many fields. The magnitude of annual savings produced by preservative treatment is

proportional to the degree of careful attention assigned to the quality of preservatives, the detail of the

treating procedures, the proper handling of the treated material and the competent inspection of all of

these essentials. Heartwood of most naturally durable woods resists penetration by preservative. Yet its

life is generally extended by treatment, even though the depth of penetration is slight, providing that the

wood IS properly seasoned prior to treatment. Preservative treatmeni will not restore any loss of

strength resulting from defects of any kind; consequently, only wood free of significant defects which

will render it unfit for use can be treated to advantage.

6.2 PREPARATION OF MATERIAL PRIOR TO TREATMENT
If pressure treated wood materials are to give the proper service life, care must be taken to insure

that the material has been prepared properly before it is priKessed. For example, preservatives do not

penetrate through any inner bark left on the surface of wood. Inner bark also retards the seasoning of
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wood. For these reasons, round stock such as poles, piling, and posts should be insf)ected carefully

before it is put out into a seasoning yard or trammed for processing m a cylinder to make sure that the

surfaces are free of large patches of inner bark. Standard specifications permit inner bark provided that

the strips are not more than 3/4" wide and 8" long and are separated by at least 1" of clear surface

between any two strips. Crossties and other sawn material do not present any problem in this respect.

If anti-checking irons such as "S" irons, dowels and nail plates are used to reduce splitting, they

should be applied prior to or on amval of the material at the treating plant or as soon as possible after

stacking in the seasoning yard.

With the exception of switch ties and other more costly timbers, it is a more common practice to

permit splits to occur in the ties during the seasoning process and then selective doweling or end plating

only those ties which will be benefitted. Hydraulic pressure is used to close the opening created by the

split. Then while the split is held closed. ( 1 ) two dowels are driven mto prebored holes through the tie in

a direction parallel to the face, and close to each end, or (2) toothed nail plates are driven into the ends of

the tie.

Adzing, boring and/or incising of crossties. if specified, should be performed prior to treatment,

and in accordance with "Specifications for machining Crossties" Secton 1.5, Part 1 of this chapter.

Adzing provides a smooth and true beanng for tie plates and was necessary when it was common to use

hewn, rather than sawn, crossties. When boring for spikes is required, the boring pattern should fit the

hole pattern in the tie plates.

When it is not to be expected that a pattern bored for spikes will fit the tie plate, then man\

railroads substitute a specific pattern to be bored into the tie plate area disregarding the pattern in the

plates. The purpose of this is to obtain deeper, more general penetration of the preservative in this

vulnerable area during subsequent pressure treatment.

There are two reasons why some sawn material is incised prior to treatment. First, the cell

structure ofwood is such that preservatives penetrate the wood farther in a longitudinal direction than in

either a radial or tangential direction. This is particularly true of the heartwood in Douglas fir. Incising

of this species prior to treatment opens up access ways for the preservative to move longitudinally

through the cells of the wood. Thus incising of this species prior to treatment results in a better treated

commodity. Secondly, incising of some species of hardwoods, such as the gums, before seasoning has

taken place, reduces the build up of tension stresses in the surface area of material dunng seasoning.

This reduces the width and the depth of the checks that do develop during seasoning. In addition, the

checks tend to grow only from one incision to the next along the grain. Therefore, the lengths of the

checks are also controlled.

If incising is specified for matenal over two inches in thickness, the pattern used shall be that

shown in Figure 1 . (Patterns slightly different are not objectionable if machines constructed pnor to

1940 are used). The incising teeth shall be not more than 7/32 in. thick. If the material being incised is

less than 5 in. thick but more than 2 in. thick, the incision shall be made to a depth of 3/4 in. in the edges

but to a depth of only 1/2 in. in the sides. In pieces 5 in. or more thick, the incisions shall be made to a

depth of 3/4 in. on all four sides.

While some western species 2 in. and less in thickness are incised for purposes of obtaining

penetration, the patterns used generally vary greatly from that shown in Figure i. Such material is

generally incised to a depth not exceeding 3/8 inches.

Any opening that develops in treated wood that penetrates through the treated zone opens up

untreated wood to attack by decay. If such occurs, the service life of the piece is shortened. It is.

therefore, desirable to reduce the potential for this to occur by pert'omiing every milling or framing

operation prior to treatment rather than after treatment. For example, bridge ties should be completely

framed prior to treatment. Construction timbers should be cut to length and bored for bolt holes prior to

treatment. Poles should be gained and bored for crossarms and braces, cut to length and roofed.
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6.3 CONDITIONING PRIOR TO TREATMENT
Wood needs to be conditioned for preservative treatment by a procedure which will render it

receptive to penetration by preservative without reducing its strength. In addition, the conditioning

process should be such that the moisture content of oaks is reduced to a level of 50% or less and of the

gums and mixed hardwoods to a level of 45% or less. The moisture content of the western softwoods

should be reduced to below 30%. The moisture levels shall be determined with a moisture meter, by the

toluene extraction method, or by the oven-drying method as specified by the purchaser. Details for the

moisture tests can be found in Standard M2-81, paragraph 3.3, of the Standards of the American

Wood-Preservers' Association. The objective of such conditioning is to create seasoning checks before

treatment if possible rather than have them develop after treatment and possibly expose untreated

wood.

The southern pines are a special situation. Round stock of this species has deep sapwood which

can be penetrated to a depth of 3 to 3.5 inches with a simple steam conditioning cycle. Thus, it is not

necessary to season round southern pine commodities before treatment to the level that checks are

developed. It is generally sound, however, to season sawn southern pine to low moisture content

because this type product has heartwood surfaces which can not be penetrated to a depth of more than

1/4 inch.

There are four methods commonly used to condition wood prior to treatment. These are

air-drying, Boulton drying, vapor drying, and live steaming. The first three reduce the moisture content

in the outer 1-1/2 inch of the cross section to a level well below the fiber saturation point (25-30%).

When this happens, the wood shrinks from the surface inward and a good, desirable checking pattern

occurs

.

Steam conditioning of unseasoned material is generally restricted to the southern pines. It does not

reduce the moisture content below the fiber saturation level and thus its use does not develop a checking

pattern in the lumber.

6.3.1 AIR SEASONING

Historically, the oaks, gums and hardwood species most often have been air seasoned prior to

treatment. While it is time consuming, the long service life of treated crossties is a testament to the

successful use of the technique. Air seasoning yards should be located where there is maximum
exposure to the sun and to freely circulating air. Low humid areas should be avoided. Good drainage

must be maintained and the seasoning yard must be kept free of vegetation, debris and decaying wood.

All stacks of .seasoning material must be supported on treated or other non-decaying sills. The

bottom layer of material shall be supported at least 12 in. off the ground. In warm, humid localities,

more space should be provided.

Air circulation should be promoted by providing alleys at least 3 ft. wide between stacks of

material. The yard should be designed such that these alleys are continuous across the sea.soning yard.
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In laying out the design, consideration should be given to the prevailing wind so that the air will flow

through the layers of material stacked in the seasoning yard.

Open stacking furthers the drying of wood, but satisfactory spacing of the pieces depends on their

size, the mean relative humidity and the mean temperature of the locality. In most sections satisfacton,'

seasoning is accomplished by stacking crossties in layers of 8 to 10 with one tie as a stringer at even,

other end. This is commonly referred to as the German style. Timbers 5 in. or more thick should be

stacked with at least 2 in. of air space between layers. Lumber less than 5 in. thick should be stacked

with at least 1 in. between layers. Within each layer, all pieces should be at least 2 m. apart. Stickers of

preserved wood or areas of contact brushed with preservatives will reduce the likelihood of a type of

decay called "stackbum".

The length of time required to adequately air-dry wood in preparation for its preservative

treatment varies with the kind, dimensions, and moisture content when stacked and climatic and site

conditions. Consequently, a specific seasoning period must be determined for each particular locality

and care taken to assure the treatment of all material before it starts to deteriorate in seasoning stacks.

6.3.3 BOULTON DRYING AND VAPOR DRYING

Boulton drying and vapor drying are becoming increasingly important as the cost of the money

tied up in air seasoning crosstie inventories becomes an operating cost factor.

Historically, Boulton drying has been used with good success to dry the western softwoods prior

to treatment. The seasoning conditions in the cool damp Pacific northwest often makes air seasoning

impractical.

The Boulton and vapor drying process can be used just as successfulK to condition and dry the

oaks, hickories, gums, and mixed hardwoods prior to treatment. It is not desirable to use either of these

processes, however, if the lumber or timber item has been partially air seasoned in excessof sixty days

as this will result in the product having excessive splits or checks. Care must be taken to determine the

moisture content of the material prior to drying. This value should then be used to calculate the amount

of water that must be removed during either Boulton or vapor drying processes.

During the Boulton drying process ties shall be trammed with each layer separated by 3/8"

minimum sticker placed at each end of the ties. To condition by this process, the ties are heated in oil

under vacuum in the treating cylinder. The water obtained during the period shall pass through a

condenser and be collected in a receiver so that it can be weighed or measured. The light oils that

evaporate from the preservative and collect on top of the water drawn off and returned to the

preservative tank. Such boiling is continued until the moisture content of the wood is low enough to

allow proper treatment and meet the requirements of A.W.P.A. Standard C6 paragraph 3.14.

During the vapor drying process ties shall be trammed with each layer separated by a 3/8"

minimum sticker placed at each end of the ties. Conditioning by this process involves the condensing ol

organic vapors upon the green ties which raises the temperature of the wood so that the water is

evaporated from the wood. This is done by boiling a suitable organic solvent with a boiling point

between 270°F and 340°F and passing the vapors over the ties in the retort. This may be done at

atmospheric pressure or at subatmospheric pressure. The temperature of the effluent organic vapor and

water vapor mixture coming iTom the cylinder should be maintained at a temperature around 240°F b\

controlling the boiling rate of the solvent. The vapors leaving the retort should be condensed and the

water and solvent separated. The solvent is returned to the system tor reuse and the water is weighed or

measured and discharged to waste. Such heating in vapor is continued until the moisture content of the

wood is low enough to allow proper treatment and meet the moisture requirements after pressure

treatment of A.W.P.A. Standard C6 section 3.14. After the heating period, a vacuum of not less than

22 inches Hg. should be pulled on the retort through the condenser for not less than 1 hour. This vacuum

cools the ties, recovers solvent from the wood and removes additional water from the ties. Any of the

normal pressure treatments may follow the vapor drying of ties.
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Both methods result in material having a steeper moisture gradient from the surface to a depth of 2

inches below the surface than is found m an air seasoned tie. It is not known whether this is a plus factor

or a minus factor. The gradient does change to that of air seasoned material within a few months after

treatment.

One benefit of Boulton drying or vapor drying is that the material is heated to a temperature of

2C)0°F or more throughout the cross section before treatment. Thus, the preservative stays thin during

the subsequent treatment and it is possible to obtain deeper penetration in less time than it is possible to

obtain in air seasoned ties. This deeper penetration is not obtained however without using more

presei^ative in the processing operation. Another benefit is that the 200°F temperature sterilizes the

wood. Any spore of a fungi that might be present is killed.

6.3.3 STEAM CONDITIONING

As a conditioning process used priorto treatment, steam conditioning is limited to southern pine to

be treated with creosote or the oil borne preservatives, to conditioning western softwood species which

are to be treated with one of the waterbome salt preservatives or for thawing ice coated or frozen

material prior to treatment. The process does not reduce the moisture content of matenal to a level

below the fiber saturation point; thus checking of unseasoned but treated material will occur after

processing rather than before.

6.4 PRESERVATIVES
6.4. 1 Coal Tar Creosote and mixtures of this with coal tar or heavy petroleum is by far the most

common preservative used by the railroads. It provides protection against attack of the wood by decay

organisms or termites, and because of its water repellent nature reduces the effects of weathering

exposure. Wood products treated with creosote or creosote coal tar solution have long term resistance

to all organisms found in marine waters with the exception of Limnoria tripunctata. The habitat of this

organism is pretty much restricted to waters south of Norfolk. Va. and San Francisco Bay, Ca. although

there are isolated instances where they have been identified in the waters of the Pacific Northwest.

6.4.2 WATERBORNE PRESERVATIVES

Waterbome preservatives are generally used if an odorless paintable product is desirable. Those

containing combinations of chromium and copper with or without arsenic, such as chromated copper

arsenate, react with the wood dunng and after the impregnation and form very insoluble chemicals. As

such the preservative is very durable in the wood. Another waterbome preservative, ammoniacal

copper arsenate, becomes similarly insoluble in the wood as the solubilizing ammonia evaporates from

the treated wood

Waterbome preservative treatments have been restricted almost entirely to the treatment of the

soft wood species There is not a long temi to indicate what pertbrmance might be expected if the oak,

gums and other hardwoods are treated with this preservative. The test data which are available indicate

that a creosote treatment of these species is more durable than a salt treatment but such is not necessarily

true ot softwoods. Matenal treated with the waterbome preservatives is more subject to breakage under

impact loads.

CCA and ACA waterbome salt treatments arc the only two preservatives which can be depended

upon to provide lasting protection to timber commodities that will be exposed to attack from Limnoria

tripunctata. These preservatives however are not too effective in providing protection against the

pholad type marine organism

Where a manne exposure is such that the wood will be subjected to attack from both Limnona

tripunctata and pholad type organisms, then a dual treatment is recommended The wood is first treated

with either the CCA or ACA preservative and after partial redrying is retreated with creosote or

creosote coal tar solution.
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6.4.3 OIL BORNE PRESERVATIVES

Pentachlorophenol represents the primary oil soluble preservative. Generally, the solvent used

with pentachlorophenol is a No. 2 fuel oil but large quantities of poles have been treated with other

f)enta carriers as specified in American Wood-Preservers' Association Standard P9. Pentachlorophenol

has not been used to a significant extent as a preservative for crossties but it is the primary preservative

used for treatment of utility poles. Penta is not a suitable preservative for wood to be used in manne

waters.

6.4.4 PRESERVATIVE SPECIFICATIONS

Standard specifications for the preservatives and for the methods of analyses that are used in

conjunction with the specifications are published by the American Wood-Preservers' Association

(AWPA^ and the Amencan Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) - See Standards of the Amencan

Wood-Preservers' Association, Section P (Preservatives) and A (Analysis Methods) or Volume 04.09

"Wood", of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards. Standards of both organizations are updated

annually. The updating of the AWPA Standards generally occur slightly prior to the ASTM Standards

but for practical purposes the standards of each association are duplicates.

6.5 TREATING PLANT EQUIPMENT
The combination of temperature and pressure used in treatment can result in damage to wood

commodities. The lack of adequate vacuum can result in material having less tnan specified retention or

penetration. Thus, thermometers, pressure gauges, and vacuum gauges must be tested at least annually

and more often if there is any evidence of a malfunctioning instrument. Whenever a malfunction can

not be corrected by simple adjustment, the instrument must be replaced promptly.

Similarly, the accuracy of working tank gauges or track scales are important in maintaining the

quality of treatment at a location. These, too. must be tested at least annually against a certified tanl-

tape reading

AWPA Standard M-.^ "Standard Quality Control Procedures for Wood Preserving Plants" states

the accuracy that should be expected from these instruments and gauges. Purchasers are entitled to

review the results of the periodic testing and/or retesting of instrument and gauges to insure they have

an accuracy in accordance with this standard.

6.6 TREATMENT
Both the Amencan Wood-Preservers" Association (AWPA) and the American Society for Testing

and Materials (ASTM) wnte specifications controlling how vanous wood products may be processed

and the results that should be expected from treatment that will provide good service life. For all

practical purposes the two sets of specifications are duplicates of each other. The corresponding

standard specificatons are as follows:
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these chemical compounds may present certain hazards. Therefore, the following precautions should

be taken both when handling treated wood and in determining where to use treated wood.

6.9.1 USE SITE PRECAUTIONS

Wood treated with creosote or pentachlorophenol should not be used where it will be in frequent or

prolonged contact with bare skin (for example, benches and handrail), unless an effective sealer has

been applied. Coal tar pitch and coal tar pitch emulsion are effective sealers for creosote-treated wood

floor block. Urethane, epoxy and shellac are acceptable sealers for all creosote-treated wood.

Urethane, shellac, latex epoxy enamel and varnish are acceptable sealers for pentachlorophenol-treated

wood.

Wood treated with pentachlorophenol or creosote should not be used inside a building for any

purpose, unless an effective sealer is applied to the wood or all exposed surfaces are covered by

sheathing, drywall, paneling, etc. Wood treated with pentachlorophenol or creosote may only be used

in other interior places, such as industrial and commercial settings and farm buildings, if the interiors

are well ventilated or an effective sealer is used.

Exposed wood treated with waterbome arsenical preservatives may be used without restriction

inside buildings for beams, framing, trusses, foundations, and sills and plates. For other uses inside a

building, wood treated with waterbome arsenical preservatives may only be used if all exposed

surfaces are covered by sheathing, drywall, panelling, paint, carpeting, tile or other sealers, etc. Only

treated wood that is visibly clean and free of surface residue may be used for platforms, decks and

walkways.

6.9.2 HANDLING PRECAUTIONS

Dispose of treated wood by ordinary trash collection or burial. Treated wood should not be burned

in open fires or fireplaces. Treated wood may be burned for commercial or industrial applications in

accordance with State and Federal regulations.

Avoid frequent or prolonged inhalation of sawdust from treated wood. When sawing and

machining treated wood, wear a dust mask. Whenever possible, these operations should be performed

outdoors to avoid indoor accumulations of airborne sawdust from treated wood.

Avoid frequent or prolonged skin contact with pentachlorophenol or creosote-treated wood: when

handling the treated wood, wear tightly woven coveralls and use gloves impervious to the chemicals

(for example, gloves that are vinyl coated or made of rubber). When power-sawing and machining,

wear goggles to protect eyes from flying particles. Wash thoroughly after skin contact, especially

before eating, drinking or use of tobacco products. If oily pre-preservatives or sawdust accumulates on

clothes, launder before reuse. Wash work clothes separately.

6.10 SPECIFIED REQUIREMENTS

Specified requirements for the preservative treatment of crossties and switch ties by pressure

processes according to American Wood Preservers" Association (AWPA) Standard C6 are reflected in

the following table.
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COMMITTEE 6—BUILDINGS

The Committee recommends the following revisions to Chapter 6, Part 8, of the Manual:

Part 8

Design Criteria for Railway Passenger Stations

8.1 FOREWORD

a. 1 . 1 General

(a) A passenger station comprises the bui 1 di ngs, si te access
and parking, tracks, platforms, and all appurtenances necessary to
conduct transportation. Committees 6 and 14 have collaborated to
develop Manual Recommendations with each assuming responsibility
for their respective sections of passenger stations as shown in
Figure 1. For design criteria on passenger station trac^s,
platforms, canopies, etc. refer to Chapter 14 of the Manual.

Cb) Operation of passenger service in North America has
generally been assumed by government agencies, public supported
corporations, or special departments within the orivate railway
companies in order to isolate and identify the attendent costs of
providing such passenger service. As a result, .new passenger
station facilities are routinely public funded and distinct from
facilties required for freight operations.

<c) Railway stations have historically been gateways of
commerce from which citizens arrive and depart a community.
During the peaK of railway passenger station construction in the
early i900's, the character and quality of the railway station was
viewed in terms of goodwill generated for the owners, the
marketing advantage of surpassing the comfort and convenience of
the competition's facilities, and a source of pride and identity
to the community. These three factors are still valid
considerations in designing a oassenger station, however, the
owners are in most cases, taxpayers seeking tangible benefits for
the public funds invested. The competition comes from the other
modes, primarily the automobile, and civic pride manifests itself
in citizen groups and elected officials striving to influence
design and site location. The designer of passenger stations must
skillfully unify these diverse interests to obtain an acceptable
and functional facility while remaining within the available
capital funding.

(d) It is important for the designer to recognize that a
passenger station constructed today will function for the next I'l'

to 25 years and that overindulgence m nostalgic design, which is
incompatible with a modern transportation system, should be
minimized. Many of the techniques and design principles developed
over the past BO years in handling passengers are still aoolicable
to today's facilities; only the magnitude and the materials have
changed

.
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9.1.2. Types o-f Stations

(a) Stations are classi-fied by
service o-f-fered, as -follows:

the type o-f transportation

<1- Intercity - Service generally characterized by
travel distances in excess o-f 100 miles by passengers who journey
less -frequently than once a week and usually require personal
services such as checked baggage, on-board -food, and in some
cases, reservations -for seats or sleeping accommodations.

(2. Suburban/Commuter - Service characterized by
travel distances less than 100 miles on a repetitive daily
schedule which is usually oriented in one direction during the
morning and evening hours.

(3. Inter modal - Servi ce which is character ired by a
combination o-f Intercity and/or Suburban rail service plus
additional public transportation modes such as long distance and
local bus routes, marine -ferry service, heavy/light rail rapid
transit, airport ground access, and centralized private auto
par ki ng ,

(4. Combination Agencies - Service which is
characterized by one group o-f railroad employees selling both
passenger transportation and -freight transportation in one common
-facility. New stations o-f this type are not common since most
-freight carriers have sought to divest themselves o-f passenger
operations. Where such -facilities are constructed, tra-f-fic levels
-for either o-f the modes is usually very low. Station designs
usually incorporate -features that permit the isolation or
1 dent i-f i cat 1 on o-f expenses attributable to each transportation
sector

.

(b) The size and con-f i gur at i on o-f the passenger station
should be established on the basis o-f the peak hour passenger
(PHF') count attributable to each type o-f transportation service
plus interfacing carriers and building tenants. The level o-f

capital investment will generally be governed by the level of
revenue derived from the operation, hence, the peak hour passenger
count will have considerable bearing on the sta-ffing and magnitude
o-f the -facilities.

<c) Stations with peal- hour passenger counts in excess o-f 300
require detailed origin, destination, and travel mode studies to
e-ffectively design station -facilities.

(d) Passenger stations mList be designed to enable easy
expansion since rail transportation is highly leveraged in terms
o-f total passenger-miles generated. In city pair markets, a one
percent drop in private auto travel can easily result in a 50 to
1C>0 percent increase to the rail sector. Estimating -future growth
accurately in rail passenger services is most di-f-ficult due to
many external factors that in-fluence ridership. Inconsistent
historical data that was the result o-f capital disinvestment in
the 195C)'s also makes extrapolations -for -future growth most
unreliable. New passenger stations mList be designed to accomplish
expansion at a minimum cost and with a minimum of interruption to
daily operations when sustained growth does become evident.
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8.1.3. De-finitions

(a) Peak Hour Passenger (PHP) - The maximum number of
passengers and accompanying visitors using the -facility during any
given hour on a sustained basis.

(b) Daily Average Passenger (DAP) - The total number o-f

passengers using a -facility on a daily basis derived -from -five day
averages o-f at least -four randomly selected weeks during the year,

(c) Downtown Location - A station site in the Central
Business District (CBD) where the primary mode o-f travel to and
•from the station is by public conveyance or -foot. The -final

destination o-f most passengers is in the CBD.

(d) Suburban Location - A station site which serves a medium
to low density population center requiring the use o-f private
automobiles as the primary mode to reach the station. The site
may be in a small central business district, but because the -final

destination o-f most travelers is not this business district, the
location IS classi-fied as "suburban." Suburban locations are
usually -found in commuter operations and as satellite -facilities
in intercity markets to capture additonal ridership.

(e) Mul t 1 -occupancy Development - A station site occupying a

small portion o-f a larger -facility such as a shopping center or
o-f-fice comple^;. The rail station is a tenant and shares common
areas o-f the Development with the other tenants. This type o-f

station may be either a Downtown or Suburban location.

8.1.4. Developing the Scope o-f Project

(a) To develop the scope o-f the rail station project, basic
design criteria must be solicited -from all the railroad
departments that will occupy the passenger station. The
involvement o-f various departments will vary -from location to
location depending on what type o-f service and supporting
operations are necessary. One department should be selected as
the lead department to consolidate all requests and resolve
con-flicts. The lead department should also maintain a close
liaison with the Engineering Department to insure that the capital
-funding ceiling -for the station is not e;:ceeded.

(b) Criteria should be solicited in manner that requires the
using department to -furnish in-formation as raw data. Quantities
such number o-f employees, number o-f passengers, number o-f ticket
transactions, pieces o-f baggage, are e:.6mples o-f raw data: the
determination o-f actual square -footage needed or room size and
con-f 1 gur at 1 on should be le-ft to the design pro-f essi onal . Chapter
14 discusses the planning o-f track and plat-form -facilities, but
the station building designer should care-fully review these
requirements since supporting utilities -for the plat-form area
while normally be routed through the station building.

(c) The Criteria Format questionnaire should be broken down
-functionally so each department prepares one segment covering its
respective operations. A separate segment should be developed -for

every department to complete itemizing employees by shift, sex,
and labor cl assi -f i cat i on or grade.

(d) The lead department should resolve con-flicts between
departments and wor ^ closely with the requesting departments where
desired -facilities appear inconsistent with the overall concept
and construction budget. I -f the services o-f an OLitside consulting
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•firm are to be be employed, the a-f orementi oned steps should be
taken prior to engaging the -firm in order to control design
e>;penses. The Engineering Department will normally prepare
concept drawings converting the criteria into tangible site and
•floor plans •for the using departments to review.

8.2 SITE

8.2.1 Sel ect i on

(a) Factors a^f^fecting the selection o^f a station site include
availability o-f land, access to mainline railroad tracks, access
to passengers via local streets and roads, mass transit, and
walkways as appropriate, availability o^f utility services,
•favorable sub-sur^face conditions, suitable zoning and local
government assistance, and marketing visibility. The most
restrictive •factor o^f all o^f these is access to the mainline
railroad tracks. Finding a suitable site along the right o^f way
with adequate acreage, market access, utilities, local approvals.
and visibility can be most elusive in cities and towns where the
community grew along the railroad. In many cases, all the
available sites are available solely because they possess many
problems that have made them unsuitable •for development.
Un^f ortunatel y , it is not possible to build a railroad passenger
station which is not along the right o-f way. In selecting a site,
e-f^forts should be made to avoid sites within i nter 1 ocki ngs or with
extensive communications polelines in order to avoid related
signal construction costs. I •f the station has a peak hour
passenger count under 150 and no trains are serviced or terminated
at the station, then the site selection process is much
simpli-fied. A^fter the criteria has been analyred, the important
parameters o-f site selection should be written down in order o^f

importance. All sites under consideration should be rated in
order o^f suitability to the top •four parameters. It should be
remembered however, that each department within the railroad will
have the parameters rated in a di^f^ferent order. The Operations
Department will be interested only in avoiding i nter •f er ence to
train moverients: the Sales Department will stress visibility and
road access; the Real Estate Department wotild li(e to purchase the
cheapest land! and the Engineering Department would 1 i I-. e to have
the most level site with stable soils. It is important that the
lead department balance these competing demands and select the
most cost e^f^fective alternative. In some instances, the least
acceptable site to the railroad may be the selected alternative
because o-f substantial local or state -funding that provides the
railroad with related capital improvements.

8.2.2. Development

(a ) Park i ng

(1) The most land intensi ve re qui rement -for a new
railroad station is parking. To be competitive with other modes
o-f travel, the railroad must o-f-fer convenient parking to permit
passengers and visitors to reach the station. Where parking is in
short supply, a method o-f control may be reqLiired to insure space
turnover and/or availability. Where train ridership is high,
parking may be a source o-f non-transportation revenue to help
o-f-fset the station operating expenses. The level o-f parking -fees,
however, should not be set so high as to discourage ridership.

(2) The number o-f parking spaces to be provided at each
type o-f station in each type location is shown in TABLE 2. PARKING
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REDUIREMENTS. This Table is a guideline and some variance may be
required to suit speci-fic sites. Where ridership is above 300
peak hour passengers, origin and destination studies should be
conducted. Availability o-f convenient parking is the single most
important site development -factor -for the success o-f a station.

(3) In designing a parking -facility -for a railroad
station, adequate space and circulation roadways should be
provided to permit the expansion o-f the number o-f spaces should
ridership growth occur.

(4) Many jurisdictions in recent years have adopted
storm water management ordinances that require on-site impoundment
o-f peak runo-f-f to preclude overloading combination storm/sanitary
sewers. Adequate land area should be planned in site development
for such impoundments. These impoundments can serve as landscaped
bu-f-fer strips to adjacent properties.

(5) Provisions -for employee parking should be analyzed
consistent with labor agreements, past practice, and -functional
need. Employee parking should be located o-f-f normal access routes
to discourage passengers -from inadvertently entering the employee
spaces. The assignment o-f employee spaces should not pre-empt the
most convenient passenger spaces in the -front o-f the station. In

determining the number o-f employee spaces required, approximately
150*/. o-f the largest shi-ft should be provided to allow arriving
employees to park be-fore the others have le-ft.

(b) Roadways

(1) Access to the station building must be unimpeded to
permit late arriving passengers and taxis to qLiickly reach the
drop o-f-f location in -front o-f the building. Roadway systems on

the site should establish a counter-clockwise circulation pattern
in -front o-f the station building. Roadways o-f these systems
should be a minimum o-f 20 -feet in width. The roadway in -front o-f

the station building should be a minimum o-f 30 -feet wide to permit
passing o-f double parked or "tailed-out" vehicles in the drop c-f-f

area. Roadway radii should be no less than the recommended AASHTO
standard -for 40' buses.

(2) Curb length -for the drop o-f-f area should be as
shown in TABLE 2. PARKING REDUIREMENTS. Where curb length exceeds
the station -frontage by 200V. a separate arriving and departing
area with a loading island in -front o-f the station building should
be provi ded

.

(3) On site roadways should be con-figured to permit
recirculation without leaving the station property when the peak
hour passenger count exceeds 150. This will permit a driver to
drop a passenger o-f-f then proceed to the parking Ares.
Conversely, a driver can remove a parked car -from the parking area
to pickup an arriving passenger at the station curb.

<c) Building Placement on Site

( 1 ) PI acement o-f the station building on the site
should provide a clear sightline to vehicles entering the property
or approaching on the primary street access. Whenever possible,
an unobstructed sightline o-f 500 -feet should be provided. This
sight distance enables approaching passengers to identi-fy their
objective early and permits either the pedestrian or driver to
concentrate on maneuvering to the correct location near the entry
door o-f the station building.
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(2) In some cases, particularly i -f the station has
several tracks without a grade separated passenger access, the
station building may have to be positioned to coincide with the
major "at grade" crossing which permits the positioning o-f trains
on the inner tracks without cutting o-f-f access to the outermost
tracks. In these instances, it may be necessary to adjust the
drop o-f-f curb into a curved con-f i gur at i on or adopt a diagonal
parking slot drop o-f-f area beyond the station building.

(d) It is o-ften necessary to construct passenger stations on
sites that have numerous overhead utility easements. Wherever
possible, these utilities should be buried as part o-f the station
project in the immediate vicinity o-f the station building.

(e) Landscaping and Signage

(1) Adequate areas on the site should be all owed -for

landscaping as required by local code. Landscaping should be low
maintenance types o-f ground cover with heavy mulches. Evergreens
are pre-ferable to deciduous trees to reduce grounds maintenance.
In locating evergreens, care should be taken not to obstruct lines
o-f sight -for drivers approaching intersections within the station
grounds or at the e::its to public roadways.

(2) Tra-f-fic signage on site should comply with the
Manual o-f Uni-form Tra-f-fic Control Devices as modi-fied state,
province, or local legislation. Using standard signage will in
most jurisdictions permit en-forcement o-f tra-f-fic regulations in
municipal courts.

(3) Identity and directional signage should be
•fabricated to a uni-form graphic standard -featuring bold type-faces
o-f a character size adequate -for the speed o-f the approaching
reader. Light characters on a darker background with good
contrast are easiest to read. Signage at the entry to the
property should be illuminated. Non-i 1 1 umi nated signs should be
-fabricated in retro-re-f 1 ect i ve sheeting and characters.

8.3 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

8.3.1 General Considerations

(a) The general layout and circulation o-f passengers,
supplies, and equipment should be designed to permit the most
e-f-ficient and expeditious handling while giving adequiate
consideration to sa-fety, com-fort, and convenience to the traveler.
Principal station -facilities should be arranged in order o-f need
to the arriving passenger. Waiting distances should be kept as
low as possible to avoid con-fusion to the passenger. Where peak
hour passenger counts exceed 3C>0. consideration should be given to
separating inbound and outbound passengers, avoiding con-f licting
lines o-f travel. Con-flicts between outboLind passengers destined
-for di-f-ferent points or directions should also be avoided. On the
larger stations, origin and destination studies should be
per-formed i -f an e>:isting station is in operation at the site.

(b) The needs o-f intercity and commuter passengers »re
signi -f icantl y di-f-ferent as listed in TABLE 1. Intercity and
commuter travelers should be separated whenever possible throtigh
duplication o-f certain -facilities: through bypassing the commuters
around the core o-f the waiting room and ticketing lobbies; or
through construction o-f separate concourses on di-f-ferent levels.
The selected course o-f action will be governed by the size o-f the
peak hour passenger count.
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(c) Public -funding o-f most railroad passenger stations
requires that all new construction and major renovation con-form to
Federal and State regulations providing handicapped accesi bi 1 1 ty

.

A minimum level o-f design should be ANSI A117. 1-1980, when Federal
-funds are involved.

(d) Facility recognition through distinctive architecture and
graphic design is an e-f-fective marketing tool. Consideration
should be given to repetitive architectural elements that can be
applied to all stations o-f a railway company or transportation
system. Such repetitive design is also an e-f-fective method in
reducing design costs and standardizing maintenance procedures.

(e) In mul ti -occupancy developments where the passenger
station is but one tenant with many other commercial enterprises,

the criteria should be applied to the area to be leased or
occupied as though it were a -free-standing station. Care-ful

consideration should be given to the accessibility o-f the station
space, particularly during non-commercial hours. A passenger
station buried deep within a mul ti -occupancy development, such as
a shopping center, may cause con-fusion to the in-frequent traveler.
Access routes should be clearly marked on the building exterior
and the travel paths inside the structure should be direct and
convenient. The passenger should be able to reach th^ ticketing
and in-formation areas o-f the station within 100 -feet o-f entering
the building. Such a minimal travel distance is necessary to

relieve passenger anxiety created by un-familiar surroundings.

TABLE 1 PASSENGER SERVICE CHARACTERISTICS

Intercity

Frequently a stranger
Occaiionally is not jsed
to travel
Often uncertain in move-
ment.
Sometimes elderly or
infirm and often ac-
cainpanied by children.
Generally carryimj
baggage

.

Occupies more space on
platforms and for longer
average time.
Requires waiting room,
toilets. tic)tet sellers,
concession and vending
services

.

Commuter

Generally familiar wiih
t;:e station af-.er first
trip.
Is self-reliant.
Definite and bruit m move-
ment.
Active and mature.
So luggage other than small
briefcase

.

Moves promptly from train
to exit.
Requires no aid and wants
none

.

Requires ticltet seller in-
frequently to purchase
multi-ride ticliet.

8.3.2. Intercity Passenger Stations

(a) Space requirements -for the various rooms and spaces in an

intercity passenger station are shown in TABLE 3. The values
shown are typical and adjustment may be necessary based upon local
operating conditions as justi-fied in the Design Criteria. Local
climatic conditions will also in-fluence the amount o-f indoor space
provided -for passenger operations.

(b) To adequately serve the intercity traveler, it is

important to understand the -functions o-f each area o-f the
passenger station.
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(1) Waiting Room - An area where passengers wait -for

trains prior to queuing or proceeding to the plat-form. In major
cities where connections are made between trains, a separate
waiting area with so-ft -furnishings may be provided to enhance the
corn-fort o-f the connecting passengers. Waiting areas are normally
o-f-f the primary travel path between the ticket counter and the
boarding areas. Passengers going directly -from the station
entrance or ticket counter should not have to disturb passengers
seated in the waiting area. Seating units should be modular
arranged in clusters to eliminate the institutional 1 oo^

.

(2) Concourses - One or more areas where passengers
walk to and -from trains and where passengers queue in anticipation
o-f boarding trains. In small stations serving only one train at a
time, a separate concourse is usually not provided. In larger
stations, there may be several concourses, particularly i -f

arriving and departing passengers are separated. I-f boarding
gates -for many tracks are employed, the concourse must have
adequate depth and length to hold approximately 75"/. o-f the normal
peak passenger count -for each train. One method to control the
size o-f concourses is to employ passenger in-formation systems that
do not post track or gate numbers until the train is ready to
board, hence discouraging long queues in -front o-f the boarding
gates. Where concourses are used exclusively -for travel paths, a
minimum width o-f 15 -feet should be provided to accommodate
passengers carrying luggage or pushing luggage carts. When the
concourse is lined with concessions or other services, additional
width must be provided to maintain an unobstructed walkway in the
middle o-f the concourse. Where concourses are more than 150 -feet
in length, graphics should repeat destination messages in bold,
clear, type-faces that do not require the passenger to stop or slow
down in the travel path. Video display units should not be placed
in the center o-f concourse travel paths as they too require a
passenger to stop o-f slow down to read the i n-f ormat i on

.

(3) Ticketing - An area where persons, who have not purchased
their transportation documents, queue and make such purchases.
The ticket area should have the number o-f window positions
necessary to keep ticket queue waiting time to no more than 5
minutes in normal times and no more than S minutes in peak times.
When more than three positions are operated, consideration should
be given to a single serpentine waiting line so passengers are
served in a -first come, -first served manner. I-f specialized train
services are o-f-fered, separate window positions may be required to
give expedited service to these passengers. A typical ticket
sales counter area is appended to this Chapter showing recommended
distances between the counter and the backwall. The ticket
counter should be designed in standard modules that permit
updating as ticketing equipment is improved in the -future. In
most stations, the in-formation position should be located at the
most accessible end o-f the ticket counter to permit sales agents
to provide this service during slack periods o-f business. The
in-formation position also serves as an over-flow ticketing position
during abnormal peak periods. Average transaction time to ticket
a passenger will vary -from 30 seconds -for unreserved coach travel
to 4 minutes -for mul ti -segment , reserved travel. Where a large
number o-f credit card transactions are handled, ticketing
transaction time will increase at least 90 seconds over the values
stated above. The wall behind the ticket counter is the most
dramatic, visual identity device in the station building, hence
this wall should receive special graphics that convey the image o-f

a modern transportation company. Company operating policies
should stress the need to keep the tictet counter backwall clear
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o-f unauthorired signs, posters, and other materials. Where
security considerations mandate the use o-f ticket counter glaring
for personnel protection, vertical speaking slots should be
provided. Passenger checking o-f baggage should be accomplished at
the ticket counter to expedite the movement o-f passengers through
the pre-boarding process. Such a uni-fied operation is prevalent
in all modern transportation systems because o-f the labor savings
incurred. The ticketing area requires a back o-f-fice -for agents to
handle their administrative duties out o-f sight o-f the passenger.
A storage room -for spare -forms, a sa-fe -for money and ticket stock,
and an area -for placement o-f communications, teleprinters, and
computer reservations equipment should be provided. Where the
number o-f agents assigned exceeds ten, it may be desirable to
provide a combination coatroom/ 1 unchroom and toilet -for ticketing
employees. The ticket back o-f-fice should be the most secure ares
in the station with access closely controlled.

(4) Baggage Facilities - An area that provides -five

separate activities: the receipt and checking o-f outbound baggage
through the ticket counter and moving it to the make-up area in
the baggage room! the receipt o-f inbound baggage -from the train
and dispensing same to the passenger within 30 minutes o-f train
arrival; the storage o-f unclaimed and connecting baggage, storage
o-f baggage tractors and carts, and the storage o-f cleaning and
maintenance supplies; the short term storage o-f parcels and
luggage using sel-f service coin lockers; and the handling and
dispensing o-f package express by bulk users. The movement o-f

outbound baggage -from the ticket counter to the baggage make-up
area may be be manual or automated equipment depending upon the
distance and quantities involved. Baggage checked within 3-4
hours prior to train departure is usually -for later dispatch
should be placed in a secure baggage holding to another train will
o-ften be placed in the cage. Inbound baggage -from the train is
o-ften dispensed on the plat-form at the station building when
quantities are small. Where plat-form claim is not used, a dutch
door between the baggage room and the ticket queue strea can be
e-f -f ect 1 vel y used. At larger stations, a sel-f claim -facility
should be -furnished to expedite passenger service. Where the
number o-f pieces o-f luggage are between 30 and 50, a simple
stainless steel gravity rack will su-f-fice. A backwall should be
provided to prevent the passenger -from viewing back into the
baggage room. Above 50 pieces per train, an automated conveyor
sel-f claim device should be provided with claiming -frontage as
shown in TABLE 3. Bulk users o-f package express services desire
to deliver their loads direct to the baggage room via an outside
door. This -feature is more pre-ferable than having delivery-
vehicles occupying the public drop o-f-f lanes in -front o-f the
station. This -feature will also reduce the possibility o-f damage
to station building entrance doors caused by hand trucks anc
carts.

(5) Restrooms - Public rest rooms should be provided
since many passengers must spend extended periods waiting -for

trains or connecting modes o-f transportation. When a station
serves large num.bers o-f connecting passengers, provisions should
be made -for mirrors, washing basins, shaving receptacles, and
in-fant changing -facilities. Restrooms should be located in the
line o-f sight o-f the ticket counter to permit employees on duty to
monitor and exercise control over access.

(6) Support ing Facilities - Areas in the station -for

the vending o-f -food and beverage, newpapers, and sundries should
be grouped together to promote cleanliness. Telephones and
central accommodation reservation phones should be located near
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the Daggagge claim or street e>: i t doors. In stations with a peak
hour passenger count in excess o-f 300, a Passenger Service 0-f-fice

in the Baggage Claim Area should be provided. Design criteria
will also speci-fy what other administrative, on-board services,
commissary, mechanical, security, and sales -functions may be
required. Those -functions that do not interface with the ptiblic

should have employee entrances away -from the waiting rooms and
concoLir ses

.

9.3.3. Commuter Stations

(a) Space requirements -for the various rooms and spaces in a

commuter passenger station are shown in TABLE 3. The values are
typical and adjustment may be necessary based upon local operating
conditions. Local climatic conditions will also in-fluence the
amount o-f indoor space provided -for passenger operations.

(b) To adequately serve the commuter passenger, it is

necessary to understand the -functions o-f each area o-f the station.

( 1 ) Wai ting Room - An ares where the passenger waits
-for the arrival o-f the train prior to boarding. Generally,
passengers only use the waiting room when weather is inclement,
e>:tremely cold, or extremely hot i -f the waiting room is air
conditioned; at most other times the commuter will stand outside
near his regular boarding point. I-f the parking area is

immediately adjacent to the plat-form, many commuters will wait -for

the train in their automobiles. I-f the train originates in the
station, most commuters will arrive and proceed directly to the
train. Generally, commuters have an established routine and they
rarely spend more than 15 minutes in the station area. Because o-f

this limited demand -for waiting room space, the designer should
use hard, durable, utilitarian -furnishings and -finishes. During
o-f-f-peat hours. waiting rooms are o-ften looted to preclude
vandalism. At such times, plat-form shelters should be provided to
o-f-fer protection -from the elements. In commuter service, tra-f-fic

is generally oriented in one direction; a waiting room shoi-ila be
located on the plat-form serving the primary tra-f-fic direction.

(2) Concourses - Areas within major stations which
direct passengers to and -from the plat-forms to the street.
Concourses must be wide enough to rapidly convey the hundreds o-f

commuters that unload simultaneously. When concessions -front on
the concourses, the -five -feet o-f concourse width in -front o-f each
establishment must be subtracted -from the e-f-fective width o-f the
concourse. In planning travel paths through a commuter station,
care should be e:;ercised to avoid con-flicting travel paths o-f

major groups o-f passerigers. In many instances, routing large

numbers o-f passengers on a more circuitous route to avoid

con-flicts will provide -faster ingress and egress. Concourses
which provide queue space at track gates must be widened to permit

other passengers to pass. Graphics in the concourses should use

bold characters with the least amount o-f wording possible. The

use o-f graphic symbols and color coding are also e-f-fective means

o-f conveying in-formation without causing the stranger to stop or

slow down to read messages. Where video display units are used,

these should be mounted out o-f the mainstream o-f travel to

preclude obstructing the concourse passage. Where vending

machines and control gates are used, the station must be designed
with paid and non-paid concourses. Adequate queing space must be

provided on both sides o-f the control gates. I-f escalators are

employed, the impacts o-f having one o-f the devices out o-f service

-for maintenance should be considered in siring the concourse areas

near the escalators and alternate stairs and ramps.
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(3) Ticketing facilities - In a commuter station, most
passengers purchase multi-ride tickets at the beginning o-f each
month or week:. Many systems use vending machines to issue tic^ets
or employ ticketing by mail schemes to minimize the need -for large
numbers o-f ticket sellers -for three or -four days each month.
Under normal circumstances, one agent is more that adequate to
handle the occasional rider that is not traveling on a multi-ride
ticket. When commutation tickets are sold, the ticket transaction
time is 60 to 90 seconds because o-f check approval procedures.
Ticket sales counters do not require extensive computerised
issuing machinery or baggage checking modules; otherwise, most o-f

the same design considerations employed in intercity stations can
be used on commuter stations.

(4) Restroom Faciliti es - Since most commuters spend
very little time in the station and Are headed to an o-f-fice or
home in the immediate vicinity, restroom requirements are minimal.
The restrooms should be located within the station so the
entrances can be observed and controlled by employees on duty.
Consideration should be given to installing electric door locks
remotely controlled by the ticket agent to limit use o-f the
restrooms to bona-fide rail passengers.

(5) Support Faci 1 iti es - Support -faciliti es will vary
widely and requirements should be established when the design
criteria is submitted. Typical -facilities include: Lost and
Found, St at I onmaster ' s 0-f-fice to operate Train In-formation
Systems, storage lockers, employee locker rooms, janitorial
closets and supply storage, and shop space -for mechanical
personnel assigned to the station. Employees that are not
required to inter-face with the passenger should be provided with
separate entrances and working spaces. Where the numbers o-f

passengers are substantial, additional non-transportation revenue
can be generated with concessions that cater to the commuter. In
designing a station however. care should be taken to avoid
constricting or disrupting the -function o-f the station and its
varoius elements by indiscriminate leasing o-f space.

(6) Graphic and Advertising Standards - In developing a
major commuter station, clear graphic and advertising standards
should be established early to insure concessionaires do not erect
uncoordinated signage that makes essential directional signage
1 ne-f -f ect 1 ve. A uni-form graphics band in the station will assist
passengers in -finding services and transportation -facilities
desi red

.

8.3.4. Intermodal Stations

(a) Intermodal stations are e-f-fective in promoting use o-f

public transport because they reduce the time wasted trans-f err i ng
from one mode to another. Each carrier participating in an
intermodal station bene-fits -from increased revenue resulting -from
connecting tra-f-fic plus reduced operating e>;penses by sharing
common -facilities such as the waiting room, restrooms, parking,
and maintenance personnel. F.ach csrrier rarely imposes a peat
passenger hour at the exact same moment as the others, hence
adequate capacity usually already e>:ists in a station. The
increased pedestrian tra-f-fic through the station will increase the
rents that can be collected -from concessionaires -further reducing
the station operating expenses. Several government sponsored
•funding programs exist under state and -federal agencies -for the
planning and development o-f intermodal stations, which can
e-f -f ect 1 vel y reduce the capital outlay on the part o-f the
transportation companies.
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(b) An e-f-fective intermodal station uni-fies all transit
options in a manner that permits the passenger to move easily -from

one mode to another. In developing criteria -for an intermodal
station, each carrier should complete the same Design Criteria
questionnaire and the station planned as a series separate
•facilties on a common circulation concourse or waiting room. The
station peak hour passenger count should be determined by
superimposing all carriers loads. The common circulation
concourse or waiting room should have a uni-fied graphics band to
direct passengers to individual carriers and concessions. In
larger stations, each carrier may have its individual waiting area
immediately adjacent to the departure point o-f the transit
vehi cl es.

(c) The majority o-f intermodal stations involve trans-fers
between some type o-f rail carrier with one or more bus operators.
Intercity rail services in many markets have interline agreements
with the intercity bus companies that permit passengers to travel
on a through ticket with through checked baggage. When such a
condition occurs, the intermodal station should have service
corridors connecting the rail and bus baggage rooms to -facilitate
this trans-fer. Each bus company has its individual standards -for

loading docks. However, appended to this Chapter is a sample 45
degree con-f i gur at i on which is the most pre-ferred. Right hand
loading should be employed when ever possible. City transit buses
normally load on a scalloped curb plat-form with a tail out
condition. A typical plat-form con-f i gur at i on is appended to this
Chapter

.

(d) Other types o-f intermodal stations may be planned, but it
IS not possible to cover every conceivable combination in the
scope o-f this Chapter. The principles o-f handling passengers are
similar regardless o-f mode.

8.3.5. Combination Freight and Passenger Stations

(a) In developing the scope o-f work -for a combination -freight
and passenger station, the designer should keep in mind that each
facility may be operating at di-f-ferent hours and some degree o-f

separation and isolation is desirable. Access to the passenger
portion o-f the station should be very prominent when compared to
the -freight agency to preclude rail passengers -from entering the
-freight o-f-fice.

(b) As with the other types o-f stations, the using railroad
departments should itemize their requirements on a Design Criteria
questionnaire. The designer should then apply the needs
independently at -first, then seek to identi-fy those project
elements which are in common and can be shared to reduce capital
and operating costs.

8.4 STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS

8.4. 1 . Types

(a) The type o-f construction will be in-fluenced by the sire
and location o-f the station building. Small stations will o-ften

utilise e.-;terior bearing walls with clear span joists, or
pr e-eng 1 neer ed building systems. Larger stations will more likely
employ structural steel or rein-forced concrete -frames with panels
covering the -frame. The availability o-f local materials and labor
-familiar with prevalent construction techniques may help control
construction costs.
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(b) In selecting a structural system, the designer should
consult with the project architect to analyze the concepts which
permit the station building to be expanded in the -future.

Expansion will likely occur parallel to the railroad tracks,
hence, endwalls should not contain structural elements that
preclude the removal o-f the endwalls. The areas most likely to
require e>;pansion in a station are the waiting room, baggage room,
and ticket counter. Interior columns and bearing walls should be
placed in a manner that does not preclude such expansion as
envisioned by the project architect.

8.4.2 Structural Loads

(a) The selection o-f design loads -for -floors and roo-fs will
be dictated by local building codes.

8.5 FINISH MATERIALS

8.5.1. Exterior Finishes

(a) The exterior appearance o-f a rail passenger station

should convey a sense o-f permanence and businesslike manner o-f the
owning company. Hence, the use o-f masonry, precast concrete, or

similar hard, durable materials should be used. High quality,
commercial grade store-front elements should be used. Where metal
and wood panels are employed, they should be kept away -from the
grade line to prevent corrosion and rot. The use o-f distinctive
architectural elements in all stations o-f a transportation system
can serve as an e-f-fective marketing tool by promoting public
recogni ti on

.

(b) The design o-f plat-form canopies is discussed in Chapter
14. The exterior -finishes used in the station building should be
repeated in the -finishes o-f the canopies to create an uni-fied
proj ect

.

(c) The selection o-f exterior -finishes should result in low
maintenance costs by using only materials that do not require
periodic work at less than 8 year cycles.

(d) To minimize solar heat gains, overhangs above window
areas can reduce air conditioning loads. The selection o-f glass
type -for the windows and doors will be a -function o-f geographic
location and climatic design temperatures.

8.5.2. Interior Finishes

(a) F'ublic spaces in the station building should be hard,
durable sur-faces that reduce maintenance and maintain attractive
appearance. Floors should use quarry tile, terrazzo, or terrazro
epoxy tile. Walls should use the masonry o-f the exterior,
plastic laminate covered building panels, and painted block.
Ceilings should use a commercial grade 2x2 lay-in acoustical tile
or metal linear slat system to permit access to the above ceiling
space. In restrooms, ceramic mosaic tile, ceramic tile, or epoxy
painted block should be used. Where gypsum wallboard is used, it
should be backed up with plywood to prevent puncturing. Wallboard
should be covered with semi-gloss paints or vinyl wall coverings.

<b) In larger intercity stations where passengers must spend
considerable time waiting -for connections , some portions o-f the
waiting room may be -finished with so-fter -finishes to control noise
and increase com-fort. The use o-f commercial grade carpeting on
floors and/or walls may be used.
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(c) In commuter stations, shelter -from the elements is the
primary consideration hence, vinyl tile, or treated concrete are
acceptable -floor materials,

(d) In non-public spaces, commercial o+-fice -finishes
consistent with corporate policies should be used. In the baggage
and service areas, painted block walls and treated concrete -floors
should be used, I -f stud partitions are constructed in the baggage
areas, then a plywood wainscot should be installed to prevent the
puncturing and scu-f-fing o-f the wall materials,

8.5.3 Historic Buildings

(a) Buildings which are listed on the National Register o-f

Historic Buildings must be maintained with the same general
exterior appearance. The bene-fits o-f re-using such older stations
accrue -from tax bene-fits -from adaptive use and the public
recognition o-f railroad station location. When a private
developer acquires a railroad station -for rehabilitation, the
transportation areas in the station should not be completed in a

museum grade restoration, A modern rail transportation system
requires a modern image in the ticketing and passenger handling
areas o-f the station. It is possible to aesthetically combine
modern materials with historic buildings -for an attractive and
-functional station -facility,

8,6 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

B,6,l Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning

(a) The selection o-f -fuels -for the HVAC systems varies with

location and availability. To determine the most advantageous
systems, one o-f the computer based operating analyses should be

employed. The availability o-f local maintenance and service
personnel may also a-f-fect the selection,

(b) Train operations will o-ften occ\.\.r at times outside normal

business hours. Where tenant activities are located in the

station, consideration should be given to separate zoning the HVAC

systems to permit operation o-f only those areas required by the

passenger station. Spaces within the passenger station may also
have varying hours o-f operation and should be similarly analyzed
•for the most cost e-t-fe-ctive energy utilization,

(c) Ventilation can normally be accommodated by introducing
mate-up air through the primary air handling equipment and

e::hausting through the restrooms and locker rooms. Where
extensive -food preparation -facilities are included in the station,

adequate tempered make-up air must be introduced to replace
e>;haust hood air. Restrooms should be provided with independent
exhaust systems to o-f -f set odor problems created by intensive use.

Vestibules should be provided in cold climates to reduce
1 n-f 1 1 tr at 1 on ,

(d) Outside air intakes should be located clear o-f railroad
tracks where diesel locomotives may be operating and roadways
where motor vehicles may be idling,

(e) Where unitized air conditioning equipment is provided,

consideration to installing economizer cycles should be made.

Where central station air conditioning is used. consideration to

installing run-around coils in the exhaust and ma(e-up ducts
should also be made. Depending upon other -features o-f the

station, other energy recovery techniques may be cost e-f-fective.
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(f) In per-forming heating and coaling load calculations, the
designer should analyze the irrpacts o-f widely varying numbers o-f

people in the waiting room -for short periods o-f time. In the

winter, most passengers will have their overcoats on permitting
the use o-f a smaller temperature di -f -f er ence. In the SLimmer, the
number o-f people in the cooling load should be reduced to allow
-for use o-f recovery time between trains. By undersizing the
cooling capacity, the only e-f-fects will be better humidity control
and 3i slow increase in inside temperature as the number o-f

passengers increases. About the time passengers begin to
e>;perience discom-fort, the train should arrive drastically
reducing the cooling load. The HVAC designer should simulate
several scenarios using one o-f the many computer load programs
available to determine the optimum size -for cooling equipment. In

the ticket sales area, the sensible heat gain -for the ticketing
and communications equipment must be conservatively calculated as
heat gains increase geometrically as ambient increases. The
latter is especially important i -f security glazing is installed on
the ticket counter.

(g> Where the baggage room is contiguous to the rest o-f the
station, consideration should be given to installing air curtains
on the baggage room overhead doors.

(h) Return air plenums above hung ceilings should be avoided
in the interests o-f energy conservation and ease o-f -future wiring
modi -f i cati ons.

B. 6. 2. PI umb i ng

(a) Sanitary -facilities shall be placed in a convenient
location that does not preclude the -future expansion o-f the
station. Restrooms should be placed back to back on a wet chase
to minimize construction costs.

(b) Fixtures selected -for use in a passenger station must be
o-f the highest commercial grade to withstand the rigors o-f public
use. Where local plumbing codes permit, consideration should be
given to -furnishing a single tempered water source in public
lavatories. Hot water heaters should be located near their served
-fi^<tures to reduce extensive runs o-f hot water piping. Hot water
IS used primarily -for hand washing with a very low demand and a

lengthy recovery time. Some instantaneous heaters may provide
adequate hot water in a more cost e-f-fective manner.

(c) The routing o-f piping in the station should consider
future maintenance. F'lping should be run in accessible spaces
wherever possible.

8.6.3. Train Service Watering

(a) Re-fer to Chapter 14 -for the requirements -for train
watering systems -for passenger cars, locomotive steam generators,
and locomotive radiators.

(b) In the United States, regulations o-f the Interstate
Travel Sanitation Branch o-f the US Public Health Service reqciire
the isolation o-f these train watering systems -from the municipal
and buildinq water suDolies. This isolation is usually provided
with the installation o-f one or more reduced pressure, back-flow
preventers which are often placed in the station building.
Applicable codes and regulations -for the jurisdiction where the
station IS being constructed should be consulted.
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8.6.4 Escalators/Elevators

(a) Where multiple levels which cannot be connected by ramps
Are provided in a station, elevators should be installed. I -f

baggage is also handled in the elevator, a "hospital" type cab can
be used to handle both passengers and baggage carts.

(b) In designing escalator banks, consideration should be
given to the e-f-fects o-f service interruptions required by
mechanical inspections and routine service. The installation o-f

parallel stairways along the escalators should be considered.
Where escalators primarily serve commuters, the -flow o-f passengers
will be si gni -f i cant 1 y a-f-fected with the loss o-f escalator
capaci ty

.

(c) In designing a station where an elevator is the only
access to a plat-form, provisions should be made -for at-grade track
crossings to provide alternate access paths in the event the
elevator is not in service.

8.7 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

e. 7. 1 . Lighting

(a) Illumination levels are shown in TABLE 4. These values
Are typical and may have to be adjusted to suit local conditions
or codes. Where values are not shown, the recommendations o-f the
Illumination Engineering Society should be -followed. Lighting
levels on boarding plat-forms is discussed in Chapter 14.

(b) The control o-f lighting should be accomplished -from the
ticket o-f-fice. In waiting rooms, -fixtures should be alternately
wired to permit a 50y. reduction o-f lighting levels during periods
when natural lighting is available. Plat-form lighting should be
controlled -from the ticket o-f-fice.

(c) E-f-ficient light sources should be used. Where ceiling
heights are less than 12 -feet, -fluorescent lamps should be used.
Where ceiling heights exceed 12 -feet, color corrected HID lamp;

should be used.

8.7.2. Power

(a) The general distribution scheme -for power will be
dictated by the service available from the utility company and the
ma>:imum connected load. Most railroad stations require electric
service re-flective o-f commercial businesses o-f like size. The
location o-f power distribution equipment should be placed in an
accessible location in the station: in small buildings, this can
be in the baggage room; in larger stations, a separate electric
distribution room and/or trans-former vault. All electrical work

should be designed and installed in accordance with local codes
and local electric utility company rules.

(b> Where train standby power is required to serve passenger
cars on the station tracks, a signi-ficant increase in electric
service will be required. Re-fer to Chapter 14 -for details on 480
volt and 220 volt train standby power.

(c) Since most railroad stations are classi-fied as places o-f

public assembly, emergency lighting -for the evacuation o-f the
building in the event o-f power -failure are o-ften required. The

use o-f unitary ni c kel -cadni urn or lead acid battery pact-s

strategically placed around the building will provide at least Z--0

minutes o-f light. Where a large number o-f units are required.
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consideration should be given to a central ban^ o-f lead-acid
batten es.

(d) Tractors and small vehicles used in the station are o-ften
electrically powered. Provisions -for charging batteries should be
made. I -f batteries ars lead-acid types, provisions -for positive
ventilation should be coordinated with the mechanical designer.

B.7,3. Train In-formation Systems

(a) Public address systems should be provided to make
announcements o-f train arrivals and departures. Speakers should
be low power types, closely spaced to reduce reverberation. The
microphone locations should be at the ticket coLinter, in-formation
counter, and in the boarding areas. Where multiple plat-forms are
constructed, consideration to zoning the PA system to permit
targeted announcements should be made. In intermodal stations, a

common public address system should be provided with all carriers
having access to make announcements in the common areas o-f the
station. One method to accomplish this is the use o-f telephone
tone access input to the F'A ampli-fier.

(b) The display o-f train arrival and departure in-formation
should be accomplished using annunciation boards or video display
units (CRTs). In small stations, manually operated menu or slat
board behind the ticket counter is adequate. In larger stations,
a central display system manipulated by the stat i onmaster or a

computer microprocessor can display the same in-formation at many
locations throughout the station. Newer computer based systems
can also synthesize speech -for train annoLincement s

.

S.7.4. Communications Support

(a) A raceway system -for installation o-f telephone wiring
should be designed into the station building. Raceways should be
routed to a telephone backboard in accordance with phone company
requirements. In addition to the business phones, the raceway
system should also include public telephones, data lines to
modems, and special occupant phone services such as motel /hotel
reservation centers and car rental concessions. I -f a large number
o-f tenants are located in the station building, consi der at i onmust
be given to a private e.'-:change or electronic switching unit to

provide phone services -from the local phone company service point
to the individual tenant. I -f private railway telephone systems
are routed through the building, adequate space -for -frame rooms
and wiring routes must be be provided. Private railway
communications systems o-ften employ microwave or -fiber-optic
transmission equipment. Adequate space and support -facilities
such as emergency standby power and ventilation should be
consi dered

.

(b) I-f any o-f the personnel in the station require a radio
base station, consideration should be given to the installation o-f

an antenna mast on the roo-f o-f the station with a standard
electrical weatherhead. This mast will preclude later cutting and
patching o-f new roo-fing by personnel not e>:perienced as roo-fing
mechani cs.

8.8 ILLUSTRATIONS

8.8.1 Illustrations o-f recent station projects that
incorporate material mentioned in this design criteria are
appended

.
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TABLES AND ILLUSTRATIONS

Table 1 - Passenger Service Characteristics

Table 2 - Parking and Curb Length Requirements

Table 3 - Interior Space Requirements

Table 4 - Illumination Levels

Figure 1 - Responsibilities o-f Committees 6 and 14

Figure 2 - Intercity Ticket Counter Layout

Figure 3 - Bus Loading Dock Layouts

Figure 4 & up Paragraph 8.8 Illustrations and plans**-*

* Illustrations o-f recent stations will be collected -from
sources at Amtrak., and regional commuter agencies to provide a
representative cross-section o-f station types.

DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RAILROAD PASSENGER STATIONS
TABLE 2
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RAIL PASSENGER STATIONS

TABLE 3 INTERIOR SPACE REQUIREMENTS

FUNCTION UNIT INTERCITY
AREA DOWNTOWN

INTERCITY
SUBURBAN
OR RURAL

COMI-IUTER
DOWNTOWN

Wai ting

Scat 1 ng

S.F. 15k (PHP*V>

EA. .70kPHP

12x (PHP-»-V)

.70x (PHP*V)

10 M*x.

23

4kPHP

. 1 Ox PHP

15 M*K.

55

Tick»t
Oueu* L.F. 15 n»x

.

Tick»t
Po«itlon« P/Hr 25-35

(Note 1)

R«stroo(ns
Toil»t Fix EA. 2+PHPt50
Lavatory EA. 2+PHP•^75

Corridor Width*
On» Way L.F. .05xPHP
Two Way L.F. .OSxPHP

(Min-13)

Baggag* Claim
Frontag* L.F. 25/150 Pai
Claim Ar»a S.F. 50/150 Pasm. 40/100 Pa«».
(PasB»ng»r Number is bamcd upon PHP detraining with

checked baggage. For under 100 pa«»enger», baggage
should be dispensed manually without self-claim.

2+PHPi-lOO
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RAILWAY PASSENGER STATIONS

TABLE 4 - ILLUMINATION LEVELS
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RAILROAD PASSENGER STATIONS
FIGURE 1
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RAILWAY PASSENGER STATIONS
FIGURE 2
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DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RAILWAY PASSENGER STATIONS

FIGURE 3
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Trackside View

WAITING AREA

\

Floor Plan

End View
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UNMANNED INTERCITY STATION

VALPARAISO, INDIANA
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FLOOR PLAN
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The Committee recommends that a new Part 16 "Haion Fire Protection" be included in Manual

Chapter 6. The report on this subject was originally prepared by Subcommittee No. 1 , "Fire Protection

in Yards" of Committee 14—Yards and Terminals and printed in AREA Bulletin 693 in October, 1983.

The only change in this report will be the addition of the Manual's decimal format and the addition of

the following foreword:

"This Part describes fire protection equipment and systems utilized to protect vital equipment in

railway facilities that would be damaged by use of water. Fluorocarbon gas extinguishing agents have

become very common because of their effectiveness, safety, and cleanliness in quickly knocking down
fires without harming vital electronic data processing equipment, communications equipment, and

railway signal apparatus. For additional information on fire protection in railway yards and aboard

rolling stock in yards, refer to Chapter 14 — YARDS AND TERMINALS."

COMMITTEE 8—CONCRETE STRUCTURES AND
FOUNDATIONS

The Committee recommends the following revised Chapter 8, Part 21, of the Manual:

Part 21

Inspection of Concrete and Masonry Structures

1984

Rewritten 1984

21.1 GENERAL

21.1.1 All concrete and masonry structures should be given a thorough, detailed inspection;

made at scheduled intervals. The maximum interval between inspections should not exceed one year.

The depth and detail of the inspection should be based on condition, age of structure and type of traffic

in order to determine that the physical condition of each structure is suitable for the loadings imposed on

it. A record of physical changes that have occurred since the previous inspection should be kept.

21.1.2 When subjected to abnormal conditions of fioods, stomis, fires, earthquakes, etc.,

structures can be highly vulnerable, and a special inspection may be required. It is important to note any

physical changes in such structures.

21.1.3 In order to assist in the inspection of concrete and masonry structures, suggested check list

forms are included in this part. These forms should be used as a guide for preparing inspection records

adapted to the needs of individual railroad. There are references listed at the end of this part to aid the

inspector.

21.1.4 Inspectors should be equipped with cameras and take photographs of cracks, deteriorated

areas, etc. Photographs should be filed .so that any changes can be determined.
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21.2 REPORTING OF DEFECTS

21.2.1 When the inspector finds defects that, in his opinion, are of such a nature as to make traffic

at regular speed unsafe, he should immediately report the condition. After steps have been taken to

protect traffic, he should notify the train dispatcher, and other appropriate officers, giving the safe

speed limit and briefiy describing the conditions which prompted his action. He should follow this

immediately with a report to his immediate superior so that a detailed investigation and recommenda-

tion for repairs can be made.

21.2.2 Upon completion of the inspection, a written record covering all structures insf)ected

should be forwarded through the regular channels to the engineer or other officer in general charge of

maintenance. Upon receipt of the reports, a review shall be made to determine the need for remedial

action.

21.3 CONDITIONS TO REPORT

21.3.1 The inspector must report indications of failure in any portion of the structure and any

conditions which could contribute to a future failure. If possible, structures should be observed during

passage of a train, so that the effects of vibrations, sideways and deflections may be noted. Cracking of

concrete and masonry structures should be noted, size and lengths of cracks recorded, and reference

points established for future measurements.

21.3.2 The following items should be covered in detail:

21.3.2.1 Track

a. Surface of track on structure, approaches and bridge ends.

b. Alignment of track and its location with reference to the structure.

c. Where track is out of line or surface, the report shall show the location, amount and probable

cause.

d. Ballast condition and depth, and tie condition.

21.3.2.2 Streambed or waterway

a. Scouring (checked by sounding)

b. Change in alignment

c. Slope protection

d. Debris

21.3.2.3 Foundations, piers and abutments

a. All concrete and masonry structures are placed on foundations of earth, piling, cribbing, rock,

or other similar material. Cracks may be evidence of settlement which has occurred in the past during

consolidation of the foundation. Reference points should be established, and measurements made of

crack widths to determine whether or not the crack has become stable. Settlement of foundations can

occur without telltale cracks. Any noticeable change in track alignment, plumbness or elevation could

mean foundation settlement.

21.2.3.4 Prestressed and reinforced concrete beams and slabs

a. Crack widths and surface lengths should be marked with paint or a scribe to determine if

cracking is progressing.

b. Cracks in simple span prestressed beams and slabs

( 1 ) Hairline cracks on the tops of simple span prestressed beams and slabs are generally due

to shrinkage of the concrete.
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(2) Transverse cracks in the bottom of simple span prestressed beams and slabs can indicate

serious overload, particularly if cracks open and close during passage of a train. If such

cracks are observed, notice should be given immediately to the proper authority.

c. Cracks in simply supported, reinforced concrete beams and slabs

(1) Hairline cracks in the top or bottom of simple reinforced concrete beams and slabs are

generally not significant.

(2) Diagonal cracks running up the sides of the beam or slab from near the supports or wide

or numerous cracks in any location should be reported.

(3) Any cracks that open and close under traffic should be reported immediately to the

proper authority.

21.3.2.5 Retaining walls

a. Retaining walls may be of several types, such as massive gravity sections which depend on

their own weight for stability against overturning or sliding; or of reinforced concrete designed to

engage a volume of material with its component parts to stabilize it and minimize shifting; or

prefabricated walls which depend on the fill material to provide stability.

b. Retaining wall failures may result from one or more of the following conditions:

(1) Softening of the foundation by moisture.

(2) Overloading of the embankment behind the wall.

(3) Scour or erosion of the foundation.

c. Changes in wall alignment or cracks in the earth embankment which parallel the wall are signs

of movement.

21.3.2.6 Tunnels

a. Drainage is of primary importance within tunnels and at their approaches. If water backs up

behind the lining due to blocked weepholes or the absence of drainage provisions, extreme pressures

can result. This may seriously damage the lining. Drainage patterns and quantities of flow should be

reported.

b. Reference plugs should be placed at intervals in tunnels to pemiit measurement of any shifting

and bulging of roof or sidewalls.

c. Note should be made of the effect of any construction work in the vicinity. Blasting or other

construction activities may open rock seams, change drainage patterns, cause slides, etc.

d. In freezing weather, note if icicles have formed which may damage open-top lading.

21.3.2.7 Arches

a. Arches may be of several types, such as circular, segmental, open spandrel and multiple span;

and may be made of brick, stone or concrete.

b. Arch failures may result from one or more of the following conditions

(1) Settlement or shift in the foundations.

(2) Spalling, scour or undermining.

(3) Loss of mortar in brick or stone joints.

(4) Improper or blocked drainage.

c. Changes in alignment, sags in the arch crown, bulges in the sidewalls. transverse and

longitudinal cracks and expansion joint failures are signs of impending arch failures.
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21.3.2.8 Culverts

a. Note if headwalls are undermined by scour or erosion. This could result in collapse, blockage

of flow, and potential loss of embankment.

b. Note if there are cracks in the culvert or separation of joints. This could result in unstable track

or loss of fill material into the culvert leaving cavities in the embankment.

c. Note if there has been any settlement of the culvert which could result in pull-apart, loss of

embankment or unstable track conditions.

d. Note if any conditions exist in the immediate drainage area which may affect the culvert

adequacy. Changes in land use may affect flow and produce clogging or silting. Soil erosion and

resulting siltation may partly or completely fill the culvert, causing loss of capacity and endangering the

embankment.

21.3.2.9 Pier Protection

a. Pier protection is provided on many structures to protect the structure from collisions from

navigation.

b. Protection may be of any one or a combination of the following types:

(1) Integral with the substructure.

(2) Dolphins, either as a cluster of piles or of a cellular type.

(3) Floating shear booms.

(4) Hydraulic devices or

(5) Independent fenders.

c

.

Any changes in the location or condition of these protection devices that will affect their role in

protecting the structure should be noted. Any repairs that are necessary to maintain these devices in

adequate condition to continue to fulfill their role in the future should likewise be noted.

21.4 FORMS AND REPORTING INSPECTION RESULTS

The following is a suggested check list format for reporting inspections of:

(a) Track conditions

(b) Substructure

Piers and abutments

Bents and pile piers

(c) Prestressed and reinforced concrete beams and slabs

(d) Arches - .solid and open spandrel

(e) Culverts

(f) Tunnels

(g) Retaining walls

(h) Pier protection

The following form should be modified to suit the purpose and the needs of the individual railroad.
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RECORD OF INSPECTION OF CONCRETE AND MASONRY STRUCTURES

Division Date

Bridge No. (MP) Inspector

Weather Temperature

Description of Structure

Remarks should include an estimate ofthe urgency to repair the structure, (i.e. Immediate, 1 or2years,

over 2 years)

A. TRACK CONDITION

I . Surface of track on structure and approaches

2. Alignment of track and its location with reference to the structure

3. Location, amount and probable causes of any track out of line or surface

4. Ballast, condition and depth

5. Remarks

B. SUBSTRUCTURE

1. General:

Alignment of unit (horizontal, vertical)

Evidence of settlement

Evidence of scour (wingwalis, abutments, piers)
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Condition of retained fill (drainage, slope protection)

Alignment of waterway and evidence of debris

Changes apparent since last inspection

2. Piers and Abutements:

Material (brick, stone, concrete)

Condition of backwall (plumb, clearance of structure)

Condition of bridge seat

Condition of bearings (level, bedding)

a. Brick and stone:

Condition of mortar joints

Condition of bricks or stones

Conditions at waterline

b. Concrete;

Cracks (location, size, description)

Spalling or crazing (location, size, description)

Condition of reinforcing (exposed, corroded - location)

Condition at waterline
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3. Bents and Pile Piers:

a. Kind of piling (prestressed concrete, conventional concrete, concrete filled, metal shells,

steel H, timber, other)

Alignment of piling (horizontal and vertical)

Cracks, corrosion and decay (location, size, description)

Spalling or crazing (location, size, description)

Condition of reinforcing (exposed, corroded - location and description)

Condition of pile shells (corroded - location, size and description)

Condition of pile at waterline

b. Caps, bracing and collars:

Cracks (location, size and description)

Spalling and crazing (location, size and description)

Condition of reinforcing (exposed, corroded - location and description

Condition of bridge seat

Condition of bearings (level, bedding)

4. Remarks
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C. PRESTRESSED AND REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS AND SLABS

1 . General;

Type of construction (prestressed or reinforced concrete)

Cracks (location, size and description)

Spalling and crazing (location, size and description)

Condition of reinforcing (exposed, corroded, rust around cracks - location and description)

Condition of end blocks (voids draining)

Condition of bearings

Condition of expansion joints

Condition of curbs (cracks, spalls)

Condition of handrail (fastenings)

Indications of movement

Other deterioration (location and description)

Changes apparent since last inspection

2. Remarks
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D. ARCHES - SOLID AND OPEN SPANDREL

1. General:

Materials (stone or concrete)

Headwalls and wingwalls

Barrel of arch

Alignment of unit (horizontal, vertical)

Evidence of settlement

Leakage through barrel of arch

Condition of expansion joints _

Changes apparent since last inspection

2. Headwalls and Wingwalls:

Condition of embankment (spilling over drainage cavities)

Indications of wingwall movement

Evidence of scour

Headwall pulling away from barrel of arch

a. Stone:

Condition of mortar joints

Condition of stones

b. Concrete:

Cracks (location, size and description)

Spalling and crazing (location, size and description)
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Condition of reinforcing (exposed, corroded - location and description)

3. Stone Arch Barrel:

Condition of mortar joints

Condition of stones

4. Concrete Arch Barrel:

Cracks (location, size and description)

Spalling and crazing (location, size and description)

Condition of reinforcing (exposed, corroded - location and description)

5. Remarks

E. CULVERTS

I . General:

Type (box, pipe, arch)

Material

Condition of channel (open)

Culvert undermined

Indications of settlement

Cracks or open joints (location and description)

Condition of embankment (spilling over, drainage, cavities)-
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Condition of headwalls and wingwalls

Indications of wingwail movement

Water leaicing into embanicment

Changes apparent since last inspection

2. Remarks

F. TUNNELS

I. General:

Material

Portals

Lining (or unlined)

Track alignment

Condition of side ditches and drainage

Changes apparent since last inspection

2. Portals;

Conditions of overhiirden (spilling over, drainage, cavities)

Sealing required _

Evidence of washini:

Portal pulling away from tunnel

3. Tunnel lining:

a. IJned:
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Bulges, cracks, open joints, flaking (location, size and description) .

Seepage through walls (weep holes functioning)

Deterioration of lining material (location, size and description)

b. Unlined:

Condition of rock (loose)

Seepage into tunnel

Condition of rock anchors (if present)

4. Remarks

G. RETAINING WALLS

1. General:

Material

Indicated movement (settling, slidini;. leanins)

Condition of fill (spilling over, cavities, stability)

Washing or scouring

Coiidituin oi drainage (weep holes functioning, ditches open)

Cracks. deterioratit>n or open joints (location, size and description)

Condition of prefabricated members (broken, misaligned)-
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Changes apparent since last inspection (wall raised)

2. Remarks

H. PIER PROTECTION

I. General:

Type

Materials

General condition of alignment

Collision damage

Evidence of scour

Condition of navigation channel

Condition of navigation aids (lighting, fog horn)

Debris trapped on system

Apparent ability to protect pier

Changes apparent since last inspection

2. Integral:

Condition of energy absorbing devices

Condition of rubbing strips (non-sparking)

Condition of fasteners and splicing materials

Condition of pier adjacent to fender
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3. Dolphins:

a. Pile clusters

Type of piles

Condition of piles

Location relative to planned position

Condition of lashings or connections

b. Cellular dolphins:

Type of construction (sheet piles, steel rings, etc.).

Condition of piles or rings

Type and condition of fill material

Location relative to planned position

4. Floating shear booms:

Condition of lloating material

Condition of boom material _

Condition of anchoring system

Location relative to planned position

5. Hydraulic devices:

Condition of suspended cylinder

Condition ol suspension system

Cimdition ol supporting piles, caissiins. or piers
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Changes in water level affecting cylinder engagement

6. Independent Fenders:

Condition of pile supports

Condition of energy absorbers .

Condition of longitudinal wales

Condition o'i rubbing strips

Location relative to planned position

7. Remarks

REFERENCES

1. Manual for Maintenance inspection of Bridges - 197S by AASHTO.

2. Bridge inspectors Training Manual 70, by USDOT, FHWA.

3. Bridge Inspectors Manual for Movable Bridges, by USDOT, HHWA.

4. Structure Inventory and Appraisal Slieet - Abridged (Short Form) for Bridges not on the Federal

Aid System, January, 1979. by USDOT and FHWA.

.S. Recording Coding Guide for Structure Inventory and Appraisal of the Nations Bridges, January,

1979. by USDOT, FHWA.

6. Manual of Concrete Practice - ACl.

7. Underwater Inspection Manual 24 - TRB.
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COMMITTEE 10—CONCRETE TIES

The Committee recommends the following editorial changes to Chapter 10 of the Manual:

Article 1.2.2.2 Aggregates should be changed to read as follows:

Both fine and coarse aggregates shall meet the requirements of the AREA Specifications for

Aggregates, Part 1, Section 1.3, Chapter 8 of the AREA Manual.

Article 1.2.2.3 Mixing Water should be changed to read as follows:

Mixing water shall meet the requirements of the AREA specifications for Mixing Water, Part 1

.

Section 1 .4, ChapterSof the AREA Manual. In addition, the mixing water, including that portion

of the mixing water contributed in the form of free moisture on the aggregates, shall not contain

deleterious amounts of chloride ion.^

'A chloride ion content greater than 400 ppm might be considered detrimental, and it is recommended that levels well

below this value be maintained if practicable.

Chloride ions contained in the aggregate and in admixtures should be considered in evaluating the acceptability of total

chloride ion content of the mixing water. (From the commentary to ACI 318-71).

The first sentence in Article 1.2.3.1. should be changed to read as follows:

Wire and strands for tendons in prestressed concrete shall conform to "Specifications for

Uncoated Seven-Wire Stress-Relieve Strand for Prestressed Concrete", ASTM A 416, and

"Specifications for Uncoated Stress-Relieved Wire for Prestressed Concrete", ASTM A 421,

respectively.

The first sentence of the second paragraph of Article 1 .9. 1 .5 Rail Seat Repeated - Load Test should be

changed to read as follows:

After removal of the static rail seat load necessary to produce cracking, and substitution of 1/4 inch

thick plywood strips for those shown in Figure 1 , the tie shall be subjected to 3 million cycles of

repeated loading with each cycle varying uniformly from 4 Kips to the value of 1 . 1 P.

COMMITTEE 13—ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

The Committee recommends that existing Part 4 of Chapter 13 of the Manual be deleted

completely and be replaced with new Part 4. Noise Pollution Control.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY OF THE
"EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE TO NOISE IN THE RAILROAD WORKPLACE"

While on the job, railroad employees are exposed to different noise sources of varying intensities.

Noise (generally defined as unwanted sound) can be disturbing and. if personnel are exposed to

sufficient intensities over long enough periods, they can suffer hearing damage. Task interference can

also result from exposure to background noise. For these safety & health reasons, as well as Federal

laws governing noise (OSHA and FRA). it is desirable to minimize employee exposure to noise.

Section 4. 1 addresses noise sources in Railroad Shops, in Maintenance of Way applications and in

other miscellaneous yard and shop locations. Engineering and administrative solutions are offered to

minimize the impact of these noises.
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Part 4

Noise Pollution Control

1984

FOREWORD

The purpose of this part is to identify and provide guidelines for the abatement or reduction of

noise resulting from or affecting railroad of)erations.

4.1 EMPLOYEE EXPOSURE TO NOISE IN THE RAILROAD
WORKPLACE

4.1.1 INTRODUCTION

(a) Railroads, as corporate citizens, must comply with laws and regulations which are designed to

protect the safety of railroad employees.

(b) Regulations protecting employees from the effects of noise exposure have been established by

two agencies of the federal government. The Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) regulates the

level of noise permissible in locomotive cabs (49 CFR 229.121) and sleeping quarters (49 CFR
228. 107). The Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) ensures employee protection

from the effects of noise exposure resulting from all other railroad activities through its Occupational

Noise Exposure regulations (29 CFR 1910.95).

4.1.1.1 FRA Regulations

(a) The FRA locomotive cab regulations state that the permissible exposure to a continuous noise

(defined as any sound with a rise time of more than 35 milliseconds to peak intensity and a duration of

more than 500 milliseconds to the time when the level is 20dB below the peak) in a locomotive cab shall

not exceed an eight-hour time-weighted average of 90dB(A), with a doubling rate of 5 dB(A) as

indicated below.

Permissible Noise Exposure

Duration Permitted/Day (hrs) Sound Level (dB(A))

12 87

8 90

4 95

2 100

1 105

1/2 110

1/4 or less 115

(b) The FRA railroad employee sleeping quarters regulations consider whether proposed sites for

construction or reconstruction of sleeping quarters for railroad employees subject to the Hours of

Service Act are "within or in the immediate vicinity of any area where railroad switching or humping

operations are performed." The Hours of Service Act. as amended by the Federal Railway Safety Act of

1976, prohibits the construction or reconstruction of quarters for such employees within or in the

immediate vicinity of switching and humping. The maximum permitted A-weight 8 hour equivalent

sound level (Leq8) for the interior of such sleeping quarters is 55 dB. A measurement tolerance of 2 dB
is allowed by FRA rules.
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4.1.1.2 OSHA Regulations

(a) OSHA has published laws governing actions to be taken by employers when certain

employees are exposed to varying noise levels. Under the Occupational Safety and Health Act,

OSHA's regulations do not apply to many railroad employees due to superseding Federal Railroad

Administration regulations. Consultation with someone familiar with OSHA and FRA regulations is

necessary to determine the applicability of the OSHA regulations in specific situations.

(b) Table 1 summarizes OSHA requirements. Employees subject to these requirements and

exposed to an 85 decibel (dB) 8-hour time-weighted average (TWA) must be provided with the results

of their noise monitoring, receive an annual audiometric evaluation, and be trained annually. Of this

group, those employees exposed to an 8-hourTWA of 90 dBa or greater shall be provided some form of

hearing protection so as to attenuate the noise to a level below 90 dB. The OSHA regulations sp)ecify

employee access to information and recordkeeping requirements by the employer.

(c) The act further requires Railroads to report any significant threshold shifts determined by

testing to the employee within 21 days. A report must also be made on OSHA Form 200. A detected

significant shift is treated as an industrial illness.
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(d) There are a number of minor sources which contribute to the overall interior cab noise level.

Noise generated by loose equipment and unsecured doors and panels are among these.

(e) Cabooses - Caboose noise is not covered by FRA regulation. It is, however, a problem in that

communication can be difficult under noisy conditions.

4.1.2.2 Engineering Solutions

(a) A significant share of cab and caboose noise can be eliminated or, at least, reduced by

relatively simple engineering solutions. In addition to those listed below, administrative solutions &
hearing protection may be considered.

(b) Locomotive Cabs - Measures can be taken to deaden panels and doors through the use of

acoustical seals around enclosures and acoustical insulation around the cab itself. Deadening the panels

and doors will also serve to reduce the vibratory noise generated by steel wheels on steel rails. The most

effective measure for reducing wheel induced noise is the use of welded rails. Reduction of noise from

air brakes can be accomplished by venting the brake exhaust beneath the cab floor. This action can

reduce the noise level as much as 20 dB(A) inside the locomotive cab and, therefore, can reduce the 8

hour dose significantly. The brake air can still be heard under the cab floor so that engineers who are

subject to a "listen to the air" habit can still operate their locomotives as before. Although the sound

level of a locomotive horn is fixed by regulation, measures can be taken to reduce this contribution to an

8-hour dose. The horn should be placed as far from the crew position as possible. The horn itself should

be isolated from the cab structure and acoustic insulation should be provided in the ceiling of the cab.

(c) Caboose - Deadening the panels and doors will serve to reduce the vibratory noise generated

by steel wheels on steel rails. Application of structural dampening to the car body and supplying

acoustic absorption within the car will also be effective. The use of welded rails is the most effective

measure for reducing wheel-induced noise in the caboose also.

4.1.3 MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY SOURCES OF EMPLOYEE NOISE EXPOSURE

4.1.3.1 Sources

(a) Noise generated by maintenance-of-way sources can be placed into two categories of sources.

"Engine noise" is noise created by the operation of the engine of the machine being used. "Machine

noise" is the sound created by the actual action of a machine doing its individual job (spiking, grinding,

cutting, etc.).

(b) Modem track gangs and bridge gangs on most major railroads are entirely mechanized. The

machines used do a variety of repetitive tasks which generate potentially excessive levels of either

engine noise, machine noise, or a combination of the two. The machines involved on track gangs may

include tie handling machines, tie plate or track brooms, spike pullers, spikers, tie removing machines,

rail anchor machines, ballast regulators, tampers, and track lining machines. Likely sources of noise on

bridge gangs are pile-driving machines and cranes. All of these machines are capable of generating

both machine and engine noise. Pile driving machines will generate a significant amount of impact-

type noise in addition to normal machine noise. Operators on the machines and support personnel

walking alongside may be subjected to high doses of noise as a direct result of their jobs.

(c) The most common noise generating sources on a Track Supervisor gang are motor cars

(engine noise) and small machinery (chain saws, rail saws, etc.). Due to the design of many motorcars

used on today's railroads the operator and passengers are in close proximity to the engine compartment.

These engine compartments are not always well insulated acoustically.

(d) Some small machinery (chain saws, rail saws, etc.) which are used by all of the different types

of gangs can also generate significant engine noise. The engine noise from small machinery can be

extremely intense to the operators.
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4.1.3.2 Engineering Solutions

(a) Many of the noise sources to which maintenance-of-way employees are exposed are very

difficult to mitigate through engineering due to the nature of the tasks to which the machines are being

applied. Bridge timbers, bridge piles, and spikes could not be effectively or economically installed if

noise damptening were required on impact surfaces of machines. And, due to the physical configuration

of most of the machines, the installation of more effective mufflers would decrease noise exposure, but

would still provide a substantial noise dosage to support personnel working in close proximity to the

machines. The following are some engineering measures which can be taken to reduce or eliminate

noise exposure problems for maintenance-of-way employees.

(b) Large machines - As stated above, mufflers can be designed and installed on many machines

to reduce noise levels on mechanized track gangs. Care should be given to such on installation to

prevent damage to engines caused by overly restrictive mufflers. Insulation of engine compartments

can reduce the engine noise generated by track and bridge machinery. Insulated, air-conditioned cabs

would reduce the noise to which machine operators are exposed but this method of noise reduction can

be extremely expensive. Should ear muffs/plugs interfere with the operators ability to hear radio

transmissions, ear muffs with built-in receivers can be plugged into a jack on the 2-way radio.

(c) Due to the fact that many of the employees exposed to excessive levels of noise on the various

gangs are support personnel working in close proximity to the machines and, as stated above, noise

dampening on impact surfaces would not be effective or economical, there are very few engineering

solutions to eliminate excessive noise for a large number of track gang or bridge gang personnel.

Administrative and hearing protection measures prove to be more beneficial and less expensive. One

administrative measure would be to have support personnel work part of the shift in the noisy

atmosphere in close proximity to a machine and part of the time at a more distant (and quieter) location

from the particular machine, thereby reducing his average exposure. This particular solution would

normally result in having to maintain a larger number of personnel on the particular track gang . Hearing

protection is the most logical and least expensive method of reducing or eliminating high levels of noise

exposure for track gang support personnel.

(d) Motor Cars - Noise generated by motor cars can be effectively reduced by insulation of the

engine compartment. In some cases, however, a more complete solution has been employed by using

small hi-rail pick-up truck typ)e vehicles specifically designed for use by Track Supervisor gangs . These

vehicles have enclosed, better-insulated compartments for occupants to eliminate noise generated by

wind and keep the personnel out of the weather, the engine compartments are better insulated to ensure

that the engine noise component is signficantly reduced.

(0 Small Machinery - Those personnel operating, or in close proximity to, small machinery

must, in general, employ hearing protection devices to reduce their exposure to this workplace noise.

The small machinery engines can not normally be muffled nor their impact-generated noise be

mitigated through the use of economical or effective engineering means.

4.1.4 RAILROAD SHOP SOURCES OF EMPLOYEE NOISE EXPOSURE

4.1.4.1 Sources

(a) Due to the wide variety of operations encountered in the modem railroad shop, and due to the

wide variety of machines used to carry out each of these operations, it is nearly impossible to list all of

the possible sources of employee exposure to noise. A general list of operations found in railroad shops

might include the following:

1. Mobile equipment (cranes, forklifts, trucks)

2. Shop machinery (latches, presses, drop hammers)

3. Painting operations
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4. Sand/grit blasting operations

5. Compressors

6. Small tools (grinding tools, impact tools, etc.)

7. Boilers/Powerhouses

(b) As in the case of maintenance-of-way noise generation, the sources of shop noise generation

normally fall into one of two categories. "Engine noise" is noise created by the operation of the engine

of the machine being used. "Machine noise" is the sound created by the actual action of a machine

doing its individual job (grinding, cutting, etc.).

(c) Mobile equipment, air compressors, boilers and some shop machinery contribute primarily

engine noise to the employee's noise exposure dose. Those individuals who operate mobile equipment

and shop machinery, and those who work in close proximity to mobile equipment, air compressors,

boilers, and shop machinery may be exposed to excessive levels of noise or increased noise dosage as a

result of this engine noise.

(d) Machine noise may be generated by shop machinery, sand/grit blasting operations and small

tools. Grinding and impact tools and some shop machinery can expose the operator, and those workers

in close proximity, to a variety of frequencies and levels of noise dependent upon the nature of the

material being worked. Due to the fact that the operations are ordinarily conducted in enclosed areas or

buildings, painting operations and sand/grit blasting operations normally expose only those individuals

involved in the operation to potentially excessive noise.

4.1.4.2 Engineering Solutions

(a) Mobile Equipment - The best engineering means to reduce noise exposure for those who

operate mobile equipment such as cranes (overhead or wheeled ) and forklifts is to enclose the operator

in an acoustically insulated cab. Mufflers can be installed on mobile equipment with varying degrees of

effectiveness. Those who work in close proximity to mobile equipment, but do not operate the

equipment, can be protected from excessive noise to some extent by the installation of the mufflers.

The use of hearing protection is not always preferred for those working near mobile equipment due to

the danger of physical accidents as a result of machine movement.

(b) Shop Machinery - Shop machinery emits both machine and engine noise at a variety of

frequencies and intensities. Whenever practical, shop machines which generate excessive levels of

noise should be placed in acoustically insulated enclosures. In the event that insulation of the machine

or the placement of the machine in an enclosure is impractical then those employees working around the

machine should use hearing protection. In some instances, as an alternative to machine insulation, a

machine operator may be placed in a sound insulated enclosure. This enclosure could be equipped with

machine controls to permanently isolate the operator from the noise source. Administrative measures

such as changes of job locations to quieter areas during the work shift can also be used.

(c) Sand/Grit Blasting and Painting Operations - Both sand/grit blasting and painting operations

are usually conducted in restricted areas so that the number of employees exposed to air contaminants is

minimized. The noise generated by these operations can be at a variety of frequencies dependent on the

equipment used. The most effective method for eliminating employee noise exposure in painting or

sand/grit blasting operations is to automate the actual application of the material (paint or grit). Some

railroads have had success with this method in the painting of boxcars. In those areas where automation

of the paint application is impractical the most effective and economical methods for reducing

employee noise exposure are personnel hearing protection and/or administrative measures such as

those outlined previously for shop machinery.

(d) Air Compressors - Noise generated by air compressors is normally machine-type noise of a

constant frequency. Since many air compressors are not built in a configuration which would make

them suitable for machine insulation the best method for reducing employee exposure to air compressor
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noise is to enclose the machine in its own insulated room. Ducting of the incoming and outgoing air

supply on air-cooled compressors would serve to reduce employee noise exposure also. For those

employees who must work in the enclosed areas with an air compressor, the most effective and

economical means of reducing or eliminating noise exposure is ear plugs or some other personnel

hearing protection.

(e) Boilers - There are very few methods to eliminate noise exposure for those who work close to

boilers. Boilers normally have their own enclosed space and therefore do not expose many employees

to noise. In as much as any efforts to reduce noise levels emitted from boiler operation would result in

reduced boiler efficiency, those who work in close proximity to boilers can best be protected through

the use of personnel hearing protection.

(0 Small Tools - Hand-held grinding, impact, or air tools can generate excessive levels of noise at

varying frequencies. These noises are especially difficult to reduce through engineering methods

because: a) additional insulation to reduce motor noise would also reduce the mobility of the particular

machine, and b) the nature of the task being conducted usually requires metal-to-metal contact.

Hearing protection is the most practical means of noise dosage reduction for both the machine operator

and those employees close to the operation.

4.1.5 OTHER SOURCES OF EMPLOYEE NOISE EXPOSURE

4.1.5.1 Sources

(a) In addition to the noise sources described above there are a variety of "other'" operations or

machines which do not fall into the previously stated categories, but may emit excessive noise to the

railroad employee.

(b) Retarders - Classification of trains in gravity hump yards requires the use of an active retarder

(master or group retarders) to brake the cars to the proper speed so that it can couple with the previous

car without freight damage. Penetrating squeals of short duration in excess of 120 dB may be generated

by the slip-stick sequence as a car wheel is squeezed between the two braking rails. Inert retarders at the

opposite end of the classification tracks prevent the cars from escaping out of the "bowr" of the yard,

but require trains, once made up, to be pulled through the closed retarder. Secondary screeches occur

when a car being humped hits a string of cars, causing the first car to emit a high pitched noise as its

wheels try to force their way through the closed inert retarder. Employees working or sleeping in close

proximity to these sources may be subjected to excessive noise.

(c) Refrigerator Cars - Diesel powered engines run the refrigeration units on these cars and emit a

continuous drone of noise which, although not always excessively loud, can be an annoyance to an

individual who works in an area around refrigerator cars for long periods of time.

(d) Load Cells - The intent of a load cell is to place an artificial load on a locomotive so that it can

be tested under varying loads while stationary. Extended load tests of a locomotive at high rpnfs may

result in excessive levels of noise to employees in the immediate area of the load cell.

(e) TOFC/COFC - Noise sources at TOFC/COFC loading facilities can range from the constant

drone of engine noises to high instantaneous levels of sound resulting from impacts or metal-to-metal

contacts. These sources may include; a) engine noise from the machine lifting the trailers/containers, b)

hostler/spotter truck engine noise, c) metal-to-metal noise generated when the container or trailer is

grasped, d) metal-to-metal noise when trucks connect to a trailer, and e) impact noise when the trailer is

set down on the railcar.

4.L5.2 Engineering Solutions

Source-specific solutions for the various noise generating machinery and/or operations are

outlined below. In addition to the below, consideration should also be given to increasing the distance

between the source and receiver, providing hearing protection, and administrative solutions (i.e.
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decreasing the amount of noise being received by an employee rather than decreasing the amount of

noise being generated.)

(a) Active retarder noise can be reduced by lubricating the brake surface. There are some

problems in employing this method of noise reduction. Most notably, cars sometime run away due to

insufficient braking, treatment of the lubrication solution is necessary before it can be permitted to run

off the property, and there are some problems with wintertime freeze-up inherent to this method. In

addition, this method of solving the active retarder noise problem requires high operating costs. For this

reason, a noise barrier to contain or reflect the noise is a popular solution.

(b) The type of brake shoe can affect the number of times that squeals occur and, thereby,

decrease the level of employee exposure. Slotted and "soft" shoes can prove beneficial to noise

exposure reduction. This method, however, requires more maintenance than most brake shoes

presently in use.

(c) Inert retarder noise can be eliminated if the retarders are made releasable so that an entire line

of cars does not have to be pulled through the closed retarder. Barriers may also be utilized.

(d) Although not feasible for retrofitting existing yards, new construction might consider the

replacement of the "old" style steel-on-steel master and group retarders with the new European style

quasi-continuous control system utilizing hydraulic pistons spaced along the rail.

(e) Refrigerator Cars - When electrical power is available, switching from diesel to electricity

will eliminate the noise from the engine. If the use of electrical power is not feasible, a barrier can be

installed, either on the car in the form of an enclosure with vents, or stationary, adjacent to the storage

area of the cars. Mechanical modification such as mufflers and fan modifications or a change in engine

speed can reduce noise levels. Depending on site-specific situations, there are solutions such as turning

the car around so that the engine is on the side away from the receiver which may reduce the noise level

by 5-6 dB(A). However, attenuating the noise by moving the source or the receiver of the noise is a

direct result of changing the distance between them rather than an engineering solution.

(0 Load Cells - A noise barrier may provide the best means of noise attenuation at a load cell for

those employees working in proximity to the facility. The U.S.E.P.A.'feels that an absorptive barrier

can provide a 15 dB reduction at 100 feet. For the employee working in the load cell operation the only

apparent method of mitigating the level of noise exposure is through the use of hearing protection.

(g) TOFC/COFC - The types of solutions to TOFC/COFC noise are as diverse as the types of

noise sources. Mechanical solutions would include speed reduction on engines and motors, replace-

ment of vehicle standard transmissions with automatics, sound enclosures on engines and replacement

of mechanical parts (chains, etc.) with quieter pneumatic/hydraulic parts. Rubber pads placed where

metal arms grasp the metal container or trailer can reduce impact noises.

4.1.6 SUMMARY

(a) Through compliance with the applicable federal regulations, including testing, utilization of

feasible engineering and administrative controls, and administration of a continuing, effective hearing

conservation program, railroads can ensure that all employees are protected against hearing loss as a

result of exposure on the job.

(b) There are many benefits which result from the reduction of noise levels in a work environ-

ment. One, of course, is the decrease in hearing damage to employees. An intangible but greater

advantage in the long run is the increased efficiency which results when the workplace is quiet.

Hopefully, the awareness of the employee to noise exposure dangers may also provide the employee

with the knowledge necessary to protect himself from hearing loss from sources other than those

job-related.
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COMMITTEE 14—YARDS AND TERMINALS

The Committee has rewritten Manual Chapter 14, Part 6, Passenger Facilities, in its entirety, and

recommends that it replace existing Part 6 in the Manual. The establishment of AMTRAK and

changing traffic patterns have made the old section outdated. The new section outline is as follows:

6. Passenger Facilities

14-6.

1

Terminal Planning - This portion outlines all the considerations that should be given

to planning passenger facilities.

14-6.2 Station Environment.

14-6.2.1 General - Items (a) through (f) cover various considerations when designing a

passenger facility.

14-6.2.2 Site.

14-6.2.2.1 Track - Items (a) through (h) cover items to be considered when designing track

layout.

14-6.2.2.2 Platforms - Items (a) through (n) cover requirements for platforms under various

conditions.

14-6.2.2.3 Access - Items (a) through (j) cover all circumstances relating to access to passenger

facility.

14-6.2.3 Activities - Items (a) through (m) cover requirements for support facilities.

14-6.3 Passenger Train Yards

14-6.3.1 General - Items (a) through (d) cover requirements for coach yard.

14-6.3.2 Site

14-6.3.2.1 Tracks - Items (a) through (n) cover track layout requirements for coach yards.

14-6.3.2.2 Platforms - Items (a) through (d) cover platform requirements in coach yards.

14-6.3.2.3 Repair Pits- Items (a) through (j) cover requirements for repair pits constructed within

coach yards.

14-6.3.3 Activities - Items (a) through (o) cover activities that take place within the coach yard.

14-6.4 Utilities

14-6.4. 1 Mechanical Systems - Items (a) through (0 cover utility requirements for coach yards

mechanical systems.

14-6.4.2 Electrical Systems - Items (a) through (h) cover electrical requirements for various

parts of the coach yard.

Part 6

Passenger Facilities

1984

Foreword

The designation "passenger facilities" as herein employed includes the platforms, platform

canopies, tracks, passenger train yards and other accessory features necessary to conduct mass transit.
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suburban and intercity rail transportation. AREA Committees 6 and 14 have collaborated to develop

manual recommendations. For design criteria on railway passenger stations and other buildings, refer

to Chapter 6.

14.6.1 TERMINAL PLANNING

(a) Studies for passenger facilities should be made by a
committee consisting of representatives from Engineering,
Mechanical, Transportation, Passenger Service, Real Estate,
Police, and other departments as required. Preferably the
officer to be placed in charge of the new facility should
also be a member.

(b) Information should be gathered as to the intended use of
the facility including projections for future years. Field
investigations of terminal activities at similar sites to
the planned one should be carried out to verify assumptions
made on previous design projects. Current literature should
be reviewed to assure that the latest methods are utilized
in design and construction. Committee members should meet
with representatives of other railroads having engaged in
similar projects to exchange planning techniques and to look
for ways of avoiding problems encountered.

(c) Numerical criteria should be formulated for each activity.
Examples include frequency of train movements, number of
passengers arriving per hour (peak), average baggage count,
gross ticket sales, and retail revenue per square foot of
space. Regional Planning Agencies are good source of data
on population densities, travel patterns, etc.

(d) Operation of passenger service in North America has in all
but a few situations been assumed by government agencies,
public supported corporations, or special departments within
private carriers in order to isolate the attendant costs of
providing such service. As a result, new passenger station
facilities are publicly funded as distinct from facilities
required for freight operations. Committee members should
be aware of the restrictions on such funding and allow
adequate time for the various approvals involved.

(e) A passenger terminal should be so located and designed as
to coordinate as far as reasonably practicable with other
civic activities. Frequently it is found desirable to make
general civic improvements at the same time the terminal is
being constructed. Modification of street approaches is
almost always involved. The costs should be assumed by the
parties benefited. Close cooperation between the terminal
committee, the planning board and executive officers of the
municipality, and perhaps other civic groups, is necessary
in order that any new legislation as may be necessary shall
be fair and equitable to all.

14.6.2 STATION ENVIRONMENT
14,6.2.1 GENERAL

(a) The station environment includes all facilities required
for the complete accommodation of passengers and their
belongings between public entrances and the trains.
Comprising this is the main building, connecting concourses,
platform access, platforms, parking and station approaches.
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(b) The location of the station should be determined by the
economic balance among the following factors:
1. Accessibility to business and civic activities and

other modes of transportation
2. Land values and land use
3. Cost of construction
4. Size and shape of real estate
5. Ease of approach from all associated rail lines,

without excessive curvature or gradient, and preferably
without grade crossings

6. Possible need for future expansion
(c) Factors to consider when designing a station that will be

used by connecting intercity passengers include:
1. Transfer passengers occupy a station for a longer

length of time and require more extensive facilities
per passenger than commuter or through passengers.

2. Reducing the time interval between incoming and
outgoing trains decreases requirements per passenger
for waiting room space and for certain other
facilities.

3. The number of passengers handled during the rush hour
does not alone determine the size or number of
facilities required. Local conditions must be studied,
as they affect requirements for any particular
situation.

4. The size or number of facilities must be modified to
make allowance for the time of arriving and departing
trains and the span in minutes between them; the ratio
between passengers commencing or terminating their
journey and transfer passengers; number of hold over
passengers arriving or departing outside of the rush
hour but occupying space and requiring service during a

portion of the rush hour; and the departure from a
reasonably uniform spread of passengers entering and
departing within the rush hour.

(d) Factors to consider when designing a station that will be
used by suburban commuters:
1. Suburban passengers occupy a station for a minimum

length of time and move faster than the through
passenger and therefore requirements in the way of
station facilities per passenger are substantially
less.

2. When suburban business is heavy, it is desirable to
separate the through and suburban service, as their
requirements are not similar. This may be done by
handling the two classes of service at different levels
different sides or ends of the station; or different
stations, one beyond the other.

3. Indicator boards are the only directional information
required, as a rule, by commuters. They should show
track number, scheduled leaving time, and essential
identification of the trains.

(e) Factors to consider when rehabilitating or moving existing
stations

:

1. Railroad stations have previously been an important
element of communities serviced by railroads. Often,
the railroad station was the focal point of the
community.

2. In order for the railroads to effectively and actively
compete in the transportation marketplace, they must
have efficient comfortable stations and station
environments.
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3. Station environments should be created to cause the
using passenger to enjoy and be comfortable in the
facility.

4. Station environments must be designed with enough
flexibility to meet changing travel patterns. They
must be easily expandable when ridership levels show
marked increases.

(f) When designing any passenger facility the designer must
realize that it is subject to vicissitudes of weather,
delays and derailments to trains, late connections, power
failures, surges in traffic, bad order equipment, special
trains or cars requiring special handling, excursion travel,
conventions, and special functions at irregular periods.

14-6.2.2 SITE
14.6.2.2.1 TRACK

(a) The track layout at any station should be designed to
accommodate the planned schedule of trains stopping at that
station, trains passing through it, sections combining or
splitting, special cars on or off, locomotive changes,
delayed trains, special movements, and future increases in
traffic. The track layout should not be solely designed
around a specific timetable, since train schedules can be
altered very quickly.

(b) Sufficient throat tracks should be provided to permit at
least two simultaneous parallel movements. The track layout
should be sufficiently flexible to provide for complete
interchange of routes. A ratio of three station tracks to
one throat track should be adequate if the throat is
properly designed.

(c) The track layout should be designed with the length between
turnouts as required for the proper signal indications and
necessary clearances for operation of track circuits so that
a system of fixed signals or interlocking may be installed
whenever desired without restricting the use of any of the
routes or the necessity of additional track changes.

(d) The number of station tracks should be determined by the
schedule of trains and switching desired; allowances for
delayed or special trains, schedules changes, and future
expansion; layover time and the proximity of the passenger
yard; track lengths available; and the type of operation
used. Servicing may be performed in the station when a

maintenance facility is not available.
(e) The track length is determined by the size of the consists

operated, the maximum platform length available, and
allowances for flexibility in the assignment of tracks for
the longest trains.

(f) Through track stations are preferred to stub stations from
an operational standpoint. Loop tracks are preferable to
wyes and generally expedite service at terminal points when
nonreversible equipment is used.

(g) Freight or industry connections on the station approach
tracks or on lines within or adjacent to the terminal zones
should be so arranged as to avoid or minimize interference
with passenger train traffic.

(h) It is generally acceptable at stations where dwell time is

less than 10 minutes to provide platforms adjacent to the
main line trackage. Where other activities such as section
splits occur, a separate station track is usually necessary.
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14-6.2.2.2 PLATFORMS

(a) In planning a passenger station it is important to devise a
coordinated arrangement between the track layout and the
station proper which will, at reasonable cost, provide
maximum convenience, expedition, and economy in rendering
all the platform services. Particularly at high traffic
stations, it is extremely desirable that baggage, mail and
express trucks shall not ordinarily have to traverse or
occupy platform space being used for the accommodation of
passengers. Determination of the type of platform (i.e.,
combined or separate trucking and passenger) best suited to
a particular situation is dependent upon the character and
volume of the various kinds of traffic handled, the type of
station (i.e., stub, through or loop), the location and type
of approaches to the platforms for the various kinds of
traffic, the relation of the various approaches to each
other, the relative lengths of platforms and trains, space
available for station track and platform development, and
the method of operation. Because there are so many
variables involved, final conclusion as to the best
arrangement can only be reached with a thorough study.

(b) For a high traffic intercity through station, with track
level below or above the station floor level, combined
platforms could be installed sufficient in length to permit
berthing the passenger carrying cars in the center zone
leaving the end zones clear for trucking. Passengers would
reach or leave the platforms via ramps, stairways or
escalators at the middle third of the platforms; and trucks
would reach or leave the platforms by elevators or ramps, at
or near the ends connected with subway runways and assembly
areas. If platforms cannot be built to such length or if
two trains are regularly berthed on the same track
simultaneously, interference between passengers and trucking
will result and the installation of separate platforms may
be justified.

(c) For a high traffic intercity stub station, with tracks at
the same level as the station floor, combined platforms
could also be installed. Provision should be made for all
trucks to reach or leave the station platforms near the
outer ends, via elevators or ramps connecting with subway
facilities. In the event that baggage, mail or express cars
would normally be placed against the station side of the
stub then consideration should be given to provide separate
unloading areas to minimize passenger interference and
improve aesthetics.

(d) In either case, if platform elevators are used, an
alternate access should be designed for use in the event of
elevator failure.

(e) Suburban service stations generally do not handle freight
so are normally designed with platforms between pairs of
tracks with elevator service then limited to elderly or
handicapped patrons.

(f) For light traffic stations where both passenger and truck
movements will be relatively light and train arrivals and
departures will occur mostly at separate intervals, a
careful predetermination of the balance between investment
and advantage may be required to decide whether or not grade
separation is justified, either for passengers or for
trucks, and which method of rendering the platform services
ie to be selected.
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(g) Combined passenger and trucking platforms should be at
least 20 ft. in width, assuming a row of canopy columns
located in the center of the platform. Passenger platforms
shall vary in width at stations with relatively light
traffic or where train arrivals and departures occur at
separate intervals. This width varies between 10 to 15 ft.

(h) Exclusive passenger platforms should have a minimum width
of 17 ft. , which is sufficient to accommodate the passengers
from one arriving train, one line of travel for passengers
to a departing train, and a row of columns in the center of
the platform. This width will normally meet all
requirements for through passenger train operation, as it is

seldom necessary to berth two arriving trains simultaneously
at the same platform.

(i) Exclusive trucking platforms without columns should have a

minimum width of 11 ft. to permit two trucks to pass. Where
the volume of trucking is sufficient to justify three lanes,
a minimum of 16 ft should be provided to avoid blocking the
platform when two trucks are serving cars on opposite
sides. If columns are necessary, platform widths should be
increased accordingly and columns located so as not to
interfere with trucking lanes.

(j) In combined passenger and trucking platforms in through
stations, it is desirable to have a clear width of
approximately 6 ft on one side of the stairs to permit
trucking operations past the stairs.

(k) Generally the platform is placed 8-in. above the adjacent
top of rail. In stations where a large number of passengers
must be handled quickly, the relation of platform to floor
height should be considered to expedite the handling of
passengers. However, high platforms interfere to some
extent with switching and inspection of equipment.

(1) In a through station, the placement on the platform of the
approach to the concourse has a bearing on the required
capacity of the approach. If it is located at the end of
the platform, the concentration will be but one-half as

intense as if it is located at the middle of the platform,
although the duration of the maximum intensity of congestion
will be much less in the latter case. If a double approach
is located at the center, the intensity of the concentration
will be the same as in the first case, and the duration of

the maximum intensity of congestion will be the same as in

the second case.
(m) Canopies should be considered for any exposed platforms.

If funds do not allow full coverage, then canopies should be
used where most of the waiting is expected to occur.
Canopies should be architecturally integrated into the
station building design through the use of common fascia
materials and color schemes.

(n) Platform graphics should divide the platform into boarding
sectors of two to three cars each. Sectors should be
identified with alphabetical characters to avoid confusion
with track numbers.

14-6.2.2.3 ACCESS

(a) When passenger platforms are placed above or below station
floor elevations, access to the platforms should be by
steps, ramps, elevators, or escalators. The placement of
these should be carefully planned to be convenient for the
passenger and baggage handling.
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(b) Escalators have a maximum carrying capacity of
approximately 5000 passengers per hour for 32-in width and
8000 passengers per hour for 48-in. They are being used in
both suburban and intercity passenger service,

(c) Stairways should be a minimum of 48-in. wide using a
maximum tread riser of 7-in..

(d) Ramps provide ideal means for movement of passengers to and
from station platforms if they can be so installed as not to
increase materially the distance traveled by passengers, nor
materially decrease the space on the station platform
available for the accommodation of trains. Good results can
be accomplished in many cases by the use of both stairways
and ramps.

(e) Under normal conditions, passenger elevators are not
recommended as approaches to individual passenger
platforms. They are required as a supplement to stairways
for the use by handicapped and elderly patrons.

(f) In large passenger stations where trains operate in bof-
directions through the station, baggage elevators arc
desirable at both ends of combined passenger and true, ^.ng

platforms to reduce the interference between trucking
operations and passengers.

(g) Ramps are a very desirable means of providing vertical
transportation for trucking operations, if the design of the
station is such as to permit their installation without a

material sacrifice in space. Ramp gradients in excess of 8

percent are not recommended. The ramp surface should be
finished with an abrasive or nonskid material. The minimum
clear width which should be considered for trucking ramps
designed to accommodate one line of traffic is 6 ft., and
for two lines of traffic is 11 ft.

(h) Grade crossings may be used in light traffic stations for
platform access. They should be located for the convenience
of the passengers, baggage handling and commissary
services. For best results, the crossing should be located
adjacent to the entrance/exit locations of the station
building. Platform extremities are best crossing locations
for baggage handling and commissary services. If the
platform is raised then allowances must be made to reduce
the platform height near the crossing location. Care should
be used in selecting crossing material for passenger use to
avoid tripping hazards and problems with luggage carts.

(i) Use of automatic fare collection or any type of barrier
control system requires advance planning of locations to
ensure that the designed capacity of the platform access is
not reduced materially. Throughput values of gates can be
obtained from the proposed manufacturer.

(j) Street approaches should receive particular attention in
station planning to provide convenient access and sufficient
capacity but bypassing areas of traffic congestion.
Separate routes should be provided so that pedestrian
traffic and vehicular traffic can be safely and
expeditiously handled. Ample accommodation for vehicles
handling mail, baggage, and express should be provided in a

manner that will not impede the free movement of busses,
automobiles and pedestrian traffic on the public approach to
the station.
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14.6.2.3 ACTIVITIES

(a) Primary requirements for a passenger station include a

waiting room, ticket office, telephones, and restrooms.
These areas should be connected by ramps (preferably) or
other means to the train platforms. A separate concourse
allowing direct exit to the street from the platforms is an
advantage in suburban service stations or high volume
intercity stations.

(b) Secondary requirements include information booths, baggage
handling facilities, parcel rooms, check lockers, train
announcing systems, retail food service or vending,
newsstands, and passenger service offices.

(c) Company requirements may include space for train crew
check-in, commissary operations, on-board service,
administration, mechanical department, operations, station
service, safety, and other administrative offices.

(d) Office or hotel space may be constructed as part of an
integrated design with the station. Care should be taken to
avoid requiring tenants to pass through the station when not
necessary but encouraging the shared use of facilities where
beneficial.

(e) Circulation requirements include concourses sufficient to
gather a full trainload at the gate without a blockade, but
should be so arranged that it will not be a convenient
thoroughfare for nonpassengers. A clear width of 20 ft. is
usually adequate for non-trucking situations.

(f) Trucking requirements should be considered when designing
concourse widths and expected environment.

(g) Waiting room seating should be arranged so that traffic is
not impeded. Ticket lines should be considered in such
planning. Baggage arrangements can include checking at the
ticket counter, single baggage counter for inbound and
outbound service, separate service counters, or carousels.

(h) Concessions
1. Concessions of proper character have proved profitable

in most stations and are desirable, not only from a
revenue-producing standpoint, but as a facility which
adds to the comfort or convenience of the passenger.

2. The number and character of these concessions can be
greatly expanded in terminals located in cities of
large size, with benefit to all concerned.

3. To be successful, concessions should be conspicuous,
accessible, neat, attractive, and well lighted.
Concessionaires should be experienced, responsible and
progressive.

4. Booths opening directly on to the corridor, where
service is rapid, appeal more to the commuter, while
stores appeal to the intercity traveler and
particularly to the transfer passenger who has time to
spare.

(i) Adequate areas to handle refuse should be provided.
Consideration should be given to using compactors to reduce
volume,

(j) A good security plan using digital and video monitors,
master keying, fencing and coded padlocks can prevent many
problems

.

(k) Consideration must be given in some areas to snow removal
operations, salt storage, and snow dumping area.

(1) Adequate fire protection devices should be incorporated
including hydrants, stand pipes, sprinklers, smoke
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detectors, centralized alarms, and extinguishers,
(m) The presence of 3rd rail and/or overhead catenary power

systems require special consideration and planning.

14.6.3 PASSENGER TRAIN YARDS
14-6.3.1 GENERAL

(a) It is desirable that a single coach yard and its associated
facilities for car inspecting, repairing, cleaning, watering
and stocking be an integral feature of every large passenger
terminal, whether or not more than one railway is
accommodated. It is definitely preferable to have all coach
switching performed by and under full control of the
terminal management either as a joint operation or as a
separate company. Separate facilities may be provided for
particular trains or types of equipment, although the
servicing of all passenger train equipment in a single yard
is preferable.

(b) The location of a coach yard should be determined by the
economic balance among the following factors:
1. Available sites.
2. Land values.
3. Cost of construction.
4. Convenience to the station and other facilities.
5. Nearby utilities.
6. Cost of moving equipment between station, coach yard

and engine house.
7. Possible need for future expansion.

(c) The capacity required in a coach yard depends upon:
1. Number of cars and trains to be handled.
2. Type of equipment.
3. Level of maintenance.
4. Schedule of equipment layover.
5. Frequency of cleaning.

(d) The ability to secure the proposed yard against trespassers
to reduce theft and vandalism should be considered.

14-6.3.2 SITE
14-6.3.2.1 TRACKS

(a) There are two general types of coach yard layouts: Stub
track and through track. There is also an intermediate type
made up of through tracks, but operated generally as two
systems of stub tracks. Operation is most efficient in a
system of through tracks.

(b) Tracks of equal length and equal to the length of the
longest trains give greatest operating efficiency.

(c) An alternating spacing of 28ft. /20ft. between track centers
is desirable for tracks on which servicing work is done.
This allows service vehicles to pass each other on the wide
platform and utilities to be centralized on the narrow
platform. Where platforms between tracks are obstructed by
supports to overhead service lines, brake shoe racks or
above-platform service outlets, such obstructions should be
located off center of platforms to provide a wider
passageway on one side. Obstructions may require increasing
the track centers to allow service vehicles to clear.
Obstructions must be located so that they do not foul
minimum State clearance requirements. Utility equipment
should be placed on the narrow platform at convenient
locations.
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(d) Tracks used for storage of extra cars do not require
particularly wide spacing or any special car servicing
features other than utilities necessary to support the car's
equipment while idle.

(e) Tracks with wide centers are usually arranged in groups at
the leads to facilitate switching. Auxiliary leads and tail
tracks of ample length should be provided.

(f) Curvature of tracks should not be less than 450-ft. radius
through turnouts or otherwise. Make-up tracks should be as
straight as practicable to afford long sight lines for
operating crews.

(g) Tracks should be placed on as nearly a level gradient as
possible.

(h) A wye or loop track should be provided for turning
equipment. Movements on a loop track are more expeditious.

(i) Special tracks for making up or breaking up trains are
sometimes required.

(j) Only light or running repairs are normally made in a
service yard. Cars needing additional work are usually
switched to a Car Shop.

(k) Yards must be well drained.
(1) In the interests of cleanliness, sanitation, and possible

reduced maintenance expense; consideration should be given
to track construction calling for rails supported by
longitudinal concrete slabs with paving between slabs to
present a completely paved area which can be washed. Such
construction is especially desirable for tracks at
commissary platforms or on which diners are restocked.

(m) Yard trackage is the most inflexible item in a yard. Due
to severe curve and grade restrictions, all buildings and
utilities should be located after the necessary track and
leads are designed.

(n) Where tracks will be surrounded by platforms, consideration
should be given to the use of concrete ties as any future
tie removal will be very complicated.

14-6.3.2.2 PLATFORMS

(a) Platforms should be placed between all tracks on which cars
are to be serviced.

(b) Platform construction preferably should be of concrete,
crowned not less than 3/16 in. to the foot. The width will
vary with the track centers but should be at least 10 ft.

for utility platforms and 18 ft. for service vehicle
platforms. The edge of a platform adjacent to a track
constructed with ties and ballast usually is placed level
with top of rail and approximately 5 ft. from the center of
the track. If any service lines are to be carried below the
surface, the platform should provide for adequate manholes
or other entry.

(c) Roadways should connect all areas of the yard to the
platforms and outside entry. Multiple access paths may be
provided to avoid equipment blocking crossings. Roadways
designated as fire lanes should be designed so that the
turning radius restrictions of local fire department trucks
are considered.

(d) Crossings should be located where equipment will not likely
be parked and preferably outside blue flag/derail protection
areas. Public crossings should be adequately marked. Care
should be used to avoid placing crossings adjacent to
structures that will limit sight lines causing "blind"
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crossings. If at all possible, crossings should not be
placed through switch points. In heavy snow areas, markers
may be placed alongside crossings to identify the limits of
the crossing material. Plastic, asphalt, wooden, and rubber
crossings are suitable except in locomotive areas where
special consideration must be made due to the oil drippings.

14-6.3.2.3 REPAIR PITS

(a) Where underneath inspection of standing cars is desired,
one or more pits equal in length to the longest train may be
justified. These may be combination inspection and repair
pits depending on their location in the yard. If underneath
inspection of cars in motion is desired, a short pit located
on the yard lead or the mechanical washer track may be
used. Where rails are elevated above adjacent paved areas,
inspection and repair work will be facilitated to some
extent, especially under conditions of heavy snow, but such
elevation will make ramps in platform paving necessary at
fire and service roadways which cross the yard.

(b) Pit construction preferably should be of concrete. The
rails can rest directly on the concrete walls without plates
and cushions, and be anchored in place by bolted down rail
clips; however, better results will generally be experienced
with rails installed on bearing plates and cushions. The
pit should be well drained and equipped with recessed flood
lights for general lighting and receptacles for service
lights and small tools.

(c) Where all inbound trains pass over a single pit for
inspection, other tracks should be provided for servicing
and repair work. Work performed at such a single pit should
be confined to inspection only.

(d) Where servicing and light repair work is done on an
inspection pit, several tracks, each with a full length pit
may be required, the number depending on the number and
schedule of the trains to be serviced and the length of time
required to service each train. A multiple track pit
arrangement should provide for several wheel drop pits with
jacking pads so spaced that several wheels can be dropped
simultaneously on any given track with a minimum of car
spotting. Each track should also be provided with the other
facilities for the complete servicing of cars, such as paved
platforms, service outlets for water, air, steam and
electricity, and an adequate drainage system.

(e) An average depth of pits for car inspection and light
repairs of about two ft. nine in. below the top of running
rails will provide good working space below cars, although
depths ranging from two ft. to four ft. six in. are in use.

(f) Concrete jacking pads should be provided along car repair
track pits. The pads should be built integrally with the
track pit walls and extend laterally each side a minimum of
six ft., from the center of the track, and for a sufficient
distance along the track each way from the drop pits to
provide proper jacking space. On track pits assigned to
repair work only, continuous jacking pads extending the full
length of the pit are desirable.

(g) An inside width of three ft. for repair pits will provide a
ledge for jacking or blocking on the inner side of rails.

(h) A jacking pad, at least one car .-".n length and continuous
between rails for center jacking, is sometimes provided
beyond the repair pit on one or more repair tracks.
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(i) Consideration should be given to covering at least a
portion of the area devoted to car servicing and repair
work. The protection afforded by a building with at least
semi-covered sides, preferably of fire resistant
construction, will reduce the expense of conditioning trains
and expedite repair work under unfavorable weather
conditions. Complete housing of pits on tracks assigned to
repair work is desirable, but at repair pits where wheels
are changed or truck work is performed the housing should be
at least sufficient to cover a car spotted either way over
the wheel drop pits and provide a passageway at end of car.
The extent to the enclosure and heating should depend on the
severity of the climate. Snow melting devices should be
considered if the pit is located outdoors or in an area that
might be receiving equipment with impacted snow.

(j) Side entrances to pits should be provided at sufficient
intervals to allow quick evacuation if necessary.

14-6.3.3 ACTIVITIES

(a) Train servicing requirements include car washing, cleaning,
light repairs, and stocking. If a mechanical washer is
employed, it should be located on a lead after a wye or loop
track, but before the servicing yard, with access to all
servicing tracks. Care must be taken in selection of a car
washer site as the slow moving trains will block crossings
and switches for long periods of time. Adequate drip space
should be provided following the washer. The platform and
utilities sections further describe requirements for
cleaning, light repairs and stocking.

(b) Car repair facilities' requirements include drop tables,
wheel storage, jacks, and craft shops. Ideally the car
repair shop should be located so that individual cars can be
easily removed from trains, repaired and returned to
consists with a minimum of switching.

(c) Locomotive service facilities may also be provided.
Passenger locomotives require much the same facilities as
freight locomotives. The engine house is best located on
the end of the yard that corresponds with the end of the
trains that are most likely to receive locomotives.

(d) Locomotive repair facilities may also be provided.
Passenger locomotives may have steam generators or head-end
power units that must also be maintained. An in-truck wheel
truing facility is great advantage over individual sets
being replaced by drop tables.

(e) Commissary facilities will depend on the type of food
service but, if provided, should be located away from the
main yard due to the high volume of outside truck traffic.

(f) A parts-supply warehouse and purchasing office on site will
speed repairs and allow for bulk purchases of materials.

(g) Administrative offices including Mechanical, Engineering,
Transportation, Security, Personnel, Training, Safety and a

Dispensary should also be located convenient to work
locations.

(h) Employee amenities such as locker rooms, showers,
restrooms, and lunch rooms should be located convenient to
work locations.

(i) A tower with a good view of the facility is an advantage to
operations

.

(j) Buildings to house track, facility, and vehicle maintenance
are sometimes provided to reduce the cost of contract
services.
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(k) Adequate areas to handle refuse should be provided
Consideration should be given to using compactors to reduce
volume and eliminate wind-borne debris.

(1) A good security plan including digital and video monitors,
master keying, fencing, and coded padlocks can prevent many
problems

.

(m) Consideration must be given in some areas to snow removal
operations, salt storage, and snow dumping areas,

(n) Adequate fire protection devices should be incorporated
including hydrants, stand pipes, sprinklers, smoke
detectors, centralized alarms, and extinguishers,

(o) The presence of 3rd rail and/or overhead catenary power
systems require special consideration and planning.

14.6.4 Utilities

14-6.4.1 MECHANICAL SYSTEMS

(a) Steam standby connections, if needed, should be provided at
all tracks on which cars will stand without a locomotive
attached. For stub tracks, steam connections should be
located at the ends, one connection for each track. For
through tracks they should be placed to serve each track at
the point or points where the rear of a train would normally
be placed and an inside derail protection when in yards.
Pressure of 125 lb. delivered through a 2>5in. connection is
standard. Appropriate control and bleed valves should be
provided. Locomotive boiler water facilities may also be
needed if steam generators are utilized. Stecun may also be
used for thawing, cleaning, and heating. Due to rapid pipe
deterioration, steam lines should normally be built above
ground or in accessible underground tunnels. Steam pipes
must be anchored and thermal expansion controlled through
the use of expansion joints or loops.

(b) Compressed air connections should be provided at all tracks
where the method of operation or servicing requires that an
air brake test be made while the train is standing without
locomotive attached. Air pressure should be between 120 and
140 lb. and be delivered through l^jin. connection with
appropriate control and bleed valves. Compressed air may
also be used for cleaning and portable tools. If used in
this manner, connections of 3/4-in. size should be
distributed as needed so that no more than 100 ft. of hose
is normally necessary. Tool outlets should be provided with
a regulator to reduce pressure to match tool working
pressures.

(c) Natural gas may be used for building heating. Pipe routing
should be shown on site plans and the pipe identified at
convenient intervals. Appropriate measures should be taken
to ensure that if a pipe is ruptured the utility involved
can be notified as soon as possible. These measures would
include ready availability of pipe plans, utility phone
contacts, and easy accessibility to shut off valves.

(d) At yards or stations where train equipment may be watered,
hydrants spaced two car lengths apart, preferably serving
two tracks, should be provided. Where station dwell time is
short, hydrants may be spaced for every car. Water service
should be distributed so that no more than 100 ft. of hose
is necessary to reach a car. Water hydrants in yards are
usually placed on alternating platforms allowing service
vehicles an unobstructed path on non-utility platforms.
Freeze protection should be applied where necessary. If
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backflow preventers are required, a heated cabinet is

preferable. A potable connection of 1 in. size should be
provided for car watering and a minimum 3/4 in. non-potable
connection may be used for washing purposes. By looping and
interconnecting water pipes, a better flow pattern can be a

achieved. Adequate control valves should be installed to
allow sections to be taken out of service without affecting
all operations.

(e) Adequate drainage should be provided to drain track
structures, catch paved area runoff, and collect roof
drainage. Where necessary, piping should be separated to
allow for treatment of polluted wastes. Sanitary drainage
should be kept separate until delivered to city facilities,
if available.

(f) Pipe lines may be installed for fuel oil, lube oil, sand,
cleaners, foam, and other specialized products. These and
all other pipe lines should be identified at adequate
intervals. A spill prevention plan is usually necessary for
such installation.

14-6.4.2 ELECT^RICAL SYSTEMS

(a) Adequate power supply should be designed to handle current
needs with at least 50 percent available for expansion, if
anticipated. Building supply of 480V/277V is common along
with 208V/120V systems. Where required, head end train
standby should be provided at the end of the platform
corresponding to the end of the train not subject to
switching. Modern North American systems provide 480V 3 fk

standby for train power. Amperes of 400, 800, and 1600 are
standard. Recording ammeters are useful in determining
consist power requirem.ents . Equipment and climate
variations preclude the use of universal sizing by train
length. See Chapter 33 for more information. Older 240V
30 100 amp standby may also be provided for steam
heated equipment with outlets provided so that no more than
100 ft. of cable is necessary to reach each car.
Convenience outlets of 120V may be provided where necessary
such that cord lengths do not exceed 200 ft. Electric
vehicle charging stands should be located so as not to
disrupt operations while vehicle is being charged.
Emergency platform standby power systems should be
considered. Block heater outlets are necessary in parking
lots in certain areas of extreme cold.

(b) Platform lighting should be provided at a minimum 20

foot-candle level. Parking lot illumination should be a

minimum of 5 foot-candles. Walkways, entrances and signage
should be lit at an appropriate level taking into
consideration adjacent lighting and security requirements.

(c) Telephone service should be provided as needed. A trunking
capability of at least three times current use should be
requested to ensure easy future expansion, if anticipated.
Consideration should be given to interconnecting telephone
and other company communication systems to allow for faster
information flow. Platform jacks may be provided to permit
the connection of train telephone systems.

(d) Yard lighting should be provided where work at night is

common or security is desired. A 5 footcandle minimum will
generally provide acceptable night lighting. Lights should
be mounted as high as possible to reduce shadowing between
cars. High pressure sodium lighting is currently the most
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energy efficient source although it does alter color
perception. Mercury vapor or metal halide lighting should
be used if color perception is important.

(e) Train status reporting systems covering waiting rooms,
gates, and platforms should be provided as required.
Equipment ranges from simple moveable sign boards to
elaborate video and flip-sign systems where the entire
system is interfaced with the train operations.

(f) Public address, intercom, talk-back, and message tube
systems may be included in yards. They speed problem
resolution and increase security. Public address systems
should be provided to reach all station areas including the
platforms. Microphones or telephone deluxe paging may be
used to initiate announcements. By designing such
facilities in advance, wires can be installed underground
avoiding weather and vehicle contact. Particular care
should be used when determining control and terminal
locations to avoid conflicts between operating hours of
those locations and other users. Spare ducts should be
provided in all duct banks, where possible, for future
expansion.

(g) Adequate conduit should be provided in buildings to carry
radio antenna wires to the roof. As the FCC limits the
number of broadcast stations in a close area, consideration
should be given to remote base stations when needed. Radio
antennas should be located so as not to detract from the
facility but allow clear coverage to the entire site. See
Chapter 6 for roof penetration information.

(h) Signal, fare control, computer, fire, security, and alarm
systems should be designed carefully in advance of
construction on a master plan to avoid overhead wires and
afterthought appearances. Video cameras can be used for
security, car observation, drawbridge control, and to
improve existing sight lines. Since they require power, an
adequate source must be identified before locations are
committed. Signal systems, when present, should be
interfaced with yard operations to avoid excessive radio or
intercom use.

COMMITTEE 15—STEEL STRUCTURES

The Committee recommends the following change in footnote 1 of Tables 1.2.1 and 2.2.2 of

Manual Chapter 15. Parts 1 and 2:

'Impact tests shall be in accordance with the Charpy V-notch (CVN) tests as governed by

Specification A 673 with frequency of testing as follows:

(a) For plate material not thicker than 1-1/2 in., frequency H.

(b) For plate material thicker than 1-1/2 in., frequency P.
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The Committee recommends that Table 1 . 14.7 of manual Chapter 15. Part 1 be replaced with the

following:

TABLE 1.14.7 - IMPACT TEST REQUIREMENTS' FOR

STRUCTURAL STEEL - FRACTURE CRITICAL MEMBERS

ASTM
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The Committee recommends the following subarticle addition to Article 3.5.5 of Manual Chapter

15, Part 3:

"(e) Time delay prior to NDT of weld repairs to groove welds of ASTM A588 or A709 Grade

SOW material over 2" in thickness, subject to tensile stress, shall be 16 hours minimum."

The Committee recommends deleting paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Manual Chapter 15. Part

6, Article 6.6.11 Sockets and substituting the following therefor:

"(a) Sockets for wire ropes shall conform to the requirements of Federal Specification RR-S-550,

latest revision, except that sockets for 2-1/2-inch diameter ropes may be cast steel conforming to

ASTM A 148, Grade 80-50. Sockets shall be attached to the ropes by using zinc of a quality not less

than that defined in the current Specifications for Slab Zinc (Spelter), ASTM B 6 High Grade.

Maximum socket slip or seating of the zinc cone, with the rope, when tensioned to 80 percent of its

specified ultimate strength under the test specified in Article 6.6.8, shall be 1/6 the nominal diameter of

the rope. If a greater slip should occur, the socketing method shall be changed until satisfactory results

are obtained.

(b) Variations or substitute designs of sockets will be considered acceptable if they meet or

exceed the functional requirements for strength, materials, and other applicable provisions of the

Federal Specification.

(c) Sockets shall be stronger than their ropes. If a socket should break during the test specified in

Article 6.6.8, two other job sockets shall be selected at random and attached to another piece of rope,

and the test repeated, and this process shall be continued until the Inspector is satisfied of socket

reliability, whereupon the lot shall be accepted. However, if 10 percent or more of the tested sockets

fail at a load less than the specified minimum ultimate strength of the rope, the entire lot of sockets shall

be rejected, and new ones shall be furnished which meet specificaton requirements.

(d) Pin and socket fits different from those specified by the Federal Specification may be

specified by the Engineer.

(e) Sockets shall be shop painted as specified for structural steel.

The Committee recommends the following changes to Chapter 15. Pan 8. of the Manual:

Art. 8.6.2 (a)

In last sentence, after words "cargo fire" change "are" to "is".
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Table 8.6.1
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1.3 Rel i abll i ty : Design, construction and materials used
T7i the equipment shall assure that it will function
reliably and efficiently in sustained operation under
hard usage in an adverse railway environment.

1.4 Workmanshi p : Each machine shall be free from defects
such as incomplete welds, welds that cross welds, cor-
'•"''~" i-^«-« ^p improper fastenings, leaks or con-

iny other defects that could impair its
-vi ceabi 1 1 ty .

rosi on, loose orosion, loose or improper
tamination and any other del
operation or serviceability

1.5 Mai ntenance : Design shall provide for ease of serv-
i ce, repl acement and adjustment of components, includ-
ing filters and fluids, with minimum disturbance of
other elements.

1.6 Legal : Machines shall comply with Federal and State
environmental, safety and health regulations in force
at the time of delivery. In the event of conflict or
variation between regulations and these specifica-
tions, the most restrictive requirement will apply.

Comply: Yes No Remarks

2. MATERIAL

2.1 All steel plates, shapes, bars and sheets shall be of
a quality that has good weldability, high Impact
resistance and high notch toughness at low tempera-
tures (0 degrees Fahrenheit to -40 degrees Fahren-
heit). Steel items shall be of alloy and grades
normally used for maintenance of way equipment and
railway rolling stock. Design of structural members
subject to normal working loads shall have a minimum
design factor of 2 to 1. If structural members are
subjected to Impact stresses, a minimum design factor
of 3 to 1 shall be utilized. It is generally recog-
nized this is only a minimum recommended guideline and
Increased design factors may be required as necessary.

2.2 All fasteners shall meet requirements of ASTM-A-325 or
stronger. All bolted applications shall have at least
two full threads protruding beyond the nut after the
fastener has been properly torqued.

2.3 All non-ferrous metals shall be of alloys having
strength and corrosion resistance suitable for the
service i ntended.

Comply: Yes No Remarks;

3. BRAKES

3.1 Self-propelled machines capable of speed in excess of
10 M.P.H. on straight and level track shall be eqatp-
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ped with fail-safe spring applied, power released
brakes on all wheels. Service brakes shall be pro-
gressive in force application and capable of sliding
all wheels on dry, sanded rail when fully applied at
maximum travel speed.

3.2 All other self-propelled machines and all non-self-
propelled machines equipped for towing, shall have a

combination emergency and parking brake, lever actua-
ted for fast positive action.

3.3 Hydraulic-dynamic type braking will not be accepted
for service brakes but may be used to index the
machi ne

.

3.4 Brake shoes shall not be applied so as to cause a

bending force in an axle. A single shoe at the top of
a wheel may apply downward pressure along a line pass-
ing through the wheel center within 15 degrees of
vertical. Double shoes applying equal opposing forces
may be used in any position.

3.5 A system must be provided for releasing each brake in
not more than 2-1/2 minutes per wheel.

3.6 Air brake systems must utilize SAE J1402 Table A

(formerly Type E), DOT #FMV-SS 106-74 Type Al air
brake hose with reusable fittings. Brake system must
have independent pressure regulator, pressure gauge
and standard truck type reservoir.
Reservoir must conform with SAE JIO-B specifications.
Manufacturers shall also be able to provide these
types of reservoirs which meet ASME specifications for
certification when requested as an option. System
must be activated by standard truck type, foot or hand
operated, control valve and one truck type, quick
release valve for each two wheels.

3.7 Air brake system must maintain operating pressure,
above 70 psi but not more than 105 ps1. An audible
low pressure alarm shall be furnished which will acti-
vate at 70 psi or less.

EXCEPTION : Machines designed to handle railway cars
must utilize train type brakes.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

4. WHEELS, AXLES AND BEARINGS: FRAME AND SUSPENSION

4.1 Wheels and axles shall be in alignment and gage, with
the following allowable tolerances.

a. Gage: 1/8" maximum tolerance (56-3/8" - 56-1/2")
b. Tram: * 1/8" maximum tolerance
c. Diagonal measurement:
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1. ± 3/16" maximum tolerance for wheel bases up
to 9 feet

.

2. i 1/8" maximum tolerance for wheel bases
greater than 9 feet.

No excessive vibration, wobble or eccentric action
shall occur at any speed for which the machine is in-
tended. Suspension shall provide for damage-free
operation under maximum foreseeable operating stress-
es. Entire machine shall withstand a free drop of six
inches to a non -resi 1

i

ent surface without impairing
normal travel or operating functions. Derail guards
shall be incorporated near each wheel to cover inboard
and outboard rail area, so that in the event of de-
railment the machine will not leave the rail. Machine
shall push or tow easily when not working.

4.2 Wheel contour and gage shall comply with standards set
by AREA (Engineering Division, AAR ) or Mechanical
Division, AAR as required for size and type of wheels
furnished.

4.3 Machines with an operating weight of 6,000 pounds or
more shall incorporate the following axle/bearing
design.

b. Automotive/truck type drive axles shall utilize
double tapered roller bearings.

Bearings selected for use shall have a radial load
capacity of 20,000 hours B-10 life at 50 RPM to exceed
static wheel load of the machine.

4.4 Frame must be sufficiently flexible, or at least one
axle must be spring mounted, so that any wheel can
drop below the plane established by the other three
wheels. The amount of drop in inches shall be equal
to, or more than the wheelbase of the machine in feet
di vi ded by ei ght

.

4.5 Vertical reference wheels and small carrier wheels
shall be a minimum of 10 inches in diameter to reduce
the possibility of their derailing and giving false
readings. Bias indicating wheels, used only during
work mode, shall be a minimum of 4 inches in diameter.

4.6 Machine shall be provided with a means of lifting it

with a crane hook without damage to any equipment.
Spreader bars and slings, when required, may be bid as
an option. Lifting with rail tongs shall be limited
to machines weighing less than 2,000 pounds. Lifting
points and balance points must be clearly marked and
1 abel ed

.
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4.7 Machines which cannot be promptly removed from track
by hand methods shall have a towing connection at each
end of frame, 14 inches plus or minus 1/2 inch above
top of rai 1

.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

5. INSULATION

5.1 Equipment specified as "insulated" shall be so con-
structed that no track circuit shunt can occur during
work or travel.

5.2 Equipment specified as "non-insulated" shall not be
converted from insulated design by bonding around
i nsul at i ng parts .

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

6. ENGINE AND POWER TRAIN

All engines offered to this purchaser, whether standard or
optional equipment, shall start within 2/3 of the cranking
system's time rating. Engine shall incorporate high water
temperature and low oil pressure shut down system where
applicable. It shall provide ample power, with clean
exhaust, for all equipment functions under the following
condi t i on s :

Altitude feet to feet above sea
level.

Ambient temperature... degrees F to degrees F.

Atmosphere dusty to inches of rain per hour.

Grade of track percent.

Curvature degree, inches super-rel e vat i on .

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

7. FUEL TANK
(Except small engines with tank and carburetor mounted as
one unit.)

7.1 Capacity of tank shall provide for continuous opera-
tion of the machine for a period of no less than
hours .

7.2 Filler opening shall have a minimum diameter of 1-1/2
inches, a removable strainer (accomplished only with
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the use of common hand tools) and a hinged or chained
filler cap. A mechanical locking device which in-
corporates a 5/8" minimum I. D. hasp ring for use of a

large railroad padlock shall be provided to prevent
access to tank contents.

7.3 The filler opening shall be located so as to make it
impossible for fuel can or nozzle to contact electic-
ally energized parts. Tanks shall be located to
eliminate fire hazard from spilling, overflow or
draining of fuel and shall be protected from impact
damage due to collision.

7.4 Tank shall have a sump and petcock with pipe plug at
lowest point.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

8. EXHAUST SYSTEM

8.1 System shall be so located that It will cause no
adverse temperature rise In any other part of the
equipment and so that a minimum of heat and exhaust
gas can reach the operator.

8.2 Machines equipped with enclosed cab or cab top shall
have exhaust discharge at least 12 inches above top.

8.3 An exhaust muffler, located as close as possible to
the engine, shall be provided.

8.4 Thin wall mechanical tubing is preferred for exhaust
piping. Not more than 36 inches of flexible metal
exhaust pipe may be used, where necessary to reduce
transmission of vibration. Black iron pipe may be
used, if properly braced to eliminate all shocks to
junctions with manifold and muffler. System shall
provide for expansion, contraction, vibration and
stress produced by operation of the machine.

8.5 When utilizing exhaust tubing in the vertical posi-
tion, the end shall be bent or a rain cap incorporated
to eliminate moisture entry into the exhaust system.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

9. HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

9.1 Systems shall conform to the recommendations of the
National Fluid Power Association (NFPA), American
National Standards Institute (ANSI), and International
Standards Organization (ISO).

9.2 Upon completion of manufacture and before any opera-
tion, all parts of the system shall be clean and free
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from contaminants. Threads, holes, cuts, flares and
machining must be deburred and cleaned.

9.3 Manufacturers must pre-filter all oil through a 10
micron or finer filtering system

9.4 All reservoirs shall be designed and constructed to
prevent entry of foreign matter, including water.

a. Reservoirs of 10 gallon or larger shall Include:

1. Baffles to separate intake and return lines
to facilitate the separation of air and
foreign matter from the hydraulic fluid,
separate pump inlet from the settling portion
of the tank and shall direct flow toward tank
walls for maximum heat dissipation.

2. Access panels large enough for complete
cleaning, inspection, maintenance and servic-
ing of sump filters with an accessible means
to empty the reservoir in the event the fluid
is to be retained.

3. An air inlet breather which is of sufficient
capacity to maintain approximately atmos-
pheric pressure at maximum demands on the
hydraulic system and to assure vacuum at pump
inlet(s) shall not exceed 60 percent of pump
manufacturers recommendations. Air breather
system shall be equipped with a 10 micron or
finer filter, either cartridge or spin -on
type.

EXCEPTION : Sealed and pressurized system.

4. A filler with at least a 100 mesh screen,
protected from external damage. Filler shall
have a minimum capacity of 5 gallons per
minute with 5,000 ssu viscosity fluid. Fill-
er cap shall have a retainer that can be
locked with a large padlock, similar to the
type stated in 7.2.

Manufacturers shall provide, as an option, a

system to fill reservoirs by use of external
hand pump and separate 10 micron filters.

5. A thermometer, in plain view, protected from
damage, as near the Intake line as possible,
at the add point fluid level.

6. A static fluid level gauge to show full and
add points protected from damage.

7. When Immersion heaters are provided, it Is
preferable to utilize a type incorporating
NPT threads so removal is possible withoMt
draining the reservoir.

8. A non-integral reservoir (not part of the
frame) is preferred.
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9. Both the intake and return tubes shall be
located below the minimum working fluid level
so as not to cause cavitation or aeration.

9.5 Fluid temperature in the reservoirs shall not
exceed 180 degrees F. at the reservoir outlet(s)
while operating in a 110 degrees F. ambient. The
minimum fluid temperature after 15 minutes warm-
up or operation shall be at least 60 degrees with
a 20 degrees F. ambient.

9.6 Accessible full-flow testing tee(s) shall be pro-
vided adjacent to the pressure side of pump(s).
A return line full-flow tee shall be placed ahead
of any return line filter. Tees shall be plugged
with bushings to accommodate 1/2 inch and 1 inch
fittings.

9.7 Pressure testing tee(s) shall be provided at
locations to provide easy access for checking
hydraulic pressures on all circuits. The tee(s)
shall include a 1/4" NPT fitting with a male
quick -disconnect fluid coupling, i.e., Aeroquip
#FD45-1002-4-4, Parker #H2-63 or equivalent, to
provide exact i nterchangabi 1 i ty .

9.8 Where failure of power plant or pump can immobil-
ize components in a position which would prevent
moving the machine, an emergency hand pump shall
be provided in the circuit. Where more than five
minutes are required to move all components to
proper clearance with a hand pump, a battery-
operated emergency pump shall be provided.

9.9 Fluid Fi Itration:

a. The total pressure line and/or return line
flow shall pass through filters rated at 10
microns or finer and minimum beta 10 rating
of 10 per ANSI Std. 893- .31 -1 973, equipped
with a condition indicator. Filtration shall
not be less than recommended by manufacturers
of the hydraulic system components.

b. In closed loop systems, filtration as recoin-

mended by the pump manufacturer will apply.

c. Magnetic particle attraction shall be provid-
ed in the pump intake line and/or in the fil-
ters and/or in the reservoir.

d. Filtration of the return flow from the pilot
section of pilot operated valves is not re-
qui red

.

9.10 Fluid Conductors

a. Fluid conductors utilized in circuits operat-
ing under 2500 psi must use high pressure
hose; SAE 100 R2 Type A Plus, Hi -Impulse type
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with the following qualification require'
ment s

:

1. Constructed with 2-wire braid reinforce-
ment .

2. Have a bursting pressure safety factor of
4:1.

3. Tested to 300,000 impulse cycles at 250
degrees F.

4. Have an operating temperature range of
-50 degrees F. to +250 degrees F.

5. Used with skive type reusable fittings.

All fluid conductors utilized in circuits
operating over 3000 psi or in hydrostatic
drive systems should use extra high pressure
hose; SAE 100 R12 PI us type when utilizing
hose sizes through ~I ^nch, which have the
following qualification requirements.

1. Constructed with 4-spiral plies of steel
rei nf orcement .

2. Have a bursting pressure safety factor of
4:1.

3. Tested to 1,000,000 impulse cycles at 250
degrees F.

4. Have an operating temperature range of
-50 degrees F. to +250 degrees F.

5. Use with permanent crimp type fitting for
added reliability.

All fluid conductors utilized in circuits
operating over 3000 psi or in hydrostatic
drive systems should use ultra-high pressure,
heavy duty, hi-impulse hose; SAE 100 R13 type
when utilizing sizes above 1-inch, which have
the following qualification requirements.

1. Constructed with 6 spiral plies of steel
rei nf orcement .

2. Have a bursting pressure safety factor of
4:1.

3. Tested to 1,000,000 impulse cycles at 250
degrees F.

4. Have an operating temperature range of
-40 degrees F. to +250 degrees F.

5. Use with permanent, crimp type fittings
for added reliability.

Pump supply hoses must meet the requirement
of SAE 100R4, with reusable fittings.

Hoses shall not be

:

1. Flexed to less than their rated minimum
bend radius.

2. Installed or routed to expose them to
temperatures above or below their rated
operating temperature ranges.

3. Subjected to any twisting, pulling, kink-
ing, crushing or abrasion.
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f. Hoses shall be installed, routed and isolated
where possible for proper support through
clamping and/or brackets to avoid all of the
above conditions, especially abrasion. If
necessary, hoses subjected to excessive
abrasion should be wrapped with an abrasion
resistant wrapping or sleeve.

g. Hose is preferred. Where tubing is used, SAE
37 degree flared ends are required.

h. Tubing and piping shall be mounted to mini-
mize vibration. Tubing shall have only
gentle bends to change direction or compen-
sate for thermal expansion. Bend radii shall
not be less than three times ID.

i. Pipe threads are not recommended. Where they
are used, they must be NPTF dry seal type.

j. Whenever practicable, valves shall be mani-
fold mounted.

k. Galvanized or brass tube, pipe or fittings
shall not be used .

1. Fittings shall be machined type.

m. Complete circuit d1agram(s) showing the exact
c1rcu1t(s) In use on the machine and large
enough to be easily followed for trouble-
shooting must be furnished. Additional pic-
torial or cutaway diagrams may be shown.

n. Vacuum at pump 1nlet(s) shall not exceed 60
percent of pump manufacturer's recommendation
or four Inches of mercury, whichever is less,
under standard conditions. Test opening
shall be provided, utilizing 1/4" NPT port,
sealed with a pipe plug.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

10. ELECTRICAL SYSTEM

10.1 Electrical systems shall conform to recommendations of
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) and
the International Standards Organization (ISO), where
appl 1 cabl e.

10.2 Upon completion of manufacture and before any opera-
tion shall begin, all parts shall be clean and free
from scale, rust, water or any contaminants. All
material and workmanship must be of good quality for
the intended use.

10.3 Sequence of operation and electrical, physical and
schematic drawings showing the exact circuit(s) in use
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on the machine and large enough to be easily followed
during trouble-shooting shall be furnished. Subse-
quent changes shall be covered by new drawings fur-
nished to the customer.

10.4 Whenever practical, components shall be interchange-
abl e.

10.5 Cable shall be routed to prevent exposure to damage.
Thin wall conduit shall not be used except in a pro-
tected area.

10.6 DC Systems, when grounded, must have negative ground.

10.7 Battery charging generators must have a rated capacity
to handle all equipment and accessories with a 50 per-
cent reserve.

10.8 If the battery system is 24 volts, using two 12-volt
batteries, manufacturer shall not connect a 12-volt
load to one battery .

10.9 Battery box shall incorporate a drain hole and contain
a battery disconnect switch and shall have a cover
with provisions for locking with a large railroad pad-
lock. Battery box must be vented when lead/acid
battery Is used.

10.10 Standard, industrial grade, readily available compon-
ents shall be used.

10.11 Electrical apparatus cabinets:

a. Cabinets shall be of steel construction. Clear-
ance between walls and bare, "live" parts shall
not be less than 1-1/2 inches, unless affected
interior surfaces utilize insulative plastic or
fiber sheeting, where a potential in excess of 50
volts exists. Cabinets must be weatherproof.

b. Panels must be readily removable and parts easily
accessi bl e.

c. Adequate lighting shall be provided in cabinets.

d. Pipes other than electrical conduit shall not
enter cabi net

.

e. Interior metal surface walls must be painted with
electrical insulating paint or covered with other
approved electrical insulating material.

f. Nominal voltages used must be plainly shown on
outsi de of cabi net .

g. All parts and groups of parts shall be identified
by function and clear, simple, exact reference to
service diagram and parts list. Integral units
such as circuit boards, should be considered as
one part, if intended to be replaced as a unit.
Complete parts identification shall be shown when
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practical, in order to minimize errors and time
consuming reference to drawings or lists.

h. Wires must be equipped with good quality termi-
nals and identified with permanent numbered
markers, color coded when practical. Terminal
posts must be plainly marked. Once used, a num-
ber or color code must not be reused for a dif-
ferent circuit. All wires must be neatly dressed
and c

1

amped .

i. Housings containing heat producing elements must
be properly ventilated.

10.12 Motor control apparatus overload relays:

a. All fractional horsepower motors shall have fuse
protecti on.

b. All 1/4 to 1 horsepower motors shall have auto-
matic reset thermal protection within the motor
itself, rather than in the starter, and fuse
protection in the line.

c. Motors in excess of one horsepower shall have
starter relays with built in thermal protection.

d. Overload relays shall be in each line of a 3-

phase starter in ungrounded systems.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

11. PNEUMATIC SYSTEM
(Except for air brake and horn systems)

11.1 Quotation will give: make, type and output rating of
compressor, size of reservoir; type and purpose of

pressure regulation; normal operating pressure.

11.2 System must contain an air pressure gauge in easy view
of operato r

.

11.3 Standard air brake hose SAE-J1402 Table Al will be the
only hose used anywhere in the system. Use of push-on
barb type fittings are banned except for control cir-
cuits where space is critical and working pressures
and abrasion is not severe and braking is not involv-
ed.

11.4 Systems shall have:

a. Air compressor discharge line constructed of heat
resistant, teflon, flexible tubing utilizing an

outer layer of stainless steel wire braid.

b. Air compressor air intake supply commonly connec-
ted to the engine air inlet system.
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c. Manual drain type valve which can be easily
accessed and actuated by a cable from outside the
machine to provide positive draining of the
reservoi r(s )

.

d . El ect ri c air dryers .

e. Inlet filtration to 25 micron.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

12. BODY OR CAB TOP

12.1 Where cab is furnished, it shall be weathertight and
impose a minimum of obstruction to operator's vision.
Transparent material shall be mar resistant Lexan or
acrylic, or double plate safety glass.

12.2 When rechargeable wet type batteries are located in-
side the body or cab, the top of battery shall be
vented to outside air.

12.3 Cab doors must be equipped with lock hasps which in-
corporates a 5/8" minimum I.D. hasp ring, and to be in
addition to any other type door locks.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

13. TRAVEL SPEED

Equipment intended to travel to work sites under its own
power, shall be able to attain a speed of mi 1 es per
hour on straight and level track. It mu si also be capable
of starting from a dead stop on a two percent adverse grade
and attaining a terminal speed of miles per hour.
Maximum altitude feet.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

14. CONTROLS

All switches, valves, levers, controls and adjustments used
to start, stop or operate the machine shall be clearly
labeled with weather and wear resistant plates permanently
affixed to the machine or component. Controls used in con-
tinuous operation of the machine shall be within easy reach
of the operator and shall not interfere with his view of the
work. Instruments and gauges not inside a closed, lockable
cab, shall be protected from vandalism.

14.1 Engine must not start with controls in travel
pos i ti on .
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14.2 A red emergency shutdown control shall be quickly
accessible to operator.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

15. CLEARANCE AND SAFETY

15.1 Components which may foul track, signal, crossing or
other structures on or along a railway must have a

positive mechanical lock In safe position for travel.

15.2 No component shall be less than three Inches above top
of rail between the rails or for 30 Inches outside
each rail, when In travel position.

15.3 All components which can be a hazard to operator,
assistant or bystanders shall be protected with a

shield or safety device.

15.4 Machines shall be equipped with a travel warning alarm
which is energized by operation of the travel control
for movement in reverse of the normal working direc-
tion. This shall be accomplished by use of a two-way
selector switch (manually operated) which will estab-
lish the direction of travel that the alarm will be
activated.

15.5 Handrails or grabirons will always be provided wher-
ever it is intended that personnel mount equipment.
Lowest step used for mounting the machine shall not be
more than 12 inches above bottom of wheel elevation.
Any area more than three feet above bottom of wheel
elevation, where persons are expected to walk or pass,
shall be protected by rigidly fastened handrails 42
inches high, with secondary rail at 24 inch height,
and a non-skid walking surface. A three Inch kick-
board shall also be provided to avoid accidental entry
into potentially hazardous areas.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

16. INITIAL PREPARATION AND SERVICING

Machine shall be delivered completely lubricated and servi-
ced with all equipment needed for immediate operation,
except for fuel. Water cooled engines are to be protected
from freeze-up by a 50/50 solution of ethylene glycol base
anti-freeze (rust inhibitive type) unless otherwise speci-
fied, and radiator marked or tagged to show make of coolant
used and actual protection afforded.

Comply: Yes No Remarks
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17. PAINT

Manufacturer shall use paints which do not require periodic
medical examinations or special equipment, other than
passive respirators, for painters. It is assumed that
no-lead paint with a lower percentage of solvent may be
required and that exact colors formerly furnished may not be
available. Manufacturer shall provide the brightest or most
easily identifiable colors available.

Manufacturer shall also utilize proper surface preparation,
including primer to provide a high quality, durable finish
coat.

Exposed parts of the machine shall be painted
EXCEPT AS FOLLOWS:

Gasoline tank Red
Diesel fuel tank Green
Hydraulic reservoir Blue
Coolant Tank Gray
Wheels and handrails Black
Li fting lugs Bl ack
Safety Locks Red
Jacking points or pads.... Black
Engine & other parts Manufacturer's option

NOTE:

Where side or top of tank containing filler opening
has an area greater than 144 square inches, manufac-
turer may elect to paint only 144 or more square inch-
es at the filler opening with the required tank color.
Name of fluid and the words "CHECK DAILY" shall be
stenciled on each tank in one inch letters. Total
machine weight with all tanks filled shall be plainly
marked on both sides of the machine in 1-1/2 inch
letters: Weight lbs.

Comply: Yes^ No Remarks:

18. SHIPPING

Equipment shall be constructed, prepared and loaded so that
it will withstand without damage, handling likely to be
encountered during delivery. Valuable and easily pilfered
parts such as batteries, tools and loose small items shall
be shipped in such as manner as to resist pilferage.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

19. PARTS AND INSTRUCTION BOOKS

Complete parts and instruction books shall accompany the
machine in a waterproof container permanently affixed to the
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body of the machine. Additional sets of books shall be
forwarded as follows:

Books shall contain complete and easily read diagrams of all
systems on the machine and shall employ American Standard
symbols and notations. Listings of commonly available parts
shall include general descriptions as well as part numbers.

Machine shall Incorporate, in operators cab where possible,
a metal, etched pictorial placard designating lubrication
points indicating, types of lubricant, location on machine,
and frequency of checking or changing lubricants. These
placards must be designated by a part number for the appro-
priate machines. Parts book must also contain the compre-
hensive lubrication chart for the appropriate type machines.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

20. REPAIR PARTS AND SERVICE

Continuous operation of this equipment is of utmost impoP'
tance. Successful bidder must be able and willing to fur^
nish service and repair parts promptly.

Comply:. Yes No Remarks:

21. ADDITIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
(To be completed by vendor or manufacturer.)

Insulated: Yes No
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Lights:
Revolving Roof: Yes_^ No Color Brand
Instrument Lights: Yes No
Sealed Beam Tractor Li ghts :

Front: Yes No Number Color
Rear: Yes No Number Color"
Sides: Yes No Number Color'
Other: Yes No Number Color"

Red Marker Lights! Tront Rear
Mi mors

:

Operator""! Instrument s

:

Ammeter , Voltmeter .Water Temperature
Tachometer , Other

This purchase has the following special requirements for
filters, strainers and cleaners:

Engine lubricatio n

Engine fuel
Engine a i r

Hydraulic system
Air s y s t e m
Other

NOTE:

Options and accessories not covered on these specifications
and which are available at extra cost shall be quoted sepa-
rately in the bid proposal.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

22. NOISE EXPOSURE

Shall not exceed permissible exposure for operators, assis-
tants and workmen for a continuous eight hour work day.
Noise sources and machine cab shall be treated to bring
about total compliance.

Comply: Yes No Remarks:

23. DELIVERY

Bid shall specify delivery date of all equipment offered.
At the time of order, date will be reaffirmed or a new date
established. A manufacturer's representative shall place
equipment in service and instruct purchaser's operators,
mechanics and supervisors at a location to be specified by

purchaser (not necessarily the machine delivery point).

24. NON-COMPLIANCE

These specifications are not Intended to eliminate any
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product from the bidding. Where equipment does not comply,
bidders shall clearly describe each deviation. These speci-
fications are in full effect unless amended in writing by
the purchaser. Purchaser reserves the right to reject any
bid and the right to accept bids deviating from the specifi-
cations.

DATE: , 19_

Specifications reviewed and completed by:

SIGNATURE:

TITLE:

COMPANY

TO COVER: MACHINE: MODEL

COMMITTEE 28—CLEARANCES

The Committee recommends the following additions to Chapter 28 , Part 3 , of the Manual:

3.8 DEFINITIONS OF WORDS USED IN RAILROAD HIGH AND WIDE CLEARANCES

"A" Dimension: ( 1 ) In a bolstered load, the distance from the center of the fixed (non-sliding) bolster to

the longitudinal center of the slot of the sliding bolster (nominal position of pin of sliding bolster

when consist of bolster cars and center idler car(s) are on tangent track). (2) In a schnabel car

load, the distance between the two halves of the car, horizontal pin to horizontal pin, not

necessarily maximum length of suspended load. (3) See Midordinate Offset.

"A" End ofCar: The opposite end to that on which the brake wheel is located. In the event there are two

brake wheels, the ends are designated by stenciling the letters "A" and "B", respectively, on

both sides, near the ends.

Above Top ofRail (ATR): Distance from Top of Rail Line measured perpendicular to Top of Rail Line

and parallel to Track Centerline (as viewed in an upright plane).

A-xle Loading: Total weight on each axle expressed in Pounds per Axle (or Thousands of Pounds, or

"Kips", K per Axle). When load is not longitudinally centered on car, the axles of the truck

closest to longitudinal center of gravity of load will be carrying a greater total load than the axles

of the truck farthest from the load and their loading is Maximum Axle Loading, and is of more

significance in most cases than Average Axle Loading.
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Axle Spacing: Distance between centers of adjacent axles of a single truck measured parallel to

longitudinal centerline of car.

"B" End ofCar: The end on which the brake wheel is located. In the event there are two brake wheels,

the ends are designated by stenciling the letters "A" and "B", respectively, on both sides, near

the ends.

"B" Dimension: See Endswing Offset.

Ballast: Supplementary material of prescribed weight, not part of load proper but considered as

dunnage, that is used to keep position of combined center of gravity within reasonable limits.

Also referred to as Counter Balance.

Base End: Bottom end of cylindrical vessel designed to be installed in vertical position.

Base Ring: Concentric circular protruding reinforcement structure at bottom end of cylindrical vessel

designed to be installed in vertical position.

Bolster: One of two pivots that support an extremely long load mounted on two flat cars called Bolster

Cars. One bolster, the Fixed Bolster, can only rotate horizontally on its car, and the other

bolster, the Sliding Bolster, can rotate horizontally and also slide longitudinally in a slot on its

car as the entire consist of cars and load goes into or out of a curve. Sliding bolster also

accommodates slack action of cars.

Bolster Load: A load, usually extremely long, supported at two points by a pivoting bolster at each

point. The bolsters are located on separate cars.

Bolster Spacing: Distance between bolster centers measured along longitudinal centerline of load.

Buffer Car: Usually a nonload-supporting or idler car (almost always a flat car) that is located on

outside of bolster car consist. Never used to describe an idler car located between bolster cars.

See Idler Car.

"C" Dimension: Truck centers of a bolster car, used as input data in tables for figuring "T" Distance,

inside offset of bolster center from Track Centerline.

Capacity' (CAPY): The nominal working load of a freight car expressed in pounds, gallons, or cubic feet

which the car is designed to carry. This figure is stenciled on the car.

Car Floor Height (CFH): The height Above Top of Rail of the car floor (surface upon which the load

and/or dunnage are placed).

Center of Gravity (CG): Center of mass of an object. The point from which the component of gravity

pulls downward.

Circuitous Route: Railroad routing for excess dimension load movement that is not on the most direct

railroad route because extreme dimension(s) of load would cause fouling of fixed obstruction(s)

located on most direct route. A Circuitous Route may also be necessary because of excess

weight for the most direct route.

Combined Center of Gravity (CCG): Center of Gravity of Car, Dunnage, and Load combined as one

rigid unit.

_ (CG Car) (WT Car) + (CG Dunnage) (WT Dunnage) + (CG Load) (WT Load)

WT Car + WT Dunnage + WT Load

CCG is expressed in inches Above Top of Rail. In many routine reviews of excess

dimension and excess weight loads, the middle term both above and below the line can be

omitted and the weight of the dunnage combined into the weight of the load, in order to obtain a

reasonably close estimate.

Concentrated Load Limit: Maximum permissible weight of lading that can be placed on a limited

portion of the deck of a car body. The value of this maximum permissible weight limit increases

as the lading isdistributedoveragreater length of deck, reaching the Load Limit for the car at a

specified length of lading for each designated series of cars.
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Consignee: Person, company, or entity receiving a shipment.

Consignor: Person, company, or entity sending a shipment. Also referred to as shipper.

Counter Balance: See Ballast.

Coupled Length: Nominal length of a car measured between pulling faces of couplers. Maximum
specified length of a car that is necessary in order to figure consist of bolster cars and idler cars.

Also referred to as Outside Length.

Curvature: Sharpness of a curved track alignment expressed in degrees of direction change per 100 feet

of chord distance between two points on Track Centerline.

Curve: Track alignment having constant or variable radius (constant or variable curvature). Track

alignment that is not tangent.

Cylindrical Vessel: Load generally shaped as a cylinder, sometimes an assemblage of two or more

cylinders of different diameters on a common axis.

"D" Dimension: Distance between bolster center and nearest truck center of bolster car, used as input

data in tables for figuring "T" distance, inside offset of bolster center from Track Centerline.

Degree of Curve: See Curvature.

Depressed Center Car: Usually a heavy duty flat car with load deck between both trucks at a lower level

than load decks at ends of car.

Double End Overhang: Load that extends longitudinally beyond truck or bolster centers at both ends.

Dunnage: Material used to secure load to car or balance load. Dunnage is not part of car and is not part

of actual load proper. Also the weight of such material.

Effective Width: Range, left to right, of actual distance of lateral extremities of car or load from Track

Centerline, taking into account the midordinate and endswing offsets resulting from a specified

maximum track curvature , truck or bolster centers . and end overhang . The maximum midordin-

ate offset or endswing offset, whichever is greater, is doubled and added to the measured width

of the car or load to give the value of the Effective Width. See also Equivalent Width.

End Overhang: Distance between truck or bolster center and longitudinal extremity of load, always

measured along prolongation of line between truck or bolster centers. Truck or Bolster Center

Overhang is understood unless Overhang Over Extremity of Carbody , Overhang Over Strikers.

etc. is specifically stated.

End Sill: The transverse member of the underframe of car body extending across the ends of all the

longitudinal sills. Used in referring to longitudinal extremity of car body.

Endswing Offset: Displacement of car or load radial to Track Centerline and parallel to Top of Rail

Line, always on outside of curve and greatest at point of maximum end overhang, that is

proportionate to track curvature, truck or bolster centers, and end overhang. Also referred to as

Outside Swing, Swingout, or "B" Dimension.

Envelope: A delineation in an upright plane that is perpendicular or radial to the Track Centerline and

that defines a specific area within that plane which pertains to available space for loads, or space

that is to be checked for potential obstructions.

Equal End Overhang: Load longitudinally extending beyond truck or bolster centers by the same

amount at each end.

Equipment Register {The Official Railway Equipment Register}: The catalog of freight cars owned by

railroads and private car companies of North America, listing the physical characteristics of

each car such as length, width, height, number of axles, truck centers, and load-carrying

capacities.

Equivalent Width: When a load is not transversely symmetrical about the centerline of a car. the greater

of the two half widths is doubled to obtain the Equivalent Width. See also Effective Width.

Fixed Bolster: See Bolster.
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Flat Car: Freight car with no supporting structure above load deck, except for bulkheads at ends of car

in some types.

Floor Height: See Car Floor Height.

Foreign Car: Car owned by another railroad, private car leasing company, manufacturing company, or

governmental agency.

Gondola Car: Open top freight car with four sides, which does not have the capacity to unload bulk

materials through bottom of car.

Horizontal: Parallel to horizon or level line, perpendicular to vertical or plumb line. On clearance

diagrams Top of Rail Line should not be confused with Horizontal for obstructions next to

curves where there is track superelevation.

Idler Car: Generally a non-load carrying car that is used in train consist for { 1 ) Providing space for load

end overhang that extends beyond striker. (2) Providing connection between two bolster cars

carrying an extremely long load. (3) Providing space between loaded cars when loads are

extremely heavy.

Inside Swing: See Midordinate Offset.

Interchange: (1) A common point or junction of two railroads at which cars can be received or

delivered. (2) The transferring of cars between railroads.

Joint Track: Track that is owned, operated, or maintained by more than one operating railroad

company.

Kip (K): Unit of 1,000 pounds of weight.

Lading: Net load or commodity being transported on a railroad freight car.

Lateral Shift: ( 1 ) Displacement of load on car deck to left or right as a result of inadequate securing of

load. Also referred to as Transverse Shift. (2) In a schnabel car, the capability of horizontally

offsetting load and supporting arms perpendicular to Track Centerline in order to clear fixed

obstructions or equipment on an adjacent track.

Level: A horizontal line or surface.

Light Weight (LT WT}: Weight of empty rail car expressed in pounds. This figure is stencilled on the

car. Also referred to as Tare Weight.

Load Carrying Platform: Deck of car body that can be used to carry a load.

Load Distribution: Spreading of total weight of load over a specified number of feet of deck of car body

parallel to longitudinal axis of car.

Load Limit (LD LMT): Absolute maximum allowable weight of load, including both net weight and

dunnage, that a freight car is authorized to carry. This figure is stencilled on the car.

Local Serx'ice: Train service that makes pickups and setouts of cars at all intermediate points.

Longitudinal: Parallel to length of car.

Maximums: The largest load dimensions permitted within a given clearance envelope.

Midordinate Offset: Displacement of car or load radial to Track Centerline and parallel to Top of Rail

Line, always on inside of curve and greatest at midpoint between truck or bolster centers, that is

proportionate to track curvature and truck or bolster centers. Also referred to as Inside Swing,

Swingin, or "A" Dimension.

Multiple Car Shipment: More than one load going to same destination at the same time.

Multiple Load: Load supported by more than one car.

Nominal Weight: See Capacity.

Nozzle: Structure that protrudes out from externa! surface of vessel, used for pipeline connection.

Outside Length: See Coupled Length.

Outside Swing: See Endswing Offset.
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Over-All Length (OAL): ( 1 ) Length of a car over pulling faces of couplers. (2) Total length of a load.

Overhang (OH): See End Overhang.

Overloaded: Condition that exists when: ( 1 ) Weight of net load and dunnage exceed the Load Limit of a

car. (2) On a single load, overloading can happen if unequal distribution of lading (within Load

Limit for total car) results in one truck being loaded greater than 50 per cent of Load Limit of

car. (3) On a bolster car, having excess weight on one truck because of bolster being offset

excessively from midpoint between truck centers. (4) Weight (within Load Limit for total car

and equally distributed between both trucks) is concentrated on too small an area of load

platform of car body

.

Pivot Pin: Cylindrical portion of bolster that rotates in base of bolster. Always perpendicular to deck of

bolster car. Also applied to rotating pin of schnabel car arm.

Pivot Point: As seen in plan view, vertical axis abt which bolster pins or schnabel arm pins rotate.

Plates: "B" , "C" ,
"£", "F".- Diagrams delimiting cross-sectional area that a certain series of rail cars

can be built within, as a condition for moving in unrestricted or limited interchange service, as

prescribed by the Mechanical Division of the Association of American Railroads.

Protrusions: Projecting portions of a load such as nozzles, manholes, pipes, braces, clips, etc. that are

attached to the outside surface of a vessel. Also referred to as Projections.

Published Line Clearances: Information contained in the Railway Line Clearances book, such as load

dimensions and weights permitted over various territories of the individual railroads without

requesting advance permission for the shipment, type of car that clearances are based on, maps

showing routes of some railroads, and individual to contact for each railroad.

Published Line Clearances (PLC) Column: See below.

Published Line Clearances (PLC) Envelope: Delimitation of available space for loads that exceed a

freight car end view configuration but do not have dimensions so excessive as to require special

advance authorization for movement. This delimitation is defined by tabular data arranged in

numbered Columns corresponding to segments of railroad line. Each Column states maximum
Widths in Feet and Inches at given heights Above Top of Rail in Feet and Inches, and is

published in Railway Line Clearances based on information furnished by the individual

railroads.

Pulling Face: Inside face of coupler knuckles comprising principal surface of contact between couplers

of coupled cars when being pulled. Basic reference point for car length and figuring consist of

cars and loading arrangement of a multiple load.

Restriction: Reduced Speed, Stop And Proceed on Hand Signals (SAPOHS), or other operating

condition imposed on the movement of a specified car or combination of car and load to assure

safe operation over a specific route, or safe passage by a fixed obstruction or equipment on

adjacent tracks. A restriction can be based on several criteria: number of axles per car, weight of

load, height of load Above Top of Rail, width of load, length of load, ratio of truck centers or

bolster centers to length of load, combined center of gravity of car and load, or other conditions.

See Slow Order.

Saddle: A supporting structure shaped to conform to the load it supports. Usually a cradling

arrangement of blocking for securing of a cylindrical load on a fiat car deck. Differs from a

Bolster in that only one car supports load and Saddle is rigidly fixed to car deck.

Schnabel Car: A heavy duty railroad freight car composed of two symetrical halves that carry a load

attached between the movable arms of each half of the car. The load and any accessories such as

suspension bars become structurally a part of the entire car assemblage, that pvirtion including

the load and arms can be shifted horizontally or lifted vertically in order to clear fixed

obstructions or equipment on an adjacent track.

Shift: See Lateral Shift.

Single End Overhang: Load that extends longitudinally beyond truck or bolster centers only at one end.
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Single Load: Load supported by one car only. Load can be within end sills or overhang beyond one or

both end sills, necessitating one or two idler cars, but is still a single load.

Skirt: (1) A shroud covering internal components of a vessel. Usually of light gage material and not

capable of being used to support the vessel. (2) Flaired appurtenance to a load usually found

encircling base end of cylindrical vessels.

Sliding Bolster: See Bolster.

Slow Order: Special temporary instruction issued to crews of trains and other operating personnel

designating the location at which speed is to be reduced to assure the safe operation of trains and

engines over section of railroad track due to track, subgrade or bridge condition. See

Restriction.

Special Switch: Switching movement of high-wide or heavy load, usually within terminal limits, with

locomotive or train used exclusively for the special load. Special switch may be employed to

transfer load between yards or facilities of two railroads or to move load between shipper's plant

and rail yard. See Special Train.

Stenciled Load Limit: See Load Limit.

Stiffener Rings: Structural members of a cylindrical vessel that wrap around the outside surface

diameter (appearing as ribs) and keep the vessel from becoming out of round.

Stop And Proceed On Hand Signals (SAPOHS): Operating instructions imposed on movement of

excess dimension load because of close estimated clearances at an obstruction, specifying a

stop and visual inspection of load and obstruction prior to gradually going past obstruction after

receiving hand signal.

Striker: A member placed on the ends of the center sills of freight cars against which the horn of the

coupler strikes, preventing damage to the draft gear and center sills. Also referred to as Striking

Plate. Car length over strikers is always greater than length over end sills (car body) but always

less than length over pulling faces of couplers.

Superelevation: Increased height of outer rail in curved track alignment that tilts locomotives and cars

toward inside of curve so as to counterbalance the centrifugal force toward the outside of curve

resulting from the normal operating sf)eeds through the curve.

Swingin: See Midordinate Offset.

Swingout: See Endswing Offset.

"T" Distance: Midordinate offset of bolster center from Track Centerline.

Tangent: Straight track alignment that has no specified curvature.

Track Centers: Distance between centerlines of adjacent tracks.

Transverse: Perpendicular to length of car.

Transverse Shift: See Lateral Shift.

Truck Centers: Distance between pivot points of the two trucks or span bolsters on one car.

Vertical: Parallel to plumb line, perpendicular to horizon or level line. Track Centerline, as viewed in

upright plane, should not be confused with vertical for obstructions in curves where there is

track superelevation.

Vessel: A hollow or concave utensil for containing something. Most excess dimension load vessels are

cylindrical in shape.

Well Car: A specially designed flat car having an opening through the load carrying platform to

facilitate the handling of exceptionally high loads or loads with high centers of gravity . The load

is suspended by the car frame at a minimum clearance Above Top of Rail.
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COMMITTEE 33—ELECTRICAL ENERGY UTILIZATION

The Committee recommends the following additions to Manual Chapter 33, Part 4:

4.3 ELECTRIFICATION FEEDING AND SECTIONALIZING
ARRANGEMENTS

4.3.1 Scope

A coordinated arrangement for feeding and sectional izing an overhead
catenary electrification system is essential in order to:

° Facilitate the effective detection of faults

** Limit the extent of track affected when a fault occurs and
establish alternate energized routes so that operations
can continue.

° Pennit isolation of sections of the electrification system
for safe maintenance of catenary and track systems and
faulted sections.

This section outlines the principles involved and presents typical
arrangements. These arrangements are shown for simplicity on an AC center
feed system, but the principles can be applied to any feeding system.

4.3.2 Definitions

Section Break - A device in the catenary system through which a train
can pass drawing full power and without loss of power, but which
isolates adjacent portions of the line when sectional ized; the voltages
on either side being always in phase, but usually with a minor or no

voltage differential.

Phase Break - A device in the catenary system containing a short (10-15
ft.) de-energized section which provides an electrical discontinuity in

the system and through which a train cannot draw any traction power.
The voltages on either side are not necessarily in phase or equal.

Disconnect Switch - A device used to provide an operable electrical
connection across a Section Break or used in series with a circuit
breaker, with visible electrical isolation of the equipment. It may
be motorized or manually operated and should include a padlock or
other locking facility for use when open to ensure personnel safety
during maintenance activities.

Power Circuit Breaker - A device which interrupts load or fault current
and is operated by a supervisory control system or opened by the
protective relaying.

Substation - A facility used to transform the utility incoming supply
to the traction voltage. If the transformer or utility supply has been
temporarily disconnected, it can be used as a Switching Station between
adjacent in-service substations.

Switching Station - A facility used to enable pov/er to be supplied to a

catenary section from the adjacent substation when the traction power
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from the normal substation is out of service. Where there are two or

more through catenary circuits, it is also used to parallel them and

thus improve the voltage regulation to the train.

Paralleling Station - Equipment used to parallel two or more through

catenary circuits between a Substation and Switching Station to improve

the voltage regulation to the train, share the current flow between
parallel circuits and reduce the geographic extent of a catenary system
outage when a fault occurs.

4.3.3 Recommendations

The catenary system for each track or operationally integrated set of

tracks should be sectioned so that disconnect switches may be opened to

isolate and de-energize the associated section of the catenary system, either
in the event of a fault or to facilitate routine pre-scheduled catenary,

power supply, or other work which may be close to or touch the catenary. All

sections of the catenary should normally be capable of being energized from

two sources.

At interlockings, care should be taken to ensure that an outage of any one

catenary section does not preclude electrical operational running over the

remaining routes through the interlocking. All sectioning points at

Interlockings should be located within the interlocking signaling limits.

All circuit breakers should have a disconnect switch between them and the

catenary system and bus section to facilitate circuit breaker maintenance and

provide visual assurance that the catenary section is not connected to that

circuit breaker.

In order to limit the unbalance on the utility transmission system, each
traction substation is normally connected to different phases of the utility
transmission network. It is therefore necessary to separate catenary
sections at different phases with phase breaks at an approximate midpoint
between substations. This is conveniently achieved at switching stations,
which are provided with circuit breakers to facilitate catenary paralleling.

This in turn improves the system current sharing, gives a better voltage

profile, and extends the substation feeding distance. Another function of

the switching stations is to provide a power feed-through during a substation

outage. As this feed-through is required at both switching stations adjacent
to the de-energized substation, each substation needs to be equipped with a

phase break to separate the different phases where they meet at the catenary
feeding location.

Each phase break should be located where there is a minimum probability of

the locomotive consist being stranded within the short dead section. This

means that phase breaks should be located where trains are normally
proceeding at a minimum speed of 10 to 15 mph with no signals, yards, or

overpasses nearby, on level or easily graded tangent track or light curves.

This is not always possible and the criteria may be reviewed in ascending
order of importance. Phase breaks and section breaks on parallel tracks

should be located adjacent to one another, not staggered along the track, in

order to eliminate any confusion or unsafe maintenance practices by

operational or technical personnel.

An approved safety procedure should be adopted for application on all tracks

and other area: with electrically live catenary systems, overhead feeders and

power cables, and be strictly enforced. An essential part of the procedure

is the assumption that all parts of the system are energized and dangerous,

and that close approach to any component or piece of equipment should only be
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permitted by qualified personnel with necessary permission from the power

dispatcher, and only after safety grounding connections have been put in

place.

4.3.4.1 Single Track Mainline

The feeding and sectioning arrangements as can be seen fron Figure A are

wery simple.

The passing siding can be fed from either end although normally it would be

fed from the end nearest the supplying substation. This means that if the
section is fed from the next substation via the switching station under
emergency feeding arrangements, then the preferred feeding is the reverse of
that shown. This minimizes the voltage drop from the substation to the

train.

Where there are junctions with other electrified routes, a substation or
switching station should ideally be located to permit sectioning as shown.
If this is not possible emergency feeding can be a problem for the route with
the phase break in it.

Yards and shops should each be fed by a dedicated circuit breaker as shown.
This insures that a fault on the main line or the yard or shop does not
adversely affect train operation elsewhere. For example, if a fault occurs
on a main line track and it is known that personnel are not working in the
section, it may be considered safe to reclose the breaker. However, in a

yard or shop there are always people working and thus reclosing a breaker
without a complete ground level inspection should be prohibited for safety
reasons. If the mainline and yards or shops are supplied by the same
breaker, the opening of a breaker by a fault should be followed by an

inspection of the yard or shop before the circuit breaker is reclosed and the
mainline section is re-energized.

Yard tracks need not be electrically separate but may be grouped together as

shown in the diagram. The sectioning should be carefully designed to prevent
any chance opening of a disconnect switch from carrying more than the circuit
capacitative charging current. If this occurred the switch may be destroyed
and any persons near it injured. It is not recoirmended to use yard tracks as

a through feed. If this is not economically feasible then the disconnect
switch should be fitted with a load interrupting device such as a vacuum
interrupter.

A Bus Tie Breaker should be used when two transformers are used at one
substation. Without a tie breaker only one transformer at a time can supply
traction load, unless the transformers are on the same phase and the traction
switch gear has a sufficient fault interrupting rating.

4.3.4.2 Two Track Mainline

The philosophy for the arrangement Is essentially the same as for a

Single Track Mainline, except that at substations and switching stations,
adjacent tracks are normally paralleled even under transformer outage
situations. Thus Bus Tie Breakers should be provided as shown in Figure B.

One or more paralleling stations may also be used between a substation and a

switching station if the distance between them is very long. This minimizes
the voltage drop at the train, particularly if a section of the circuit
closer to the substation is out of service.

At interlockings the sectioning arrangements should permit continued
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operation under track outage conditions. If two or more inter! ocklngs are

located between a substation and a paralleling or switching station, an

additional cross track connection and disconnect switch may be required to

provide power to a parallel catenary section.

4.3.4.3 Three Track Mainline

The philosophy for this arrangement is the same as for the two track

mainline. The arrangement at interlockings are more complex as shown in

Figure C and will probably be subject to greater variability to suit

individual railway operating practices and local track configurations.

4.3.4.4 Maintenance Facilities

The philosophy for the arrangement of tracks is essentially the same as

that for yard tracks. As indicated in Figure D, power to the maintenance

yard facilities is usually supplied from an independent feeder directly from

the substation, with the mainline catenaries serving as back-up. Maintenance

yard tracks need not be electrically separated, but may be grouped together.

Both situations are indicated in Figure D which illustrates that economies in

sectioning and switching arrangements can be achieved by the grouping or

nesting together of tracks. Yard sectional izing is divided into different

zones. Each zone is capable of being isolated or fed from adjacent zones,

thereby allowing flexibility in the programming of outages for maintenance

and repairs.

Inspection and maintenance shop buildings can either have the catenary

terminated at the face of the building or run straight through, depending on

the activities to be performed in each particular bay. Examples of both are

shown on the diagram. When the catenary system is required to run straight

through the building, sectioning should be provided at the building faces on

all wired tracks to facilitate de-energization of the catenary system on each

track during vehicle maintenance to provide for the safety of personnel

working within the building area. Various types of protection systems should

be incorporated into the catenary system to prevent the catenary from being

accidentally energized after power has been cut-off through the building.

These safety systems and procedures should eliminate the possibility of the

wire being re-energized while personnel are working in the section.
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PORTFOLIO RECOMMENDATIONS

COMMITTEE 5—TRACK

The following changes are proposed to improve the Portfolio of Trackwork Plans:

Some railroads are now purchasing hook-twin tie plates as part of the frog package. Therefore Plan

1010-84 will be revised to show the hook tolerance on these plates. This will assist the trackwork

inspectors.

Plan 241-55 will make reference to revised Plan 1010-84 with regard to the manufacturing

tolerances.
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COMMITTEE 1—ROADWAY AND BALLAST

PROPOSED
GEOTEXTILE SPECIFICATIONS

FOR
RAILROAD TRACK STABILIZATION APPLICATIONS

The following proposed specifications for geotextiles
used in railway installations Is submitted for review and
comment prior to submitting the specifications as Manual
material. Railway Members of AREA are encouraged to comment so
that our Industry may learn from their experience. Upon
receipt of comments, a final draft of the specifications will
be submitted as proposed Manual material.

Comments should be sent to Mr. A. K. Pottorff,
Chairman, Subcommittee 1, AREA Committee 1, Assistant to Chief
Engineer, Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, 4100 South
Kedzie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, 60632.

GEOTEXTILE (ENGINEERING FABRIC) SPECIFICATIONS
E5i

Railroad Track Stabilization Applications

1 (a ) Application Uses:

The use of geotextile fabric under railway track is
dependent upon traffic, environmental and/or subgrade
conditions. Geotextile shall be used when necessary
to provide for additional roadbed filtration, planar
(lateral) permeability, strength and modulus
improvement, and separation of subgrade layers. It
may also be used in hard to drain areas and areas
beyond the economic ability of railways to provide
adequate drainage.

(b ) Application Locations:

The geotextile shall be used beneath ballast and/or
subballast for mainlines, secondary rail lines, high
tonnage unit train lines, switches, crossings, bridge
approaches, retarders, and etc. on both new track
construction and existing track rehabilitation.

An engineering analysis of existing or proposed
conditions, subgrade classification using the "Unified
Soil Classification" and Table 1.2.5 should determine
if a geotextile is required and also the type and
weight of geotextile to be used. Additional
information regarding possible uses of geotextile will
be found in other parts of this manual.
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Add and change AREA Table 1.2.5 as follows:

Place Note 12 under Note 11. Move Note Column over and
place Column (12) next to Column (11) . Column (1) has been
repeated so that the required fabric can be set for the
different type soil, it is not to be repeated on the table:

Note

(1)
Unified Soil
Symbol
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Geotextile Requlreptents

:

Physical Properties

Test Methods for Geotextiles

Index Properties for Typical
Minimum Values

Regular Heavy Extra Heavy
Duty Duty Dutv

Grab Tensile Strength - ASTM D-1682
(lbs.) (using 1" wide by 2" tall

jaws at 12-inchyniin. strain rate on
4" wide by 8" tall sample and 3"

gage length be'>.ween jaws)

Elongation at Failure - ASTM D 1682

(X) (using 1" wide by 2" tall

jaws at 12 inch/min. strain rate on
4" wide by 8" tall saii?)le and 3"

gage length between jaws)

TT̂ 3̂3"

20

450

3gtr

20

620Mullen Burst Strength
(p.s.i.)

ASTM D 3786

Planar Water Flow
(qts./hr. per unit width)

Coefficient of Normal Permeability
(cm/sec)

Vertical Water Flow
(gal. /minute/ sq. ft.

constant head)

5-inch

Apparent Opening Size (U.S.

Standard Sieve No.) CW-02215 U.S.
Standard Sieve Number larger than
(using 20-minute sieve time and 57o

or less of the glass beads pass the
fabric

20

400

.1

.1

100

70

100

140

100

200

Trapezoid Tear Strength - ASTM D 100
1117 (lbs.) (using 3" wide by 2"

tall jaws at 12-inch/min.
strain rate on 3" wide by 8"

tall sample and 1" gage length
between jaws on the sample
marked with trapezoidal outline)

.

Puncture Strength - ASTM D751 (modified) 110
(lbs.) (using 5/16" hemispherical end)

Resin treated

Mininun Weight* - ASTM D1910
(oz. per sq. yd.) 10

130

150

150

185

Not Not Not

Required Required Required

14 20

* As of 1984, these are the minimum weights per square yard of geotextile to

satisfy the requirements of this specification.
(Expect in the future, geotextile will be developed that will accon^lish
the same purpose with less weight.)
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3. Packing and Identification Requirements:

The geotextile shall be marked every 10 feet stating
manufacturer's name, width, top or bottom, date of
manufacturer and type of geotextile (Regular Duty,
Heavy Duty oi Extra Heavy Duty)

.

The geotextile shall be provided in rolls wrapped with
protective covering to protect the fabric from
ultraviolet light exposure, mud, dirt, dust and
debris . A tag or other method of identification shall
be attached to each wrapped roll of fabric indicating
the following:

1. Manufacturer's name and address.
2. Date of manufacture of fabric.
3. Manufacturer's order number.
4. Number or symbol of manufacturer's production

run

.

5. Customer order number.
6. Weight per sq. yd. of fabric.
7. Width of roll.
8. Length of roll.

Each roll of fabric shall be wrapped individually and
the protective covering shall be adequate for long or
short term storage of any roll of fabric.

4. Compliance, Inspection, and Sampling Requirements:

A competent laboratory must be maintained by the
producer of the geotextile at the point of manufacture
to insure quality control in accordance with ASTM
testing procedures. That laboratory shall maintain
records of its quality control results and provide,
upon request of the specifying agent prior to shipment
or at any reasonable time thereafter, a manufacturer's
certificate. The certificate shall include:

a) Name of manufacturer.
b) Chemical composition.
c) Product description.
d) Statement of compliance to specification

requirements

.

e) Signature of legally authorized official
attesting to the information required.

It is recomjnended that a fabric segment be taken from
every 20th roll or at an interval specified by the
Engineer in the field and be tested at an independent
competent laboratory to insure compliance with these
specifications.

5. Construction Details and Methods:

The geotextile fabric shall be installed in accordance
with the plans, specifications or as directed by the
Engineer

.
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Prior to geotextile placement the subgrade shall be
prepared and shaped to the lines and grades as
directed. Special attention shall be given to
eliminate any sag pockets in the roadbed and to
facilitate drainage away from the track centerline.

The geotextile shall be stretched taut (both
longitudinally and transversely) before backfilling.
Special care should be taken to insure against damage
to the geotextile during placement and also future
tamping operations. Geotextile shall not be placed
except where it can be covered the same day.

It is recommended to have a minimum depth of 8" cover
and a preferred depth of 12" cover between the bottom
of tie and the geotextile fabric.

The geotextile may be spliced by overlap, sealing or
sewing. The minimum overlap distance in the
transverse or longitudinal direction shall be 2 feet.
Sealed or sewed seams will be allowed if the overlap
in the transverse or longitudinal directions is a
minimum of 6 inches and the sealed or sewed seam grab
tensile strength is equal to the minimum value of the
geotextile in the weakest principle direction. The
contractor will be allowed to patch small rips or
tears in the fabric when approved by the engineer.

6 . Measurement and Payment

:

Geotextile shall be measured for payment by the square
yard .

Geotextile shall be paid by the square yard shipped,
unless otherwise 'prescribed by the purchase contract.

COMMITTEE 5—TRACK

Report on Assignment 5C

Investigate Use of Fastening Agents for Trackwork

R.J. Banchero (Chairman, Subcommittee 5). A.H. Blair, S. Brunner, P. Cohen, K. Douglas, C.

Fitzpatrick, M. Gilbreath, J. Gumick, R.J. Jones, R. Kuston. J Masters. L. McKenna. H.

Meek, T. Painter, L. Rekuch, G. Ubaldi. D. Witt.

Your committee submits this report on Fastening Agents for Trackwork as information.

The original intent of this assignment was to evaluate specific fasteners and/or fastening agents.

This was later expanded to the various types of fasteners and fastening agents being used or tested by

the railroads.
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A questionnaire was sent to Sub-Committee 5 members requesting them to advise on the

following information:

• Do you or have you used special fasteners or fastening agents on your special track material?

• List the special fastener or fastening agents used with your comments.

• Reason standard fastener was replaced with the special fastener or fastening agent.

• List what type of material the special fasteners are used in.

Responses received indicate that of the special fasteners or fastening agents being used or being

tested today, no one system has been adopted as a standard replacement for the bolt, nut and washers

specified in the A.R.E.A. Specification for Trackwork, Section Mil, bolts and nuts.

No conclusions can be made as one fastener that worked well on one railroad may not have had the

same performance on another.

This committee feels that the special fasteners or fastening agents now being used by the railroads

are all suited for use with trackwork, but it should be noted that the committee does recommend that

installation instructions be followed as close as possible and that variations to the instructions should

first be checked by the manufacturer to obtain maximum fastener or fastening agent performance.

Report on Assignment 5G

Cold Expansion of Connecting Bolt Holes

in Rail and Special Trackwork

Collaborating as Necessary or Desirable with Committee 4

R.J. Banchero (Chairman, Subcommittee 5), A.H. Blair, S. Brunner, P. Cohen, K. Douglas, C.

Fitzpatrick, M. Gilbreath, J. Gumick, R.J. Jones, R. Kuston, J. Masters, L. McKenna, H.

Meek, T. Painter, L. Rekuch, G. Ubaldi, D. Witt.

Your committee has reviewed the report published as information, by Committee 4, on Sleeve

Expansion of Bolt Holes in Rail, A.R.E.A. Bulletin 686, Vol. 83, 1982, Pages 266-268, and finds that

this procedure could also apply to bolt holes in .special track work, but only in the rail joint areas as

sleeve expansion of all holes in the web of rails used in special track work may not be justified.

In a report published in A.R.E.A. Volume 56, 1955, under Rail, Assignment 9, Appendix 9a

entitled: "The Effect of Stress Raisers Around A Bolt Hole On The Fatigue Life Of A Rail," an

investigation was conducted on various types of procedures, reaming, peening, chamfering, etc. to

eliminate stress raisers in bolt holes and one of their conclusions was that: "All these stress raises

around the bolt holes were produced in the manufacturing process." And that: "Closer control of the

manufacturing process would eliminate a considerable number of detected and .service failures in

track."

The committee feels that with the two previously published reports that this assignment be

concluded and that the specification for bolt hole finishing be left up to the various railroads when

writing specifications for their special track work.
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COMMITTEE 24—ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Report of Subcommittee No. 1—Recruiting

During June 1 984 , a survey ofMW&S Chief Engineers was completed . The subject of the survey

was "College Graduates Employed by MW&S Departments of Railroads in the Year 1983 (1-1-83

through 12-31-83)."

Completed questionnaires were received from 21 of 29 railroads requested. Thirty one graduates

were employed during 1 983 . Table I shows a summary of degrees and major courses of study for the 3

1

employed. Table 2 shows a summary of schools represented by the 31 employed.

Eight of the 21 railroads surveyed employed at least one graduate during 1983. Eleven graduates

were employed by one railroad; two railroads employed four each; one railroad employed five

graduates; and one railroad employed three. The average number employed per railroad was four.

The average salary of the 31 employed was $2033/month, with a high of $2500/month and a low

of $1900/month. The average salary of those with prior experience was $2145/month; without prior

experience, $1979/month. The average salary of the 23 Civil Engineering graduates was $2039/month,

while the average salary of the other eight graduates (non Civil Engineering) was $2013/month. Of the

six roads that hired more than one graduate, only two paid all graduates the same salary.

Of the 31 employed, ten had prior railroad experience. Three of the 31 employed were former

Co-op students.

TABLE 1. DEGREES AND MAJOR COURSES OF STUDY OF 31 COLLEGE GRADUATES
EMPLOYED BY EIGHT RAILROADS DURING 1983.

Degree

B.S.

M.S.

Number of

Graduates

30

1

Total 31

Major Course of Study

Civil Engineering

Civil Engineering Tech

Electrical Engineering

Construction Engineering

Engineering & Marketing

Engineering Management

Industrial Engineering

Total

Number of

Graduates

22

I

3

2

1

1

1

31
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TABLE 2. SCHOOLS OF 31 COLLEGE GRADUATES EMPLOYED BY EIGHT RAIL-
ROADS DURING 1983.

School

Purdue University

University of Kentucky

West Virginia Tech

V.P.I.

Western Kentucky

University of West Virginia

V.M.I

University of Arkansas

University of Alabama

University of Wisconsin

Georgia Tech

Montana State University

Penn State University

University of Illinois

Michigan Tech

Michigan State

Lawrence Institute of Tech

North Carolina State

Bradley

University of Missouri

Tennessee Tech

Number of

Graduates Employed

4

3

2

2

2

2

2

Total 31
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Q Got spike pulling

problems at joints?

A Use the New Nordberg
"claws" spike puller.*
Specially designed pulling arms allow new spike puller to go
through rail joints without slowing down. Spike pulled straight

for reuse. Line and anchor spikes easily pulled without changing

pattern PalenlPendmg

Fast spotting is quickly achieved by movH.iiiit'

"A" frame with independent rollers riding on

rail Inside and outside spikes pulled

simultaneously Unit is designed for fast, easy

accessability to all working parts

Well-organized operator's station allows high

visibility to pulling operation Exclusive

"trigger" with fingertip control permits a con-

tinuous spike pulling operation and special

"claw" makes grasping simple and fast.

Contact your nearest representative for literature,

or write; Rexnord inc.. Railway Equipment
Division. P.O. Box 1562. Milwaukee, Wl 53201.

Telephone (414) 643-3151

Rexnord
f////fflffl



ESCO
• Rail Saws — Drills — Abrasive Saws
• Anchor Applicators — Trak-Skans
• Boutet — Field Welds
• Grinding Wheels — Cut-Off Wheels
• Yard Cleaners — Switch Undercutters

Tie Destroyer — Welded Rail Trains

Track Patrols — Portable Ramps
Tie Unloaders — Tower Cars

• System Fuel Trucks
• Rail Welding — Hydr. Rail Stressors

• Rail Vacuum Systems — Salt Spreaders
• Switch Point Protectors — Gage Rods
• Back Hoes
• Lubricator Repair & Replacement Parts

CHICAGO, IL — 312-939-0840
KANSAS CITY, KS — 913-492-7277
PHILADELPHIA, PA — 215-752-0133

ST. LOUIS, MO — 314-421-6499

>^ LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.

We Sell Pre-stressed

Concrete Railroad

Cross Ties

David A. Pittinger 2021 Midwest Rd., Suite 300
National Sales Manager Oak Brook, II 60521

Railroad Products (312) 953-8521
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Cover Article 133

The Royal Gorge

For quantity ol clraiiialic entiineerini; aniid awe-inspiriri!: Ncener) . the Denver and Rio Cirande

Western has no peers among U. S. Railroads. One ot its most spectacular stretches is the Royal (iorge,

where the Arkansas River cuts through the easternmost ridge o\ the Rocky Mountains west ot Pueblo,

Colorado.

While other canyons used by railroads may be deeper than the 1050 It. depth ot the Royal Gorge,

none combines this amount ol depth with the narrowness and shecrness ol walls that the Gorge

possesses. At one point it is less than 50 It. wide at the bottom, leaving room lor nothing but the railroad

and the river. Because of its depth and orientation, the bottom of the canyon is seldom reached by

sunlight.

Traffic on this important main line, built in 1879. isover20m.g.t. Weslof the Gorge the Arkansas

Valley broadens considerably as this,l3 & RGW line heads for Tennessee F\iss. the highest elevation

(over 10,220 ft) on a North American railroad mainline. There is even one 10-mile stretch \\ilh a

maximum curvature of only ()°30'. The photos in this article were taken February 14. 1485 on a hi-rail

trip with Mike Kenyon. Division Fngincer ol the I) & RGW.

The photo above shows a scene looking cast from a point some distance west of the narrowest part

of the canyon. The white structure carries drainage from a side canyon over the track.



The photo above shows the

braces, like those used on stock rails

of switches, used to reinforce the 136

lb. rails on sharp cur\es in the Gorge.

The photo on the next page is

taken looking east from west of the

narrowest part of the Gorge. The

suspension bridge, which is more

than 1000 feet above the rails, is a

light road bridge built in 1929. The

structure in the background over the

track is the "Hanging Bridge", which

suspends the track above the river so

that the water flow can use the entire

width of the gorge at its narrowest

point.

Ihe photo at Ictt shows the Gorge

somewhat east of the narrowest part,

looking east down the track.
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Rail Signaling Control

Systems from GRS,
the full-line supplier.

From basic relays to state-ot-the-art microprocessor tech-

nology, GRS IS the rail industry leader in transportation con-

trol systems and equipment. Equipment that we not only

manufacture, but often design from the ground up to assure

maximum safety and performance on the job.

Here are a few
• Automatic train control systems

• Computerized cTc and NX
interlocking

• Computerized car classitication

• Rapid transit control systems

• Cab signals and speed control

• Coded track signal control

• Automatic train operation

examples:
Rail-highway crossing warning
Automatic block signaling

Microprocessor cTc and NX
interlocking

Automatic vehicle identitication

Electronic track circuits

Hot journal detection

For more information about these and other signaling products,

see your GRS sales engineer or write for Bulletin 200

^{^^
GENERAL RAILXA/AY SIGNAL

a UMIT OF GErjERAL SIGf\JAL

(^O BOX 6on
ROCHESTEn NEW YORK U1692



Presentation of Student Architectural Design Award

D. A. Bessey*

Conducting AREA sponsored competitions, not only in Architecture, but in other Tields of

engineering was originated by Committee 6 over 15 years ago. We of Committee 6, with membership

that is comprised of architects and engineers directly engaged in the design, construction and

maintenance of buildings, found that at times it was difficult to properly staff our offices with college

graduates. We saw a distinct need to familiarize the architectural students throughout the United States

and Canada, and in this case, Mexico, with railroad architecture. We also wanted to bring about an

awareness of employment opportunities in the railroad industry. We felt that there was a definite need

to improve communications between the railroad industry and the colleges and universities that offer

architecture in their curriculum. And we also felt that this problem is not just unique to architects, but in

all fields of engineering.

The first architectural competition was presented to the Conference in 1976. It was very

successful. Three hundred to four hundred students took part in the competition. We received almost

100 entries from 14 universities. The communication between railroad industry and the universities

was truly fulfilled. In fact, one of the students who took part in the Competition came to work for us and

was with us for about 8 years. I have heard of other instances where students who took part in the

Competition applied and went to work for railroads.

The second Architectural Competition was presented to the Conference in 1981.

This year's Competition was not as successful as the previous two as far as the number of

participants was concerned. However, several universities did participate. In my conversations with

the Architectural Departments of numerous schools, I find that the problem was carried out in the

classroom, but entries were not submitted. In some cases the problem was assigned to first year design

students and the individual schools did not consider the presentations up to competition standards.

Also I find that we have competition. We were unique ten years ago when we submitted an

architectural problem to universities and we had a very good response. Today, there are many

corporations, insulation companies, building product manufacturers, and so forth that are offering

architectural competitions to the universities. Not only are they deluged with many competitions, but

the awards are considerable; although I feel our prize level is quite generous.

I have been told that some of the competitions are "more glamorous". I have always thought that

railroad architecture wasn't necessarily unglamorous. In fact, I have always felt that the architectural

student entering the railroad industry probably learns more about architecture than if he went to work

for many architectural firms. After all, only 1 in a 1,000 or maybe only 1 in 10.000 ever gets the

opportunity to design a Sears Tower or some other skyscraper.

I think railroad architecture is a challenge and does equip the student with a well rounded

knowledge of architecture.

At any rate, this year's Competition and the two previous Competitions did serve the purpose for

which they were intended and that is to familiarize the architectural student with the railroad industry

and make them aware of employment opportunities in the railroad field.

The problem was offered to 91 universities in the United States, 10 in Canada and was forwarded

to 36 schools of architecture in Mexico. We had a difficult time in locating schools, but went through

the Mexican Consulate and got the names and addresses of the recognized schools of architecture in

Mexico.

Two plusses this year, for the first time we had a participant from Mexico who was one of the

recipients of an honorable mention; and also, we have proven that talent in the field of architecture is

not necessarily unique to the male gender. It gives me great pleasure lo introduce this year's first place

winner of the ARBA Committee 6 Architectural Competition, Jamie Lis of the University of Illinois.

Assistant Chief bngineer — Structures. SLRCO. Inc. fomicrly Chicago. Milwaukee. St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Co

137
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(Remarks by Jamie Lis)

"I would like to thank the American Railway Engineering Association for giving me the

opportunity to learn about railroad architecture, and to participate in this Competition. I am
very happy and pleased that my design was chosen to take first place. I accept this award

with gratitude.

"I feel this project afforded me a valuable learning experience. Through my research I

became aware of the railroad as an important means of transportation, and 1 also became

familiar with the general functions of the freight classification yard. Before I began working

on this project my preconceived notions of the railroad were basically historic in nature. I

had a very romantic image of the 19th century railroad. Now I see the railroad as a

progressive and dynamic transportation system and I tried to reflect these elements in my

design. I gave the design a "high-tech" image using steel, glass and exposed structure to

represent the railroad of tomorrow, and to show that the railroad is keeping up with

technology and not stuck back in the 19th century.

"The form of the building is based on two major concepts: One, the tower is the central

functional core of the building and, two, the entry represents the classic railroad tracks in

one point perspective. The tower becomes the most dominant element of the massing and

the major focus of the entry. This shows its importance in the operations of the yard. The

exterior entry space appears as railroad tracks, disappearing in the distance. This concept

gives the building a more playful aspect, and it acts to draw people into the building. It

reflects upon the more romantic aspect of the railroad. In summary, this building is

representative of a progressive, competent railroad, through the use of high-tech imagery,

and the bold statements made by the tower and the entry.

"Once again I would like to express my appreciation to the AREA and my thankfulness for

winning the award. I am truly thrilled that my design was chosen; it is an honor. Thank

you."

Now at this time I would like to ask Mr. Terrill to make the presentation of the first place award and

check for $1,000 to Jamie Lis.

(Presentation by Mr. Terrill)

The Second Place award and check for $500 goes to Paul Wheeler, also of the University of Illinois.

In addition to First and Second Place Awards, the five Honorable Mentions and checks forSlOOgo

to Kean C. Pong, Texas Tech University; Amma Rosa E. Castillo, Institute of Technology and

Superior Studies, Monterrey, Mexico; Aida Mohamed, Texas Tech University; Thomas Loew,

University of Illinois; and Gary J. Nelson, Hampton University.

All of the winning entries are on display in the State Ball Room.

On behalf of Committee 6 and all those people on the Committee who worked on the Competition

and all the students who took part in the Competition, I would like to thank the Association for

sponsoring and funding this Competition. I want to recognize Wally Sturm who acted as Co-Director of

the Competition and our Committee 6 Chairman, Ron Phillips, who has been extremely involved in

carrying out this Competition. The continuing program of AREA sponsored competitions, is very

beneficial to our industry and it is hoped that this competition involving other areas of AREA will

continue and will be successful in the coming years. It is imperative that we continue to create interest

among universities throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico to develop and maintain a close

relationship between the civil, structural, mechanical as well as the architectural students of these

universities. 1 am pleased that our project has continued to open many doors and has created a lot of

interest among the students, some of whom may one day be a part of our industry and a member of this

organization.

Thank you very much.



Ratable Depreciation of Track Structure

R. M. Davis*

A. Background

On February 17, 1983. the Interstate Commerce Commission (Commission) served the final

rule on Docket No. 36988, "Alternative Methods of Accounting for Railroad Track Structures"

(Docket). The Docket, which is effective for the reporting year 1983, provides that depreciation

accounting (DA) will be used in reporting financial data for track structure in place of the

retirement-replacement-betterment accounting (RRB) method that had been used historically. The

1983 Annual Report Form R-1 reflects the new accounting under the Docket. In addition, the

Docket requires that track balance sheet accounts be restated to a DA basis and that financial data be

presented for the preceding four years on a restated basis for comparability purposes.

B. Why the Change

Depreciation accounting is used in all industries other than the railroad industry and has been

required by the Commission's accounting regulations for all railroad assets other than track (and

land, which is not depreciable). The major advantage of DA is that it "matches" the revenues

generated over the life of an asset with the expenses associated with the use of the asset.

C. Depreciation vs. Betterment Accounting

1. Depreciation Accounting

Depreciation accounting is the generally accepted accounting method to recognize over time

the decline in the usefulness of an asset. This decline, which leads to the ultimate retirement of the

property, and which is not restored by maintenance, is caused by factors that include wear and tear,

decay, inadequacy, technological changes and obsolescence. The accounting profession accepts

the following definition: depreciation accounting is a system of accounting which aims to distribute

the cost or other basic value of tangible capital assets, less salvage (if any) over the estimated useful

life of the unit (which may be a group of assets) in a systematic and rational manner. It is a process

of allocation, not of valuation.

Under DA, the initial track installation is capitalized, that is, added to the property accounts as

an asset. Subsequent track rehabilitation expenditures are capitalized providing that capital criteria

are met. Property thus replaced is credited to asset accounts and charged to accumulated deprecia-

tion. Retired track that is not replaced is similarly written out of the property account with a

concurrent charge to accumulated depreciation. Salvage is credited to accumulated depreciation.

Spot maintenance repairs are not treated as depreciable assets but are recorded in current operating

expenses.

2. Betterment Accounting

Under RRB, as under DA, the initial track installation cost is captalized. However, that initial

investment is never written down. Rather, it is frozen in the investment account at original cost.

Track replacements of similar quality are written off as maintenance expenses in the year incurred.

The incremental cost of betterments, on the other hand, is added as a capital investment to the

property account. Like the original investment, it is frozen at original cost until abandonment.

When a line is abandoned, the original investment and the capital improvements are written out of

the property accounts, at their original cost, as expenses. Salvage is treated as an asset.

D. Capital Criteria

The Commission has stipulated that "Programmed" track expenditures may be capitalized

either in their entirety, or on the basis of unit of property criteria. It is the responsibility of each

mdividual railroad to present unit of property criteria to the Commission for approval. Once such

election is made, it cannot change without ICC approval. In dealing with the Commission, each

* Director - Property Accounting. Consolidated Rail Corporation (Conrail).
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railroad should consider the aecountini: treatment ot those vvork Junctions that are a necessity when

track rehabilitation work is pertornied. These Junctions inckKle but are not limited to:

• replacement ot grade crossings

• replacement ot inter-track platforms

• incidental signal work

• tield welds

• replacement ot bridge ties

• replacement oi sw itch ties

• non-programmed work that meets unit ol property criteria

• replacement of turniiuts

E. Accounting For Track Rehabilitation

(assuming capital criteria are met)

Accounting Basis

Betterment Depreciation

Accounting Accounting

Installing ties
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F. Accounting for Abandonments

(track retired and not replaced)

Betterment

Accounting

Accounting for ledger value of retired property Expense

Cost of labor for removal of material

Accounting for salvaged material

Expense

Expense

Depreciation

Accounting

Depreciation

Reserve

Depreciation

Reserve

Depreciation

Reserve

G. Financial Results

Dollars charged to operating expenses are reflected against revenues and serve to reduce net income

figures. It is evident therefore that capitalizing dollars that have been expensed heretofore will improve

reported financial results. This can be advantageous in creating a demand for a company's stock but can

work to disadvantage when stockholders expect dividends from reported increased earnings and unions

use reported increased earnings as leverage for more attractive contracts. Keep in mind that

depreciation charges to operating expenses o\er the useful life of the capitalized track assets become a

new factor to consider.

H. Budget Implications

To the extent that M of W performance is judged on the basis of current charges to operating

expenses, depreciation accounting practices will be \ery beneficial. It should be pointed out however

that the dollars expended for track rehabilitation under DA will not change trom the dollars expended

under RRB methods (assuming the same physical scope of work). All dollars are green. Depreciation

expense becomes an item for budget consideration, either at the corporate or the incurring level.

I. Density Segments

Recognizing that heavier traffic loads will contribute to shorter life for track structure, the Docket

provides that as a minimum each railroad should be segregated and depreciated by density category as

follows:

.'Xt least 20 million gross tons per mile

Under 20 million gross tons per mile

Lines subject to abandonment

Vard and way switching tracks

Electronic Yards

Multiple main line tracks in a given segment ma\ all be treated the same e\en though tonnage ma\

differ from track to track. Density segment allocations are to be rcMcucd annualK. giving

consideration to the preceding three year's activity.

Class
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K. Restatement-Financials

The Docket also requires that railroads present restated" linancial data lor 1MS3 and the prcccdniL;

lour (4 1 years. Reporting; the data for prior years usinj; DA will more accurately rcllecl the actual

financial trends in the industry (it is reasonable to expect reported increased eariiini:s under DA as

opposed to RRB accounting).

L. Field Reporting

Each railroad must nuidity its ovsn field reporting structure to accommodate DA accounting

practices. It is strongly recommended that to the extent possible, changes be made in computerized

reporting systems and that changes in field reporting requirements be kept to a minimum.

M. Permanent Records

As is the case with all capitalized property assets, permanent records must be kept that satisfy

corpiirate requirements and ICC directives.

DIRECTOR'S MESSAGE NO. 19

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued Director's Message No. 14 which relates to

ratable depreciation accounting for railroad track structures as adopted in Docket No. 364KS.

"Alternative Methods of Accounting for Railroad Track Structures"".

By means of twenty-eight questions and answers, the Director's Message conveys the

Commission's views on such matters as implementation, restatement, units of property . depreciation

of track assets subsequent to restatement, and other related subjects.

RAILROAD DIVISION
P O. Box 8276 • Madison, Wisconsin 53708

608/221-2292 • 800/356-5952

THE BRIDGE PRESERVERS
Renovation of Timber & Concrete Bridges

* INSPECTION

* TIMBER IN-PLACE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT
* REPAIR
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New Freight Line through New York City

David P. Smith *

Full Freight Access Program

New York City and Long Island

A sound transportation system for efficient movement of goods has long

been recognized as vitally important to industry and the economy of New York City

and Long Island. Most of the rail freight destined for New York City enters the State

at Buffalo, continues to the Selkirk Yard near Albany, and down the Hudson Division to

the Oak Point freight yard in New York City and to Long Island.

Presently, the more widely used modern rail freight equipment, such as

high box cars and trailers-on-flatcars (TOFC), or piggyback, is a rapidly growing part

of the railroad industry. Until recently, this equipment was prohibited from passage

south of Tarrytown because the old bridges over the railroad mainline were not built

with sufficient vertical clearance to allow the higher equipment to pass underneath.

In addition, there is a conflict between commuter and freight trains. About 450

commuter trains which pass through Mott Haven Junction in the Bronx each day have

priority over freight trains which use the same track. Also, there is no TOFC yard

facility in New York City nor on Long Island.

The New York State Department of Transportation recognized these problems

and started working to resolve them in 1978 through the development of the State's

Full Freight Access Program. The overall Statewide purpose of this program is to

promote the development of industry and jobs by providing an efficient rail freight

system. The program for the New York metropolitan area includes five elements:

1. The Hudson Rail Line Bridge Modifications

2. The South Bronx - Oak Point Link

3. The Development of Intermodal Yards

4. The Rehabilitation of Queens and Brooklyn Rail Lines

5. The Long Island Bridge Modifications

1. The Hudson Rail Line Bridge Modifications

The first element involved the raising of 18 bridges along the Hudson

Division between Selkirk and Highbridge Yard in the Bronx.

Clearances were measured under about 200 bridges, 18 of which were found

to be less than the 17'-6" required for TOFC and high box cars. The feasibility of

raising the bridges or lowering the tracks was considered. Track lowering was

eliminated because of the proximity of the track to the Harlem and Hudson Rivers

and track lowering would create a major interruption to commuter services.

Vice Prcsidcni. Andrew ^ & Clark. Ine
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Location Map Of The Program Elements

To Albany

WESTCHESTER

COUNTY

Hudson Rail Line
Bridge Modifications

NEW JERSEY
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Most of the bridges had been built about 70 years ago. Ten of them are

vehicular and 8 are pedestrian. Vertical clearance deficiency varied from 6 inches

to 24 feet. Following is a review of some of the design concepts and construction

techniques which were employed at various bridges.

The Glenwood Station Bridge in Yonkers presented the problem of raising

a bridge 1 i feet without raising the railroad station which is partially supported by

the bridge. In this case, the girder was separated from the building, the building was

underpinned and the bridge jacked.

One bridge required extensive repairs before it could be jacked about 2i

feet. At first glance the enclosed pedestrian bridge at the Riverdale Station in the

Bronx looked simple to raise, but we found that one of two supporting bridge girders

had previously been damaged by collision with an oversized freight car. Because the

pedestrian access to the river side of the tracks was by way of this bridge, the pedes-

trian traffic had to be maintained while repairing and raising the bridge.

There were six bridges which had to be jacked while requiring major alter-

ations to their approach. A good example is High Street Bridge in Dobbs Ferry. At

High Street, the timber deck and steel truss bridge had to be jacked about 2 feet on

the west side. Raising the bridge and reconstructing the walls on the westerly

approach would have a high cost and would preserve a right angle turn on a steep

grade. For little extra cost, a curved approach ramp was constructed which improved

community access to a railroad station and commuter parking lot, a restaurant, a park

and an industrial area, while achieving the required clearance.

Completed High Street Bridge
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Three bridges required the superstructure over the railroad to be replaced.

As an example, Fordham Road Bridge crossed the railroad as a part of the approach

spans to a swing bridge across the Harlem River. The bridge carries 30,000 to 40,000

vehicles per day with many turning movements for ramps nearby. It was impossible

to raise the bridge about 2i feet to achieve the required clearance without affecting

the other approach spans to the river crossing and ramps to the Major Deegan

Expressway.

The solution used here was to construct a new pier in line with the existing

railroad platform and convert the single span over the traci<s to 2 spans of thinner

structural section, constructing these 2 spans in two stages to maintain traffic to

waterfront industrial properties and to the Major Deegan Expressway.

At Babcock Place in Yonkers, the existing steel and timber deck bridge

deflected about 3 inches every time a truck went over it. It was replaced by a pre-

stressed concrete girder bridge at a higher elevation.

At Dock Street in Irvington, the bridge had to be raised about 2i feet.

The concrete deck and floor beams were in such poor condition that they had to be

replaced. It was more economical to replace the total superstructure with one having

girders of greater camber and avoid reconstruction of the westerly ramp walls.

Some bridges had to be completely replaced. An example is the Depot Place

Bridge which had to be raised about 2l feet. The approach to the bridge met the main

spans at right angles, and would not provide the necessary turning radius for access to

the Highbridge Yard. We found that for little extra cost the bridge could be replaced

Depot Place Bridge Durinjj Construttion
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with a new structure which would satisfy the clearance requirements as well as improve

geometries.

The cost of the 18 bridge program was $20 million and the construction of

this element was completed in 1983.

2. The South Bronx - Oak Point Link

The second element of the program, a new rail freight line known as the

South Bronx - Oak Point Link, will connect the Highbridge and Harlem River Yards.

Among the five alternatives which were developed during the planning, EIS and public

hearing process, a shore route was selected.

The two mile site of the Oak Point Link, located on the Bronx shore line

of the Harlem River, can be seen in the aerial photo below. The link will bypass

clearance problems with 23 bridges and a tunnel as well as a severe at grade cross-

ing conflict between freight and commuter trains. A new 2 mile long concrete

structure accommodating a single track will be built inside the existing pierhead

and bulkhead line on the east bank of the Harlem River. The track elevation will

be above the mean high waterlevel. Many deteriorated bulkheads will be removed

The Harlem River With The Bronx In The Background
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and a rip-rapped slope constructed. To minimize disturbance of the river sediments,

no fill in the river is anticipated.

The Oak Point Link railroad structure passes under five existing bridges

which cross the Harlem River. Two of the bridges do not require modification. They

are Macombs Dam and the Harlem River Railroad Bridge. The latter provides the grade

separation which eliminates the conflict between commuter rail and freight traffic.

The remaining three, the East 149th Street Bridge, the East 138th Street Bridge and

the Third Avenue Bridge, all require modification in order to provide proper clear-

ances. The completed modifications at Third Avenue are shown below. The remaining

two will be modified as part of the main Oak Point Link construction contract.

The Modified Third Avenue Bridge

The following is a description of the Oak Point Link structure. The super-

structure will consist of prestressed box beams and a concrete slab supporting a single

track with continuous welded rail fastened directly to the slab using pandrol clips

and neoprene pads.

The beams are supported on neoprene bearings on a composite precast and

cast-in-place pier cap. The piers consist of single caissons with lengths varying from

30 feet to 100 feet, or four or eight legged bents with pile lengths varying from 45 feet

to 170 feet depending on foundation conditions.

There were various design constraints, including five existing overhead bridges,

the mean high water elevation, three existing subways, sewer outfalls, major utility
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duct banks, varying depths of fill, compressible soils and granular soils, as well as a

rock profile that varies significantly both longitudinedly and transversely.

The new rail line will increase freight train capacity, from the current

restrained traffic level of around 2 trains per day, to more than the projected demand

for 20 trains per day by the year 2000. Bids for the link construction will be received

this summer with scheduled completion near the end of 1987. Total cost of construction

of all link contracts is anticipated at about $78 million.

3. The Development of Intermodal Yards

The third element is to establish New York's first intermodal terminal. The

trailer-on-flatcar regional facility is planned for the 85 acre, one mile long, Harlem

River Yard adjacent to major highways in the Bronx. The terminal is currently being

designed to be constructed in two stages to allow time to relocate existing tenants

and miminize initial construction costs consistent with initial rail traffic demands. The

initial stage is developed on 38 acres and has an estimated annual capacity of 95,000

lifts. The final stage of development will increase the estimated annual capacity to

180,000 lifts, which compares favorably with the projected intermodal freight demand

of 170,000 lifts in the year 2000.

Construction of the first stage of the Harlem River Yard will coincide with

the construction of the link to be operational in 1987. Total construction cost is

anticipated at about $21.7 million. Meanwhile a construction contract has been let for

an at-grade railroad track passing through the Harlem River Yard. These tracks will

connect to the new Oak Point Link structure at the west end and existing tracks which

lead to the Oak Point Yard on the east end. This through track wiU be completed this

year.

4. The Rehabilitation of Queens and Brooklyn Rail Lines

The fourth element of the program is to make clearance improvements on

the Long Island Rail Road and the Bay Ridge Line through Queens and Brooklyn.

Once past the Harlem River Yard, any through freight to Long Island must go

to the Oak Point Yard area and reverse direction to go across the Hell Gate Bridge.

Except for minor clearance improvements required under catenary support wires, there

is no clearance restriction going from Oak Point Yard to Fresh Pond Junction in Queens

where freight can go to the Brooklyn waterfront or to Long Island.

To reach the Brooklyn waterfront from Fresh Pond with TOFC or high box

cars, there are clearance restrictions on 23 bridges and the East New York Tunnel.

Some of the overhead bridges are being reconstructed under a bridge replacement

program and will be raised in that program where feasible. Except for the East New

York Tunnel and bridges reconstructed, clearance is being achieved presently on all

other bridges by a combination of moving and lowering track. This work is presently

under construction and will be completed this year.
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In the 3,300 foot East New York Tunnel, built in 1914, clearance will be

achieved by lowering the track to the concrete base and using a special low profile

rail and making a minor modification to the tunnel roof. Construction will begin this

summer.

All clearance work in Brooklyn is scheduled for completion this year at a

cost of about $9.1 million.

5. The Long Island Bridge Modifications

The last element is modifications to bridges and track lowering on Long

Island.

From Fresh Pond to Hicksville on Long Island, there are six bridges with

inadequate clearances. Clearance will be achieved by lowering track under 2 bridges,

jacking 2 bridges and reconstructing 2 bridges.

Forest Park Drive and Park Lane South - The Long Island Rail Road will

lower track under these bridges this year.

One bridge to be reconstructed to achieve higher clearance is at Mineola

Boulevard in Nassau County. We have prepared plans for the reconstruction and raising

of the bridge, but construction is being held in abeyance awaiting the implementation

of the Mineola grade crossing elimination program.

Carle Place Station Pedestrian Bridge has been raised. Ellison Avenue has

been raised. Grand Boulevard will be reconstructed to a higher elevation later this

year.

The Long Island bridge p-ogram is estimated to cost at>out $5 million.

Summary
The estimated cost of the Full Freight Access Program is expected to be

over $130 million. The breakdown of this estimate and the status of construction is

as follows:

Program Element Cost Completion

Hudson Rail Line

Bridge Modifications $20 Million 1983

Oak Point Link $78 MiUion 1987

Development of Intermodal Yards

Harlem River Yard $21.7 Million 1987

Queens-Brooklyn Rehabilitation $9.1 Million 1985

Long Island Bridge Modifications $5.0 Million 1985
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Funding has been provided through voter approval of the 1974 New York

State Rail Preservation Bond Act, the 1979 New York State Energy Conservation Bond

Issue, by the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey and the City of New York.

In conclusion, the Full Freight Access Program to New York City and Long

Island is well under way. The 18 bridge clearance improvement project has achieved

clearance to Highbridge. The construction of the Oak Point Link wiU t>egin in 1985 with

the total program completed in 1987.

The primary economic benefit of the Full Freight Access Program is that it

will strengthen and induce employment in New York City and on Long Island by lower-

ing freight transportation costs and improving service.
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TRACK GAGE CHARACTERISTICS AS MEASURED FROM
A MOVING VEHICLE ON MAINLINE TRACK

AAR Research and Test Department Report No. R-561

A. J. Reinschmidt"', J. Chores**, V. Shafarenko***

1.0 INTRODUCTION

In order to define the strength of track and to develop techniques to measure it, the Track Stength

Characterization Program was initiated in 1977 [1]. Under the auspices of this program, a series of

laboratory [2,3] and field [4,5,6] tests were conducted. These tests were structured to study both the

parameters affecting lateral track strength and techniques to measure it in the field. The tests resulted in

the development of a Track Strength Measurement Vehicle, the DECAROTOR.

Early tests of the DECAROTOR determined that this test vehicle could locate "weak" spots in the

track structure, as well as differentiate between track sections with different levels of lateral track

strength. However, physical limitations of the vehicle limited testing several concepts which

developed as a result of these early tests. Certain characteristics of the DECAROTOR were then

modified to permit additional investigations of the concept of an on-track strength-measurement

vehicle.

It is the purpose of this report to describe and discuss the field tests of the modified DECAROTOR
vehicle, that were conducted on the Chessie System near Grafton, WV, in November, 1982.

2.0 TEST OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE

Previous tests of the DECAROTOR Track Strength Measurement Vehicle have been limited to

"short" sections of track. As a result of modifications made to the vehicle and the availability of the

FRA's T-5 data acquisition vehicle, the capabilities of the DECAROTOR have been enhanced.

Because of the previous limitations on the vehicle's performance, several concepts which have

emerged from previous tests were not fully investigated. The upgraded capabilities permitted this series

of tests, which further investigated the use of a track strength vehicle for production inspection and to

continue the development of a lateral track strength index.

In order to enhance the development of these concepts, this test series was conceived to meet the

following objectives:

1

.

To test conventional wood tie track of sufficient length to develop a statistical distribution of

the gage widening characteristics of the segment.

2. To test an area where different types of fasteners are used, to determine if there are any

differences in the lateral strength between conventional and nonconventional fasteners.

3. To determine the gage widening behavior of the track as a function of the level of severity

index loadings [7].

4. To determine an apparent lateral track coefficient of friction between the rail and the fastening

system.

5. To determine a preliminary statistical distribution of the gage widening behavior of

conventional track under various load-severity indicies.

6. To continue to evaluate the capability of a Track Strength Measurement Vehicle to inspect

track under loaded conditions.

Manager Track Research, Association of American Railroads.

Senior Research Engineer-Track. Association of American Railroads.

Research Engineer. Association of American Railroads
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All of these i)bieclives were t'orniulated to further develop the concept of a Track Strength

Measurement Vehicle and to provide maintenance of way personnel with useful information about the

condition of the track structure. This information will be useful in the planning of maintenance of way

activities and the quantitative assessment of "weak"" spots in the track.

3.0 TEST CONDITIONS

3.1 Test Site

The location of the test site was east of Grafton, WV, near Milepost 270-274 on the Maryland

Division of the Chessie System. This territory is double track with curvatures up to 7.0 degrees. See

Figure 1. Located nearby is a premium fastener test site - near Milepost 266 on the same line. The

premium fastener test site has curvatures as high as 9.5 degrees.

The test site was inspected prior to the test. At this time it was determined that the test series would

be conducted on the westbound mainline. Testing would begin west of the Raccoon Creek Bridge

(M.P. 270) and proceed westward to the Westerman Road Crossing (M.P. 274).

The westbound track was laid with 140 lb. rail, both welded and jointed. This track was scheduled

for tie renewals in the near future, so tie conditions were marginal.

After completion of testing on the complete site, a section of track approximately 1000 feet long

was to be selected by the test director based on the data collected. This segment is the location of five

moving tests, in which each test used a different combination of lateral loads to produce a 0.7 L/V ratio,

but varying load-severity indices. The proposed loading sequence is summarized in Table 1.

Figure 1. Track Chart for the Test Site.
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TABLE 1. Planned Loads tor Friction Coefficients of 0.3 and 0.4. with

an L/V Ratio of 0.7.

Loading



DuPont
has the people and products

10 serve you.

There's a Du Pont Railroad Vegetation Management
Specialist in your area. Let him bring his technical

knowledge and experience to help you solve your weed
and brush control problems. Du Pont is represented by

the most qualified railroad applicators available.

Midwest Southern Northeast Central Western

Lee W. Pershke
904 Hawthorne Court

Franklin TN 37064

(615) 794-6031

Peter Sarin
PC Box 872

Apt 303

1305 North Broom Street

Wilmington. DE 19806

(302) 555-2472

R. H. Koester
4109 Three Oaks Dnv

Arlington TX 76016

i817i 429-0668

Thomas E. Nishimura
17454 SW Canai Circle

Lake Oswego OR 97034

(503) 635-5804

The Du Pont Railroad Vegetation IVIanagement Products

OUST
WEEDKILLER
Makes railroad vege-

tation control more

effective and econom-
ical than ever Oust

controls Johnson-

grass and 60 other

grasses and broadleaf

weeds.

KROVAR I HYVARX VELPAR
WEEDKILLER

Gives you broad-

spectrum weed con-

trol at a low cost. A
single application of

KROVAR I can substan-

tially reduce the need

for follow-up sprays

later in the season.

WEEDKILLER
Especially effective

on hard-to-kill pe-

rennial weeds and

grasses such as

Johnson, Bermuda,

nut, quack, vasey

and other grasses

WEEDKILLER
Gives you both contact

and residual control of

a broad spectrum of

weeds, grasses and

vines. Velpar is non-

volatile, minimizing

chances of drift.
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Figure 3. Overall Instrumentation Layout on the DECAROTOR Test Car.
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All data was digitized and recorded on magnetic tape by the T-5"s data collection system.

Strip charts were also generated to provide immediate correlation of the test results with the

visual conditions at the test site. A complete list of the data channel assignments during the test is

shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2. Data Channel Assignments.

Channel No. Assignment

LL, Lateral load, left wheel

VL, Vertical load, left wheel

VR, Vertical load, right wheel

LR, Lateral load, right wheel

G2, Loaded gage, at the loading wheels

Gl, Unloaded gage, at the end of the consist

G3, Unloaded gage, between the DECAROTOR and T-5

AGl, Change of gage under load (G2-G1

)

AG2, Change of gage under load (G2-G3) (to strip chart)

El, Event Marker for track location

E2, Event marker for distance in UK) feet (mounted on the DECAROTOR).
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4.0 TEST RESULTS

A key element in the modified DECAROTOR's ability to measure the track strength on lonL;

segments of track was the development of a spacial shift device. This device was to have recorded the

unloaded gage measurement at a given point, storing that value until a loaded gage measurement was

taken at the same point. The device would then determine the gage widening tendency at that point, and

if a predetermined threshold was exceeded, a paint spot would be dropped to mark the location.

Additionally, paint spots would be dropped every 100 ft., and at the same time markers would be

placed on the data tapes, to permit a post test correlation of computed gage widening with track

conditions. Because of a malfunction of the spacial shift device, as well as a failure ofa generator on the

T-5. the 5 mile long test planned for this test series was abandoned. Without the AG values calculated by

the shifting device, it was necessary to wait for the data tapes to be processed at the AAR Technical

Center before accurate values of gage widening could be determined.

For the test of the sensitivity of gage widening to the load severity inde.x. a section of track

approximately 1300 ft. in length was selected for repeated testing. Because of track time limitations,

five load sequences, as shown in Table 3. were tested. The site selected was east of the Irontown Road

Crossing on tangent track, as shown in Figure I . The track section was constructed with 140 ih. |ointed

rail throughout.

TABLE 3. Actual Load Sequence.

DECAROTOR TESTS
NOVEMBER. 19X2

GRAFTON. WEST VIRGINIA

Average

Lateral

Load

(Kips)

0.8

1.7

2.6

7.0

9.0

NOTE:
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Figure 4. Test Section for the Severity Index Tests.



A More than
2,000,000

Proven ^^^.
Track Record.

Genstar Costain prestressed
concrete ties are being utilized in

major railroad lines and urban transit

systems across North America. By
CN Rail, CP Rail, the Chessie System,
Santa Fe, N&W, SP, UP and FAST.

And by the Calgary, Vancouver and
Toronto transit systems.

Our track record has been praven —
where it really counts. In retention

of gage, line and surface. In stable

track for high-speed traffic. In

longitudinal restraint for continuous

welded rail. In long, trouble-free life

and reduced maintenance costs. And
in the excellent standards of quality

— uniform quality — in every tie

we make.

We'd like to prove what Genstar
Costain prestressed concrete ties

can do for you. Contact us for more
information.

mim
1000 Alberta Place. 1520-4 Street. S.W.. Calgary. Alberta T2R 1 H5

Phone [403] 228-5026
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TAPE A FILE 2, 63 LEADING^ SEVERTTY SCEX 6.6
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How to start locomotives
in cold weather.
In temperatures as low as 30 below, Microphor's Locomotive Thermal
Protection device (LTP) maintains engines at starting temperature without
wasteful idling. As a result, the LTP reduces engine wear, and prevents
damage to locomotive piping circuits. It also significantly reduces diesel fuel

consumption — up to 15,000 gallons per year in some locations.

Cold temperatures make locomo-
t=<-i -^ tive start-up increasingly difficult.

y ~' But not with (ulicrophor s LTP By
maintaining engine temperature,
the LTP permits locomotives to

start at the press of a button

The compact Microphor LTP con-
sumes less than a gallon ot diesel

fuel per hour, even in sub-zero
temperatures It can eliminate

3,000 idling hours annually per
locomotive

The LTP increases engine life be-

cause it cuts down on locomotive
operating lime When an engine is

not running, it's not wearing out

Elimination of idling also will ex-

tend periods between maintenance
and overhauls.

Locomotive Thermal
Protection Device

Get complete informa-

tion about the Micro-

phor LTP. Write for our
new technical

brochure.

Microphor, Inc.

452 East Hill Road
P.O. Box 490
Willits, CA 95490
800 358-8280 (lolt free)

In California: 707 459-5563
Telex: 330470

Microphor Export Corp
Forest Lodge West
Fawley Road Hyihe
Southampton, S046ZZ, England
Telephone: 0703 843178
Telex: 477580 Hovcon G

aBHARROW company

Huckbolt" Fasteners Are Here To Stay

Just install 'em and forget 'em-

no more safety worries and high

maintenance costs associated

with loose nuts and bolts. You

can't beat the installed cost of a

Huckbolt fastener either,

whether holding together a

bridge, turnout, crossing or

track joint.

HUCK

Another plus: unskilled labor can

install them and deliver consistent

high clamp-up fastenings e\/ery time.

Call or write for a demonstration

today. Huck Industrial Fastener Div,

PO. Box 8117, Waco, TX 76714,

(817) 776-2000. Huck is a

Federal-Mogul Company
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TAPE 5 FILE 2 , G2-G3 DATA

MEAN> 0.377 STD* 0.155

0.0 0.15 0.3 0.45 0.6 0.75 0.9 0.1 0.12 0.13

AG2 INTERVALS (in.)

Figure 14. Statistical Analysis for Figure 13.

A.s the severity index increased, the occurrence of negative AG values becomes more infrequent, and

is completely eliminated at a severity index of 5. The average and standard deviations of the calculated

AG values are summarized in Table 4.

The AG values shown in Figures 5-14 are based on the comparison of the leading unloaded gage

measurement with the loaded gage measurement. Table 4 includes values calculated using both the

leading and trailing (Gl and G3) values. Note that with the exception of the 0.3 and 1 .0 severity index

cases, the AG values based on the leading unloaded gage measurement are uniformly greater than those

based on the trailing unloaded measurement. It is apparent that, since the rail is never totally unloaded

vertically between the passage of the loading wheels and the time at which the trailing unloaded gage

measurement is made, hysteresis in the gage w idening mechanism prevents the rail from returning to its

unloaded position. The implication of this result is significant relative to ihe design of future track

strength measurement vehicles.
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TABLE 4. Severity Index, Average Change in Gage and Standard Deviations.

DECAROTOR TESTS
NOVEMBER, 1982

GRAFTON, WEST VIRGINIA

Test



HIGH TECH SIMPLICITY
The high tech answer to rail fastening — Pandrol.

NO SPIKE KILLING...no need to pull

spikes to replace rail.

REDUCE PLATE CUTTING...
mechanical wear is decreased.

EQUAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION...

uniform toe loads transfer rail forces

equally to each tie.

NO CREEP, LESS ROLL OVER.the
strong clamping force stops creep and

resists rail roll over.

EASY TO INSTALL..clips can be easily

installed or removed using standard

track tools.

SAVES TIME...rapid installation and

easy rail replacement reduces track

time for required maintenance. PO Box 367, 505 Sharptown Road
Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014

(609) 467-3227

U.S. SEATING CO., INC.
THE RELIABLE SOURCE

FOR LOCOMOTIVE SEATING

• OUR ARMRESTS ARE
INTERCHANGEABLE

• OUR CONSTRUCTION
IS HEAVY DUTY

• OUR DELIVERY OF
REPLACEMENT PARTS
IS PROMPT

• CALL 215 682 7161 • TOPTON, PA 19562

* TELEX NO. 847-427
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^2fU

Figure 15b. Fastener and Tie Conditions with Maximum Gage Widening, as Determined

by the DECAROTOR.

Figure 15c. Fastener and Tie Conditions with Maximum Gage Widening, as Determined

by the DECAROTOR.
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Ihc repealed oeeurrenee nl this peak in all tests with a sevents iiulex ot I (lor above illustrates the

ability o\ the traek streniilh measurement \ehiele to repeatably loeate ueak seelioiis m the Iraek

strueture.

Visual inspectiiinot'this loeation indieated that the ties were in lair to poor condition. As seen in the

photos, however, there were no special conditions to indicate that this was an especially weak spot in

the track. .Moreover, during the course ol the tests, a salety inspector inspected the test section. He did

not take exception to the conditions at this location, but did request that additional spikes be placed in

Ties 10-6 through 10-10. This location is shown in Figures 16 a through d. Although the ties here were

also in questionable condition, the DECAROTOR did not indicate that this was a serious problem area.

This location corresponds to approximately \ .5 minutes with Gl leading and 2.5 minutes with G?>

leading. Figures 7. 1 1. and Figure 9. 13 respectively.

•1.2 Significance of the Severity Index

The concept ol the lateral severity index was developed in Reterence |7|. The severity index is

actually the net lateral load, in kips, alter friction is taken into account.

Figure 16a. lastencr and lie Conditions Uhere There is Disagreement Between \ isual

Observations and the DECAROTOR Test Results.

Typical curves ol'gage widening versus lateral load indicate a bilinear relationship. Ihe resistance

to gage widening is initially very high, with a sudden weaking ot this resistance al some particular

lateral load level. This threshold load is the point al which the lriclu)nal resistance is overcome.

Previous test have shown that the branch ot the gage widening curve, beyond this threshold, is usually

linear with a much Halter slope, lor a given point in the track. Figure 17 is the average gage widening,

as measured in these tests, plotieil versus the load severity index lor each test. The average gage

widening values also appear to be a linear lunction ot the loatl severity index
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Figure 16b. Fastener and Tie Conditions Where There is Disagreement Between Visual

Observations and the DECAROTOR Test Results.

r^Tf^
\ Vi \ . >^^ , TS^

j>r:;

Figure 16c. Fastener and Tie Conditions Where There is Disagreement Between Visual

Observations and the DECAROTOR Test Results.



Proven protection in snow, sleet,

ice and sub-zero temperatures

SWITCH HEATERS
Rails Company switch healers pre-

vent freeze-ups and assure reliable

switch operation in the most severe

weather conditions. Whatever type you

need - oil-fired, natural gas. propane or

electric - we make it All units are rug-

gedly constructed, quickly installed and

maintenance-free All are available with

pre-wired control panels, which may be

remotely located to eliminate trackside

vibration. The heaters may be dispatch-

er operated or equipped with rail tem-

perature limit controls lor automatic

operation with Rails Company Snow
Detectors

TYPE HAB-HP high pressure blower

models, oil fired, natural gas, propane

or all electnc.

TYPE LP low pressure natural gas
models
TYPE RTS propane gas models
TYPE TH tubular electnc models

available in all voltages and waltages.

OTHER RAILS CO. PRODUCTS TO PROTECT & MAINTAIN YOUR TRACK.

AUTOMATIC SWITCH
POINT LOCKS
for maximum safety

at switch points

Holds switch points in

normally closed

position, preventing

damage to switch and
possible accidents Two models standard

and vandal-proof folded pedal (shown ) trial

folds up and tucks into rail, leaving nothing

exposed to vandals

COMPRESSION ^^
RAIL ANCHORS 1^
for wood ties

Anchors in both

directions providing

maxinnum rail protection with

lowennsialled cost Fits all

railsections welded turnouts

bridges, crossings

RAIL ROD
the one-man track cart that

can be carried by one man

Totally insulated, will not activate switches

Safety dutch and brake system 2-wheel

drive Rugged construction Folds up lor

shipping and storage Proven on maior

Class one railroads

SNOW DETECTOR
starts heaters or alerts

maintenance crews
Fully automatic,

transistorized detector

senses snow, freezing

ram. hail or ice and

instantaneously

activates switch

healers or transmits an

alarm to maintenance c

equipment when precipitation stops

Temperature control keeps it from being

activated by ram Provides local control at

remote points, eliminating need (or

supervision by dispatchers and lor C T C
modilicalions

Shuts oft

RAILS
Automatic Track Lubrication Systems Sweeper Hose &

Bristles • Portable Compressors • Bridge Tie Anchors • Wheel Stops

l^aplewood. NJ 07040 • Phone 1 -201 -763-4320

Chicago. IL 60604 • Roswell, GA 30075 • Rutherford. CA 94578

Forest Grove. OR 971 16' In Canada lEC-Holden Lid
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Figure 16d. Fastener and Tie Conditions Where There is Disagreement Between Visual

Observations and the DECAROTOR Test Results.

4.3 Premium Fastener Tests

Figure 18 isaplot of the AG values obtained during the test of the premium fastener site. This site,

located on a 9.5° curve, has two sets of test sites each consisting of three 100 tie segments. Bach segment

is constructed with a different premium fastener. The two sets are separated with a 100 tie control

section with standard cut spike and tie plate construction.

The trace of AG in Figure 18 clearly indicates differences in the average values obser\ed in each

section.

Average AG values in each premium fastener section are lower than those on the control or adiacent

cut spike sections. Moreover, each premium fastener section has its own distinct average value. The

DECAROTOR vehicle is clearly able to differentiate between the various premium fasteners installed

in this test location.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The results of the Grafton. WV. tests of the DECAROTOR vehicle show that track strength testing

can indicate "weak"' spots in the track that are not apparent to a trained observer. In addition, these tests

support earlier observations regarding the ability of a track strength testing \ehicle to exaluate the

condition of the track, with regards to its gage-holding strength.

Specifically, the.se tests showed that:

1. The DECAROTOR could evaluate the general condition oi the track b\ determining an

"average" track strength and a measurement of the deviation about that average.
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2. The track strength, as measured by the average gage widening over a long track segment, was

found to be a linear ("unction of the load severity index used during the test.

3. "Weak" spots in the track are consistently pinpointed by the test vehicle.

4. Detected "weak" spots are not necessarily those which would be indicated by a trained

observer. A detailed examination of the track segments m question, supported the results

obtained with the DECAROTOR.

5. The variety of premium fasteners that are currently available typically have greater resistance

to gage widening than conventional track. Moreover, this difference is clearly detectable with

a track strength measurement vehicle.

These results support and expand upon the previous tests of the DECAROTOR. They clearly

indicate that the concept of track strength measurement can provide meaningful information on the

quality of the track, and assist engineers in the deployment of track maintenance resources.
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COMMITTEE 9—HIGHWAY-RAILWAY PROGRAMS

Report on Assignment No. 6

Traffic Control in Rail Highway Construction Work Zones

B. J. Deramus (Chairman, Subcommittee); D.C. Donovan;

T. M. Newton; F. E. Rosenkranz.

A. General Description

The purpose of highway traffic control at railroad
highway grade crossing work zones is to permit safe and
efficient operation of rail and highway traffic. Traffic
control is required for maintenance activities as well as new
construction.

The devices and methods of traffic control shall
conform to the requirements of the Traffic Control Devices
Handbook Chapter 8.

Traffic control will be required any time that a
maintenance or construction activity will interfere with the
traffic flow on the roadway.

B. Guidelines

Communication is a must. It is essential that
maintenance and construction activities be coordinated
between the railroad and the agency responsible for the
roadway.

Federal guidelines are noted in Chapter 8 paragraph
8C of the Traffic Control Devices Handbook. See Attachment A.

State practices and guidelines will vary as noted in
the tabulation of an AAR Questionnaire which was submitted to
all states in 1982. Attachment B of this report shows the
results of AAR Questionnaire.

Several states have a section of their Manual on
Uniform Traffic Control Devices devoted entirely to traffic
control at rail highway crossing work zones which covers in
detail methods for handling traffic during maintenance and
construction activities. Some of these methods are shown in
Attachment C. Because of the varying practices, it is

important that railroad officials be informed of the
practices in the states in which they operate.

C. Guidance for Railroads When Governmental Agency Does the
Highway Traffic Control

1. To successfully coordinate these activities, an open
channel of communication must be established between
railroad and highway maintenance supervisors to
schedule and advertise traffic control at a crossing.

2. Educate and make sure all railroad personnel involved
are aware of the importance of highway traffic control.

181
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3. Establish a maintenance and construction schedule as
far in advance as feasible. Revision of the schedule
should be made if delays in equipment, materials, or

manpower are encountered.

4. Coordination is necessary prior to and during
construction when high traffic control is required.

D. Guidance for Railroads When Railroad is Required to Perform
Highway Traffic Control

1. Train personnel in the methods which comply with
Federal and State guidelines.

2. Coordinate schedule with state or local agency
responsible for roadway to assure the highway traffic
control plan is acceptable.

3. Coordinate with the responsible governmental agency and
assist in the selection of alternate routes during
construction.

4. Coordinate with the responsible governmental agency and
assist in making the public aware by use of local media
of the schedule for maintenance or construction
activities.

5. Railroads may use contractors who are specialized in
traffic control to do the work for the railroad.

E. Summary

Because of the possible severity of rail highway accidents,
traffic control for maintenance and construction at rail highway
grade crossings demands high priority. Communication between the
railroad and highway agency responsible for the roadway cannot be
emphasized enough. For the traffic control to be effective, these
two agencies must communicate, coordinate, and cooperate because
they jointly occupy the right of way and have the responsibility
for the safety of the traveling public and their workers.

F. Appendix

1. Attachment A - 1982 AAR Questionnaire (Traffic Control
in Railroad Highway Work Zones) and tabulated results.

2. Attachment B - Typical Applications of Traffic Control
in Rail Highway Crossing Work Zones by State of Alabama
may be purchased from Alabama Highway Department. 1409
Coliseum Boulevard. Montgomery, Alabama 36103.
Attention: Mr. Charles Alexander.

G. References

1. Traffic Control Devices Handbook: Part 8C, pages 8-62
through 8-67 may be purchased from the Superintendent
of Documents. U. S. Goverment Printing Office.
Washington. D.C. 20402
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APPENDIX A 1982 AAR Questionaire and Tabulated Results

National Totals and Percentages

Questionnaire Regarding Highway
Traffic Control in Railroad-Highway Work Zones

in State of

ft . Recollec table Pro-jects Utilizing Federal Aid Funds

Roadway under Roadway under
State Jurisdiction Local Jurisdiction

1 Who preapres traffic 5-39(87%) L-24( 53%)N-2 (4%)
plans, if requried? R-B(ll%) 5-13(29%) L/R-l(2%)

N-l(2%) R-5(ll%)

2. Who furnishes traffic 5-28 (62%) 5/ R-2 ( 4%) L-20( 44%)C-3 ( 7%)
control materials' R-ll(24%) R-1 1 ( 24%) L/R-3 ( 7%)

C-4(9%) 5-7( 16%)N-1(2%)

3 Who places and main- S-27 ( 60%)S/R-1 ( 2%) L-2 1 (47%)C-3 ( 7%)
tains traffic control R-14(3I%) R- 1 3 ( 29%) L/ R-3 ( 7%)
materials? C-3(7%) S-4(9%)N- 1 ( 2%)

4 Wt.o assumes expense? 5-3 B ( 78%) R-1 ( 2%) L-23 ( 5 1%) P-9 ( 20%)N-1 ( 2%)
0-9(20%) S-10(22%)R-2(4%)

B. Recolle ctable Projects Utilizing Non-Federal Aid Funds

Roadway under Roadway under
State Jurisdiction Local Jurisdiction

1. Who preapres traffic 5- 3 B ( 78%) L-
1 ( 2%) L-3 3 ( 7 3%) S-2 ( 4%)

plans, if requried? R-4(9%) R-B(ll%)
N-4(9%) N-B(ll%)

2 Who furnishes traffic 5-28 ( 62%) C-2 ( 4%) L-27 (60%)N-3 ( 7%)
control materials' R-8 ( 18%)5/R-2 (4%) R-7 ( 16%)C-2 (4%)

N-3(7%)L-1(2%) L/R-5(11%)5-1(2%)

3 Who places and main- 5-27 ( 60%)C-2 (4%) L-26 ( B8%)N-3 ( 7%)
tains traffic control R- 11 ( 24%) L-

1 ( 2%) R- 10( 22%)C-2 ( 4%)
materials' N-3 ( 7%)S/R- 1 (2%) L/R-4(9%)

4. Who assumes expense' 5-33 ( 73%)N-3 ( 7%) L-1 ( 2%) L-27 (60%) 5-3 ( 7%)N-3 ( 7%)
P-6(13%)R-2(4%) P-6(13%)R/L-3(7%)R-3(7%)

C . Railroad Maintenance Work

Roadway under Roadway under
State Jurisdiction Local Jurisdicti on

1 Who preapres traffic R-20(44%) R/S-l(2%) R-20( 44%) R/S- 1 ( 2%)

plans If requried' 5- 19 ( 42%)S/ L-l(2%) L- 1 8 ( 40%) S/ L- 1 ( 2%)

N-3(7%) N-3(7%)
L-l(2%) R/L-2(4%)

2. Who furnishes traffic R-23 ( bl%)C- 1 (2%)

)

R-2 1(47%)C- 1 ( 2%)S- 1 ( 2%)

control materials' 5- 1 3 ( 29%)5/L-l ( 2%) L- 12 ( 27%) R/S- 1 ( 2%)

R/5-7(16%) R/L-8(18%)S/L-1(2%)



PETTIBONE
Performs. So you can, too.

Pettibone supplies a full

line of performance-proved
trackwork and maintenance
and materials handling
equipment. Call or write for
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• Rail Car Movers

•Re-Railing Kranes
110 tons

• Speed-Swing
Multipurpose Mainte-

nance Vehicles

PE77IBONE

Pettibone Corporation

8430 W. Bryn Mawr Avenue
Chicago, IL 60631

Call Toll Free 1-800-323-2140

(In Illinois, call 312-399-1550)

Telex 6871484 (PETTICO)
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nHoiisinu (loM IS vciv siinilai lo iiallic control lor roadway conslruclion

and ni.iiiiUMaiuc 1 lir niajor difference is thai the work area is in joint use

I iglii ot way with ilic possibility of conflict between rail and highway traffic

as well as the coiistnu lion opeialions.

DuiiMK ii.ick lesuilacing oi crossing reconsiiuction operations, requiring

Ihe entire crossing to be removed, the crossing should be closed and traffic

delonred over an alternate route or temporary bypass. All traffic controls

loi ciossnig dosuies shall conform lo the requirements for road closures in

this Maiuial. Crossings shall not be closed on high volume rural or urban

hi^-'hwavs duiiiiK week days or peak hours. Maintenance of crossings shall

not be peitoinied liming, peak houis.

Traffic coniiol loi the constiuciion ol new crossings will be the same as that

shown loi loatlway consiiuclion and maintenance as the work will not be

pci loimcil uiulei lai! iiallic. All traffic ci>nliol lor nev^ crossings shall com-

ply with Ihe applicable requirements o\ this Section of the Manual.

I Ik- tollowing geneial iu)tes apply to Figures G-36 through G-39:

I Diineiisions may be adjusleil to fit liekl conditions.

2. All rcquiiemeiUs ft>r traffic control in work areas set forth in this

Section of the Maiuial shall apply, when applicable, to construction

and maintenance of railroad highway grade crossings.

3. VN'hen numerical distances aie shown for sign spacing, the distances

aie mtendeil foi luial areas i>i uiban aieas with a posted speed limit

of 45 mph OI gi eater. I\>r urban aieas with a posted speed linnt of
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40 mph or less, the sign spacing should be in conformance with the

following table:

SIGN SPACING FOR URBAN AREAS
Sign Spacing

Speed Limit X Y
30 mph or less 300 ft. 200 ft.

40 mph 450 ft. 300 ft.

4. All signs should be mounted on temporary supports with the

bottom of the sign not less than 5 ieel above the pavement
surface.

5. Signs with specific distances shown shall not be used if the distance

varies significantly from that shown. The word message AHEAD
should be used in urban areas and in other areas where a specific

distance is not applicable.

6. Standard railroad crossing pavement markings are not shown in the

figures for clarity,

7. Work on railroad-highway grade crossings on high volume rural

and urban highways should not be performed during peak traffic

volume hours.

8. The requirements shown for urban areas apply to roadways with

posted speed limits of 40 mph or less. The requirements shown for

rural areas apply to roadways with posted speed limits of 45 mph or

greater.

9. High level warning devices should be used to support any signs

shown when traffic conditions warrant.

10. Additional traffic control devices other than those shown in the

figures should be provided when roadway and traffic conditions

warrant. These devices shall conform to the requirements of this

Manual.

11. Flaggers shall be in sight of each other or have direct communica-

tion at all times.

12. All traffic control devices that are not applicable at any specific

time shall be covered or removed.

13. Flags and high intensity warning lights should be placed on advance

warning signs when roadway and traffic conditions warrant.

14. Equipment, materials, and debris stored witliin 30 feet of ilie

travelled way shall be delineated by reflettorized channelizing

devices.

15. For conditions not covered in these figures, refer toother figures

and/or requirements in this Section of the Manual.
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When the Railroad
& Transit Industry
Needs Electrical,

Electronic &
Communications
Wire and Cable . .

.

Telephone Cables Track and Control Cables

Instrument and Computer Cables Power Cables

AUDOIEl
IS THE ANSWER

SERVICE IS OUR TECHNOLOGY.
Call an Anixter cable specialist today— consult

the Yellow Pages for the Anixter stocking location in your area.

CORPORATL HLADQUARTERS,
ANIXTER BROS , INC 4711 Golf Road Skokie, IL 60076. l312) 677-2600

In Canada call Anixtor-Canad.i Inc Montreal (5141 637-3511

In the U K call London 1-568-1681, In Europe call Antwerp 03-457-35-70 71

©Anixter Bros.. Inc. 1985
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COMMITTEE 13 — ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Report of Subcommittee No. 3 (1983 - 1984)

Executive Summary of The Guide for Evaluation of

Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facilities

W. M. Cummings (Subcommittee Chairman), R. G. Alderfer, P.D. Gableman, E. H. Hockensmith,

G. W. Lawrence, G. Mason, R. P. Newman, T. P. Pendergast, W. C. Studabaker, D. Tranter.

The Resource, Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA), promulgated in 1976, establishes rules

for the transportation, storage, treatment and disposal of waste materials classified as "hazardous".

Once a railroad has determined which of its wastes are hazardous, the railroad must, as a generator,

arrange for the proper handling of its hazardous wastes. Responsibility for the wastes does not stop

when they are picked up for disposal by a transporter. Neither is the responsibility completely

transferred to a disposal site, along with the wastes. Therefore, it is recommended that generators send

their wastes to a reputable and environmentally sound facility, with any disposal contracts being

thoroughly reviewed. Future releases of contaminants from mis-managed disposal sites can initiate

clean-ups which cost millions of dollars.

RCRA has established guidelines on how Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facilities (TSDF's) are

to be constructed, maintained and operated. The Guide has taken these guidelines, along with common
sense questions, and put them into a 20 page check list which can be used by an inspector to evaluate

potential TSDF'S.

Prelude To The
Guide For Evaluation Of

Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage And Disposal Facilities

This form was prepared by Committee 13 of the American Railway Engineering Association for

use by its member railroads. Its purpose is to act as a guide in evaluating hazardous waste disposal sites.

It is not to be interpreted as the complete and final authority regarding hazardous waste disposal site

compliance with state and federal regulations. It is merely to be used as a tool to assist railroad

personnel in determining where problems may exist. As such, the authors, all members of Committee

13 and AREA cannot be held responsible for any omissions or errors.

The Guide is based on the federal Resource, Conservation & Recovery Act (PL 94-580). No
attempt has been made to make it state-specific. Knowledge of RCRA. andpossibiy acopy of it. will be

required to evaluate the information obtained. For this reason, each question addressing RCRA is

followed by the particular section in parenthesis. Only Parts 264 (Standards) and 26.5 (Interim

Standards) are addressed. Part 267 (New Land Disposal Facilities) is not.

An "O" in the margin means that this question would normally be answered in the office. An "F'

indicates an inspection in the field is called for.

NOTE: Past experience has indicated that a minimum of two to three hours is required to complete

this form and to»jr a facility. This does not include inspection of files. Three to four hours is

desirable.



Keep YiDUP Railroad

Running On Air.

Deutz AirDiesels.
They don't depend on the liquid

cooling that causes more than 40%
of all downtime in other diesel

engines. So you can depend on
Deutz AirDiesels to keep on
going—on 20% less fuel than most
others. And once you've had a
taste of our long-lasting reliability

and simplified service, you'll see ,^, ,^^
why nearly 200,000 Deutz rJ^rS^
AirDiesels throughout North DEUTZ

c

•A'

America have earned the enthusiastic

endorsement of people who don't

compromise on engine quality. Ask
your equipment dealer for

more information on Deutz

AirDiesels from 5 to over 500 hp,

or get in touch with us today.

Reliability Runs On Air.

Deutz Corporation, 7585 Ponce de Leon
Circle. Atlanta. GA 30340. (404) 449^140
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Guide for Evaluation of

Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage and Disposal Facilities

1. Facility name

Name of operator

Facility location _

Mailing address _

EPA ID No.

Facility contact/title

Inspector/date

Brief history of site including past uses, owners, dates, previous

2. Financial-Business.

a. Name of parent company, if any

b. Other products/services provided

c. Number of years parent company in waste business

d. Financial backing, i.e., financial statement. Dunn and Bradstreet rating, etc.

O 3. Processing At Site.

Utilized

Treatment Capable Evaluated by R.R. Comments

Chem./Phys.

Stabilization

Volume Reduction

Thermal

Other

Storage

Drums

Pile

Surface

Impoundment

Tank, Above

Ground

Tank, Below

Ground

Other

Capable Evaluated

Utilized

by R.R. Comments
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Utilized

Disposal Capable Evaluated by R.R. Comments

Incineration

Injection

Landfill

Evaporation

Landfarm

Surface

Impoundment

Other

O 4. List Future Growth Plans At This Facility.

O 5. Has The Facility Obtained Their Part B Permit? YES NO N/A

If Not, When Is It Called For?

O 6. Does This Facility Transport The Railroad's

Hazardous Wastes? YES NO N/A

O 7. Types Of Wastes Handled At Facility.

Handled:

Not Handled:

O 8. Wastes Currently Disposed By Railroad At This Site.

O 9. Permits -List Federal, State and Local Permit Numbers.

Waste

Water

Air

O & F 10. Site Description.

a. Describe proximity of facility to towns, residences, businesses, wells

and waterways.

b. Size (acreage) of facility

c. Topography

d. Geology/Hydrology

e. Distance to groundwater .

f. Rainfall/evaporation rates

g. Access (truck, rail)

II. Site Appearance/Housekeeping.

a. Are puddles of water evident?

b. Are puddles of wastes evident?

c. Is the site muddy?

d. Are drums stacked neatly?

e. Is equipment in order?

f. Are roads paved or dirt? (Circle one)

g. Are there objectionable odors?

h. What is overall visual impression of site.'

YES
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12. StafTing

a. Administrative

b. Technical

c. Engineering

d. Laborers

Number

O 13. Waste Analysis.

a. Is there an on-site laboratory? If off-site, list name and location.

b. List equipment and capabilities of laboratory.

c. Does the waste analysis plan (264.13 and 265.13) include:

1

.

Parameters for which each hazardous waste

will be analyzed? YES
2. Test methods to be used? YES
3. Sampling methods to be used? YES
4. Frequency to review initial analysis? YES
5. Procedures to insure that wastes received

match wastes on manifest? YES
6. Plans for spot checks? YES

NO



Portec has mastered
the Rail Anchor.

For fast, sure installation, Portec

has mastered the rail anchor
with a great combination. Fair

Rail Anchors from the Railway

Products Division. And Anchor-
Master machines from the RMC
Division. With this top-quality

duo, you seat them right the first

time, then gain years of trouble-

free service.

It's easy to see why. For more
than 75 years, Portec anchors
have been the overwhelming favor-

ite of railroaders. The T-section

design of Portec's Fair anchors

offers more holding power with

less damage to tie and spikes

than any other anchor available. It

won't climb over or chew into the

tie. And it won't tilt under pres-

sure to nick the rail base.

Portec's AnchorMaster applies

two anchors to a tie with the push
of a single button. All at the rate

of 14 anchors per minute.

Portec's Anchor Adjuster sim-

plifies maintenance, repositions

32 — 36 anchors per minute.
Portec anchors and machines —
they keep rails in their place.

RMC Division

P.O. Box 1888
Pittsburgh, PA 15230
Telephone: (412) 782-1000

Railway Products Division

300 Windsor Drive

Oak Brook, IL 60521
Telephone: (312) 920-4600

PORTEC
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YES
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24. Financial Requirements (264.140-. 147 and 265. 140-. 147).

a. Is there an annually adjusted written estimate of

the closure and post closure costs? YES NO N/A

b. Has financial assurance for closure been

established? YES NO N/A

;. Has the owner obtained liability insurance for:

1. Sudden occurrences of $1 million with an

aggregate of $2 million exclusive of legal

defense costs? YES NO N/A

2

.

Non-sudden and accidental occurrences of at

least $3 million per occurrence with an

annual aggregate of at least $6 million

exclusive of legal defense costs? YES NO N/A

Q 25. Insurance Coverage.

Workers Compensation and Employer's Liability

Limits $

Deductibles

Underwriter

Policy No.

Expiration Date

Comprehensive General Liability

Limits $

Deductibles

Underwriter

Policy No.

Expiration Date

Automobile Liability

Limits $

Deductibles

Underwriter

Policy No.

Expiration Date

Umbrella Liability

Limits $

Deductibles

Underwriter

Policy No.

Expiration Date

Environmental Impairment Liability

Limits $

Deductibles

Underwriter

Policy No.

Expiration Date

Risk Category
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NO



The economical approach
to rail, tie and scrap handling.
If your maintenance-of-way jobs

require rail, tie or scrap handling

capabilities without the need

for high capacity lift, check into the

economical 3580 Utility Crane.

Equipped with the all-hydraulic

rail handling clamp, the Model

3580 handles 39 foot rail and posi-

tions it accurately with no ground

man.

Attach the tie bucket and lift and

distribute five ties at a time. Hook
up the concrete tie head and trans-

fer concrete ties easily and securely

without damage.

Or for track sweeping applica-

tions, use the magnet attachment

for pick-up of spikes, joint bars,

plates and other steel pieces.

Available with a standard travel

speed up to 20 m.p.h. and an op-

tional speed of 35 m.p.h.. the 3580

offers a full one-ton lift capacity

with the articulated boom fully ex-

tended to 26 feet or a 3200 lb. lift

at 18 feet.

Additional capabilities include

360° deck and head rotation plus

hydraulic control at tip-of-boom.

Hydraulically activated rail clamps

offer positive locking to rail for

further safety.

Find out how the Evans/RTW
all-hydraulic Model 3580 can help

you with your varied maintenance-

of-way projects. Contact Evans/

Railway Track-Work Co.. 2381

Philmont Ave. , Bethayres, PA
19006.(215)947-7100.

® /Rf9ILUJRY
eVRnS TRRCH-UJORHCOmPRHY
PRODUCTS comparrr I
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i. If ignitable or reactive wastes are placed in

the impoundment are they rendered so they no

longer meet that definition or is it used solely

for emergencies? YES NO N/A

j. Are incompatible wastes placed in the

impoundment? YES NO N/A

k. Has a groundwater monitoring system been

installed? YES NO N/A

NOTE: The following are for facilities which have received a final (Part B) permit.

I. Does the impoundment have a liner in

conformance with 246.221 and goundwater

monitoring system? YES NO N/A

m. Does the impoundment have a double liner

without a groundwater monitoring system? YES NO N/A

n. If the answer to "m" is "yes", is it above the

seasonal high water mark and underlain by 2

liners with a leak detection system between

the 2 liners? YES NO N/A

o. Have there been any leaks into the leak

detection system? YES NO N/A

p. Were liners inspected during and immediately

after installation? YES NO N/A

q. Is the site inspected weekly and after storms

for malfunctions, sudden level drops, liquids

in leak detection equipment and dike

deterioration? YES NO N/A

r. If an impoundment has leaked, was it removed

from service and action taken as listed in

264.277? YES NO N/A

s. If ignitable or reactive wastes are placed in

the impoundment, are they rendered to no

longer meet that definition or protected from

ignition or reaction sources or placed in an

impoundment used solely for emergencies? YES NO N'A

O & F 29. Waste Piles (264.250-.258 and 265,250-.2.'^8).

a. Isthepileprotected to prevent wind dispersal? YES NO N/A

b. Before placing a new load on the pile is it

analyzed forcompatibility and inspected forcolor

and texture comparison? YES NO N/A

c. Iftheleachate/run-offfrom the pile is hazardous,

are there adequate means of containment and

collection.' YES NO N/A

d. Are ignitable/reactive or incompatible wastes

placed in the pile? YES NO N/A

e. Is the pile protected from other incompatible

wastes? YES NO N/A

NOTE: The following are for facilities which have received a final (Part B) permit.



YES
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f. Are records maintained showing dates, rates,

quantities and location ofeach hazardous waste

placed? YES NO N/A

g. Are ignitable and reactive wastes immediately

incorporated into the soil to render them not

ignitable or reactive? YES NO N/A

NOTE: The following are for facilities which have received a final (Part B) permit.

h. Has a land treatment progam complying with

Section 264 .271(a) been developed and approved by

the Administrator? YES NO N/A

i . Has a treatment demonstration complying with

Section 264 .272 been made for each waste that

is applied? YES NO N/A

j. If food chain crops are to be grown, have the

demonstrations required in Section 264 . 276 been

conducted and approved? YES NO N/A

k. Has the unsaturated zone monitoring program

been implemented inconformance with 264.278? YES NO N/A

O&F 31. Landfills (264. 300-. 3 16 and 265. 300-. 3 16).

a. Is the run-on diverted and run-off collected,

based on a 25 year storm? YES NO N/A

b. Is wind dispersal controlled? YES NO N/A

c. Are records maintained showing loction and

size of each cell and approximate location

of wastes placed in it? YES NO N/A

d. If ignitable or reactive wastes are placed in

the landfill, are they rendered so they no

longer meet that definition? YES NO N/A

e. Are incompatible wastes placed in the same cell? YES NO N/A

f

.

Are bulk or non-containerized liquid hazardous

wastes or hazardous wastes containing free liquids

placed in the landfill? YES NO N/A

1. If yes, is there a liner and leachate

collection or is the liquid rendered so as to

contain no free liquids or is it a lab pack? YES NO N/A

2. List types of liquids landfilled.

3. If no, were liquids placed in the landfill

in the past? YES NO N/A

g. If empty containers are placed in the landfill,

are they crushed or shredded? YES NO N/A

h. If small containers in lab packs are placed in

the landfill are they packed in non-leaking

inside containers and then placed in metal DOT
containers with sorbent material? YES NO N/A

NOTE: The following are for facilities which have received a final ( Part B ) permit

i . Does the landfill have a liner meeting requirements

of 264.301(a)(1)? YES NO N/A

j. Does the landfill have a leachate system meeting

requirements of 264.301(a)(2)? YES NO N/A
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Does the landfill have a groundwater monitoring

system? YES NO N/A

If the answer to "k" is "no", does it have a

double liner in conformance with 264.302? YES NO N/A

1. If the answer to "1" is "yes", have there

been any leaks of liquid into the leak

detection system?

2. If the answer to No. 1 is "yes", have the

requirements of 264.302(b) been complied

with?

YES NO N/A

YES NO N/A

m. Is the site inspected weekly or after storms

for proper operation of run-on. run-off, and

windcontrolsystemsandpresenceofleachate? YES NO N/A

n. What is the design capactiy of the landfill and

what percent remains available?

o. Attach information as necessary showing construction

of landfill, its liners, leachate control and

groundwater monitoring systems.

O 32. Incinerators (264. 340-. 351 and 265. 340-. 351).

a. Are wastes not previously burned analyzed to

establish steady state conditions and determine

pollutant emissions? YES NO N/A

b. Are wastes fed during start-up or shut-down

when the incinerator is not at steady state? YES NO N/A

c

.

Are records maintained showing monitoring of

emission, control and combustion instruments

every 15 minutes, visual observations of the

stack plume every hour, and daily inspections

of the incinerator and alarms? YES NO N/A

d. Does the closure plan include removal of all

hazardous wastes? YES NO N/A

NOTE; The following are for facilities which have received a final (Part B) permit.

e. Is a trial bum performed on all new wastes? YES NO N/A

f. Doestheincineratormeetthe99.99%D.R.E. for

eachPOHC' YES NO N/A

g. Are wastes incinerated which are not listed in

the permit or under conditions not specified

in the permit? YES NO N/A

h. Is an operating log kept which contains

combustion temperature, CO levels, daily

inspections and weekly testing? YES NO N/A

33. Thermal Treatment (265. 373-. 382).

a. Unless utilizing a batch process, is the process

brought to steady state before adding hazardous

wastes? YES NO N/A

b. Are wastes not previously treated analyzed to

establish proper operating conditions and

determine pollution emissions? YES NO N/A
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c. Are records maintained showing monitoring of

emission, control and combustion instruments

every 15 minutes, visual observations of the

stack plume every hour, and daily inspections

of the thermal process and alarms? YES NO N/A

d. Does the closure plan include removal of all

hazardous wastes? YES NO N/A

e. If waste explosives are detonated in the open,

does it meet the property line limits in

Section 265.382? YES NO N/A

O & F 34. Chemical, Physical, and Biological Treatment (265.401-.406).

a. Are wastes or reagents placed in the process

which could cause it to fail. YES NO N/A

b. If waste is continuously fed, is a cut-off

system in place? YES NO N/A

c. Are waste trial treatments performed for all

new wastes not listed on the permit? YES NO N/A

d. Are inspections made and recorded of the

discharge, safety and monitoring equipment

daily and construction materials weekly? YES NO N/A

e. Does the closure plan require the removal of

all hazardous wastes? YES NO N/A

f. Are ignitable, reactive or incompatible wastes

placed in the treatment process which could

cause uncontrolled ignition or reaction? YES NO N/A

O 35. Underground Injection (265.430).

a. Does the facility have a closure and post

closure plan as required in Subpart R? YES NO N/A

O & F 36. Groundwater Monitoring (264.90-. 100 and 265. 90-. 94).

NOTE: Answer this section only ifyour location includes surface impoundment, landfill, or

land treatment under Sections 264 and 265 or waste piles under 264 which are not

exempted from goundwater monitoring due to double liners (264.252) or liner

inspections (264.253).

a. Was agroundwatermonitoring system implemented

by November 19, 1981 to monitorthe uppermost

aquifer under the facility? YES NO N/A

b. Are there at least I upgradientand3downgradient

wells? Record actual number and locations of YES NO N/A

monitoring wells.

c. Is the system sufficient to yield samples that

are representative ofbackground conditions and

not affected by the facility, and immediately

detect wastes migrating into the aquifer? YES NO N/A

d. Were the wells cased to maintain the integrity

of the bore hole? YES NO N/A

e. Is a groundwater sampling and analysis plan

kept at the facility' YES NO N/A

f. In the first year, were quarterly background

values obtained for each well for parameters

specified in 265.92(h)? YES NO N/A
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g. For each subsequent year have samples been

collected and analyzed as required by 265. 92(d)? YES NO N/A

h. Was a more comprehensive outline ofa groundwater

quality assessment program prepared and is it at

the facility? YES NO N/A
i . Did the comparisons for upgradient wells show a

significant increase, and if so was it reported

to the Administrator? YES NO N/A

j. Did the comparisons for downgradient wells

required by 265 .93(b) show a significant increase

over background? YES NO N/A

k. If the answer to "j" is "yes", did additional

analyses confirm the increase? YES NO N/A

1. If the answer to "k" is "yes", note operator's

actions to comply with 265.93(d).

m. Have all records and reports been maintained,

filed and submitted as required in 265.94? YES NO N/A

NOTE: The following are for facilities which have received a final (Part B) permit,

n. Has a monitoring and response program been

conducted in compliance with 264.91? YES NO N/A
o. When issued, did the permit include requirements

for:

1

.

A detection monitoring system? YES NO N/A
2. A compliance monitoring program? YES NO N/A

p. If the answer to "o(l)" is "yes", are the

required monitoring for indicator parameters

showing a significant increa.se? YES NO N/A

q. If the answer to "p" is "yes", have the

requirements of 264.98(h) been met? YES NO N/A
r. If the answer to "o(2)" is "yes", has the

groundwater protection standard in the permit

been exceeded? YES NO N/A

s. If the answer to "r" is "yes", have the

requirements of 264.99(i) been met? YES NO N/A
t. Has a corrective action program been established

in the permit? YES NO N/A

u. If the answer to "t" is "yes", has the program

been complied with? YES NO N/A

37. Regulatory Agencies - PriorTo Final Evaluation, Contact Regulatory Agencies Responsible

For Monitoring The Facility.

Agency

Contact

Last Inspection

Violations

Comments/Rating

Agency

Contact

Last Inspection

Violations

Comments/Rating
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38. Reputation.

a. Note any adverse or positive public reactions to the facility.

b. Note general reputation of owner/operator and facility.

39. Note or attach any written contractual indemnities, warranties, or agreements between the

owner/operator and railroad.

O 40. Is there a maximum amount oftime allowed from arrival ofthe wastes at the landfill until

ultimate disposal? Note any backlog of wastes.

O 41 . List any internal "auditing" done by the owner at the site todetermine compliance with

RCRA.

O 42. Costs - Note Unit Used (Drum, Gallon, Truckload, Etc.).

Other Total

Transportation Disposal (Taxes. Fees) Total

Liquids

Solids

43. Attachments.

Photos Insurance Forms

Stockholders'

Report Maps

EPA Permits

44. Comments.

COMMITTEE 16—ECONOMICS OF PLANT,
EQUIPMENT AND OPERATIONS

Report of Subcommittee No.l

Economics of a Proposed New Classiflcation \'ard

E. J. Ward (Subcommittee Chairman), D. S. Brewer (Subcommittee Vice Chairman). C. Bach,

R.J. Baniewicz, J. P. Holland, M.C. Holowaty, J. A. Marino, C. J. Meyer, R. T. Meyer, D. H. Noble,

T. C. Nordquist. J. W. Penhallegon, E. J. Sierleja, G. L. Stem, L. E. Ward, J. R. Wilmot,

T. D. Wofford.

Special thanks are due to E. A. Gencarclli, J. P. Holland, D, S. Brewer, R. T. Meyer,

T. C. Nordquist, and R. D. Penhallegon. Also thanks to all members of Committee 16 who provided

helpful comments.
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PREFACE

Committee 16 Subcommittee 1 has undertaken to develop the methodology

described in the following with the knowledge that construction of major new

classification yards may be a thing of the past, due to the changing nature of

rail traffic, e.g., greater use of run-through and unit trains and the effects

of mergers. However, the result is considered to be useful in that the ideas

can be used in studying the need for reconstruction of existing yards, but
even more importantly they can be used for other terminal location, such as,

intermodal terminals. When current or projected traffic volumes exceed the

capacity of a segment of a railway system the questions must be addressed as

to whether there is a need for a new yard or reconstruction of an existing

yard.

Since a major yard costs tens of millions of dollars and has a service life in

the order of 50 years, any decision to construct a new yard or to reconstruct
an existing yard must be based upon an analysis which determines the greatest
overall economy for the railway among the possible locations for a new yard
and the alternative of renovating and expanding an existing yard. The
analysis must also consider which alternative will provide the best service to

shippers. One measure of service is time in transit of shipments and the

effect on transit times for major commodities should be examined. In the

final analysis the effects on the entire system of the railway must be

evaluated.

In evaluation of economics, consideration must be given to cost factors such

as:

Capital cost
Cost to expand for foreseeable future traffic
Railway operations costs

Other factors to be considered are:

Service to shippers
Interchange with othe" railroads
Environmental impacts, i.e. noise, air pollution
Public relations, for example, effect on highway traffic

The number of yards should be as few as is consistent with the efficient
handling of traffic. The location of each yard or terminal should permit the
most convenient and economical access to it from the tributary lines of the
railway. Ideally a true economic balance should be achieved, keeping in mind
possible future trends and changes in traffic criteria, as to volume, direc-
tion, and nature of the shipments.

ANALYSIS

The analysis of possible alternatives should be undertaken using the following
procedures.

A. Determine the extent of the network to be studied

The study network can be defined by first developing a concise statement of
the problem. Anticipated changes in traffic, the routes and locations for
handling that traffic, and the perceived problems of capacity and/or
efficiency must be identified.

No hard-and-fast rules can be given to define the limits of the study
network. The study network should be large enough to permit thorough analysis
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of the factors of traffic flow and train operations. For railroads which are

regional in nature the network may be the entire railroad. The study should

permit balanced analysis of each alternative action being considered. The

expected changes in traffic (volume, intensity, direction and character) and

other facilities developments will define the scope of the study network.

The design of the study must ultimately rely upon the experience and judgement

of the investigators. The problem statement will help the investigators. The

problem statement should not hinder the creation of new schemes which may be

appeal ing.

B. Analyze traffic flows for the study network

Start this analysis by determining the present and future traffic flows in the

study network. Actual records of traffic flows are the best source for the

present situation, but other sources such as waybill samples may be used.

This present traffic flow must be set in a form that the method of analysis

can use. The volumes of future traffic flows in the study network then can be

projected. In the interests of speed and economy proven computer simulations

and models should be used. This analysis should disclose several alternate

locations for a new or expanded yard to be selected for detailed analysis.

While performing this analysis watch for any indications that the boundaries
of the study network should be adjusted to fit the traffic flows that are

being analyzed.

1. Determine present traffic flows by commodity and origin and destination

Projected traffic flows, are usually based on changes from present

traffic flows, therefore the first step is to determine the present or

most recent traffic flows. The present traffic flow must be segregated by

conmodity classifications. Not only are traffic statistics usually kept

in this form but handling of the traffic through the study network will

vary by commodity or groups of them. Intermodal , excessive dimension

loads, and dangerous traffic must be identified with sufficient detail to

determine the special handling needed. Movements of special design cars

will need to be known. This present traffic flow by commodity must

further be separated by points of origin and destination pairings and

routing if there is more than one possible. Alternative routes introduce

another variable that must be considered. Empty car flows must be

determined by type, origin and destination. The present traffic flows

must then be segregated by origin and destination and routing information

into the following categories for the entire study network:

a. Through Traffic.

Through traffic has both origin and destination outside the

study network. Through traffic can be either run-through trains

which bypass the classification process or shipments which arrive

from an origin outside the study network but must be classified

into another train to reach their destination which is also

outside the study network. System routing, blocking, and train

plans must be consulted and applied to each commodity by origin

and destination pairings. On run-through or relay trains the

crew change points need to be identified and also the locations

of any 1,000 mile inspections, etc. Any points in the study

network where through traffic is in blocks that are set off by

one train for pick up by another train or the opposite should be

noted particularly if outside the limits of any yard under

study. Obviously all locations in the study network where

switching or classification is done upon through traffic must be
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identified with emphasis on the yard under study. Particular
notice must be taken of any switching or classifying of through
traffic done in the study network outside the limits of the yards
under study; identifying who does it and why.

b. Originated.

All traffic originating within the study network should be
identified by commodity, origin and destination. For traffic
which originates within the limits of a yard that may be all that
is needed. For all traffic originating outside the limits of
these yards more information may be needed such as how and by
whom it is handled to, through or by these yards.

c. Terminated.

All traffic terminating within the study network will need to be
identified by commodity, origin, and destination. It will need
to be known which of this traffic has destinations within the
limits of each yard under study. For terminating traffic
destined to locations outside the limits of the yard being
studied the analyst will also need information about how and by
whom it is handled. For example, is the traffic routed through a

classification yard or directly to an industrial yard?

d. Industry.

Industry traffic can include unit trains, blocks of cars, or
single cars. It may originate or terminate within the study
network at industrial yards or sidings.

e. Interchange.

Traffic interchanged with other railroads may be through traffic

or may originate or terminate within the study network. All

traffic flows to and from other railroads at locations within the

study network must be identified. The location of each

interchange point and its connecting railroad(s) must be

identified. The ultimate origins or destinations or the

locations on the connecting railroads where the deliveries assume

or lose the forms in which they are interchanged should be known.

Routing, blocking, and train plans of the railroad under study

may need to be meshed with those of connecting railroads to the

extent necessary to determine the best traffic flow patterns.

How all study network interchange points outside the limits of

yards are served needs to be known.

2. Project future traffic flows

After present traffic flows are identified traffic flows should be

projected into the future. Forecasts should be consistent with corporate

objectives as determined by its planning group. It may be useful to

include some professional economic forecasts for the company or the region

of the study network in order to adjust the forecast for anticipated

business cycle fluctuations and factors such as demographics. Once past

the immediate future it may be wise to project best, worst and most likely

case situations. The primary source for these projected traffic flows,

particularly for the nearer future, will be the marketing group. However,

no other reliable source should be overlooked. If shippers forecasts are

availably they will be a valuable input. Forecasts for the next 3 to 5

years should be in as much detail as possible. This period is critical
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because any changes must probably pay for themselves within this time.
Beyond this period out to 10 to 20 years trends may be forecast with less
detail. Use of best, worst, and most probable forecasts is now probably
necessary. Consideration of longer term ebbs and flows related to

product, plant, and industry life cycles should be taken into account
also. It may be wise to use some input from the best and worst cases here
to design flexibility into any yard proposed. If this period is necessary
for a project to pay for itself it should probably not be done.

3. Analyze the effect of projected flows on the study network

The effect of the projected traffic flows on the study network should now

be determined. Computer simulations should be used for speed and economy
of analysis. Emphasis should usually be given to proven programs. One

such simulation is the Service Planning Model (SPM), available through the

AAR and MIT. If less proven programs are desired it would be better for

them to be backup to the proven program.

a. Data needed for the simulations

Present situation data should be entered into the model to be

run as the baseline case. The first step is to define the
network to be studied. The data needed include: (1) capacity
of all lines, (2) descriptions of yards in terms of capacity and
dwell times of cars in the yard, and (3) descriptions of all

trains; scheduled, extras, and locals.

b. Simulate the study network projected

Projected traffic flows should be entered into the simulation
model to determine where capacities are exceeded or where excess
capacity can be expected in the present network. Particular
attention should be given to peak periods (see C.l.c below).

c. Works units

Work units developed during simulation will include: car

days, loaded and empty, car miles, ton miles by network segment,
fuel consumption, and intermediate classifications by each yard.

4. Select locations for detailed analysis

With the simulation results analysts will be able to select likely
locations for a new yard for detailed analysis and possible comparison
with reconstruction or expansion of one or more existing yards. At this
point the analysts should enlist knowledgeable operations and other
experienced personnel to help make the final selection of locations to be
analylzed as the detailed analysis should be limited to a few locations.
See section C.l.a for a discussion of policies for locating yards.

C. Detailed Analysis of Present Operations of Study Network

At this stage the analysis is intended to compare the economics of several
locations without doing detailed designs for each.

The analysis of present operations constitutes the data gathering state
of the design of a system. Its purpose is to help verify or reject the
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feasibility of alternate locations. More specifically, an analysis of

present operations should help to accomplish the following goals:

Establish performance criteria for new or modified facilities.

Estimate future operating costs for the economic analysis of alternatives.

Evaluate the suitability of the present location for a recon-

structed yard in terms of physical and environmental considerations,

construction costs and interim operations.

Evaluate the alternatives selected for detailed analysis in terms of less

tangible criteria such as service levels and opportunity costs.

Avoiding the analysis of present operations until alternatives are selected
reduces costs by focusing data collection efforts.

1. Detailed analysis of present yards for the purpose of investigating
the feasibility of a proposed facility must consider the following
parameters:

a. Function

The primary function of most yards is to classify cars, and
except in special cases of industrial support or storage yards,
function is closely related to blocking patterns. Blocking
patterns, in turn, are somewhat dependent on yard location. New
yards are usually designed to accomplish specific blocking
patterns. For existing yards, however, changing requirements in

blocking are much more dynamic than the ability to change
facilities. Therefore, blocking patterns at existing yards are
often a compromise between what is designed and what is possible.

Classification yards are generally located on the basis of one

of two classification policies. Yards located at intermediate
points on the railroad, often at the junction of two or more
main lines, usually receive mixed traffic for the purpose of
blocking for final destinations. Conversely, yards located at
major terminals or end points, often in large metropolitan
areas, generally attempt to preblock to avoid intermediate
terminals. Terminal yards, whether at origin or destination,
have the advantage of being able to simultaneously blend
industrial and interchange traffic with road traffic. With
trends toward run-through trains and the cost of urban property,
major yards in recent years have generally been built at
intermediate points. However, the availability of property,
convergence of several routes, or heavy interchange traffic may
be compelling reasons for building yards in a metropolitan
area. Each case must be examined on its own merits.

Major classification yards often have ancillary functions which
are located in the area either to support the classification
process, or as a convenience because of the classification
process. These facilities usually include locomotive servicing
and repair, light car repairs, caboose servicing, intermodal

terminals, customer service centers, and MofW headquarters. If

one or more of the proposed yard alternatives is likely to have
an impact on ancillary functions, these must also be analyzed to

develop workloads for proposed replacement facilities, determine
net changes in operating costs, and identify opportunity costs
from plant retirements.
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b. Classifications

For those yards affected by a proposed new classification yard,
it is necessary to analyze the nature of present classification
work to develop workloads for the proposed facility and to

determine the net effect of changes to the existing facility.

The analyst must develop the following information:

Number of classifications made by name and the variation in

size of each classification.

Definition of each classification.

Car accumulation patterns for each classification based on

present patterns of inbound trains and departure times for

outbound trains.

Cumulative distribution of classifications based on size of each.

Special rules or exceptions to normal classifications for
handling dangerous cars, empty flats, excess dimension cars,

passenger equipment in freight trains, non-revenue equipment, or
train dynamics restrictions.

Having developed the foregoing data, plus traffic forecasts, the
basic workload for a new yard, or the remaining workload for a

present yard, can be developed. For either case, to develop the
required number and length of classification tracks,
consideration must also be given to planned changes in road
train operations, opportunities for multiple assignments to a

class track, planned reswitching and physical constraints. The
analysis of classification workloads might also be used to

identify physical or operating improvements in existing yards.

c. Peak Periods

Peak periods for a classification yard can be defined as the
period of time during which the maximum number of classified
cars are in the yard, the time period during which inbound train
activity is at its highest, or the time of maximum outbound
train activity. Peaks may be daily, weekly or seasonal,
although daily and weekly peaks would be most likely to have the
strongest influence on yard design. The inability for an
existing yard to handle peaks, and the associated cost of
delays, may be partial justification for a new facility. A yard
can function effectively if receiving and departure tracks just
meet peak requirements, but the peak number of classified cars
generally should not exceed 75* of a yard's standing capacity if
the yard is to remain fluid.

d. Queing of Trains

The analysis of an existing yard must consider the ability to
accommodate peaks of inbound trains, whether road trains,
industrial cuts or interchange cuts. Cars are classified at a

fixed rate regardless of the number of inbound cars to be
switched. Therefore, there must be sufficient receiving room to
accommodate inbound trains during peak periods. The need to
hold trains out of a yard because of inadequate receiving room
can be costly in terms of car hire, terminal dwell time,
locomotive operating costs, locomotive utilization, yard crews
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and delayed maintenance of way. Furthermore, delays to inbound

trains can delay outbound trains because of locomotive and crew
turnaround. An existing yard which regularly requires trains to

be held out suggests a major problem which should be corrected

with any proposed alternative.

The rate at which outbound trains can be assembled and departed

is a function of the number of departure tracks, switching
leads, yard crews and car inspectors. An inadequate departure

rate is less obvious than the inability to receive trains

because schedules may be adjusted to compensate for this

shortcoming. However, yard throughput is affected by both

inbound and outbound queues. One way to test a yard's ability

to meet desired dispatchment rates would be to simulate the yard
based on desired schedules as compared to known attainable

schedules.

Train Handling

There are three basic methods for handling road trains through
classification yards:
Unclassified trains are run mixed to classification yard where
they are completely reclassified for the same or other trains.
This type of train may or may not carry the same identity
through the yard.

Pick-up/set-off trains are partially classified ahead of the
yard to enable some cars to run through without being switched.
For particularly sensitive schedules, or where other yards have
sufficient volumes to preblock, time can be saved by not having
to switch the entire train.

By-pass trains, whether competely preblocked or completely mixed
operate through a yard without being switched.

Selection of the method of train handling at any given yard is a

function of schedule requirements and a balance of network
workloads. The objective must be to minimize system switching
costs rather than the costs of any individual yard. Therefore,
an analysis of any single yard must accept the status quo with
regard to handling road trains unless the system impact of
changes is known.

Operating costs

In addition to yard crews and locomotives, any existing yards
has other operating costs which may be reduced or eliminated
with a new yard. Typically, these costs include labor costs for

yardmasters, clerks, bleeders, retarder operators, skatemen, car

inspectors and supervision. They also include materials for

operations and maintenance. Because many of the benefits of a

new yard include labor savings from automation and productivity
improvements, its justification can be enhanced by accurately
developing the operating costs of any existing facility to be

affected by a change. Fuel costs should be included and should

reflect any effects of circuity in routing trains which a

specific yard location will make necessary.
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Physical characteristics

Numerous physical characteristics of an existing yard may

complement or detract from its desirability from an operating or

engineering standpoint. These factors may include soil

conditions, drainage, gradients, curvature, limitations for

expansion, track lengths, track centers, layout of switching
leads, condition of buildings and structures, conflicting routes
and roadways and signal systems. In addition, every yard
operates within environmental factors such as noise and air
pollution standards, zoning, adjacent property use, and local

laws. The importance of these factors with respect to any

proposed change obviously depends on the nature of the change.
If a proposed yard is to be built on the site of an existing
yard, the environmental impact may be far more important than

the physical characteristics of an existing yard to be replaced
by construction elsewhere, except to the extent that these

characteristics affect the economics of the proposed facility.

Crew assignments

Existing yards often have local agreements for establishing work

assignments in addition to the usual distinctions between yard
and road work. These agreements could include local provisions

for starting times, yard limits, distinctions between yard and

transfer work, use of cabooses, calling procedures or other

specific agreements based on local needs. Some yards previously

affected by coordinations of seniority districts, work transfers

or railroad mergers may also have specific provisions for

guarantees or separation allowances. If a proposed yard is to

affect the operating costs of an existing facility knowledge of

the local agreements is necessary to estimate the net changes in

operating costs at the proposed yard. Some alternatives may be

capable of eliminating the need for existing burdensome
agreements. The benefits of other alternatives, however, may be

offset by either existent or anticipated labor protection costs.

Road train operation

The extent to which road train operations must be analyzed

depends on the purpose of the proposed yard. If the proposed

yard is a replacement of an existing facility of essentially the

same location, road trains need to be analyzed only to the

extent that they are affected by the proposed facility. In

fact, it may be advisable to assume no change in road

operations, except perhaps in blocking, to isolate the impact of

the yard itself. In cases where yards are to be relocated for

the purpose of changing traffic flows through a network, a

comparison of present and proposed road train operations becomes

important. First, present and proposed traffic flows must be

determined. From the traffic flows, train operating patterns

can be established based on commercial requirements and physical

characteristics of each link in the network. Factors to be

considered include grades, passing sidings, signalling, and

grade crossings. Net changes in maximum train length, tonnage

ratings, and turnaround time based on schedule requirements must

be compared with the present operation to determine the effect

on locomotive ownership and operating costs. Lastly, crew

operating costs must be compared, especially where the length of

runs are different, where deadheading or taxi costs are

different, or where changes in seniority districts may require
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changes in labor agreements. The process of designing a new
operation is Iterative in the sense that each factor may be

reexamined until the proper balance is achieved, whether
manually or by computer simulation. The objective is to analyze
and compare the net difference in road train ownership and

operating costs, including car hire, to assess the benefits of

the proposed changes in network operations as a result of yard
changes.

D. Analysis of Alternate Locations

The economic analysis of alternate locations requires the gathering of
substantial data for evaluation of the specific needs of the selected
location, i.e. the yard capability, train operation, system benefit, etc.

1. The primary considerations of the alternate locations, selected in
B.4., should consider, but not be limited to, the following basic
functions of the yard:

Originating trains
Terminating trains
Through trains
Interchange traffic
Industrial traffic (both metro area and nearby area for local
train requirements)

Early on in-the analysis of alternate locations it should be determined
what is to be expected of a new yard or revised existing yard. The

required output of a yard will determine the type and extent of

development. This latter demand may require a detailed network analysis
of the existing and expected traffic and then how much will be handled

through the yard for both through train movements and reclassification or

other trains. This analysis should provide for all ancillary functions of
the yard.

As each alternate location is studied an extensive examination or review

should be made of existing and revised traffic patterns for each of the

above listed considerations. For each consideration the impact on an

existing facility as well as the related track systems should be analyzed
to determine over utilization and inefficient operation. Analysis should

not be confined to the particular alternate location, but should include

any existing adjacent facility as well as critical system terminal yards.

Any analysis of an alternate location must provide for the indepth study

of blocking of traffic to assure a positive and beneficial impact on other
system facilities. Blocking for major interchange points should be

carefully surveyed for highest overall operational benefits. Existence of

through trains should be recognized and sufficient trackage area provided.

2. Determine the ancillary functions of alternate locations.

As the analysis for each alternate location Is made, the various ancillary
functions of each location should be determined.

The primary function of any yard is the classification of cars. However,

the many ancillary functions that may be required to sustain the basic or

primary function should be fully investigated and decisions made to
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provide or exclude as necessary. As described earlier, other functions
that may be incuded are as follows:

Maintenance of way
Locomotive servicing and maintenance
Car maintenance and repair
Administrative

In most situations the extent of locomotive maintenance and servicing will

be limited to minimal repair and fueling. Therefore, extensive locomotive
facilities will not be required. However, if an existing location under
study includes a locomotive repair and/or servicing facility that is
seriously outdated and inefficient or will no longer be readily
accessible, it may then be necessary to determine feasibility for a new
modern facility at alternate locations. Always consideration should be
given to the impact on existing system facilities before determining the
level of maintenance and service to be recommended.

Car, signal-and communications maintenance and repair should be carefully

reviewed and investigated in the same manner as locomotive facilities

before a final determination is made as to the level of repair and

service. The size and configuration of the property available at the

alternate location may be limiting and therefore restrict the installation

of more than minimal service of rolling equipment. At existing yards
released locomotive and/or car shops may be released for equipment repair,
warehouses or sale or lease.

Administrative functions of the terminal facility are necessary within the

yard location. At some alternate locations it may be feasible to provide

for the next higher level of administration, and/or customer service
centers.

Provision for roadway maintenance must be recognized.

3. Determine effects alternate locations would have on existing yards

For each alternate location being studied, a system wide operational

impact review should be made. The primary function of this type of survey
,is to identify operational changes in existing yards, service level of

rolling stock, type of trains made up, and the influence of traffic on the
system. This study need not be identified with economic terms, but

comprehensive enough to identify the critical points of the investigation.

Any study made for an alternate location should be based upon the sound

judgement of experienced operation staff people as well as that of a

reliable engineering staff with competent knowledge of the total system.
A computer simulation of the working plan of each site as well as the

overall system should be developed and included in the study.

To facilitate the study it is suggested that a simple work sheet be

provided that would list all other existing system yards affected by the

alternate location under study. Format for the worksheet should provide,
but not necessarily be limited to, the following items of concern:

Number of cars switched
Number of classes or blocks of cars made
Number of assigned tracks (no design characteristics)
Number of trains handled.

By using the suggested worksheet any duplication of activity performed in

adjacent yards for the same traffic will appear. However, it should be
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kept in mind that the analysis to be performed for each of the alternate
locations is for comparative purposes, and should be conducted only to
that extent necessary to provide required results. Once the alternate
location selection for the yard development is made then a more detailed
analysis and study must be made to confirm all the data generated and
available and to satisfy the economic parameters.

4. Determine other benefits to be derived from alternate locations

As the study is progressed for each of the alternate locations, other
economic or service benefits that may be derived should be considered and
evaluated accordingly.

Some of these benefits are set out in Section C under Crew Assignments and
Road Train Operation. Other benefits that should be considered may be
improved service for the railroad's customers and possible reduction of
per diem charges. Other side benefits may be obtained in the reduction of
maintenance and clerical forces, and reduction of costs for interchange
activity that may now include a foreign railroad providing the necessary
switching.

5. Estimate Capital Costs for Each Alternative

Even though designs have not been prepared for each of the alternative
yards sites the capital costs must be estimated by using system unit
costs such dollars per square of buildings or dollars per mile of
track.

E. Compare alternatives -

Upon completion of the complete economic analysis and study for each
alternate location, recomnendatlons should be given to management for the
preferred site. Included in these analysis will be all costs and savings

used for calculation of a Return on Investment (Rol) to provide management
with an important factor of the corhparisons. Since designs have not been
done the costs are not engineering estimates.

It has-been previously stated that changes may be required in other system
facilities in order to justify a new yard development. Therefore, it is

necessary that all changes required to optimize the selected alternate be
Included in the final report.

The comparisons should include tabulations of measures of service to

shippers, capital costs, operating costs, and Rol to assist management in

making a decisions.
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Applications of Standards for Budgeting in Railways

C. Bach (Subcommittee Chairman); J. W. Rettie (Subcommittee Vice Chairman);

J. B. Clark; D. 0. Eisele; E.A. Cencarelli; M. N. Coodkind; A. M. Handwerker;
M. B. Hargrove; J. B. Holland; M. C. Holowaty; S. M. Kiger; C. D. Martland;

W. R. McCovern; R. L. McMurtrie; R. T. Meyer; R. L. Milner; W. L. Paul;

R. D. Penhallegon; H. C. Petersen; D. A. Peterson; E. J. Sierleja;

H. Wanaseija; L. E. Ward; D. B. Weinstein

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper shows a use of industrial engineering in the application of standards
developed by them for railway budgeting. As used in this paper standards are

accepted, preferably officially approved, measures of amounts of labor, equipment,
materials, supplies, etc., and/or monetary expense used to perform tasks, sometimes
in a specified manner. Standards can, and should, be used in preparing budget
forecasts. Standards should also be used to measure progress in fulfilling current

budgets assigned. Standards can also be used to measure attainment of budget
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amounts, goals or time periods completed. In budgets, it is better if standards are

formal, approved or official, though this may not always be considered necessary.

Approved official standards are accepted with little question as measures of

budgeted activities. Any measure of meaningful activity, that can be related to

progress on a budget, can be used. Use of standards for budgets can be confined

to a particular project or program, or can be integrated to measure as much as an

entire company's performance on a budget.

II. HIERARCHY OF STANDARDS (DEVELOPMENT)

Quality of standards are ranked according to their method of development,
whether or not they are used for budgets. The highest rank is given to engineered

standards from time studies, pre-deter mined standard data, work sampling, etc. Of
lesser rank, with less precision, is use of historical data. Lowest rank is given to

standards based upon the judgment of those operating the activity. The choice of

method is determined by the value of the standard to be developed and the effort

necessary to accomplish the accepted standards measurement. For example, an

entirely new process may start with a judgment standard, with a decision whether
or not to follow up with an engineered or historical standard after initial

shakedown of the process.

III. STATURE OF STANDARDS (FROM OFFICIAL TO INFORMAL)

Officially approved standards that will be used for budget purposes give any

budget developed from them high acceptance. The official approval process is a

commitment to accept the standards and the budget they generate. Lesser degrees

of approval or formality of standards used in making and measuring budgets subject

them to increasing question and need to justify their use. Generally, the higher

the level of the approval process, the more exacting will be the level of quality

expected from the standards. The level of approval and formality of standards will

vary in different companies, situations and localities. Even use of informal

standards for budgets will improve the quality of measurements and budgets
constructed from them.

IV. ACCEPTED VARIANCES WITHIN A STANDARD

As in any use, standards for budgets must be focused carefully on wha* is

being measured, so that the standard is a meaningful value for the activity being
performed. Variable delays and operating conditions could be excluded if they do
not relate to the activity being performed, such as variable gang travel times to

moving track maintenance operations, though an average travel standard might be
developed for an area. On the other hand, portal time, getting to and from the

work station, in a fixed shop facility, might be included in some of its work
standards, as a standard item itself.

V. STANDARDS MEASURE SIGNIFICANT ACTIVITIES

Standards to be used for budgets must measure significant reportable

activities. These activities should be readily convertible into units of measure for

budgets. For example, much track and roadway maintenance and replacement
relate to traffic over them. Even replacement of a single tie or rail may be
considered significant enough to be reported, accounted for and measured by a

standard. Caging track might or might not be considered significant unless enough
was done to be worth reporting. On the contrary, there may be a precise standard
possible for manual replacement of track bolts which is usually short-cycle

intermittent work that is not significant or reportable in itself; but this task could

be considered a miscellaneous part of a significant and reportable activity such as

track inspection or patrol.
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VI. STANDARDS RELATE TO BUDGET MEASUREMENTS

Standards used for budgets must be stated in terms that relate to

measurements used to account for budget construction and monitoring. It is usual

to use some general units of measure to put together and track budgets, such as

ton miles, car miles, locomotive fuel consumed, trains dispatched, etc. Broad

general standards for a department can use these overall measures to express their

standards. Smaller groups and activities will be measured on more specific actions

that contribute to general items of measure, which can and should be related to.

and be convertible to the general units. There will be some items that do not fit

well into these traffic or volume measurements, but may have to be used anyway
because they apply to most of the similar measured activities. For example, a

retaining wall in the side of a cut may not be much affected by traffic by it, but

may have budget standards in traffic units, because most roadway structures are

affected by traffic volumes. Standards should be stated in terms of measure upon

which official records are -kept, or be accurately translated into them, for use in

budgets.

VII. INTEGRATING STANDARDS FOR OVERALL MEASUREMENT

Standards for use in budgets, that are stated in or convertible to broad general

measures of railway activity, can be integrated to provide budgets for groups,

areas, departments and even an entire company or companies. The integrated

arrays of standards can be used to measure overall progress on budgets and to

calculate performance within the budgets measures. These integrated standards can

be used to measure progress toward completion and/or against activities and

amounts planned or allowed in a stated period of time budgeted. The resultant

integrated budget from standards versus actual progress show performance, and can

then be related to measures of revenue activity to provide cost of services planned

and actually provided. If integrated standards are also applied to items of revenue

activity, their planned and actual cost can be determined. Depending on the detail

of the standards of services, this can be developed out to individual units or

elements of service provided with the desired level of precision. This can be

carried as far as the cost of a revenue carload of a specific commodity between

two given points, including empty car supply parameters, and/or other types of

services, revenue or not. The marketing, forecasting and regulatory compliance

uses of such an integrated standards budgeting system are readily apparent.

VIII. POLICIES FOR APPLYING STANDARDS

When standards are integrated to provide budgets for larger groups, it is

obvious that there must be uniform definitions of meanings and terms, such as what

is or is not included in each standard. Further, there must be decisions made

where standards for budgets will or will not be developed and applied. An example

is deciding what activities are fixed or variable, then deciding how and whether to

develop standards for them. Another decision is how much detailed activity will

have standards applied to them. Decisions are needed on how much detail will be

provided with standards that are developed. Will any income, revenue or credits be

recognized in standards, or will the budgets be entirely costs and expenses' Will

there be allowances for managers and supervisors to set standards for performance

of their own areas or parts of their own responsibilities, and if so, how will this be

done? How much of capital appropriations will be held out from operating budgets

measurements, and will the detailed project estimates be used as progress and time

budgets standards of their own? There must be uniform and reasonable application

of standards when they are combined for budgets of larger groups, and sometimes

even arbitrary decisions when needed to insure uniformity of meanings and

measurements.
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IX. ADJUSTING STANDARDS TO VARYING LEVELS OF ACTIVITY

Varying levels of activity need policy decisions on how budget standards will be
developed, applied and affected. Will short term fluctuations be absorbed, and/or

will some kind of standards allowance be provided for relief when this may cause
significant distortions? Standards used for budgeting usually are linear relationships,

which may be factored for accommodating moderate variations of short term
duration. Larger variations and/or longer term periods of time will see significant

changes of relationships for which standards are provided. Larger and/or long term
variations can be handled with tables of factors, or standard curves, to be applied

at significant different stated levels of activity. Integrated systems of budget
standards should be reconciled and balanced periodically, to incorporate accumulated
internal changes and to set budget standards to the levels of activity expected until

the next balancing. This is also useful in re-allocating overhead throughout
budgets. The reconciliation and balancing can also be done continuously with
proper planning and preparation.

X. TREATMENT FOR UNUSUAL OCCURRENCES

In an integrated standards budgeting system, some broad policy decisions are

needed for uniform handling of events and occurrences that are not within the

control of the group being measured. Catastrophic disruptions from unexpected
acts of nature call for thoughtful policy decisions when standards are meshed for

operating budgets, to avoid inconsistent and contradictory handling of each
occurrence at its own time. Other activities required by natural events, such as

vegetation control or snow control, can be anticipated as an average and have
budget standards if desired. Decisions are needed on how to handle the effects of

regulatory decisions and penalties, major customer changes, different provisions of

national and local labor agreements, price changes received and originated, and so

on. Policy decisions are needed also on handling of casualties such as loss and
damage, injuries, accidents, etc.

XI. STANDARDS MUST BE KEPT UP TO DATE

Standards must be kept up to date. Standards corrections will be obvious when
different equipment is used, or a process is changed, in a measured activity. Price
changes in standards measured in monetary terms may or may not be as obvious.

Monetary standards need regular review to be kept current and relevant. It is not

usually sufficient to av;ait major price changes to bring monetary standards up to

date, because small and frequent changes can affect the standards significantly,

without attracting as much attention. Use of standard prices indices and methods
can ease keeping monetary standards current. Least obvious are subtle evolutionary

changes in elements of an activity, such as fine tuning. Very few measurable
activities continue for long without some modification. Regular review of all

standards are necessary to keep them valid for use in budget processes.

XII. CONCLUSION

The greater the amount of integration and complexity of budget standards, the

more complete picture emerges of operations and changes along with the need for

a larger group and effort to keep them current. A simpler alignment does not give

as accurate a portrayal of activities but is easier to administer. The size of the

operation or company included within the budget standards system will obviously

influence the amount of integration and complexity desired and accepted. The
internal organization of the operation or company using budget or standards will

also influence the amount of integration expected. Integrated budget standards

systems need to use computers to most efficiently organize and distribute records

of plans and actual activities, output of which will depend on the types of

computer systems used or planned. The trend toward computer point-of-origin
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entries tends to favor detailed budget standards to handle plans and actual

activities accurately. The more detailed the budget standards system, the greater
the need for controlled checks and balances in the system, along with more need
for an independent audit function. More integrated budget standards systems must
be compatible with internal accounting systems, with government regulatory
accounting and with various tax accounting systems. The enthusiastic support of

management is a prerequisite of a successful budget standards system, which either
will not function without this support, or only apply at a lower and less effective
level. An integrated system of budget standards will aid in identifying operating
efficiencies otherwise missed, indicating significant improvements. These can be
combined with a planned incentives system to generate substantial additional

momentum toward a more productive operation.

COMMITTEE 27—MAINTENANCE-OF-WAY WORK
EQUIPMENT

Report on Assignment No. 2

Preventive Maintenance of Maintenance-of-Way Equipment

J. P. Zollman (Chairman. Subcommittee): G. K. Clem;

R. P. Drew; W. D. Gilbert: J. E. Parks: R. T. Ruckman: G. J. Sniffen. Jr.

Your committee submits the following report as general information:

I. OBJECTIVES

A. Maximize up-time by:

1. Planning repair work during other delays

2. Planning preventive maintenance during other delays

3. Correct troubleshooting procedures

4. Having parts on or near equipment

5. Local purchase of parts

6. Communication

7. Training operators

B. Maximize equipment performance by checking cycle times against manufacturer's

specifications and repair if less than acceptable.

C. Minimize costs by:

1

.

Reducing repainnen overtime by planning

2. Correct troubleshooting procedures

3. Correct identification of parts

4. Correct transportation of parts

5. Correct storage of parts

6. Correct installation of parts

7. Correct reclaiming of parts

8. Purchase of most economical parts

9. Repair during other delays

10. Motivation of repairmen, operators and supervisors

1 1

.

Selection of proper lubncant

12. Selection of proper fuel
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II. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE LUBRICATION CHART DIAGRAM RE-
QUIREMENTS (SEE EXHIBIT A)

A. Where possible the diagram should be placed on 8-1/2" x 1 I" si/e white paper.

B. The printing must be bold black print tor easy reading.

C. The printing and sl^etch must be readily and legibly copied on an electrostatic copier.

D. The diagram must use up to date lubrication specifications, including but not limited to

SAE viscosity, API additive designation, A.G.M.A. specifications or B.I. A.

certification.

E. The diagram must be titled and dated.

F. EXHIBIT A is only an example and may certainly be improved.

G. The purpose or goal of the preventive maintenance and lubrication chart diagram should

be to ensure that the operator is fully informed of the location of all preventive

maintenance required.

III. METAL PLAQUE PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE LUBRICATION CHART
DIAGRAM

A. The metal plaque must be United States Standard Gage Number 22 or a minimum of 0. 030

inches thick with permanent adhesive backing and/or sheet metal screws or rivets attaching the

plaque permanently to the machine or equipment.

B. The printing and line drawings must contrast sharply with the background for easy reading.

C. The diagram must use up-to-date lubrication specifications, including but not limited toS.A.t.

viscosity. API additive designation. A.G.M.A. specifications or B.I. A. certification.

D. The diagram must be titled, dated and identified by manufacturers part number.

E. The purpose or goal of the metal plaque preventive maintenance lubrication chart-diagram

should be to provide durable long lasting information to ensure that the operator is fully

intbrmed of the location of all preventive maintenance required.

IV. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST REQUIREMENTS (SEE EXHI-
BITS B1-B4)

A. The checklist must be placed on 8-1/2" x 1
1" si/e white paper.

B. The printing must be bold black print for easy reading.

C. The checklist must be readil> and legibly copied on an eleclrostalic ciipier.

D. The checklist must use up-to-date lubrication specifications, including but not limited to SAE
viscosity. API additive designation, A.G.M.A. specifications or B.i.A. certification.

E. The checklist must provide space for 31 days.

F. The outline of items should be:

1

.

Before starting engine

2. Warm up

3. Before starting to work for moving the machine

4. During every 8 hours or day

5. Before stopping engine

6. Before leaving machine

7. During every week

8. During bi-weekly period

9. During every month
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10. During every January and July

1 1 . During every January

G. The checklist must be titled and dated.

H. The checklist must provide for date and operators initials.

I. EXHIBIT B checklist is only an example and may certainly be improved.

J . The purpose or goal of the checklist should be to ensure communication between operators and

supervisors of exactly what maintenance has been completed.

V. TRAINING OR LESSON PLAN

A. Purpose, ObjectiveorGoaKWhy?)

1. Maximize up-time by:

a. Planning repair work during other delays

b. Planning preventive maintenance during other delays

c. Correct troubleshooting procedures

d. Having parts on or near equipment

e. Local purchase of parts

f. Communication

g. Training operators

2. Maximize equipment performance by checking cycle times against manufacturer's

specifications and repair if less than 80%

.

3. Minimizecostsby:

a. Reducing repairmen overtime by planning

b. Correct troubleshooting procedures

c. Correct identification of parts

d. Correct transportation of parts

e. Correct storage of parts

f. Correct installation of parts

g. Correct reclaiming of parts

h. Purchase of most economical parts

i. Repair during other delays

j. Motivation of repairmen, operators and supervisors

k. Selection of proper lubricant

1. Selection of proper fuel

B. Personnel(Who')

1

.

Leader-Work Equipment Instructor

-Work Equipment Engineer

2. Students -Maintenance ofW as Supervisors

C. Subiect(What')

Preventive Maintenance ( P-M ) ofWork Equipment

1

.

Literature or Book Lubricatmn Guides

2. Materia! needed

a. P-M books

b. Lubricants

c. Specimen bottles and sampler

d. Laboratory Letter (handouts)

e. Surfacing and smoothing (machine operators job description)

f. Fail safe brake canisters (iine completel) assembled and one apart)
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We supply solutions.

FOSTER L.B.FOSTER
COMPANY
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g. Fleet Services (handouts) optional if time permits

h. Slide presentation in SELECING A LUBRICANT

i. 35 MM slide projector

j. Cassette tape player

k. Screen

1. Chalkboard, chalk, eraser

D. Location (Where?)

E. Time (When?)

F. Plan (How?)

1. Stimulate interest

a. Savings because of Preventive Maintenance

1) 1980 Labor, Material and Other

2) 1981 Labor, Material and Other

3) 1982 Labor, Material and Other

b. This was produced by you

c. This was returned to you

1) 115,000 cross ties

2) 2.000 cross ties per track supervisor

2. Stimulate Thinking

a. Cover machine operators (Job Description)

b. Point out our GOALS
c. Tamper feet wear and correct depth (use chalkboard)

d. Diesel engine exhaust

1

)

Black-unbumed fuel (check air cleaner)

2) Blue smoke - ask them what they should do about it.

3) White smoke - water

4) Clear to gray - good

5) Cold weather starting class discuss

6) Hazards of ether

e. Lubricants

1

)

Engine

2) Hydraulic

3) Testing Laboratory Letter

4) Distilled water - in batteries

5) Soft water - in radiators (no CREEK water)

6) Anti-freeze - its function and how to mix

f. Go over "Work Equipment Lubrication"

g. Show presentation of"Selecting a Lubricant"

h. Fail safe brakes

1

)

Go over components

2) Explain how to cage spring

a) Remove collar assembly

b) Remove bolt through center hole

c) Reverse collar. Shoulder should be facing inward

d) In.sert caging bolt through collar

e) Tighten bolt

3) Explain danger of spring if not properly caged.

3. Stimulate Action

a. Select the correct fuel
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b. Select the correct lubricant (any lubricant is belter than none)

c. Troubleshoot

d. Clean the equipment using the trailer mounted washers

e. Use the hydraulic filter buggy

f. Analyze engine oil

VI. WHEEL CIRCUMFERENCE TOLERANCES AND TREAD CONTOLR (SEE EX-

HIBITS CI-C5)

This is to provide wheel circumference tolerances and wheel tread contour which will produce long

life of the wheels and final drives. Also this will provide tolerances when turning new treads on wheels,

matching wheels on machmes and trouble-shooting final drive life and pertormance.

The following tolerances are provided for your use when:

1. Trouble-shooting traction problems.

2. When changing wheels or making repairs and

3. Turning wheels on a lathe.

The wheels should be carefully taped ( measured) at the taping line using the "tapping line gage" and a

tlat steel tape ten ( 10) feet long with gradations of 32ncls of an inch.

The weight of the equipment is extremely important to wheel circumference tolerance. The heavier

equipment requires that the tolerances must be care fully checked and followed to ensure long wheel, a.xle.

and final drive life.

Wheels should be turned or the tread machined to the AAR Narrow Flange Tapered Tread shown in

the Wheel and Axle Manual when:

1. Matching rolling circumference on a machine using wheel circumference tolerance table.

2. Flange is less than 15/16" thick using the AAR wheel tlange gage.

3. Flange is more than 1-1/2" high (or tread is worn more than 1/2") using the simplified wheel gage.

VII. CHECKLIST FOR STORAGE OR WINTERIZING

A. Perform all necessary preventive maintenance on the checklist to bring it up to date.

B. Winterize all equipment before November 1 (typical for Midwest U.S.) of each year.

C. Engine coolant must be a mixture of ethylene glycol base anti-lree/e with corrosion inhibitor

and water. The mixture must provide protection to:

Northern Division -40°F.

Midwest Division — 30°F.

Midsouth Division — 20°F.

Southern Division — IO°F.

D. Batteries must be removed to prevent theft and freezing.

F. All exhausts, intakes and vents must be covered to prevent conlaminanls such as dust or v^ater

from entering any part of the equipment.

F. All air tanks and lines must be drained of any moisture or water.

G. All lubricants and hydraulic tluid levels must be filled to the full mark.

H. All hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders must be fully retracted or the piston rod coated with

heavy grease to prevent corrosion.
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NEED A

REALLY SMOOOOOTH!!!
RAILROAD/HIGHWAY CROSSING?

THE "BEST"
example of a crossing is

the crossing itself

Install

THE "BEST-

TOUGH

FAIL-SAFE with all types of signal and
communications systems.

METAL END RAMPS eliminates dam-

ages from "dragging equipment"

SAFE & "SMOOOOOTH" lor small

wheeled vehicles & pedestrian traffic

FAST INSTALLATION on wood, con-

crete or steel ties SPIKE-KILL"
eliminated

COMPANY REP services included at

all installations

FAB-RAFILLER: a rubber formula is

poured into flangeways to seal and
encapsulate all crossings: call or

write (direct) for "filler" information.

GENTLE

member:
AREAARF-NRC/MAI-RDMREMSARPI

— Structural integrity and design strengths provide

a guaranteed assurance of — "permanence"

The Crossing Designed witti the "Driver in Mind"

Q^xarUa (£>n ffrpri^ffd« utxc..9.
P.O. Box 2027

Livonia, Michigan 48151
Phone: (313) 427-5535
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Association of American Railroads

Wheel and Axle Manual

NOTE: TAPER 1" IN 40" FOR AMTRAK WHEELS

Narrow Flange Tapered Tread Contour

5

Narrow Flange Cylindrical Tread Contour

EXHIBIT C-2
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Taping Line Gage

(Narrow Flanged Wheel)

TtriNO LINE

«*«t rOINT

» I »

EXHIBIT C-3

Association of American Railraods

Wheel and Axle Manual
5.130'
5.IZ0"

•-frg

\lonc scribe
"line soih
sides of &age

srAMP siiEs or
SU3TS ON Each
SIDE OF GAGE

GAGE NO. 34401

A

Material: .093 Stainless Steel

Unless Otherwise Stated, All Tolerances Are ± .010"

Note.—This gage can be used for 7/8" or less flange on locomotive wheels.

EXHIBIT C-4

Wheel Defect, Worn Collar and

Journal Fillet (lage (Stamped)

(Working Drawing)

Figure 5.7
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Association of American Railroads

Wheel and Axle Manual

MATERIAL .093 STAINLESS STEEL. UNLESS OTHERWISE

STATED ALL TOLERANCES ARE -.OlO". REMOVE BURRS

AND SHARP EDGES



One complete service.

Lowest cost per mile.

* A complete, objective test

of each rail from end to end.

* Simultaneous ultrasonic and
induction detection methods.

*Sperry far surpasses every other
rail testing service in efficiency,

thoroughness and research.

* One mileage charge pays
for everything.

*The lowest real cost per mile
and per defect found.

Details and technical assistance on request.

SPERRY RAIL SERVICE
SHELTER ROCK ROAD DANBURY, CONNECTICUT 06810

(203) 796-5000
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I. All gasoline fuel must be drained completely from carburetors to prevent gum deposits. The

lines, filters and tank must be filled to prevent condensation and corrosion.

J. All diesel fuel lines, filters, pumps and tanks must be completely filled to prevent condensation

and corrosion.

K. All engines must have one tablespoon of S. A. E. 40, API SF/CDoil placed on the cylinder walls

above the piston, through spark plug hole on gas engines, air box on Detroit Diesel engines and

the manifolds on other diesel engines. The engine should then be slowly barred or turned over

and not started in case the oil might cause hydrostatic lock.

L. All filler caps and anti-vandalism covers must be in place, locked or secured.

M. Windows and electrical cabinets must be weatherproof, covered for protection from vandals

and doors latched and/or locked shut.

N. Exhaust manifolds must be checked and sealed or covered to weatherproof the engine.

VIII. TWO-CYCLE ENGINE OIL
A. The Boating Industry Association (B.I. A.) has certification of two cycle engine oils. For air

cooled engines the service designation is "TC". For liquid cooled engines the service

designation is "TC-W".

B. Two cycle engine oils with B.I. A. Service TC-W may be used in air cooled engines but oils

with B.I. A. Service TC must not be used in liquid or water cooled engines.

C. The viscosity of two-cycle engine oil is rated the same as other engine oils using the Society of

Automotive Engineers (S.A.E.) number designation such as SAE 30 or SAE 40.

D. The two-cycle engine manufacturer's gasoline to oil mixture ratio must be used. The following

gasoline to oil mixture ratios will provide proper lubrication until the manufacturer's ratio can

be determined:

5 gallons gasoline to 1 quart oil; 20:1

2 gallons gasoline to 1 pint oil; 16:1

1 gallon gasoline to 8 ounces oil; 16:1

1 oallon 2asoline to 6 ounces oil; 20:1

IX. INDEX

Checklist

Goals

Lubrication Diagram

Metal Plaque

Objectives

Storage

Two Cycle Engine Oil

Training Plan

Tread Contour

Wheel Circumference Tolerances

Winterize

Section
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sliding

. • . that will prevent buckling, pull-aparts, and other

problems caused by rail expansion and contraction!

In addition, each Conley Sliding

Rail is designed to meet specific

track conditions. Each is com-
pletely automatic and tempera-
ture-controlled. And its heavy
base (approx. 2400 lbs.) assures
solid foundation and rugged,
long-lasting dependability.

The heat-treated, pre-curved
wing rail, and one-piece manga-
nese steel casting—consisting of

base, point, guard rail, and rail

braces — insures a constant

guage. (Photo indicates the

heavy wheel tread that is main-
tained regardless of rail expan-
sion or contraction.)

Cijnley
For complete deiaila write:

Conley "Frogand SwltoliC(X
Box 9188 1 Memphis, TezmeMee38109
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The Ever-Dependable Wood Crosstie
(Good news down the line)

In this world o( shrinking natural

esources, it s comforting to know
•here s al least one resource that is

literally growing The proven,

dependable wood crosstie We re

growing ihem lasler than we re

jsmg mem
It's a good thing On down the ime
well need 30 million new crossties a

(ear to keep America rolling That s

a pretty tall order But Man and
Nature — working together— began

filling it years ago

In the century and a half since

crosstie technology emerged from

the stone age. modern improvements
in drying and treating wood have
extended the average life of the

crosstie live fold from about six

years to 30 years and up

Today, the modern wood crosslie

lasts longer than it takes to grow a

tree big enough to make one or

more new crossties

Nature IS doing her part, too

Hardwood growth now exceeds
annual cutting by more than 75°o

And that inventory— especially in

crosstie-size trees— is increasing

American Commerce has a lot

riding on the strength and growth o'

the Nations Railroads And our

Railroads can bank on the ever-

dependable wood crosstie to carry

lis share of the load Right down
the line

Koppers Company. Inc

Pittsburgh. PA 15219

KOPPERS
Architectural and
Construction Materials
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Report on Assignment No. 3

Functional Life of Maintenance-of-Way Equipment

J. J. Hanaford (Chairman, Subcommittee); G. C. Chollet; S. T. Clark.

Your committee presents the following report as information for determining the functional life of

Maintenance-of-Way Equipment.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report presents a recommended method for replacement or
retention of the work equipment and vehicle fleet required to
maintain our physical plants.

In the modern business environment, human and systems resources
must be provided for analysis and continuous control (of a
complicated set of variables of which are not strictly financial) to
effectively manage our equipment and vehicle fleets.

The Equipment Replacement and Service Life Evaluation (ERASE) has
been developed to provide operating monetary information to indicate
optimum operating cost and service life which in turn is
justification for expenditure of capital money to optimize operating
cost.

INTRODUCTION

Maintenance of Way equipment and vehicles do have a functional
life; however, that life must be established by each railroad as the
equipment is exposed to varying elements.

ELEMENTS

° Available Capitol Funding
° Budget Reductions
° Proper Application of Equipment
" Degree of Supervisory, Foreman, Mechanic Operator Training
" Type of Preventive Maintenance & Overhaul Program
" Degree of Spare Parts Inventory
° Productivity Output
° Type & Condition of Ballast Section

REQUIREMENTS

To establish and support a replacement program for equipment and
vehicles, we must have:

° Proper Specifications for the Intent of Application
° Technical Evaluations of Equipment Bids Submitted
° Coordination of Technical Evaluations with Using Departments
" Maintenance History Records System
" Production Records System
° Equipment Demonstrations as Required
" Financial & Purchasing Support

Establish an Interim Base Life by Type of Equipment or Vehicle
subject to change.
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SYSTEMS

The information required to support the economic replacement of
equipment or vehicles is voluminous, however, the rewards are many:

° Enhance safety
° Monetary savings
" Increased fleet reliability
° Increased productivity
° Increased morale

These rewards justify the associated costs to implement a
computerized program to support the economic and timely replacement
of equipment and vehicles. The components for such a program should
include the following:

Master File - Exhibit I

This file would contain all detailed pertinent information
required on specific units within the fleet. This file may
also be used as a property ledger.

Class Code File - Exhibit II

This file would validate certain critical fields entering
the Master File, reflects the base life and standards
established through review of Maintenance Cost History.

Maintenance Cost History - Exhibit III & IV

This file would capture all maintenance costs, hours and
mileage associated with establishing standards for the Class
Code File and cyclical level of repair that you may require
on specific units.

Management Decision Report - Exhibit V

To retain or replace unit.

The computerized files identified above must be designed to
reflect each railroad's requirements.

Systems Logic - Next page.
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A DOZEN (and one) WAYS to

IMPROVE your M/w PROGRAM

.»um P.pfOO.tr «00

cftomiCJi'^ A004 4 ft* 6 Iff -1

PLUS A FULL SELECTION OF HYDRAULIC TOOLS «f ^f "

15*

raciRB
RAILROAD PRODUCTS. INC.

1524 FREDERICK STREET RACINE WISCONSIN 53404

A
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EXHIBIT I

EG:jlPt-iE<n M/.'.TER FILE" MAINTrNAWCE FUNCTICmJ; I

ufv'i'i »2r.or;i PcPCC cope: los class code 250 track laying rtACHiiie

1.C.SC:F;IPTI0N TPACK laying machine «TLM) OUi-!ER TRA HATE RECEIVED 0f.0<>7a

tt„f.E SERIAL 'tOTOO^ YEAR OF f-iANUF . 77

ftC.S. COST OOJ 30-121 9 UORK FrG. AM020 UEi\iI>OR OOOOOOO

J.'E Zi.'.TE 0000 ATiD AI.ITH. CAR ADD DATE OOOOOO ADDED KY

r>IV. THS rCFT. TLS RESLOC 4733 LAST LOC. MHL VERIF. DATE-'CODE 0.».r;753 / QC

rO i 7r<:.7IG23 MD. LEASE COST OOOOOOO TOT. LEASE COST OOOoOOOO LEASE TCR"c OOO

10 LINE 00 LEASE EVR. DATE OOOOOO BILL START OOOO DILL END 0\>00 LEE.30R CODE

vEi-.DaR Uf.'IT i INTEREST RATE (5 D OOOOOOO AhORT. i MOt-'THS "00

LilZF. CCne DI?.R. AUTH. CAR DISF. HATE OOOOOO DELETED PY

RLFoF." ABLE <Y/N) Y GANG Y142 RESR. PERSON LAST REFT. DrtTE 0:-l-»54

REFLACE 'x'AL'JE SCRAP VALUE OOOOOOO USEFUL MOr-tTHS 140 INBUR. CODE

uRu35 UGT. OOOOOOO IJNLOAD UGT . OOOOOOO * AXLES OO TANK CAFACITY OOO.'iOO

LICEiJSE * LICENSE STATE LICEI-JSE EXP. DATE OOOOOO ORIG.HILES OOOOOO

WARRANTY DATE OOOOOO CURR. HOURS/MILES OOOOO LAST PM HOURS/MILE OOOOO

DATE LACT RHYS. IN OOOOOO DATE NEXT INSPECT. OOOOOO CO!hDITION CODE

MAINTENANCE FREQUE 00012 OVERHAUL DUE DATE OOOOOO LASI SERV. DATE 032133

RADIO SERIAL * HONTHLY DEPREC . OOOOO ACCUh. DEPREC . OOOOOOO

SUB OOOO FUNCTION 0000 WORK ORDER OOOOOOO CURRENT VALUE

PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE, OR CMD-2 FOR OTHER SCREEN

EXHIBIT II

CLASS CODE MAINTENANCE

CLASS CODE 142

DESCRIPTION BALLAST REGULATOR

MANUFACTURER TAMPER

BASE LIFE 096

MAINT. FREQUENCY 024

REPLACEMENT MILEAGE/HRS . . . 00 (ENTER IN THOUSANDS)

REPLACEMENT COST OOOOO

ESTIMATED MAINT. COST
BY YEAR 1/8 2/9 3/10 4/11 5/12 6/13 7/14

OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO
OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO OOOO

DELETE RECORD (YES/NO) NO CMD KEY 1 - NO ADD/UPDATE
CMD KEY 7 - END OF JOB
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A&K
pioneers

vendor-supplied
continuous

welded rail

(CWR).

Photographs, pernnission o( the Hollond Componv

Now, A&K Railroad Materials,
Inc., America's leading sup-
plier of rail products, pioneers
another first: Single-source,
vendor-supplied continuous
welded rail.

One call — one supplier.

A reputation for service.
A&K tias built a reputation on
fast service. For anyttilng from o
keg of spikes to a tiundred
miles of new rail, chances are
A&K can fill your order well

aliead of any ottier supplier.

Time was. It took dozen's of calls. Even wltl^ CWR - your order Is

contracts, and many man tiours delivered and ready for installa-

of coordination and manage- tlon wittiln 60 days,

ment to procure CWR. But now r /^\a/P nnrl nil- a single ptione call to A&K Is 1°^ ^^if °2^hc
all It takes. Because A&K can new rail needs.
now provide complete CWR ser- Depend on the fully stocked,

vice. You specify the rail section single-source supplier. Depend
and the location of the line; on A&K Railroad Materials. Inc.

A&K does the rest.

Call or write Corporate Heodquarlers today

A &- K Railroad Materials. Inc.
1505 South Redwood Road Oept J 5 • P O Bo« 30076 • Soit Lake CiN Utoh 8-J130

Phone (801) <>7ib^Bi • toll free (800) 453 8812 • Telex 389<106 A8iK SLC

mi
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EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT AND SERVICE-LIFE EVALUATION

1. Example: Rail Profile Grinder - Base Life 48 Months
Current Age: 33 Months Maintenance to Date: $700

2. Maintenance cost standard for example established from maintenance history.

$1,200
Maximum /iear 1 $120 or $10/Mo
Allowable/Year 2 $240 or $20/Mo
Cost \ Year 3 $360 or $30/Mo

^Year 4 $480 or $40/Mo
Year 5 $600 or $50/Mo
Year 6 $720 or $60/Mo

Maint Cost Std
for 33 Months

$120
240
270 (9/12 of year 3 maint std)

$630 for 33 months

Maintenance Cost to Date
$700

vs
vs

Maintenance Cost Standard for 33 Months.

$630 = 111%

4. Remaining Months: Maint Cost Std:

Unit Base Life Remaining Base Life

34

35

36

37

38

39
40
41

42
43
44

45

46
47
48

$30
30
30

40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40

% Increase = Projected Maintenance
Actual vs Cost by Month Based on
Std Based Actual vs Std Cost for

On 33 Months 33 Months
[% 3:

$495

5. Analytical Results

A. Projected Maintenance Cost in Months 34 through 45 = $ 495
B. Actual Cost to Date - 700

$1,195
$1,200C. Maximum Allowable Cost

6. Conclusion: Reduce Base Life of Rail Profile Grinder by 3 Months

Note: This formula may be used to monitor utilization of equipment and vehicles by
establishing hours and mileage standards.
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EQUIPMENT REPLACEMENT AND SERVICE-LIFE EVALUATION

1. Example: Pickup Truck - Base Life 48 Months

Current Age: 33 Months Mileage to Date: 48,000

2. Mileage standard for example established from mileage history.

80.000
Maximum
Allowable
Mileage

.Year 1 20,000 or 1,666/Mo

Year 2 20,000 or 1,666/Mo

Year 3 20,000 or 1,666/Mo

Year 4 20,000 or 1,666/Mo

Year 5 20.000 or 1,666/Mo

Year 6 20,000 or 1,666/Mo

Mileage Standard
for 33 Months
20,000
20,000
14,999 (9/12 of yr 3 mileage std)

54,999

3. Mileage to Date
48,000

vs
vs

Mileage Standard for 33 Months.

54,999 = 87%

4. Remaining Months;

Unit Base Life

34

35
36

37

38

39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46

47
48
49
50
51

52

53
54

55

Mileage Std: X

Remaining Base Life

1,666
1,666
1.666
1,666
1,666
1.666
1,666
1.666
1,666
1.666
1.666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1,666
1.666

7<, Increase
Actual vs
Std Based

On 33 Months
87%

87
87

87
87

87
87
87

87
87
87
87
87
87

87
87
87
87

87
87

87

87

Projected Mileage By

Month Based on Actual
vs Std Mileage for

33 Months

1,878

5. Analytical Results

A. Projected Mileage in Months 34 through 55 = 31,878

B. Actual Mileage to Date - 48,000
79,878

C. Maximum Allowable Mileage 80,000

6. Conclusion: Vehicle is under utilized.



ALLEGHENY INSULATED JOINTS
HAVE STAYING POWER

YOU CAN FIT 'EM & FORGET 'EM.

Allegheny Bonded
Insulated Joints

leqhenv Bonded Joints:

• Available In Plugs

• or As Kits For Customer
Assembly

• Metro Bars Available

New Epoiy Filled Insulation

Combines Highest Dielectric

Strength with Impact Resistance

TEMPRANGE'
Adhesive with Fitieer

In Track Years of

Service Now Has Zir

Chromate Corrosion
Inhibitor and Even
Higher Strength

Top Rib Provides

Liti tor Mechanized
'"*— Trach Tamping and

mmg Equipment

TEMPRANGE- Adhesive

Squeezes into Rail and
Bar Holes to Encapsulate
Bolts and Bushings

I
Allegheny "TOUGHCOAT"

ID Insulated Joints

M

Allegheny "TOUGHCOAT" Joints:

• Rugged Steel Bar Insulated

With Specially Formulated

Urethane

• Large Wheel Flange Clearance

• High Impact Resistant Glass

Epoxy End Posts

Entire Surface ot

TOUGHCOAT Joint

Bar Cores are

Sandblasted to White

Metal and then

Corrosion Resistant

Adhesive pfior lo

Encapsulation to

Prevent Peeling and

Assures Ejilremely

Long Lite

Heat Treated

Oval Neck Track

Bolts Pin Bolts

are also available

ar>d used wtthout

Lockwashers

1/2' Thick »

2" Wide Steel

Washer Plates

TOUGHCOAT Polyurethane is Unf

by Temperature — Suntight — Moi
Lubricants or other Environmental

Conditions Under heavy traffic

TOUGHCOAT retains High Dieiect

Strength - Abrasion Resistance —
and Plastic Resi

Big Effective Wheel
Flange Clearance

fully Encapsulated

Super Safe - Full Face

Heat Treated Steel Jom
Bar Cores are the

ALLEGHENY Bonded Joints

Extra Thick Joint

Bar Cores
provide Maiimum
Bearing Surface

and Long Life for

Steel Core Bushings

Fnciion Fil Steel Core
Filarrwnt Wound Replaceable

BushirKjs are m the Bars

I or write tor details 4 Allegheny Rail Products
Division of TASA Corp. ©

2707 PREBLE AVE.. PITTSBURGH, PA 15233 • 412/766-5900
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EQUIPMENT

Description

Tampers, All

Crib/Shldr Consolidator
Hand Tamper, Slf Pwr , Gas
Small Generator

Ballast Regulator

Ballast Broom

Power Assist Car

Ballast Undercutter, All

Propulsion Cars

Power Jack

Track Liner, All

Spreader Flanger

Track Stabilizer

Tie Saw

Tie Shear

Tie Unloader

Tie Inserter, All

Scarifier

Scarifier Inserter

Tie Remover, All

Tie Pre-plating Machine
Tie Pre-boring Machine
Tie De-plater

Tie Handler, All

Bridge Tie Handler

Hydra Spiker , All

Auto Spiker

Rail Lifter

Rail Positioner

Tie Borer, All

Switch Exchange

Track Laying Machine

Spike Puller, Single Head
Rail Clip Applicator

Spike Puller, Dual Head
Spike Straightener

Spike Puller, Mechanical
Rail Puller Expander
Power Bolter

Recommended
Interim

Base Life
(Months)

108

108

72

36

96

96

240

192

240

108

108

240

120

96

96

120

96

96

96

96

120

120

120

120

120

96

96

96

120

96

180

240

96

96

96

96

96

96

120

Specific Railroad
Interim

Base Life
(Months)
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Description

Tie Destroyer

Ballast Cribber/Digger

Ballast Cribber

Tie Plug Driver

Scrap Loader

Tie Adzer

Spring Clip Applicator

Tie Sprayer

Anchor Applicator, All

TracK Gauger

Spike Distribution Cart

Spike Driver

Rail Vibrator

Rail Heater

Anchor Adjuster

Rail Cooler

Profile Grinder

Rail Straightener

Grinder Flex

Shaft W/Barrow

Rail Threader Car

Winch/Power Car

Rail Racks

Welder Machines, All

Grinder Flex Shaft 5HP

Grinder Stock Rail

Rail Profile Grinder

Slotter, Dual Cross

Slotter, Single Cross

Cropping Saw

Rail Saw Hack

Rail Sew ;.hi)-cij>ive

Rail Drill Single Spindle

Rail Lifter Spreader

Weld Shear Hyd

Crawler Loader

Mowing Tractor

Tractor Rubber Tired

Bulldozer 74HP

On Tk Ditcher/Trencher

Warehouse Tractor, Gas/El

Recommended
Interim

Base Life
(Months)

120

96

120

96

120

120

108

96

108

96

96

96

120

120

108

96

108

108

108

240

240

240

108

108

108

108

108

108

96

72

36

72

144

72

108

72

108

108

120

108

Specific Railroad
Interim

Base Life
(Months)
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Description

Snowblower Jet

Snowblower Typhoon

Snowblower, Walk Behind

Front End Loader

Swing Loader

Rail Car Mover

Backhoe/Loader

Road Grader

Crane

Gradall

Ind Yard Crane lOT

Shovel Crane

Excavator, Gradall

Crawler

Excavator,

Track Mounted

Loco Crane, All

Hyd Crane, All

Crawler Crane

Brush Cutter, All

Air Compressor, Small

150-300 CFM

Air Compressor, Rail Mtd

Recommended
Interim

Base Life
(Months)

144

144

60

108

108

108

108

108

240

120

240

240

108

108

240

240

240

120

96

120

Specific Railroad
Interim

Base Life
(Months)



BEFORE YOU BOLT DOWN
YOUR LINE,

CHECK ON OURS.
Federal

Steel now
has the com-
plete line of

track fasteners

you need to keep
your line running
smoothly. We can
make timely delivery of

Trackbolts, Frog Bolts,

Shoulder Bolts, Hex or
Square Head Bolts, Special

Bolts, Hook Bolts, Studs, Nuts
and Drive Spikes, built to your
specifications. As one of the

leading manufacturers of railway

fasteners with competitive pricing, a

substantial inventory, two rail sidings,

and our complete lab for on-site inspec-

tion, you'll find us committed to serving

you. So before you bolt call Federal Steel.

ISTEEL&UIIRE [ORPORRTIOn
Railuiay Product! Diuision
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Description

Recommended
Interim

Base Life
(Months)

Specific Railroad
Interim

Base Life
(Months)

Line Truc)cs , All

Sta)ce Body /Welder

Utility Welder

Welding Truc)t

Trac)c Weld Truc)c

Refrigerator Trucks, All

Buses, All

Stake Plfm Trucks, All

Tank Truck, Loco Refueler

Fuel/Lube Truck

Tank Truck, 2400 Diesel

Tank/Hopper Truck

Waste Tank Truck

Tractor

96

96

96

96

96

72

96

96

120

72

120

120

120

72

COMMITTEE 33—ELECTRICAL ENERGY UTILIZATION

Report of Subcommittee No. 1 - Electrification Economics

Railroad Electrification Construction Costs

E. Schwann (Subcommittee Chairman), K. Addison, T. Bamford, R. Berti, G. Cataldi. D. Ferrante,

M. F. Gowing. J. Harrison, J. Manchester, H. March, G. Mott, B. Muecke, M. Muecke, A. Raabe,

C. Reed, B. Ross. P. Shaw, W. Siemens, L. Tufts, K. Watkins.

INTRODUCTION

In 1976 a paper, "Railroad Electrification - A Status Report," was prepared by Hugh C. Kendall

under the auspices of the Electrification Economics Subcommittee of which Ron C. Berti was then

chairman. This paper, published in the AREA Bulletin 656, provided a useful overview of

electrification at that time. Of most significance, however, was that the cost infomiation included in

that paper became the basis for many studies and estimates for at least five years. Because of the

demonstrated continuing need for this type of cost data, particularly for preliminary estimates and

feasibility studies, a project to update this cost information was initiated. It was decided to use the

recent experience of the Committee 33 members, particularly those in the Electrification Economics

Subcommittee as well as cognizant groups with whom they have worked.

Below is a list of additional organizations which have submitted data incorporated into this report.

Their assistance is greatly appreciated.

Arthur D. Little, Inc.

ASEA
British Rail

Brown-Boveri

Electrack

Electromotive Diesel Division,

General Motors

General Electric

General Railwav Signal

IECO
Kaiser Engineers

Swedish State Railroad

Swiss State Railways
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The costs of civil reconstruction, communications system immuni/ation from electrification

interference, diesel fuel, and electricity have not been included because of the wide variations due lo

site characteristics and time.

The following represents a rationalization of the various cost figures submitted by members of the

Electrification Economics Subcommittee. All costs have been escalated to January 1 . 1985. and are

based upon man hours and equivalent U.S. material costs to minimize the distortions caused bv

exchange rate tluctations.

SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Because both the technical requirements and installed costs of railroad electrification projects are

highly site specific, we have defined a typical system. Also, where practicable, we have indicated cost

elements for systems with other characteristics. The cost figures are based upon;

Open terrain, mostly tangent track

Approximately 300 route mile project

Construction on operating railway with 6-8 hour daily track occupancy when required

Principally freight operation, 80 mph maximum speed

Installation in U.S. with U.S. labor rates and materials

POWER DELIVERY SYSTEM

Catenary

The basic design considered is single track, constant tension, simple catenary, 25 kV, 800 ampere,

clearance of 23 feet, with ground return wire. Poles would be galvanized H-seclion steel directlv

imbedded in poured concrete foundations. Direct-planted concrete or wood poles can be installed at the

same or slightly lower cost in some areas.

Costs estimated and actually incurred range from $80,000 to $160,000 per track-mile with a:

Typical cost for accessible open terrain: $125,000/track-mile

Raising catenary voltage to 50 kV and clearance to 24 feet will increase catenary cost about 5%.

Substations

The following are sizes selected to cover the general range of applications for traction purposes.

Primary switching is by manually operated disconnect switch(es), secondary switching and protection

is by circuit breakers. Cost of supervisory control for switching ami status monitoring is incluiled.

Cost in$-Milli<)ns

Total Capacity
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Phase Break Switching Stations

Each

Single Track Double Track

With motor-operated air disconnects $ 1 00- 1 40,000 $ 1 50-2 1 0,000

With oil circuit breakers $300,000 $550,000

Above costs include supervisory control of switching.

Transmission Line Taps

Each

115 kV 230 kV 345 kV

Simple tap, air disconnect $80,000 $ 115,000 S 175.000

Fully sectionalized tap, with 800,000 1,100,000 1,450,000

supervisory control

Transmission Line Extensions

115 kV 230 kV 345 kV

400 amp, single circuit, wood pole H-frame $120,000/mi $145,000/mi S240.000/mi

SIGNALING

The cost of immunizing a signal system to electrification interference can cover the range from

changing track circuits to ac, adding needed cut sections and installing underground cable to the limit of

installing an entirely new system. Two examples are given:

Modify existing single-track line

segment with 20% sidings to be

compatible with electrification $90-120,000/route-mile

Install completely new signal

system with CTC on double-track

line segment with 207^ sidings $200-250,000/route-mile

New advances in technology are potentially capable of achieving significant reductions in signaling

immunization costs, and the effects may be noted in the very near future.

LOCOMOTIVES
Typical costs with usual features for 6-axle heavy freight units,

Diesel electric, 3600 dhp .Sl-1.2 million

Electric, thyristor dc drive. 3800 rhp $1.8-2.b million

Electric, three-phase ac drive. 3800 rhp $2.8-3.2 million

MAINTENANCE COSTS

Diesel Locomotives

Heavy usage. 6-axlc freight units $1 .45/unit-milc

Electric Locomotives

Heavy usage, 6-axle, thyristor dc drive $0.60/unit-milc

Catenary and Substations

Typical $1,900 to $3.200/track-mile/year



MEMOIRS

Ralph Scott Bryan, Jr.

1921-1985

R. Scott (Scotty) Bryan, Jr., retired Director Environmental Protection, Norfolk and Western

Railway Company/Norfolk Southern Corporation, died on January 26, 1985 at Lewis-Gale Hospital in

Salem, Virginia.

Scotty was bom on September 4, 1921 in Roanoke, Virginia. He attended public schools in

Roanoke and continued his education at Virginia Military Institute where he received a B. S. Degree in

Chemistry in 1943. He married Marie Winton on March 7, 1946 in Roanoke, Virginia.

Mr. Bryan began his career with the Norfolk and Western Railway on June 16, 1942 as a laborer in

the Roanoke, Virginia shops. He returned to VMI in September 1942 to complete his senior year and,

upon graduation in May 1943, began a three-year service as an officer in the U.S. Army. On April 22,

1946, Scotty returned to NW as a Shop Inspector in the Roanoke Shops. He advanced through positions

as Assistant Chemist, Mechanical Inspector, Chemist, Test Engineer, Research and Test Engineer, and

finally, in July 1971 wasappointed to the newly created position of Director Environmental Protection.

Scotty served admirably in this position until his retirement in May 1982.

Mr. Bryan joined the AREA in 1967 and in 1968 became a member of Committee 13,

Environmental Engineering. Scotty was an active and energetic member of Committee 13, serving on

Sub-Committee 4, including its chairmanship, for several years and serving as Chairman of Committee

13 during 1979-1981. He became a Member Emeritus (Honorary Member) in 1982.

Surviving Scotty are his wife Marie and four children Robert, Nancy, Tom and Tim.

Committee 13 and Scotty's friends and associates express their sympathy and sorrow in his death.

P. D. Henson

William Gibson Harding

1903-1984

William G. (Bill) Harding, Architect, Norfolk and Western Railway Company, died on May 24,

1984, at St. Louis, Missouri.

Bill was born on April 8, 1903, at Livingston, Texas. He graduated from Rice University in 1926

with a B. S. Degree in Civil Engineering. He married Madeline A. Hegger in 1956 at St. Louis,

Missouri.

In 1926, Mr. Harding began his railroad career with the Missouri Pacific Railroad in Houston,

Texas. In 1943, Bill joined the Wabash Railroad as an Architect, and upon the merger of the Wabash

and NW in 1964, he became Architect for the NW in St. Louis. He retired on April 30, 1968.

Mr. Harding joined the AREA in 1940 and, at that time, became a member of Committee 6,

Buildings. He was Vice Chairman of Committee 6 in 1946-1947 and became Member Emeritus of that

Committee in 1968. He was also a member oj' Committee 29, Waterproofing, from 1946 through 1959.

Bill was an active and energetic member of Committee 6, heading several sub-committees prior to his

retirement.

Committee 6 expresses its sympathy and sorrow in his death.

R. E. Phillips

271
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Dale Edwin Smith

1935-1984

Dale E. Smith, Senior Systems Supervisor, Information Systems Department. Santa Fe Railway

Company, died in Topeka, Kansas, on September 30, 1984, at the age of 49.

Mr. Smith, son of Harry and Elizabeth Smith, was bom January 29. 1935, in Topeka, Kansas.

Mr. Smith joined Santa Fe in the Auditor of Freight Accounts Department on September 9. 1957.

Prior to this he worked several temporary periods in the Santa Fe Stores Department. On September 1

,

1964, Mr. Smith was promoted to a computer programming position and transferred in this capactiy to

the Information Systems Department in its formation May 1 , 1968. He was a member of A.R.E. A.

Committee 32, Systems Engineering.

Mr. Smith was an active member of the Saint Matthew's Catholic Church. He is survived by his

wife Barbara, a daughter, Ann, and three sons, Gregg, Doug and David, all of the home.

All those who knew him are saddened by his passing.

R. H. Johnston

M. E. Podrebarac

R. B. Sliepka



LORAM'S ALI^PRO TRACK
REHABILITATION TEAM

Loram has not only built but actually developed some
of our industry's most innovative track machinery. The
sled, plow and shoulder ballast cleaner are examples
of Loram ingenuity. They're part of a broad line of

dependable track rehabilitation equipment that

includes:

LORAM RAIL GRINDERS (24-, 36-, 72- and 88-stone
models) grind down to the rail corrugation valleys

instead of Into them, as other grinding methods do.

Loram grinders restore rail without wasting rail metal.

LORAM S DOUBLE TRACK AUTO PLOW, which
plows ballast to the field side of double-track terri-

tory, sets up faster than any competitive machine.

LORAM S SHOULDER BALLAST CLEANER has the

highest capacity of any machine on the market. It

cleans ballast from the tie end to shoulder edge while

a scarifier tooth breaks out fouled ballast. One pass
and the track is broomed and ready to use

LORAMS AUTOSLED/PLOW, with plowing and sled-

ding components built right in, can be set up fast-

actually in about 11 minutes.

LORAM'S TIE INSERTER inserts five or more ties a

minute and can be easily adapted to handle concrete

ties. Design simplicity and very accessible parts make
the 1015 easy to maintain and repair

LORAM'S LRT RAIL GRINDER was built on a smaller

scale especially for rapid transit systems It's self pro-

pelled and self contained, operates with a crew of two.

For purchase or lease information contact:

LORAM MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.

3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel. Minnesota 55340
(612) 478-6014 • Cable LORAM; Telex 29-0391

Nobody iMriMs it tougher.

Or sorwices it better.



GradeA
Grade Crossings.

COBRA X®Grade Crossing Modules are durable,

versatile, economical and smooth riding.

COBRA X modular, interlocking railroad grade
crossings are made of high-density polyethylene that

can take heavy loads and high traffic volume with
ease. And that's how they ride, too. Easy.

Low-maintenance COBRA X Modules are

resistant to abrasion, moisture, road shocks,

potholes and splinters. They are

available in various

heights and are

suitable for use on tangent tracks and curves.

Since you can buy our Grade A crossings for less

money than equivalent products, why not specify

COBRA X?
For information on our five-year warranty,

write Railroad Friction Products Corporation,
Wilmerding, PA 15148. Or phone: 412/824-8890.
In Canada, write COBRA Canada, Inc.,

P.O. Box 2050, ^."^

Hamilton, Ontario f
L8N3T5.

CobraX ^#5
'€
^^%.

1

iPf;,

FREDS FARM FRESH EGGS

r*WW»**^-



O'Neill &
Gasrardo

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
B37 EAST 1 e2ND STREET • PO BOX B3
SOUTH HOLLAND. I L L I rs] O I S B Q <9 7 3

333-<*000

January 28, 1965

ACCOUNTANTS ' REPORT

Board of Directors
AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
2000 L Street N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

We have examined the balance sheet of AMERICAN RAILWAY
ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION as of December 31, 1984 and the related
statement of income and expenses for the year then ended. Our
examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and accordingly included such tests of the accounting
records and other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in
the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying balance sheet as of December
31, 1984 fairly presents the financial condition of AMERICAN
RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis.

O/f^ief'^^^.^.A)

O'NEILL & GASPARDO

MEMBERS AMERICAN INSTITUTE AND ILLINOIS SOCIETY OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

275
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American Railway Engineering Association

Balance Sheet

December 31, 1984

ASSETS

Current Assets
Petty Cash 5

^°-°°

National Bank of Washington-Checking 15,122.65

National Bank of Washington-Savings 15,530.40

Community Savings & Loan - NOW Account 12,135.12

investments '^'''^'-^c
Accounts Receivable - Dues 1,642.75

Inventory ^^'^^l-l^
Accrued Interest Receivable 3, 378.09

Total Current Assets ^ 380,666.11

Fixed Assets
Furniture & Fixtures 5 7,601.21

Less: Accumulated Depreciation 3, 802. 18

TOTAL ASSETS

3,799.03

$ 384,465.14

$ 24,173.42

LIABILITIES AND MEMBERS' EQUITY

Current Liabilities
Expenses Payable

KEKBERS' EQUITY

Balance, January 1, 1984 $ 309,809.25

Plus- Excess of Income over Expenses
year ended December 31, 1984 50,482.47

Total Members' Equity 360, 291 .72

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND MEMBERS' EQUITY S 3 8 4, 465. 14
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American Railway Engineering Association

Comparative Statement Of Income And Expenses
Years Ending December 31,

1984 1983

INCOME
Dues
Publications -

Bulletins
Proceedings
Mar.ua 1

Portfolio
Miscellaneous
Advertising
Interest
Conferences
Miscellaneous Income

TOTAL INCOME

$ 111,768.89 $ 112,558.57

11,818. 12
1 ,481 .00

171,717. 14

32,391.13
1,279.46

30,362.50
32,059.15
32,918.73
4,347.86

11,678.50
1 , 818.00

157,316 .40
35,098.77
2,108.95

34, 164.51
17,180.26
21,547.00
10,533.09

$ 430, 143.98 $ 404,004.05

EXPENSES
Cost of Publications
Inventory January 1, 1984
Manuals
Portfolios
Bulletins and Proceedings

Less: Inventory December 31, 1984
Net Cost of Publications

Salaries, Taxes and Fringe Benefits
Stationery and Printing
Shipping and Phone
Supplies
Professor Expenses
Travel Expense
Conferences and Meetings
Audit
Temporary Help
Advertising
Student Design Competition Awards
Subscriptions AREA Members
Dues and Subscriptions
Miscellaneous Office Supplies and Refunds
Insurance
Depreciation

59,384,50
47,062.59
8,535.72

68,239.61
183,222.42
68,669.50
114,552.92

154,004.19
3,603.59
17,461.32
1,704.69
7,708.85
9,507.46

24,543.13
2,492.76
4,215.96

12,228.06
-0-

9,875.65
1,290.00

13,885.96
1,417.80
1,169.17

379,661.51

70,193.00
20,563.93
5,083.23

35,600.59
131,440.75
59,384.50
72,056.25

100,421.53
5,548.93
19,320.88
1,813.63
3,932.06
8,931.40
10,348.09
2,332.03
2,462.61
14,977.18
2,827.95
10,485. 13
1,410.00
7,126.55
1,895.20

877.67
266,767.09

EXCESS OF INCOME OVER EXPENSES OR (DEFICIT) S 50,482.47 $ 137,236.96
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American Railway Engineering Association

Notes To Financial Statements

December 31, 1984

NOTE 1. SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES

Accounting Method - The association's books and records are
maintained on the cash basis. The enclosed statements were
prepared from the books after adjusting to the accrual
basis

.

Fixed Assets - Depreciation of furniture and fixtures is
provided using the straight line method over the estimated
useful life of each asset. Individual assets purchased for
less than $500.00 are not capitalized.

Inventories - Inventories are stated at the lower of cost
or market using the first in - first out method.

NOTE 2. INVESTMENTS

As of the balance sheet date, the Association's Investments
are:

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT MATURITY

American S & L Assoc.
Stockton, CA 4/2/85

San Jacinto Savings Assn.
Houston, TX 4/1/85

San Jacinto Savings Assn.
Houston, TX 5/15/85

MUTUAL FUND
Seligman Group -

RATE

13.20%

12.75%

10.75%

AMOUNT

$ 100,000.00

75,000.00

75,000.00

14,137.60

$ 264, 137.60

NOTE 3. FEDERAL INCOME TAX EXEMPTION

The association is exempt from federal income taxes under
Internal Revenue Code Section *501(c) (6). Federal Form
990 Return of Organization Exempt from Income Tax has
been prepared in conformity with this report.



DIRECTORY OF CONSULTING ENGINEERS

foodkind
ODea,Inc.

ENGINEERS

PLANNERS

RAILROADS • RAIL FACILITIES • BRIDGES

PLANSHNG • DESIGN • INSPECTION

Clifton, N.J. New York^ N.Y.

Hamden, Conn.

Engineers and

The Railroad
Industry

Mergers-Acquisitions
Valuations
Operations

Civil-Structural Engineering
Environmental Impact Statements

Expert Testimony

EDWARDS WYER,DICK
AND AND
KELCEY ASSOCIATES
tK^M 70 South Orange Avenue
^^m LIVINGSTON. N.J. 07039^^% 201 994 4520 201 994 3494

Offices in Principal Cities

DeLEUW
GATHER
Engineers and
Planners

Comprehensive Railroad
Engineering Services

De Leuw, Gather & Company

1211 Connecticut Ave., N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 828-3800 . (800) 621-0362
Telex; 440413

HARDESTY & HANOVER
Consulting Engineers

BRIDGES — FIXED snd MOVABLE

HIGHWAYS snd RAILWAYS

SPECIAL STRUCTURES

Design, Inspection, Valuation

1501 Broadv^ay New York, N Y 10036

Jersey City, U J

STV ENGINEERS
Enginaars, Aichitacti A Planner*

Specializiyig in

RAIL TRANSPORTATION SERVICES

STV Memb«r Finn*:

STV/Lyon A*»oci«t«(

3TV/S»nd«r« A Thomai, Inc,

STV/Svaly* Sttvenson V«lua & Knccht

11 Robinson Street, Pottglown. PA 19464
215 '326 4600



• Maintenance & Repair Shops

• Power & Utility Systems

• Load/Unload Facilities

• Environmental Studies

• Structures • Terminals

• Waste Treatment

• Trackage

• Bridges

BOX 173, KANSAS CITY, MO 64141

TELEPHONE (816)333 4375

Testing and Analysis
Materials Engineering
Process Inspection

QAjQC Services

©Pittsburgh
Testing
Laboratory

850 Poplar Street
Pittsburgh. PA 15220
412 922 4000
Telex: 866735 PTL PGH

:es .voHLir.'.'oe for c-jeb ioc veaos

TRANSPORTATION CONSULTANTS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
ECONOMISTS & PLANNERS

Canadian Pacific

Consulting Services Ltd.

740 Noi'e Dame St'eei Wesi Su'ie 760
KAonuea: -'3C 3x6
Tei .5i4,395-"99 ^e e. ISS-dCiJ'

APEO
Ts-

---y^cert:fledi

alfred benesch & company
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

233 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE. CHICAGO. ILLINOIS 60601

312/565-0450
Offices Hammond. tt\l Indianapolis. /W Birmmgfiam. Mf



BAKKE KOPP BALLOU i McFARLIN INC
CONSULTING EN0INE£RS

Bridges

Special & Heavy Structures

Investigations & Reports

219 NoMh Second Sireel

Minneapolis MN 5f)401

(612l 333 7101

Bennett-Carder

& Associates, Inc.

Engineering Services

507 Firth Street

Rock Springs, Wyommg 82901

(307) 382-5*45

COWIN & COMPANY, INC.
MINING ENGINEERS
AND CONTRACTORS.

Tunnels
• Construction

• Repair

• Enlargement
• Consulting

301 INDUSTRIAL DR P O BOX 19009
BIRMINGHAM AL3S219-9009
PHONE (205)945-1300

FSaT

Pay. SS|i«ff»nl 4
Tli«riMlikcjM:.

NaiN«an«

QAii^noAoa

THOMAS K. DYER, INC.
A IVISIOrSJ OF HOVMARO NEEOLES

TAMMEIM & BERGENDOFF
CONSULTING f Nr,INF t FJ^,

HAILROAD ti TRANSIT SYSTEMS
TRAC:k. Sl(3NALS STRUCTLJHfS

INVESTIGATKTNS AND FEASlHHiTv
REPORTS • PLANNING DESIGN

(^( IN TRAP T nnrL)MENT<^

1 "762 MASSACHUSETTS AVEMUE,
LEXIMGTOrj. MASSACHUSETTS
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Cover Article 279

On the Canadian Prairies

This issue of the A.R.E.A. Bulletin is the first to use four-color printing on the inside, and an

appropriate lead feature was needed . While the headquarters files are nch with dramatic scenes of mountain

railroading, it is certainly true that the productive agricultural prairie regions of our continent have a

considerable beauty and appeal all their own, especially in the late summer when the golden, green, and

brown tones of the ripening crops accent each other and varieties of textures appear as the grains wave in

the breeze. Those experienced with prairie railroading, however, know the sinister side of this terrain,

how bitter winter winds, unbroken by trees or ridges, can turn a few inches of snowfall into several feet of

a drifted mixture of snow and dust that can fill cuts andjam switches, creating working conditions hard to

imagine by those in the Southern U.S. or Mexico.

The photos in this feature and on the cover were taken in August, 1 985 on the Canadian National in the

world-renown grain-growing regions of Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba. The photo above shows

a westbound freight on the Canadian National mainline at the siding of Vera, about 13 miles west of

Unity, Saskatchewan in the late afternoon of August 9, 1985.

The photo on the cover was taken from the cab of locomotive 63 1 1 on the head ofV IA train No . 4 , the

Super Continental, as it approached the grain elevators of Unity in 80 m.p.h. territory on welded rail track

with an ample well-tended ballast section and 8 ft . timber ties, at a point 59 miles west of the crew change

point of Biggar, Saskatchewan.



The photo above shows the scene along Canadian National track as it heads through the rolling prairies

a few miles west of Unity, Saskatchewan.

The picture below was taken on a CN secondary line at Dauphin, Manitoba showing a westbound

freight passing a VIA train beneath the large grain elevators there. This line is used by VIA trains from

Winnipeg to reach the line to Churchill , which passes through permafrost territory on its way to the shores

of Hudson Bay.

The picture on the facing page highlights the excellent condition of both main and siding on the CN
mainline at Unity.
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FIGURE 1: South-westbound train with locomotive built in U.S.A. in 1946 passes track

surfacing crew about 2 miles west of Hangzhou Station April 13, 1984

1984 Trip

of AREA Delegates to China

L. T. Cerny*

While in China during the extremely successful 1983 trip of AREA Delegates to China (Page 131,

AREA Bulletin 696), the A.R.E.A. received an invitation to come back to China in 1984.

The 1 984 group, led by Hubert Rose and myself, was smaller, consisting of22 people , and it followed a

different route, emphasizing the more populated areas of China and traveling almost entirely over rail

routes which had existed since before World War II.

The first railway site we visited in China was the main classification yard at Shanghai. They have a

model ofthe yard in the hump tower building for use in training personnel and also for assisting groups like

ours in understanding the yard's functions and design.

From Shanghai, we boarded a train for a pleasant daytime run across the coastal plain to the city of

Hangzhou. Figure 1 is a picture near Hangzhou of a Chinese freight train passing a manual Chinese

surfacing gang. The gang was working full tilt until perhaps 30 seconds before the approach of the train

when the foreman whistled for them to quit. The engine on this train was one ofthe few non-Chinese-built

steam locomotives that we saw . It was built in the United States in 1 946 to assist in the rehabilitation ofthe

Chinese railroads after World War II.

We were shown a major railway bridge near Hangzhou with a single track on its railway deck while a

second deck above carried highway traffic , then were taken to an interlocking tower at the west end ofthe

double track leading up to this bridge. The single track section over this bridge is approximately 3

kilometers long, and it carries a total of about 128 regular trains each day.

*Executive Director, A.R.E.A.
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FIGURE 2: South-westbound freight enters single track section prior to crossing m^jor

river bridge west of Hangzhou April 14, 1984

Figure 2 shows a freight train entering the single track section at the interlocking tower. The group

viewed details of the track in the brief intervals between trains.

We left Hangzhou at night behind diesel power on our way down into the south part ofChina at Guilin.

In the morning, however, we were in an area without diesel facilities and all trains were steam, whether

freight, passenger or switching. As you can see from Figure 3, the scenery in southern China was very

beautiful as our train continued down this important Chinese mainline from Shanghai to the southern part

of the country. We had excellent dining car meals and the use of sleeping rooms for daytime travel.

At the town of Zhuzhou we joined the double track mainline from Beijing south to Guangzhou

(Canton), which is one of the most important long distance mainlines in the country. Our steam

locomotive was replaced by a diesel on this line but all freights that were seen were powered by steam.

Some of the slopes had elaborate protection above the railroad tracks, with arched masonry reinforce-

ment as well as some paving on the slopes.

At major river crossings , the two tracks ofthe double-track line divided .This reduced the likelihood of

damage to both spans in the event of an emergency. We were told that many bridge spans are of a

standardized length and design, in order to facilitate maintenance and emergency repairs. At Hengyang

we turned off on a single-track line to Guilin. When we arrived there, we saw the station area which had

very wide concrete sleepers here providing almost a type of slabtrack.

As we headed north from Guilin we observed track and stations out of the back of the train, noting the

large amount of siding capacity at each station on this single track line.

Their concrete ties are considerably higher than ours, weighing about 440 lbs a piece. The Chinese

have asked the AAR to test this type of track under our 100 ton cars, and so the new cutoff at the FAST

track will involve some of this material.

In Changsha we were shown railway testing facilities at the University there. Figure 4 shows a typical

bridge on the north side of Changsha and you can see the distinct similarity to North American design.

At the City of Wuhan is a major bridge over the Yangtse River second only to the great bridge at

Nanking. This bridge was finished in the 1 950"s making the first actual rail crossing ofChina from north

to south without the use of ferries . In Figure 5 you can see some ofthe bridge deck. On top ofthe trusses is a

roadway to carry vehicular and pedestrian traffic across the river. Heading north from Wuhan, we
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FIGURE 3: Aboard westbound train from Shanghai east of Zhuzhou April 15, 1984

traveled on the double-track, concrete tie mainline from the south ofChina into Beijing. This is one ofthe

most heavily traveled lines in China.

As on most other lines in China, all the freights were powered by steam locomotives , though most ofthe

passengers were diesel. There was meticulous ballast shoulder maintenance here, even going so far as

painting the edge stones ofthe ballast so that they can be kept in a straight line . (See Figure 6) . The railway

was in the forefront of a reforestation program, so in many cases, the lines have trees planted along them

FIGURE 4: Southbound freight crosses river on north side of Changsha on line from

Beijing April 19, 1984



FIGURE 5: Soathbound train crossing Yangtse River bridge at Wuhan. Locomotive is a

DF4-class 6 axle diesel which are being built at a rate of 130 per year at a

factory in Dalian April 22, 1984

even though trees are not indigenous to that area. At least in certain places, especially underjoints, there

were some problems with the concrete ties and wooden ties replaced them on an individual basis.

Electrification is under way on many important mainlines and the motive power philosophy in those

cases is often a direct change from steam to electric.

At Beijing the group transferred to a train to Datong. This portion of the trip included the ride to the

Great Wall from Beijing up the 3.3% grades of the pass up to Bandaling. At this time we were not going to

the Great Wall for tourist purposes but simply passing under it to continue into other areas of China.

Two switchbacks accommodate the double track line on this climb, although the line through the tunnel

under the Great Wall itself is only single track.

We traveled through the desert near the border of inner Mongolia to the city of Datong, which is in the

midst of a coal mining area. In order to avoid the low utilization obtained from railroad equipment on the

branch lines to the mines, some of the production of the mines is brought down from the mines on animal

carts to the main railroad yard of Datong. The town of Datong is famous for the huge factory complex

where steam locomotives are produced. We were given a tour of the works which employes about 8000

people and produces about 300 steam locomotives a year. Following the tourwe were given a short ride on

a new steam locomotive that was commissioned only a few hours earlier after being completed at the

plant. The steam locomotives produced here are mainly of the QJ2-10-2 type of which there are over

4000 in operation in China, comprising approximately 40% of a fleet of about 10 to 12,000 steam

locomotives.

The yards at Datong, which are among the most important in China, especially regarding coal traffic,

were having some major track revisions made and electrification installed . As you can see in Figure 7 , it is

not hard to feel very familiar with a switch such as this and we can see that Chinese and North American

raihoaders have much in common to discuss. A large manual gang was handling the rails which are on the

order of 82 ft . long . We were also taken to the test loop north of Beijing and taken over it on an inspection

car. The test loop did not seem to be used to any great extent at the time we were there . At the very end of

our trip, we were taken to the Great Wall of China by bus to see it from a tourist standpoint, but also

stopped to see the entrance to the tunnel under the Great Wall which we had passed through by train a few

days before.
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FIGURE 6: Southbound freight on Beijing-Zhengzhou line, approximately 50 miles south

of Beijing April 23, 1984

While in China, the group indicated that we very much wanted to encourage the continuing of

professional relations between the railroaders of China and North America.

The railroaders of North America and China are professionally linked through compatible systems

which allowed China to buy U . S . model locomotives as it did , when it recently bought 220 6-axle diesels

from General Electric (since increased to 420). It also purchased coal hoppers from the P&LE for

operation on its railroads, using the same gage, couplers, and basic airbrake system.

FIGURE 7: Trackmen work on preparations for installing new turnout in yards at

Datong April 24, 1984
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Coal train traversing the 42.7 miles ofnew railroad from the mine to the Santa Fe main

line on which it then travels to furnish coal for the Plains Electric Power Company.

Lee Ranch Coal Spur And Mine Spur
H. G. Webb*

Presentation to 1985

AREA Technical Conference

Chicago, Illinois, March 25, 1985

The Lee Ranch Coal Spur, which is 27.3 miles in length, and the Lee Ranch Mine Spur, which is 15.4

miles in length, making a total of 42.7 miles of railroad, was constructed in 1983 and 1984 with the first

coal train operation in October, 1984. This private coal spur was constructed by the Gilbert Western

Construction Company with the Santa Fe Railway doing all basic engineering work, including

preliminary alignment, land acquisition, field engineering, construction inspection and final completion

approval of the track construction, for Santa Fe Industry's subsidiary Santa Fe Energy Co. Project

Manager for the construction was Ed Lucey.

This railroad was built to serve the Santa Fe Industry Coal Mine located 35 miles northwest of

Grants, New Mexico. Grants, New Mexico is approximately 75 miles west of Albuquerque. The

present coal mine is projected to produce 1 80 million tons of coal and is a very valuable low sulphur

coal source. Other explorations have shown that even more coal could be acquired in the four comers

area in quantities many times this amount.

The actual planning for this coal road began in 1972. This demonstrates the problem that exists in

today's world of building new facilities to serve mineral deposits. The problems that were encountered

over the ten year span of planning were quite enormous and many in terms of complexities. The

problems ranged from environmental (with almost every government agency that you can imagine) to

Indian land owners and their representation and the highly fiuctuating demand for coal within the

industry itself.

The route that was finally chosen was totally constructed on privately owned or State owned land

thus avoiding all Bureau of Land Management or Indian allotted or forest preserve lands. As I stated

*Chief Engineer, Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe Railway.
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The finished track going into a super span bridge carrying a public highway over the line.

before, the actual on-the-ground engineering began in March of 1983 with the first dirt moved in

December, 1983 and our first train ran in October, 1984. Thus you can see the line was built from start

to finish in 19 months with actual construction completed in 1 1 months.

The 41.7 miles was built with a design maximum of 3° curves with a 6° IXH loop. Maximum grades

were 1.5% against loads and 1.8% against empties. Maximum speed design was 49 miles an hour

empty, 45 miles an hour loaded. The track was constructed with 1 19 lb. welded rail with premium rail

placed on curves 2° and greater. A 10" ballast section required approximately 142,000 cubic yards of

ballast under wood ties. There were 47 curves in the total 41.7 miles with an average of 2°.

Because of several local agreements we were required to place 28 road crossings, all private except

one. There are 12 bridge structures on the total line, all constructed with 28 or 35 ft. precasted

prestressed concrete spans with steel pipe or H piles totalling 1 , 190 total ft. of bridging. There are 1

1

vehicle underpasses using 11' x 13' structural plate arches. There were many combination cattle

underpasses and drainage structures as well as drainage culverts and vehicle underpasses.

The design included mining of the required ballast at a quarry site located approximately six miles

from the beginning of the project. The pit excavated and produced 142,000 cubic yards of ballast, as

well as better than 28,000 cubic yards of rip rap. The material was hauled and stockpiled at the railroad

site, then loaded into the contractor owned ballast cars for distribution on the completed trackage.

The cuts and fills of the earth work required 5.5 million cubic yards of excavation with the deepest

cut at about 100 ft. and the highest fill at about 65 ft.
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New Burlington Northern Bridge At Prescott, Wisconsin

D. V. Sartore*

Presentation to 1985

AREA Technical Conference

Chicago, Illinois, March 26, 1985

Ladies and gentlemen, members and guests, I welcome this opportunity to give you some
informationon the rebuilding of Burlington Northern's Bridge 407.72 over the St. Croix River at

Prescott, Wisconsin. In many ways the replacement of this swing span structure with a lift span

was routine, but there were several innovations used in assembling the spans and loading them on

barges prior to floating them into final position that will be of special interest.

The bridge that was replaced consisted of a 369 foot truss swing span with a 15 1 foot fixed thru

truss span on the west end and a 28 foot beam span on the east end. The sub-structure was built in

1886 and the truss spans were built in 1904.

The bridge is on a short section of single track in our predominately double track mainline

between Chicago and St. Paul, Minnesota. It carries about 42 million gross tons per mile

annually. It is also on a 700 foot section of tangent between two curves.

The bridge was replaced for several reasons. First, the draw span had suffered some damage
from a shifted load at one time. In addition, we were having trouble with the stringer to floor

beam connections— they kept wanting to break off, probably due to the span lengthening due to

pin wear. We were also concerned about fatique in the structure. In fact, after the new bridge

construction had begun, we did have a crack develop in one of the floor beams.

In addition to the steel condition, we were having trouble with the sub-structure. The pivot pier

was starting to tip slightly and the west rest pier, which supports both the draw span and the truss

approach span had been damaged several times when struck by barge tows. I believe you will

agree we could not tolerate very much of a blow by barge tows, especially with the ground line

down that far. Incidentally, the pivot pier was constructed in the same manner, with the stone

masonry placed on multi-layered timber grillages on the timber piles. We feel the tipping of the

pivot pier was probably the result of decay in the timber grillage.

We were so concerned about the possibility of losing the approach span if the rest pier were hit

squarely by a tow of barges, that we placed what we call catcher bents at the first panel point

inside each end of the 150 foot span.

The bents were not blocked up tight against the steel but in the event the pier were struck by a

barge tow, these catcher bents would catch, so to speak, the span before it would fall into the

river. Of course, we hoped the draw span would be in the open position and not be vulnerable.

The St. Croix River runs from north to south and empties into the Mississippi River just below

our bridge. The highway has a lift span across the river just up stream from us. Incidentally, the

Highway Department wants to rebuild that bridge and from the way the St. Croix widens out

above this point, they almost have to come toward us to rebuild their bridge.

The St. Croix is protected as a wild and scenic river and is very sensitive to environmentalists

and boaters. Most of the boats operating through the bridge are pleasure craft, especially on

weekends. Barge traffic is usually limited to one barge tow in each direction on weekdays for

about nine months per year. The river is frozen over the other three months.

Because of the environmental sensitivity of the area, we decided it would be prudent to work
with the city of Prescott. the Coast Guard, and the state authorities well in advance of drawing up

*Chief Engineer Design-Structures, Burlington Northern Railroad.
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any detailed plans. At our meetings with the city the press was present along with representatives

of the planning commission and city council. I believe this openness went a long way toward

eliminating potential problems in obtaining permits.

We told them we had to rebuild the bridge and wanted to know what they would expect so we
could incorporate their wishes into our plans to the extent possible. In spite of all the environmen-

tal concerns we had few problems in obtaining the necessary permits.

The industrial area mentioned earlier, as well as the marina and a few homes, could be reached

only by way of that one grade crossing across our tracks. The city was concerned about the lack of

emergency protection to this area while trains were on the crossing. A grade separation was not

feasible, but we added a beam span at the east end of the bridge so the city could construct a road

for emergency vehicles under that span. It is to be controlled by a locked gate operated only by

emergency personnel. In return they provided us with easements across property they controlled,

which we needed for the new alignment. All in all, it was a win — win situation.

In the meantime, we retained the services of the Kansas City office of the consulting firm of

Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff to obtain soil borings and to prepare detailed plans

and specifications for the bridge. HNTB had worked on a similar lift bridge for us a few years

earlier, and we felt this experience would reduce our cost and save time.

Photos of the original artist's conception of the proposed structure were given to the city for

their use in newspaper articles and presentations to the public at council meetings.

Our original plan was to have a 150 foot truss span on each approach with a 270 foot lift span

over the navigation channel. When the consultant obtained the borings, we found the east end of

the easterly 150 foot span was right at the edge of an old cliff. We lengthened the span to 200 feet

to eliminate substructure problems.

After the plans and specs were completed, a contract was let to the low bidder, Edward

Kraemer and Sons of Plain, Wisconsin. Construction began in July, 1983.

The grading started on the west end of the bridge followed by grading on the east end.

The cofferdam frame was floated out on a barge and spud piling driven through openings in the

frame at each comer to set it accurately in position. The contractor then placed winches on the top

of the piling, raised the frame slightly and floated the barge out from under it. The winches were

then used to lower the cofferdam frame into position below water, and the sheet piling were

driven around it. The driving was accomplished with a vibratory hammer.

After the cofferdam construction was completed, it was mucked out, including a lot of old

timber piling that had been placed for the draw span protection. While the cofferdams were being

placed the abutments and control house were also being constructed. We decided to put the

control house on the bank instead of on the span to allow for the possibility of using a single set of

bridge operators to control both the railroad and highway bridges in the future.

Remote control of the bridge was not justified, because we employ only one bridge tender,

nine months per year, with occasional overtime calls.

When we began driving the pier piling, we got a suprise. There was no reason to expect the

piling would need to go into the lower brown layer more than a few feet. The soil experts

predicted we would obtain required bearing at that elevation, and the plans were drawn up on that

basis. Unfortunately, nobody told the piling that they were not supposed to easily penetrate that

material and they kept going down, and down, and down, until our piling were more than twice as

long as had been estimated. We obtained the use of what is called a pile driving analyzer. This is a
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device that uses a transducer placed on the pile being driven and feeds the data obtained from it

into a "so-called" black box which determines the effective hammer energy, stresses in the pile,

and static bearing capacity of the pile during driving. We got the information, but all it did was

confirm what we suspected — we had to go to rock to obtain reasonable bearing.

Our consultant very quickly redesigned the number of piling in the footing to take advantage of

the larger allowable load for piling driven to rock. This redesign reduced the number of piling

from 1 82 to 1 24, but even so, the extra length for the remaining piles increased the total length of

piling by 8,000 feet at 50 dollars per foot.

As a quick aside, I might tell you that the highway department was very interested in our pile

lengths to assist them in the design of their bridge. When they found we were using 14 inch—
1 17# bearing piles, they asked our contractor to put down a pipe pile to see if it wouldn't hit

refusal in that dense sand material. They got the same result we did. The pipe pile kept going

down also. We still don't know why, with so many borings, the soil experts could not predict the

final penetration.

In any event, we did drive the piling. They were started with an MKT V-30 vibratory hammer
and the driving was finished up with a Delmag D-3013 with a maximum rating of 66,000 foot

pounds to set them into the rock.

Incidentally, we did try to drive some piling with just the diesel hammer to make certain it

wasn't the vibratory that was causing the excess penetration, but it didn't change the results.

After the pile driving was completed the concrete seals were placed, the cofferdams pumped,

the piling cut off and the reinforcing steel placed prior to pouring the concrete.

Incidentally, the method of placing the concrete was done by a conveyor belt supported on

barges between the bank and the piers. I was not there when they were pouring pier concrete, but I

understand it worked very well.

While the substructure was being placed, the steel spans were being fabricated in Japan. It was

a beautiful job of fabrication and everything fit up very well, but we did have a little problem.

During a storm at sea, one of the hatch covers had blown off the ship that was carrying the steel

from Japan through the Panama Canal and up to New Orleans. Incidentally, the steel was barged

from New Orleans directly to the assembly site. When the steel arrived at the site we found there

was salt-induced corrosion on some of the pieces. Not only did the salt water cause corrosion

where the steel was exposed, it also penetrated between the plies of steel that had been bolted for

shipment.

The steel was corrosion resistant but I think most of you know that salt does affect corrosion

resistant steel just about as much as standard carbon steel. We originally thought we would have

to sandblast all the contaminated steel and then flush it with water, but the contractor came up

with a high pressure water jet with 6,000 to 10,000 P.S.I, pressure, that satisfactorily removed all

the corrosion and the salt contamination.

Assembling the steel into spans was done by Twin City Ship Building in St. Paul, Minnesota.

It is a barge building facility for the most part, but this provided some unique advantages for

erecting and loading the spans. I think you would all agree this is an ideal way to erect a truss,

supported just high enough over a concrete pad so you don't have to bend too much to go under it.

It sure beats building false work supports, or working on barges. After the spans were fully

assembled, they were placed on walkers. These walkers were used to move barges in the work

area, by alternating the jacks from the outside walker beams to the center walker beams.
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There are four walkers supporting the span, all hydraulically operated from the control buggy

in front of the span. Incidentally, the photo above and those on the previous two pages were

chosen to show certain details, and are not all of the same spans, in case you notice differences in

span details.

The spans were walked from the assembly area to the launching site and placed on what we call

the launchers, originally designed for launching barges. Gravity provides the power to move
down the incline to the water.

Each span was placed on top of the launcher and lowered down the runways toward the water.

When it got down to the waters edge it was stopped. Barges were brought in and positioned under

the span, which was then run out further into the water until it was in the final position, where it

was blocked up on the barges.

The distance from the erection site to the bridge was appro.ximately 20 miles and there were a

couple of obstacles in the way. The water was quite high about the time two of the spans were

being floated down but they did clear this bridge. It was also a little tight going through the locks,

but they made it through down to the bridge site.

To get under the bridge the span had to be loaded so low it would be impossible to raise the

barge enough to get up to the bridge seat elevation by pumping water out. so the spans were

jacked up into position. The jacking operation was not as time consuming as you would think.

As soon as the two approach spans were placed in position, the towers were erected.

Everything was ready to float in the lift span. The Coast Guard allowed us to close the river to

navigation for 96 hours. The proximity of the two bridges was such that the swing span could not

be operated once the lift span was placed, so the 96 hours allotted had to be used for placing the
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new span and making it operable, as well as removing the portion of the old span necessary to

allow boats to use the channel. The track and signal connections at each end of the relocated track

and the installation of the Conley Locks at each end of the lift span were also completed during

this period.

As you all know, you can never get enough workers on the job when you have a deadline to

meet, but in spite of the lack of personnel we were able to get the span in and operating within

the 96 hour period. The same barges used to float in the lift span were placed under the one arm of

the draw span which had to be removed to open the channel. The final section was then torch cut

at the pivot pier and floated out.

The new bridge was placed in service in November of 1984. The construction time was 16

months, although I must admit, there was some additional demolition work and clean-up after

November. I believe the contractor did a good job on schedule, especially when you consider the

old weather saying up in that area. It goes: Summer is a nice day up here and if you're lucky it falls

on the 4th of July. The total project cost was just over ten million dollars including the pile

overrun.

Before I close I would like to take just a minute to mention some people. First, I would like to

mention Jack Shedd, of Howard, Needles, Tammen and Bergendoff. Jack was in charge of this

project forHNTB.

Next, I would like to mention Dennis Pfiel, Vice President of Ed Kraemer and Sons who was

the contractor on the job. . I might add, that working with Dennis and his staff was a pleasure.

Next, I would like to mention Dan Roth. Dan is the BN Bridge Engineer for the Chicago

Region, who under the direction of Jerry Wood, Regional Chief Engineer was responsible for

administering the contract for construction.

GUARDIAN CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
Hi-Rail Equipment Available

Gradalls—Backhoes—Side Dump Trucks

Unimogs—Brush Cutters—Tie Chippers

Cranes—Car Puller—Tie Handlers

Specialized RR Maintenance Equipment

Rental or Contract Work

For Quotes or Additional information
Phone (302) 834-1000

MBE Company

1280 Porter Road, Bear, DE 19701
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CN Rail's Experience With Profile Grinding

Of Premium Rail

D. A. Stewart*

Presentation to 1985

AREA Technical Conference

Chicago, Illinois, March 25, 1985

The presentation will cover rail grinding on CN Rail. More specifically the progress made over

the last few years in profile grinding of premium rail.

My message today is that on CN Rail, while we have several different grinding patterns, there

are basically two types. Contour patterns for tangent and low tonnage curves, and profile patterns

for tangents and curves on our heavy tonnage lines.

These profile patterns have lead us to the development of a new 136 lb. CN profile for our

premium rail.

In the good old days, in most places the annual rate of rail wear was not great. Though we had

maximum allowable wear standards, those limits were rarely reached. Rail was removed from

track mostly because it was end battered, bent or showed an excessive number of defects.

Sometimes increased traffic meant a larger rail section was needed, or perhaps the rail was

needed for cascading.

We had two types of rail:

— Standard for tangent track

— High Carbon for curves

All new rail, of course, was in 39' lengths.

Rail maintenance was easy and consisted mainly of:

— Transposing

— Joint welding

— Engine bum welding

— Sperry testing and

— Some rail grinding to correct light batter at rail ends and welds, or to smooth up welding at

battered ends.

— Lubrication, where curve wear was such that it was considered worthwhile, was not ver>'

effective. In some areas people were even against lubrication because it was believed to be

the cause of rail shelling; the reasoning being that without grease they saw no shell.

By the late 60's curve wear had started to escalate and we began to use HiSilicon rail in selected

locations. The 1970's saw a massive increase in gross tonnage and in the proportion of axle loads

exceeding 27.5 tons passing over CN Rail's main line. This HiSi rail used in sharp curves was

lasting as little as 18 months in some locations between Edmonton and Vancouver. Almost

overnight the old rail maintenance values became obsolete and we found ourselves with

conditions beyond our worst nightmares. Instead of combatting a wearing condition, we were up

against a tearing condition.

•=Assistant Chief Engineer, Track & Roadway, CN Rail, Montreal. Quebec.
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For instance, on our transcontinental main line, on a 300 mile subdivision, we had 75 miles

under a 20 MPH slow order during the winter of '72-'73. The general condition was corrugation

in curves. The waves were up to '/s" deep and 18" between peaks; it was causing wheel lift that

scared us. We were totally unprepared for these new conditions caused by heavier axle loads. To
clear the slow orders, we replaced what could not be cleaned up by grinding. By shifting rail

programs around, we got over the initial shock, but where formerly rail maintenance had been

low profile, it then became an item of utmost importance. We were into a new era in rail

maintenance.

Rail grinding, one of the rail maintenance practices not too popular with some of our Regions

at the time quickly was accepted as the ideal process to combat corrugation. Standards were

developed so that rail grinding programs could be scheduled. Rail grinding was to take place

when 50% of the corrugation readings were in the 20 to 25 thou, range. That standard has been

with us for many years, but a lot of changes in the rail grinding practices have taken place over the

years.

CN Rail has used three different modes of grinding since the introduction of rail grinding in the

late 1950's, what we term a 2" Pattern, a Contour Pattern and a Profile Pattern;

Figure 1

Gauge

The 2" Pattern is the first pattern ever used on CN lines. It was mainly developed to correct

light rail end batter and corrugation.
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Figure 2

As can be seen in this figure, worn or hollow tread wheels, which are common on CN lines,

will contact a new rail head in an acceptable manner. If the rail is relatively soft, it will soon adapt

itself to the shape of the wheel

.

As seen at the bottom of the figure, however, a worn wheel on a rail ground to the 2" pattern

will contact the rail at the rail head comers, resulting in spalling and shelling.

It soon became obvious to us that the "as new" rail head profile offered better performance than

the 2" pattern. The new head contour with its higher top was found best for the following reasons:

Figure 3

UrtMOl
Opposing Fore*

136 Lb. RE RaU
High Top FM

It promotes center bearing.

The bearing area is supported by underlying rail steel and not on the comer of the rail.

It allows single point contact only.

For these reasons we decided to go away from the flat 2" pattern. The available rail grinders did

not have the versatility of instant motor angle selection, so a pattem suitable for both tangent and

curve was developed.

It was called the contour pattem.
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Figure 4

GAUGE FIELD

This Contour Pattern is the second pattern used on CN lines and it had to do the following.

Figure 5

Oag* Field

Prevent flange comer contact.
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Figure 6

Grinding
Wheel Motor al 18'

^-i.

Gage Field

Bring down the field side ridge to prevent double flange bearing.

Figure 7

Provide center bearing 1 '/:" wide and blend in all these cuts with rounded transition so that no

ridge is left on the top of the rail.

Unfortunately, the contour pattern was not flexible enough to allow for maximum rail wear.

Maximum allowable wear before transposing for example could not be reached without

removing the overflow or lip. Consequently, rail had to be transposed prematurely or left m place

to reach its condemning limit in the flrst position. This situation led us into profiling.

Profiling is the third and last group of patterns developed at CN Rail.
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Figure 8

High Rail Low Rail

Like everybody else, we examined the data published on AustraHan profiles. Some of the

bearing pattern information was of value to us, for instance the preferred bearings. As can be seen

at the top of the figure, rails shaped to the Australian profiles will move the bearing points

towards the inside of the curve on the high rail, thus maximizing the advantage offered by the

conicity of the wheels. With the opposite on the low rail, a smaller wheel diameter will contact

the low rail.

This is fine for railways that have captive cars and can maintain "as new" wheel conicity, this is

not the case at CN Rail. The lower part of the figure shows our worn wheels on the Australian

profile.

Obviously, metal must be removed towards the field side of the low rail to take advantage of

the smaller radius of the wheel. On the high rail gauge corner, contact must be prevented to

prevent spalling and shell.

Consequently, a higher bearing with steeper contours towards both field and gauge was a must

for our railway.

After evaluating the data collected at our profile grinding test sites, we arrived at the following

recommended bearing profiles:
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Figure 9

Low Leg of Curve

New Wheel

1-1/2"

5/8" .
Bearing 13/^6"

Field

Worn Wheel

1-1/2"

5/8" Bearing ^^ne

Field Gauge

On the low side of the cuia'c we are moving the bearing area towards the field side again to take

advantage of the conicity of the wheel. However, because of our double flanged wheels the field

comer of the lower rail has to be lowered down to prevent the false fiange from contacting the top

of the rail. The lowering of the field comer is not required on roads having no false fiange.
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Figure 10

High Leg of Curve

On the high rail, by moving the wheel/rail contact surface closer to the gauge, we take

advantage of the conicity of the wheel; but here again, because of worn wheels, the gauge comer

has to be lowered down to prevent wheel contact at the gauge comer.

We have been living with these asymmetrical profiles for a couple of years now, and so far we

are convinced that they give the best results for our conditions.

This is where CN Rail stands with grinding today. Profile grinding is greatly extending the life

of our rail. It eliminates corrugation, prevents shelling or spalling at the gauge and field comers

and lets normal rail wear proceed to maximum without premature head collapses.

With respect to premium rails, in our search for longer rail life, in 1978, we also purchased a

variety of alloy rails. Chrome alloy rail was purchased from a number of Canadian, American

and European suppliers. We were also encouraged by the excellent behaviour of a small quantity

of fully heat-treated carbon steel received from the Soviet Union in a technical exchange

program, so in 1981 we bought our first head hardened rail. At that time some 5,000 tons were

purchased from two mills in Japan. This was welded into CWR and laid in curves in our Main

Line through the Rockies at various times in late 1982 and early 1983.

However, a unanticipated problem was soon encountered.

In the spring of 1984, when the rail had accumulated only 45 to 55 million gross tons of traffic,

we noticed that the top of the rail head on the high side of curves was spalling in a strip perhaps

%" wide near the gauge comer. This damage was particularly noticeable in rail that had not been

ground to a profile pattern by the rail grinding train the previous autumn.

At first we thought the rail was shelling, but shell is associated with rail fatigue at high

accumulated tonnages and with unclean steel, neither of which were factors in this case.

Confronted with the inexplicable, we stopped further purchase of HH rail pending investigation.

The surface appearance of the rail was so bad we initially feared the entire purchase of HH rail

might have to be scrapped.

The fact that the phenomenon was concentrated in areas where the rail had not been reprofiled

by grinding provided a clue. Joint investigation with the Japanese rail mills showed that where

gauge is rigidly controlled , as is the case with the concrete ties that CN Rail now uses in curves on

heavy tonnage lines, and all wheels crowd close to the high rail, there is a mismatch between the

contour of the rail head and the average worn wheel tread contour.
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Figure 11

?'^

136 LB. R. E. SECTION

The 136 lb. RE. rail has a 14" radius in the centre of the rail head to give a wide bearing area for

wheels on tangent track and thus minimize Hertzian stresses. However, the bright area of the

contact band of the rail head on curves showed the wheels were not running on the 14" radius

portion, but on the 1 '/V gauge side radius. Laying the average worn wheel profile on the 136 RE
new rail profile confirms that on curves contact will occur in this area.

Our "quick fix" was a profile grind. The sides of the rail head were ground down sufficiently to

take the load off the 1 '/a" radius portion. To take advantage of wheel conicity. the contact band is

still kept slightly to the gauge side on the high side and slightly to the field side on the low side,

but not radically off-center as it was before.

The spalling was rarely more than 60 thou, deep and cleaned up very nicely with profile

grinding. Only a few rails, in which spalling had proceeded to batter and then to break out from

wheel impact, had to be removed. Efforts are continuing to maintain the rail to the standard CN
profile, and when we do, there is no more trouble with spalling.

Why would we have a spalling problem with HH rail when we did not have it with ordinary

alloy steel? The answer seems to lie in the greater hardness of the HH rail. When a softer rail is

used, the zone of plastic yielding is of greater depth and the rail head metal can deform to match

the wheel contour without straining the crystal lattice excessively. With a harder metal, the same

volume of metal must flow, but flow extends to a lesser depth and the crystal lattice near the

surface is strained beyond the breaking point.
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folds up and tucks into rail, leaving nothing

exposed to vandals

COMPRESSION ~^^
RAIL ANCHORS PP
lor wood ties

Anchors in both

directions, providing

maximum rail protection wi

lower installed cost Fits all

rail sections welded, turnouts

bridges crossing

RAIL ROD
the one-man track cart that

can be carried by one man

Totally insulated, will not activate switches

Safety clutch and brake system 2-wheel

dnve Rugged construction Folds up tor

shipping and storage Proven on ma|or

classone railroads

SNOW DETECTOR
starts heaters or alerts

maintenance crews
Fully automatic,

transistorized detector

senses snow, freezing

ram. hail once and

instantaneously

activates switch

heaters or transmits an

alarm to maintenance crews Shuts off

equipment when precipitation stops

Temperature control keeps it from betng

activated by ram Provides local control at

remote points, eliminating need tor

supervision by dispatchers and 'or C T C
modilicalions

RAILS
Automatic Track Lubrication Systems • Sweeper Hose &
Bristles • Portable Compressors • Bridge Tie Anchors • Wheel Stops

l^aplewood. NJ 07040 • Phone: 1 -201-763-4320

Chicago. IL 60604 • Roswell. GA 30075 • Rutherford. CA 94578

Forest Grove, OR 97 n 6 In Canada lEC-Holden. Lid
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Figure 12

_^i.._

36 LB. CN RAIL SECIION

Because it seemed irrational to buy rail to one profile and immediately grind it to another, all

our 136 lb. HH rail is now bought to a new 136 lb. CN profile with a unifomi 4" radius. This

radius was obtained by measuring head profilesof a sampling of rails that had been profile ground

earlier and showed a good wheel-rail contact pattern, with no evidence of spalling. It is

considered a good compromise between the two different asymmetrical profiles recommended

for high and low rails.

No mathematics were involved. However, the Nippon Steel Corporation subsequently did a

computer stress analysis of the rail head contours using average worn wheel profiles and

confirmed that on the basis of the infomiation available, the 136 lb. CN profile gives about the

lowest shear stresses wc are likely to get.

However, two cautions are in order. First, the 136 lb. CN profile is meant for use on curves

only. On tangent the worn wheel will contact the rail head differently, and we have not yet

determined what an optimum rail head profile should be.

Second, the average worn wheel profiles used by Nippon Steel and ourselves to analyze

optimum rail head contour are based on a limited number of samples. CN Rail Research expects

to publish a more definitive report in due course.



DuPont
has the people and products

10 serve you.
There's a DuPont Railroad Vegetation Management

Specialist in your area. Let him bring his technical

knowledge and experience to help you solve your weed

and brush control problems. Du Pont is represented by

the most qualified railroad applicators available.

Midwest Southern Northeast Central Western

Gregory i Nemec Lee W. Pershke Peter Sarin
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Figure 13

HEAD SPALLiNG AND CRACKING OF HEAD
HARDENED RAIL - CLEARWATER SUB. MILE

102 9, LUBRICATED TRACK AND NO
PROFILE GRINDING.

I ] : fnclion martenstte layer

max oepm of OOOOB tncn

^^^ X normal ptarlUj «tructur8

The friciion inducefl mortansUe layer (HV 860),

orooaDly formea as overlapping ralcnes wnere

each paten was createo Dy tne passage of a

single skidOlng or slipping wneel with a surface

layer this hard, it is not surprising that normal

erpston wear was minimal after 43.5 riGT track

use ana tnat surface cracks woulO form in tne

onttie layer.

CN Rail Metallurgists also have looked into the cause of premature gauge comer shelling of

the head hardened rail and have proposed an explanation.

Microscopic examination of the gauge comer of a piece of head hardened rail of unmodified

RE profile, which had been in service on our BC South Line, revealed the presence of white

patches . These are believed to be a friction induced martensite layer of 860 Vickers Hardness , or

680 Brinell, probably formed from overlapping patches where each patch was created by the

passage of a single skidding or slipping wheel. This slipping probably is the result of stick-slip of

the wheels from the difference in length of wheel path when negotiating a curve, i.e. The heat of

the dragging wheel liquifies rail above 1500° F, and as it cools it tums to martensite.

With a surface layer this hard, it is not surprising that normal abrasive wear was minimal after

48.5 MGT of traffic and that surface cracks would form in the brittle layer.

The friction martensite layer observed is very thin (less than I thou.) and can be removed

readily by grinding. CN Rail metallurgists believe that frequent light grinding of the rail should

eliminate the head spalling by removing the martensite layer before the surface cracks in the

brittle layer have a chance to propagate into the normal pearlite structure of the parent metal.

Of course, this conclusion relates to the original 136 lb. RE profile where the load concentra-

tion at the gauge comer was extreme. We believe that profile grinding reduces this load

concentration by providing a larger bearing surface and, therefore, eliminates or delays the

formation of the martensite layer. As mentioned earlier, we have been quite successful in doing

so.
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In the future, if we see surface cracks reappear on the bearing area, the solution will be to grind

it before head spalling has a chance to develop.

Information on rail grinding is very limited—we had to learn as we went along. We could not

progress any faster than we did because the knowledge in the railway industry was not there and

the conditions were changing continuously. Still we like to believe that our work has done

something to advance knowledge by the industry as a whole and we hope that those who follow

will profit from our experience.

So to summarize, currently on CN Rail we have two basic types of grinding patterns; a contour

pattern for tangents and low tonnage curves, and a profile pattern for tangents and curves on our

heavy tonnage lines. I say currently because I don't, for one minute, think this is the end of our

grinding research.

X^ LONE STAR INDUSTRIES, INC.

We Sell Pre-stressed

Concrete Railroad

Cross Ties

David A. Pittinger 2021 Midwest Rd., Suite 300
National Sales Manager Oak Brook, II 60521
Railroad Products (312) 953-8521



Grade

A

GradeCrossing.
COBRA X "Grade Crossing Modules are durable,

versatile, economical and smooth riding.

COBRA X modular, interlocking railroad grade
crossings are made of high-density polyethylene that

can take heavy loads and high traffic volume with
ease. And that's how they ride, too. Easy.

Low-maintenance COBRA X Modules are

resistant to abrasion, moisture, road shocks,

potholes and splinters. They are

available in various

heights and are

suitable for use on tangent tracks and curves.

Since you can buy our Grade A crossings for le:

money than equivalent products, why not specify

COBRA X?
For information on our five-year warranty,

write Railroad Friction Products Corporation,
Wilmerding, PA 15148. Or phone: 412/824-8890,
In Canada, write COBRA Canada, Inc.,

P. O. Box 2050,

Hamilton, Ontario f
L8N3T5.

CobraX

^^F-



Railroad Tunnel Rehabilitation

G. Millar*

Presentation to 1985

AREA Technical Conference

Chicago, Illinois, March 26, 1985

Figure 1

REASONS FOR REHABILITATION
OF RAILROAD TUNNELS

• REPAIR POTENTIAL FAILURE CONDITION

• REPAIR INADEQUATELY SUPPORTED TUNNEL THAT REQUIRES FREQUENT
MAINTENANCE

• REPAIRS TO TUNNEL SUPPORTS DAMAGED BY FIRE OR ACCIDENTS

• INCREASE SIDE, VERTICAL, OR CHORD LENGTH CLEARANCES

— TO NEW AREA CLEARANCE STANDARDS

— TO PROVIDE CLEARANCE FOR SPECIAL CARGO

— TO REMOVE "TIGHTS" THAT REQUIRE "SLOW" ORDERS

• TO ELIMINATE UNSATISFACTORY SEEPAGE AND/OR ICING CONDITIONS

Figure 2 ATR CLEARANCE EXCAVATION

CROWN

• EASY TO DO UNDER TRAFFIC IN

BLOCKS AS SHORT AS 4 HOURS

• LEAVES TRACK STRUCTURE IN

PLACE

• NO REQUIREMENT FOR CHANGING
GRADE OUTSIDE OF TUNNEL

• EASILY INTEGRATED INTO
TUNNEL REHABILITATION
SCHEME

• SAME METHODOLOGY INVOLVED
IN SIDEWALL CLEARANCE
EXCAVATION

INVERT

• ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO DO
UNDER TRAFFIC

• REQUIRES COMPLETE REMOVAL
OF TRACK STRUCTURE

• REQUIRES CONSIDERABLE WORK
IN GRADE CHANGE OUTSIDE OF
TUNNEL

Shannon & Wilson, Inc., Seattle, Washington.
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HYDRAULIC POWER FOR
RAILROAD EQUIPMENT
Cut cost and increase efficiency

in the production and heavy-duty
repair of railroad equipment.
ENERPAC has the right Hydraulic
Tools for: Car Fabrication, Machin-
ing and Fastening.

Hydraulic Maintenance Tools
for: King Pin Coupler Repair, S
Straightening and Rebushing, Journal
Bearing Maintenance and many
other jobs.

ENERPAC Hydraulic Tools ideal

for railroad applications: Cylinders
including the new RR-5020 Double-
Acting Cylinder with 20" stroke.
Pumps, Presses, Pump and Cylinder
Sets, Cutters, Punches and the
Pullpac System.

Go with the power and versatility

of ENERPAC Hydraulic Tools.

See your local ENERPAC Distributor

for the New Hydraulic Tool Catalog.
Orwrite ENERPAC, Butler, Wl.53007.
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Figure 3

CLEARANCE EXCAVATION METHODS

DRILL & BLAST ROADHEADER

• ANY ROCK

• REINFORCED CONCRETE LINING

• REQUIRES MORE SUPPORT
BECAUSE OF BLAST-INDUCED
DAMAGE TO TUNNEL PERIMETER

• LOW COST, HIGH AVAILABILITY
OF EQUIPMENT

• SOFT TO MEDIUM ROCK (<6000psi)

• UNREINFORCED CONCRETE LINING

• SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED SUPPORT
REQUIREMENTS BECAUSE OF
MINIMAL DISTURBANCE TO TUNNEL
PERIMETER

• HIGH COST. LOW TO MODERATE
AVAILABILITY

Figure 4

DRILL & BLAST EXCAVATION FOR CROWN CLEARANCE

23 FT.

FLATCAR WITH
EXTENDED SIDES
TO CATCH MUCK

SHOT HOLES SPACED APPROX. 18 IN.

AND LOADED WITH LIGHT (0.12 TO 0.2 S
LB8/FT) WELL-DISTRIBUTED CHARQES

^^X

TYPICAL CYCLE

• 60 TO 90 MINUTES TO DRILL 10 FT.

LONG HOLES

• 30 MINUTES TO LOAD AND SHOOT

•16 MINUTES TO RE-ENTER TUNNEL
AND POSITION FOR NEXT ROUND

• TOTAL ADVANCE PER 10 HOUR
SHIFT 40 FT.



our specialty. .

.

effective signs for the Railroad and

Transportation Industry . . . crossbucks

caution, depot & station, track, targets,

caboose markers, trade mark decals.

any standards, plus caution styles

that you may be considering . . .

we can make them ALL . . . and at

sensible, economical prices'

"Service so good . . . it's Better

than having your own sign shop!"

POWER PARTS
I860 North Wilmol Avenue • Chicago Illinois 60647,, cnc/i7 r i-\'\o\ ;

COMPANY
(312) 772-4600 • TWX 910 221 5507
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Figure 5

ROADHEADER FOR CLEARANCE EXCAVATION

TYPICAL CYCLE

• EXCAVATE S FT/HR

• NO NEED TO LEAVE TUNNEL OR
INTERRUPT EXCAVATION EXCEPT
TO REMOVE MUCK FROM FLATCAR

• TOTAL ADVANCE PER 10 HOUR
SHIFT S40 FT

Figure 6

SCHEMATIC WORK TRAIN

FOR TUNNEL REHABILITATION

©

^\xr

®

-T30 zxr

® © ©

T30 OET -J30 OCT T3er

(?) MUCK CAR

(2) TWIN-BOOM DRILL JUMBO

(3) SHOTCRETE/ROCK BOLT

(4) 8H0TCRETE PUMP

(5) MORAN CAR (TRANSIT MIXER)
^^ OR ON-BOARD BATCH PLANT

PLATFORM



A DOZEN (and one) WAYS to

IMPROVE your M/w PROGRAM

PLUS A FULL SELECTION OF HYDRAULIC TOOLS Mf *^f «

15'

racine a
RAILROAD PRODUCTS, INC.

1524 FREtDERICK STREET RACINE WISCONSIN 53J0J
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Figure 7

TUNNEL LINING WITH ROCK BOLTS & SHOTCRETE

ROCK BOLTS.
7 TO 10 FT. LONQ FAULT OOUQE

SHOTCRETE, 2 TO 6 M.
THICK, AS REQUIRED

Figure 8

INTEGRATED USE OF SHOTCRETE AND
INSULATED SHIELDS FOR ICING CONTROL

2 TO 6 IN. FIBER SHOTCRETE, THICKNESS AND
LOCATION AS REQUIRED

UETAL OR LAMINATED SHIELDS INSULATED WITH
POLVURETHANE

PINS FOR INSULATED SHIELD SUPPORT

INSULATED DRAIN. SLOTTED METAL PIPE WITH

HEATED CABLE BURIED IN FRENCH DRAM



Portec has mastered
the Rail Anchor.

For fast, sure installation, Portec

has mastered the rail anchor
with a great combination. Fair

Rail Anchors from the Railway

Products Division. And Anchor-
Master machines from the RMC
Division. With this top-quality

duo, you seat them right the first

time, then gain years of trouble-

free service.

It's easy to see why. For more
than 75 years, Portec anchors
have been the overwhelming favor-

ite of railroaders. The T-section

design of Portec's Fair anchors

offers more holding power with

less damage to tie and spikes

than any other anchor available. It

won't climb over or chew into the

tie. And it won't tilt under pres-

sure to nick the rail base.

Portec's AnchorMaster applies

two anchors to a tie with the push
of a single button. All at the rate

of 14 anchors per minute.

Portec's Anchor Adjuster sim-

plifies maintenance, repositions

32 — 36 anchors per minute.
Portec anchors and machines —
they keep rails in their place.

RMC Division

P.O. Box 1888
Pittsburgh, PA 15230
Telephone: (412) 782-1000

Railway Products Division

300 Windsor Drive

Oak Brook, IL 60521
Telephone: (312) 920-4600
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Figure 9

POLYETHYLENE SHEETS USED AS
INSULATION IN TUNNELS WITH MINIMAL CLEARANCE

STEEL BAND

END PLUQQINQ

PERSPECTIVE CROSS-SECTION

Adapted from Krokeborg, 1063.

Figure 10

ESTIMATED COSTS FOR CLEARANCE
EXCAVATION AND TUNNEL REHABILITATION

COSTS/FOOT '

• CROWN EXCAVATION (ABOVE SPRINGLINE) IN ROCK AND 250
UNREINFORCED CONCRETE

• SIDEWALL EXCAVATION IN ROCK AND UNREINFORCED CONCRETE 250

• ROCK BOLT SUPPORT, PATTERN OF 4 BOLTS. 10 FEET LONG, EVERY 100
4 FEET DOWN TUNNEL

• FIBER REINFORCED SHOTCRETE PER 2 INCH LAYER FULL PERIMETER 175

• STEEL SETS AND CONCRETE IN FAULT ZONE, NEAR PORTALS, ETC. 2,000

• TIMBER REMOVAL, ASSUMES SET SPACING OF 4 FEET 100

• REINFORCED PORTAL STRUCTURES 3,000

• INSULATED SHIELDS FOR ICING CONTROL 500

• INSULATED DRAINAGE 30

'Taken from recent railroad tunnel rehabilitation project*.



The economical approach
to rail, tie and scrap handling.
If your maintenance-of-way jobs

require rail, tie or scrap handling

capabilities without the need

for high capacity lift, check into the

economical 3580 Utility Crane.

Equipped with the all-hydraulic

rail handling clamp, the Model

3580 handles 39 foot rail and posi-

tions it accurately with no ground

man.

Attach the tie bucket and lift and

distribute five ties at a time. Hook
up the concrete tie head and trans-

fer concrete ties easily and securely

without damage.

Or for track sweeping applica-

tions, use the magnet attachment

for pick-up of spikes, joint bars,

plates and other steel pieces.

Available with a standard travel

speed up to 20 m.p.h. and an op-

tional speed of 35 m.p.h., the 3580

offers a full one-ton lift capacity

with the articulated boom fully ex-

tended to 26 feet or a 3200 lb. lift

at 18 feet.

Additional capabilities include

360° deck and head rotation plus

hydraulic control at tip-of-boom.

Hydraulically activated rail clamps

offer positive locking to rail for

further safety.

Find out how the Evans/RTW
all-hydraulic Model 3580 can help

you with your varied maintenance-

of-way projects. Contact Evans/

Railway Track-Work Co., 2381

Philmont Ave., Bethayres, PA
19006. (215)947-7100.

(ii> IRRILUJaY
eVRnS TRRCH-UJORHCOmPRRY
PRODUCTS COmPRHY I
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Figure 11

Figure 12

OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR
REHABILITATION CONSTRUCTION

• INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR

- GENERAL ADVERTISEMENT AND BIDDING

- PREQUALIFY BIDDERS

- NEGOTIATION WITH SINGLE CONTRACTOR

• BY RAILROAD PERSONNEL

- EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

- TRAINING OF CREWS

CONCLUSIONS

• MANY EXISTING TUNNELS WARRANT REHABILITATION

- REDUCE POTENTIAL HAZARDS, MAINTENANCE COSTS

- IMPROVE CLEARANCES

• REHABILITATION CAN BE DONE UNDER LIVE TRACK CONDITIONS WITHOUT
UNDUE INTERFERENCE

- ROCK BOLTS AND SHOTCRETE METHODS ARE IDEALLY SUITED TO
RAILROAD NEEDS

• REHABILITATION NEED NOT BE TOO COSTLY

- ROCK BOLTS AND SHOTCRETE QUANTITIES CAN BE VARIED AS
CONDITIONS REQUIRE



PETTIBONE
Performs. So you can, too.

Pettibone supplies a full

line of performance-proved
trackwork and maintenance
and materials handling
equipment. Call or write for

catalog.

Trackwork
'Frogs
'Switches

• Crossings
• Fasteners

Maintenance and materials handling equipment

• Multikranes
71/2 to 45 tons

• Truck Kranes
15 to 80 tons

• Rail Car Movers

• Re-Raiiing Kranes
110 tons

• Speed-Swing
Multipurpose Mainte-

nance Vehicles

PETTIBONE

Pettibone Corporation

4700 W. Division St.

Chicago, IL 60651

Call Toll Free 1-80Q621-7720

(In Illinois, call 312-772-9300

Telex 2&4006
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Figure 13

CONCLUSIONS

CLEARANCES CAN BE INCREASED UNDER LIVE TRACK CONDITIONS

- REPLACE HEAVY TIMBER WITH THINNER ROCK BOLTS AND
SHOTCRETE

- CROWN EXCAVATION EASIER THAN LOWERING INVERT

• REHABILITATION TO CONTROL ICING IS PRACTICAL

- SHOTCRETE

- INSULATED SHIELDS

- PE FOAM

11* Dome-head drive spike

ii# Spike-driver tool

ii#^ Spike-driver adapter
1"*^ Washer-head timber drive spike

ii#^ Washer-head lag screw
ii# Hook bolt

11^ Ever-tight bolt assembly
ii"*^ Spring lock

Ni#^ Washer nut

!« Guard-rail dome-head bolt

I* Washer-head timt)er bolt

«* Adjustable combination
counter-bore-&-machine bit

11*^ Hex bridge bolts

!•*• Drift pins

ii# Car (wood) tx)lt

II* Rat-head square-neck carriage bolt

Special fasteners of all kinds.

^^^^ BOLT & NUT COMPANY
504 Malcolm Ave S E , Minneapolis, MN 55414



Low Cost Remedial Measures Use Natural

Materials to Control Debris Flows

D. C. Martin* and P. Lattey**

In recent years, debris flows and debris torrents have become increasingly common in steep

mountainous terrain in western North America, particularly British Columbia, Washington and

Oregon. These phenomena typically consist of 10,000 to 30,000 m^ of soil, rock, trees and assorted

debris with a large volume of water. They are initiated in the upper reaches of narrow stream channels

which occur on or close to bedrock on steep mountain slopes. High intensity rainfall results in high

runoff and saturation of thin soil deposits on the sides of the stream channels. These problems can be

accentuated if freezing conditions prevent infiltration of runoff or if high snow packs melt as a result of

rapid warming trends. Small slides or log jams can block creeks, forming temporary dams which are

overtopped and broken by ponded water. Alternatively , avalanches or rock slides can cause surge flows

into the creek channels.

Once a debris flow or debris torrent has been initiated, it gathers material and momentum as it moves

down the mountain slopes. At the base of the mountain, a large debris fan is formed where the stream

gradient becomes flatter and the heavier soil and rocks are deposited.

This type of phenomenon can be expected to occur intermittently as part of the natural geological

processes which have resulted in formation of alluvial and debris fans on most creeks on steep

mountainous terrain. The occurrence of debris flows cannot be eliminated. Hence, a defined hazard

exists for any permanent structures such as roads, railroads or buildings located on or near these types

of creeks and debris fans. The objective of any protective works is to mitigate the hazard.

That is what was done recently at a site near Agassiz, B.C. where permanent buildings existed near

the base of a large debris fan. Debris flows have been recorded at the site in 1962 and 1982. Geological

evidence indicates that debris flows and rockfalls have occurred intermittently in the past.

The basic approach to remedial measures on the debris fan was to construct armoured berms to

control any future debris flows and deflect the material to a large containment basin at the edge of the

debris fan. Rather than stop the debris, the design philosophy was to direct material into a broad open

basin where it would spread out, lose momentum, and deposit the bulk of the debris.

The project involved construction of two deflection berms and one containment basin. All material

for berms and channel armouring was obtained from the debris fan itself which enabled all construction

to be carried out by simply reshaping the debris fan using natural materials which were required to be

moved as part of the construction. The entire project involved approximately 10.000 m' of debris

excavation, construction of 400 m of berms and placement of 450 m"* of large rip rap armouring

boulders . Construction was completed in approximately two months using conventional bulldozers and

large backhoe excavators.

Complete details of these and other remedial measures at the site are discussed by Martin, et al in a

recent paper in the Canadian Geotechnical Journal (Vol 21, No. 3, August 1984).

* Professiona] Engineer and President, Piteau Associates Engineering iJd., West Vancouver. B.C.

••Professional Architect and Project Manager. Public Worlcs Canada.
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Figure 1. Oblique composite photograph of a typical debris flow site in steep mountainous
terrain near Agassiz, B.C.
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Figure 2. View ofcompleted realignment ofChannel A and armoured deflection berm.

Figure 3. Completed remedial measures on the debris fan showing Channel A berm (A),

Channel B berm (B) and containment basin (C).



ESCO
• Rail Saws — Drills — Abrasive Saws
• Anchor Applicators — Trak-Skans
• Boutet — Field Welds
• Grinding Wheels — Cut-Off Wheels
• Yard Cleaners — Switch Undercutters

Tie Destroyer — Welded Rail Trains

Track Patrols — Portable Ramps
Tie Unloaders — Tower Cars

• System Fuel Trucks
• Rail Welding — Hydr. Rail Stressors

• Rail Vacuum Systems — Salt Spreaders
• Switch Point Protectors — Gage Rods
• Back Hoes
• Lubricator Repair & Replacement Parts

CHICAGO, IL — 312-939-0840
KANSAS CITY, KS — 913-492-7277
PHILADELPHIA, PA — 215-752-0133

ST. LOUIS, MO — 314-421-6499

WADSWORTH EQUIPMENT CO.

FOUR LEAD SPIRAL THREAD

POW'R GRIP

DRIVE DOWELS

• REDUCE SPLITTING OF TIES

• SALVAGE SPLIT TIMBER

• FASTEN CROSSING PANELS

P.O. Box 6122 • Akron, Ohio 44312 • Area Code 216 733-8367



PUBLISHED AS INFORMATION

COMMITTEE 1—ROADWAY AND BALLAST

Report of Subcommittee No. 9

Results of 1984 Purdue Herbicide Tests

T.F. Sheahan (Chairman, Subcommittee), H.A. Holt

I. INTRODUCTION

As new herbicide products are introduced to the raib'oad vegetation control market, there is a need to

compare them alone, and in combination with more familiar products. Additionally, they should be

tested on both main and branch line conditions, and against species that have proven the most difficult

to control. For this purpose tests have been conducted for the previous three years by Dr. H.A. Holt of

the Purdue University Department of Forestry and Natural Resources, under funding from several

chemical manufacturers. The following is a synopsis of 1984 work.

n. METHODS AND MATERIALS

Foliar, broadcast, postemergent tests were applied at three Indiana locations. The Lafayette (N&W)
site was chosen to represent general branch-line conditions. The Jeffersonville (Conrail) location was

chosen for exposure to trumpet creeper, and the Crisman (Chessie) site provided mainline conditions

and exposure to scouring rush and big bluestem.

The tests were applied at a 30 GPA solution rate, using a track mounted push cart with CO2 canister.

Raindrop RD-2 nozzles at 24-inch spacing. Plot patterns reached to 16 feet from tie ends and covered

0.05 acre each.

Each chemical treatment was replicated at least four times per location, and all plots were distributed

randomly in a complete block design.

All locations were treated between June 5-20, and evaluated between August 9-15. Weed inventor-

ies before application and after application (at evaluation date) were used to calculate percent reduction

for each species, where

„ „ , . (% cover before) - (% cover after)% Reduction = ^ ^^ —
(% cover before)

The percent reduction for each species over all plots and locations was calculated to compare

treatments non-statistically. The percent reductions were then arbitrarily divided into four categories,

as follows:

Control % Reductions

Poor < 33

Fair 33-67

Good 67-90

Excellent > 90

HI. RESULTS

These categories were used to assign the values in Table 1 . A blank in Table 1 indicates that either the

species did not occur in a specific treatment, or occurred in only one plot with a cover value of less than

five percent. Treatments in the lower one-third of Table 1 have noticeably more blank species because

these treatments were not applied at all locations.

Weed species are grouped according to plant characteristics. Equisetum sp. are spore producing

plants, neither grass nor broadleaf forb. Foxtail is an annual grass. Big bluestem, Johnson grass,

quackgrass and bluegrass are perennial grasses. Wild carrot is a biennial broadleaf weed. Horsenettle,

milkweed, hemp dogbane, spiderwort, bouncing bet, wild lettuce and sweet clover are perennial
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RAILROAD DIVISION
PO. Box 8276 • Madison, Wisconsin 53708
608/221-2292 • 800/356-5952

THE BRIDGE PRESERVERS
Renovation of Timber & Concrete Bridges

• INSPECTION

• TIMBER IN-PLACE PRESERVATIVE TREATMENT
• REPAIR

HIGH-RAIL 0/rlSfUf/*^fc^/%
Better, easier bridge inspection
and maintenance with the high-rail
SNOOPER. High-rail wheels allow controlled movement
and complete coverage. 2x14 foot platform, with

controls, enables the operator to position and work
as far as 25 feet below deck.

"rtmpnny

eets • Omaha. Nebraska 68105
402) 345-6767

27th & Martha Streets • Omaha. Nebraska 68105
(402) 345-6767

A.k.
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broadleaf weeds. Trumpet creeper, Virginia creeper, Rubus sp. and wild rose are woody vines.

Elderberry is a woody shrub.

IV. DISCUSSION

The three species which were targeted as problem weeds and which occurred with a sufficient

consistency that a standard one-way analysis of variance was used to compare percent reduction over a

number of treatments. Significance was determined at the 95% confidence level mean separation

utilizing Duncan's multiple range test.

Scouring rush {Equisetum hymale) was most effectively controlled by the following treatments

(which were not significantly different from each other)*:

1. Atratol 90 (6 or 8 lb.) and Arsenal (3 pt.)

2. Garlon 4 (3 qt.)

3. Tordon 101 (1.5 gal.)

4. Spike SOW + Oust (3 oz.) or Arsenal (2 qt.)

Although the treatment containing Telar did not have sufficient scouring rush to be included in the

statistical juialysis, it was evaluated as a "G" in Table 1.

Big bluestem {Andropogon gerardi) was most effectively controlled by the following (which were

not significantly different from each other)*:

1. Arsenal (2 or 3 qt.)

2. Atratol 90 (8 lb.) & Arsenal (3 pt.)

3. Banvel (1 qt.) and Roundup (2 qt.)

Please note that of these, the last received a G rating in Table One.

Trumpet creeper (Campsis radicans) cover was reduced by almost all the treatments. Only the

untreated control was singularly ineffective.

Several cautionary comments are in order jegarding the evaluation of Table 1 . Care should be

exercised in extrapolating these results for other locations or purposes. For example, not all herbicides

are equally suited to the postemergent timing of these tests. Karmex, Spike and Atratol, as well as Oust,

are often used more for their pre-emergent qualities. Another consideration is that several treatments

were used to highlight control on a specific target species . For example , Tordon 101, Garlon 4 , Banvel

720 or Roundup are not recommended for use by themselves for season-long control of late germinaten

annuals, such as foxtail. Also, since the evaluations were made long before the end of the growing

season, most treatments would have deteriorated or improved, depending on their length of control.

Lx)ng term control of perennials is measured better by degree of regrowth the following year.

Taking the above into consideration, it is possible to see various indications from the data, such as:

1

.

Arsenal, American Cyanamid's newly registered product, has considerable promise as a broad

spectrum industrial herbicide. Only Rubus seemed resistant.

2. Two products demonstrate some compatibility with Arsenal, notably Atratol 90 and Spike 80

W. Compatibility of Arsenal and Karmex bears further study.

3. The several products tested primarily against trumpet creeper, also exhibit good control of

milkweed, dogbane, and several other broadleaf weeds. Price and crop liability considerations aside,

the control is improved enough to consider the inclusion of Spike, Garlon, Tordon or Banvel into road

spray programs on these merits.

•Please note that treatments other than these may have received equally good ratings in the Table They are not cited due to their large

standard deviations.



Double life of
standard track bits
The PR-3AA Rail Drill with its unique automatic advance feed system
consistently gets 40 holes or more from a standard track bit. I ndex-
ing bars and template permit fast, precise hole positioning

without measuring. Accurate holes, consistenly drilled

to within 1/32 inch tolerance. Replaceable brass

drill guide bushings assure long life, and
American made Briggs &
Stratton engine means
replacement parts f
are readily available.

Sales and service

available through-

out North America.
Contact us for a

free demonstration.

MODERN TRACK MACHINERY INC.

1415 Davis Rd., Elgin, IL 60120
Tel. (312) 697-7510 Telex 722437

MODERN TRACK MACHINERY CANADA LTD.
5926 Shawson Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L4W 3W5
Tel. (416) 673-1200 Telex 06-960140
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Appendix A. Herbicides used in line-of-road tests.



Manufacturers
Since 1938

The Original

HI-BALL

OIL BURNING SWITCH HEATER
BURNS 4 DAYS

MISSISSIPPI SUPPLY COMPANY
20-A Railway Exchange BIdg.,

611 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri 63101

Phone: Area Code 314 - 231-0930

HEAVY-DUTY
Rail Lubricators Switch Point Protectors

.-'irfe.L . J &s^̂ 'f^-..

I
ff

• Easy Installation— no grinding or drilling

required
• No valves to stick or wear out
• Gear pump and ratchet arm submerged in

grease
• Effective distribution far beyond trackside

location
• Available in both single and double rail units,

2-port or 4-pon design
• Extends rail life; reduces M/W costs

Moore & Steele Corporation
Owego, Tioga County, NY. 13827 USA
(607) 687-2751

• Low initial cost, low replacement cost
• Replaceable blade made of drop-forged alloy

steel, heat-treated
• Long service life

• Quick installation

• Fits right or left-hand switches
• Available for prompt delivery
• A quality product matched with quality service

Call or write tor our brochures

M &S
IVIaCDnEiM)STEELE



COMMITTEE 13—ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Report of Subcommittee No. 2

Asbestos Removal and Disposal

P. C. Conlon (Subcommittee Chairman); W. H. Melgren (Subcommittee Vice Chairman); D. E.

Beck; N. Calton; A. J. Dolby; W. J. Harris, III; W. M. Harrison, Jr.; A. M. Mason; G. H . Nick; M. L.

Williams; H. B. Wyche, Jr.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulates the
removal and disposal of asbestos under authority of the Clean
Air Act. Regulations concerning asbestos are published in Title
40 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 61. This report
summarizes the requirements as they apply to the renovation or
demolition of railroad facilities that contain asbestos.

In some instances, states have been delegated the
responsibility of regulating the removal and disposal of
asbestos. To ensure compliance with all applicable regulations,
contact should be made with the EPA regional asbestos
coordinator to determine whether the state where the work is to
be done has been delegated asbestos regulatory responsibility.

Asbestos Removal

There are basic standards in effect that must be used when
evaluating the proposed renovation or demolition activity.
These standards must be met by the owner or operator of the
demolition or renovation operation. Renovation is defined as
altering in any way one or more facility components. Demolition
means the wrecking or removal of any load-supporting structural
member of a facility together with any related handling
operations. If the amount of friable asbestos materials
(containing more than one percent asbestos by weight that can
crumble, pulverize, or reduce to powder when dry) in a facility
being demolished or renovated is at least 260 linear feet on
pipes or at least 160 square feet on other facility components
such as walls or ceilings, then the notification and emission
control standards listed in Table 1 apply. If the amount of
friable asbestos materials involved is less than 260 linear feet
on pipes or 160 square feet on other components, the
notification requirements do not need to include items f, g, and
h in Table 1.

If the facility is being demolished under an order of a

State or local governmental agency, issued because the facility
is structurally unsound and in imminent danger of collapse, the
notification described above must also include the name, title,
and authority of the governmental representative who ordered the
demolition.

If the structure or facility is expected to be renovated
over a long period of time and asbestos removal will occur on an
unscheduled basis, the amount of asbestos that would be removed
within one year should be used to determine whether total
quantities involved exceed 260 linear feet on pipes or 160
square feet on other surfaces.
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FROM MARMON TRANSMOTIVE

A BETTER WAY

CLEANS DITCHES 18 FEET FROM TRACK
CENTER!

CAST MATERIAL TO EITHER SIDE OR
LOAD INTO AIR DUMP CARS. EQUIPPED
WITH OUR CAR TOP CONVEYORS, RIG CAN
LOAD, HANDLE AND DUMP TWO 50 YARD
SIDE AIR DUMPS. WILL MOVE THESE
CARS UP A 1 Vj GRADE AT 10 MPH.

[B
111
it

Mdi'inon TiBnsinoCivc
P.O. Box 1511

Governor Johpi Sevier Highway
Knoxville, Tennessee 37901 U.S.A.

615/525-6224 • TELEX 557-486

WILL DIG UP TO FOUR FEET BELOW
T.O.R. GREAT FOR TUNNEL AND
CROSSING DRAINAGES!
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Table 1

Asbestos

Notification Requirements

for

Demolition and Renovation

1. Write to EPA Administrator, 401 M Street S.W., Washington,
D.C. 20460 providing notice of intent to demolish or
renovate structure.

2. Notice of intent must be postmarked or delivered to EPA at
least 10 days before demolition begins, or as early as
possible before renovation begins.
(In the event that the state has been delegated
responsibility for asbestos removal and disposal regulation,
the notice of intent requirements may vary.)

3. The notice must include the following information.

a. Name and address of owner or operator of facility,

b. Description of facility being renovated or demolished,
including size, age, and prior use of the facility.

c. Estimate of amount of friable asbestos material in
facility,

d. Location of facility,

e. Scheduled start and completion dates of demolition or
renovation,

f. Nature of demolition or renovation methods to be used,

g. Procedures to be used to comply with EPA removal and
disposal regulations, and

h. Name and location of the waste disposal site where the
friable asbestos waste material will be deposited.

If EPA has delegated this responsibility to the particular
state involved, the appropriate state agency should be
contacted. Several states require not only the information
described in items f, g, and h in Table 1, but place other
requirements on the owner of the facility being renovated or
demolished.

It is the intent of the EPA rules to prevent emissions of
particulate asbestos materials to the outside air. Particulate
asbestos particles are defined as finely divided particles of
asbestos materials. Friable asbestos materials must be removed
from a facility being demolished or renovated before any
wrecking or dismantling takes place that would break up the
materials or prevent access to the materials for subsequent
removal. Under certain conditions, friable asbestos materials
do not need to be removed before demolition begins. These are
if the asbestos is on a facility component that is encased in
concrete or other similar material, and these materials are
adequately wetted whenever exposed during demolition.



LORAM'S ALL-PRO TRACK
REHABILITATION TEAM

Loram has not only built but actually developed some
of our industry's most innovative track machinery. The
sled, plow and shoulder ballast cleaner are examples
of Loram ingenuity. They're part of a broad line of

dependable track rehabilitation equipment that
includes:

LORAM RAIL GRINDERS (24-, 36-, 72- and 88-stone
models) grind down to the rail corrugation valleys

instead of into them, as other grinding methods do.

Loram grinders restore rail without wasting rail metal.

LORAM S DOUBLE TRACK AUTO PLOW, which
plows ballast to the field side of double-track terri-

tory, sets up faster than any competitive machine.

LORAM S SHOULDER BALLAST CLEANER has the
highest capacity of any machine on the market. It

cleans ballast from the tie end to shoulder edge while
a scarifier tooth breaks out fouled ballast. One pass
and the track is broomed and ready to use.

LORAM'S AUTOSLED/PLOW, with plowing and sled-

ding components built right in, can be set up fast-
actually in about 11 minutes.

LORAM'S TIE INSERTER inserts five or more ties a
minute and can be easily adapted to handle concrete
ties. Design simplicity and very accessible parts make
the 1015 easy to maintain and repair

LORAM'S LRT RAIL GRINDER was built on a smaller

scale especially for rapid transit systems. It's self pro-

pelled and self contained, operates with a crew of two.

For purchase or lease information contact:

LORAM MAINTENANCE OF WAY, INC.
3900 Arrowhead Drive • Hamel, Minnesota 55340
(612) 478-6014 • Cable LORAM: Telex 29-0391

Mobody buHds it tougher.

Or services it better.
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Friable asbestos materials must be adequately wetted when
they are being stripped from facility components before the
components are removed from the facility. When a facility
component covered or coated with friable asbestos materials is
being taken out of the facility in units or sections, any
friable asbestos materials must be adequately wetted when
exposed during cutting or disjointing operations. These units
or sections should be carefully lowered to ground level, not
dropped or thrown.

In renovation operations, if wetting the asbestos would
unavoidably damage equipment, the owner or operator should write
to the EPA Administrator and ask for an official determination
of this fact. Once the Administrator confirms this, a local
exhaust ventilation and collection system must be designed and
operated to capture the particulate asbestos material produced
by the stripping and removal of the friable asbestos materials.
This system must follow the guidelines in Table 2.

After a facility component has been taken out of the
facility as units or in sections, the friable asbestos materials
must be adequately wetted during stripping operations or a local
exhaust ventilation and collection system, as outlined in Table
2, must be used to capture the particulate asbestos materials
produced by the stripping.

Friable asbestos materials that have been removed or
stripped mtist remain adequately wetted until collected for
disposal. They must not be thrown or dropped to ground level,
but carefully lowered to prevent dispersal of asbestos
particulate into the outside air. Dust tight chutes or
containers may be used if the materials were removed or stripped
more than 50 feet above the ground and were not removed as units
or in sections.

Table 2

Guidelines for Asbestos

Air Cleaning Systems

1. Use fabric filter collection devices,

2. Operate the fabric filter collection devices at a
pressure drop of no more than four inches water gauge,
as measured across the filter fabric,

3. Ensure the air flow permeability, as determined by ASTM
Method D737-75, does not exceed 30 ft-'/min/ft^ for
woven fabrics or 35 ft /min/ft^ for felted fabrics,

4. Ensure that felted fabric weighs at least 14 ounces per
square yard and is at least one-sixteenth inch thick
throughout, avoiding the use of synthetic fabrics that
contain other than spun fill yarn.
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The Ever-Dependable Wood Crosstie
(Good news down the line)

In this world of shrinking nalural

resources it s comforling to know
there s at least one resource that is

literally growing The proven,

dependable wood crossiie We re

growing them taster than we re

jsing them

It's a good thing On down the line

we'll need 30 million new crossties a

vear to keep America rolling That s

a pretty tall order But Man and
Nature- working together — began

filling It years ago

In the century and a hall since

crosstie technology emerged from

the stone age. modern improvements
in drying and treating wood have
extended the average life of the

crosstie (ive fold from about six

years to 30 years and up

Today, the modern wood crosstie

lasts longer than it takes to grow a

tree big enough to make one or

more new crossties

Nature IS doing her part too

Hardwood growth now exceeds
annual cutting by more than TS'o

And that inventory—especially m
crosstie-size trees- is increasing

American Commerce has a lot

riding on the strength and growth o'

the Nation s Railroads And our

Railroads can bank on the ever-

dependable wood crosstie to carry

Its share of the load Right down
the line

Koppers Company, Inc

Pittsburgh PA 15219

KOPPERS
Architectural and
Consiruction Materials
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5. The air cleaning equipment must be properly installed,
operated, and maintained. Bypass devices may only be
used during emergency conditions, and then only for as
long as it takes to shut down the operation generating
the particulate asbestos materials,

6. If the use of fabric creates a fire or explosion
hazard, the EPA Administrator may authorize the use of
substitute wet filters, and

7. The EPA Administrator may authorize the use of other
filtering equipment if it can be demonstrated that it
will perform in a manner similar to that described
above. An alternative system is described in EPA
report 560/5-83-002 "Recommended Specifications and
Operating Procedures for the Use of Negative Pressure
Systems for Asbestos Abatement."

When the temperature at the point of wetting is less than
32°F, the materials need only be wetted once after removal. A
local exhaust ventilation system will also control emissions.
Friable asbestos covered materials should be removed in sections
or as units to the extent possible under freezing conditions.

When a building is being demolished, the portion containing
friable asbestos materials must be adecjuately wettad during the
wrecking operation.

Asbestos Waste Disposal

All asbestos containing waste material nust be disposed of
at waste disposal sites operated in accordance with EPA rules.
No visible emissions to outside air must occur during the
collection, processing (including incineration) , packaging,
transporting, or deposition of any asbestos containing waste
material. This may be accomplished by any of the following
methods

.

1) Asbestos-containing waste material may be treated with
water to form a slurry. The waste must be adequately wetted and
no visible emissions to the outside air may occur during the
process. After wetting, all asbestos containing waste material
must be sealed in leak-tight containers while wet. The labels
must have the following wording:

CONTAINS ASBESTOS
AVOID OPENING OR BREAKING

CONTAINER. BREATHING ASBESTOS
IS HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH



How to start locomotives
in cold weather.
In temperatures as low as 30 below, Microphors Locomotive Thermal
Protection device (LTP) maintains engines at starting temperature without
wasteful idling. As a result, the LTP reduces engine wear, and prevents
damage to locomotive piping circuits. It also significantly reduces diesel fuel

consumption — up to 15,000 gallons per year in some locations.

"V^^
Cold temperatures make locomo-
tive start-up increasingly difficult.

But not wilti rvlicrophor s LTP By
maintaining engine temperature,

the LTP permits locomotives to

start at the press of a button.

The compact l^icrophor LTP con-
sumes less than a gallon of diesel

fuel per hour, even m sub-zero
temperatures. It can eliminate

3,000 idling hours annually per
locomotive.

The LTP increases engine life be-

cause It cuts down on locomotive
operating time When an engine is

not running, it s not wearing out

Elimination of idling also will ex-

tend periods between maintenance
and overhauls.

Registered Trademark of Microphor.

Locomotive Thermal
Protection Device

Get complete informa-

tion about the Micro-
phor LTP. Write for our
new technical

brochure.

Microphor. Inc.

452 East Hill Road
P.O. Box 490
Willits, CA 95490
800 358-8280 (toll free)

In California: 707 459-5563
Telex: 330470

IWicrophor Export Corp
Forest Lodge West
Fawley Road Hythe
Southampton, S046ZZ. England
Telephone: 0703 8431 78
Telex: 477580 Hovcon G
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Huckbolt" Fasteners Are Here To Stay
Just install 'em and forget 'em—

no more safety worries and high

maintenance costs associated

with loose nuts and bolts. You

can't beat the installed cost of a

Huckbolt fastener either,

whether holding together a

bridge, turnout, crossing or

track joint.

Another plus: unskilled labor can

install them and deliver consistent

high clamp-up fastenings every time.

Call or write for a demonstration

today. Huck Industrial Fastener Div,

PO. Box 8117, Waco,TX 76714,

(817) 776-2000. Huck is a

Federal-Mogul Company
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As an alternative, warning labels specified t>y the Occupational
Safety and Health Administration may be used. These labels
state:

CAUTION
CONTAINS ASBESTOS FIBERS

AVOID CREATING DUST
BREATHING ASBESTOS DUST MAY CAUSE

SERIOUS BODILY HARM

2) Asbestos-containing waste may be formed into non-friable
pellets or other shapes. No visible emissions to the outside
air emanating from the collection or processing system are
allowed.

3) Any other disposal method must be approved by the EPA
Administrator or the appropriate state agency (if EPA has
delegated its authority) prior to its use.

HIGH TECH SIMPLICITY
The high tech answer to rail fastening — Pandrol.

NO SPIKE KILLING...no need to pull

spikes to replace rail. j^^^^^
REDUCE PLATE CUTTING... ^T^^"'^
mechanical wear is decreased. ^ ., ^^^
EQUAL LOAD DISTRIBUTION... M { -* ""'^(Bjfc-'^
uniform toe loads transfer rail forces ^^. ^L ^^^
equally to each tie. ^i^ ^|^
NO CREEP, LESS ROLL OVER.the ^jk ^»
strong clamping force stops creep and ^^.^ .jf

resists rail roll over. ^^IttKtltf^
EASY TO INSTALL ..clips can be easily

installed or removed using standard _^^^ _ _ _
track tools. ^^^VDQ f^ r%^^^ | g,

SAVES TIME. ..rapid installation and ^^^^ ^ ? ? ^ - ^^ ^ ^ "^^^
easy rail replacement reduces track

time for required maintenance. ''^
^i^V^^^ ^^l^^T^'^non^.^ Bridgeport, New Jersey 08014

(609)467-3227



Trevira Spunbond: the strongest,

most efficient nonwoven geotextile

you can put under a traclc.

Our needlepunched 100% polyester

nonwoven has higher tensile strength

than any comparable engineering fabric

Dimensional stability is excellent, and
Trevira' Spunbond is more isotropic

Performance. Trevira Spunbond
fabrics have the highest resistance to

degradation by hydrocarbons (such

as diesel fuel) and ultra-violet radiation,

unquestionably superior to polypro-

pylene Trevira Spunbond also has the

highest resistance to creep, insuring

long term performance, and offers

the highest coefficient of friction of all

geotextiles

Permeability and planar flow.

Trevira Spunbond has the most

desirable combination of permeability

and planar flow of any fabric you can

specify Our fabrics are thicker and

they're made of 100% polyester

That's why they allow superior lateral

water flow

The easy choice. Specify tough,

American-made Trevira Spunbond
The most efficient geotextile you

can put under a track

Contact Hoechst Fibers Industries,

Spunbond Business Group, PO Box 5887
Spartanburg, SO 29304 Or call

1-(800)845-7597. or 1-(803)579-5479,

TREVIRA.
SPUNBOND
Used with confidence world wide

s HOECHST ana TREVIRA ui Hoechst ^
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Asbestos Waste Disposal Sites

To be an acceptable site for disposal of asbestos-containing
waste material, a waste disposal site must meet certain
requirements for emission control and detering public access.
No visible emissions to the outside air from the site are
allowed. If this is not possible, the disposal site, while in
continuous operation, should be covered over daily with at least
six inches of compacted non-asbestos containing earth, or a dust
suppression agent approved by the EPA Administrator or the
appropriate state agency.

Unless there is a natural barrier that adequately deters
access to the disposal site by the general public, as determined
by the EPA Administrator or the appropriate state agency,
warning signs and fencing must be installed and maintained.
Warning signs must be located at all entrances and at intervals
of 300 feet or less along the property line or perimeter of the
site. The signs must conform to EPA specifications as follows.
The sign must be 14 inches x 20 inches, in a vertical format and
display the following legend in the corresponding letter sizes.

Legend

ASBESTOS WASTE DISPOSAL SITE

Notation

1 inch Sans Serif,
Gothic, or
Block lettering

DO WOT CREATE DUST 3/4 inch Sans Serif,
Gothic or
Block lettering

BREATHING ASBESTOS IS
HAZARDOUS TO YOUR HEALTH

14 Point Gothic Lettering

Spacing between any two lines must be at least equal to the
height of the upper of the two lines.

Alternative enission control aethods must be approved by the
EPA Administrator or the appropriate state agency.



Rail Signaling Control

Systems from GRS,
the fulHine supplier.

From basic relays to state-of-the-art microprocessor tech-

nology, GRS is the rail industry leader in transportation con-

trol systems and equipment. Equipment that we not only

manufacture, but often design from the ground up to assure

maximum safety and performance on the job.

Here are a few
• Automatic train control systems

• Computerized cTc and NX
interlocking

• Computerized car classilication

• Rapid transit control systems

• Cab signals and speed control

• Coded track signal control

• Automatic train operation

examples:
Rail-highway crossing warning
Automatic block signaling

Microprocessor cTc and NX
interlocking

Automatic vehicle identification

Electronic track circuits

Hot journal detection

For more information about these and other signaling products,

see your GRS sales engineer or write for Bulletin 200

(en^i^
GENEnAL RAIL\A/AY SIGNAL

a. UMIT OF GENERAL SIGINJAL

PCJ BOX BOO
ROCHESTER NEW YORK U1692



COMMITTEE 22—ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE

Report of Subcommittee No. 7

Economics of laying welded rail directly on ties in new
construction vs laying panels first then replacing jointed rail

with continuous welded rail

W. Glavin and R.D. Johnson (Subcommittee Co-Chairmen); W.J. Higgins; J.C. Hunsberger; G.J.

Kerbs; G.S. Pearson, II; L.E. Porter; W.J. Toner, Jr.; T.P. Woll; D.N. Worfel

The purpose of this Subcommittee's activities was to canvas and assess various railroads to

determine their procedures for laying welded rail directly on ties in new construction vs. laying panel

track first and then replacing jointed rail on the panels with continuous welded rail. A questionnaire was

sent out to all committee members and seventeen replies were received. The questionnaire asked for

manhours to perform various functions in both individual tie construction and panel construction.

A summary of the figures for the various operations is included at the end of this report. It will be

noticed that there is a large variation between the high and the low manhour figures. This results from

various operations being done with little or no constraints in the open country side as compared to major

metropolitan areas containing physical restraints as well as major commuter train operations.

Laying Continuous Welded RaU Directly On Ties

The delivery of the cross ties to the job site was performed 50% by work trains with the ties loaded

into regular gondola cars. Forty-two percent of responses indicated that the ties were delivered to the

work site by trucks. One road reported that it used the P81 1 Track Laying System in laying the ties.

Once the ties arrived at the job site, 50% of those responding indicated these ties were unloaded and

stock piled for later distribution. Forty-two percent of the responses indicated that the ties were

unloaded and distributed at the time of delivery to the work site. Although the percentages of delivered

ties to the job site and the distribution of these ties once they were at the job site were identical, those

responding varied in their handling of the ties once they arrived at the job site. The equipment used to

unload the ties when they were delivered to the job site via by gondola or truck were fairly universally

unloaded with hydraulic cranes, speed swings, locomotive cranes or rough tertain cranes. The average

unloading crew utilized in this work element averaged 5 employees.

Those responding indicated that 50% had ties pre-plated at delivery time with the remaining 50%
without any plates or pre-boring of the ties performed prior to their arrival at the work site. The majority

of rail fasteners used were cut spikes with 82% of the responses indicating this type of rail fastening

with 18% indicating direct fixation fastenings were employed. The vast majority of replies indicated

that there was a good serviceable road leading to the job site location as well as a service road adjacent

to the new track construction work area.

One-half of the responses indicated that they delivered all of the OTM materials by truck while the

other 50% of the roads indicated they delivered by work train. Three responses indicated that they

welded the CWR at a portable welding plant located within an average of 60 miles from the work site.

Those roads which performed the welding of the rail at the System Welding Plant indicated that the rail

was transported up to a maximum distance of 1200 miles. The average distance that the rail was

transported was 600 miles from the System Welding Plant.

A slight majority of the replies indicated that they unloaded the Continuous Welded Rail from the rail

train along side the track, which was in service and the rail was later placed on the new track at the new
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HOW
FOSTER RAIL

AND ACCESSORY
SroCI^CAN HELP
YOUR INVENTORY

CAPITAL
WORK HARDER.

M II t'M'JI

You know what happens
when you try to base

your rail and accessory'

inventor}^ on guesswork:

either you overstock and
tie up capital or you run

out just when you most
need material.

Foster can help you
solve both problems:

because our inventory can become ym<r inventor>'.

We give you access to our worldwide network of

warehouses, to our complete stocks of rail, track-

work and rail accessories,

.^nd we back up our

warehousing capabilities

with prompt deliveries.

Another tip for freeing up
your assets: use Foster's

more than 80 years of

experience in rail take-

ups to liquidate

abandoned track.

Put your inventor.- capital back to work.

Contact L.B. foster Companv, 41o Holidav Drive,

Pittsburgh PA 15220. (412) 928-3400

We supply solutions.

FOSTER I

L.B.FOSTER
COMPANY
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work location site. The rail was moved into location by using straddle axle rubber tired equipment with

the aid of rollers to facilitate the rail being placed in final location. Slightly half of the responses

indicated that they pulled the Continuous Welded Rail directly from the rail train using the straddle axle

rubber tired equipment directly on to the pre-placed ties at the new site location. The average crew size

performing this function was 10 employees.

Laying Track Panels And Replacing Rail With Continuous Welded Rail

One-third of the responses indicated that the fabrication of the track panels took place at the job site

and 67% indicated that the panels were fabricated at a System Plant and then shipped by rail to the work

site location. For those panels fabricated at a system location, the distance that the panels were

transported ranged from 100 miles to 400 miles to the work site location. The average distance that the

panels were transported by all those reporting was 233 miles from the fabrication location to the work

site. All responses reported that the transportation method for the panels was by rail with the panels

being handled in a work train consist.

Seventy percent of those reporting indicated that there was a service road adjacent to the construction

area and 60% indicated that there was a good service road adjacent to the entire track construction area

location. The unloading of the track panels from the work train was accomplished by either a rail

mounted crane or a rubber tired rough terrain crane. The manpower involved in unloading the panels

varied from six employees to twenty-five with an average gang consist of thirteen employees.

The overwhelming majority of responses indicated that they welded the Continuous Welded Rail at a

System Welding Plant and did not use a portable welding facility at the installation site. The distances

that the rail was transported, varied from 100 miles to a maximum of 1500 miles, with the average

distance being 531 miles from the System Welding Plant to the installation site.

Various types of equipment were utilized to install the Continuous Welded Rail onto the paneled

track itself. The equipment varied from rail mounted cranes to off-track cranes to straddle axle

pneumatic equipment to a full rail gang consist. The number of employees utilized in placing the

Continuous Welded Rail onto the paneled track averaged 17 employees with the range varying between

6 employees to 25 employees.

General comments were solicited from each committee member relative to their overall experience,

practice, and the economics which they were able to develop concerning the laying of welded rail

directly on ties in new construction vs. laying panels first and then replacing the jointed rail with

Continuous Welded Rail later. The overall consensus reported that Continuous Welded Rail laid on

normal individual track construction is less costly than placing continuous welded rail on panel track

construction. However, various reasons dictated many of the roads employ both methods. Time

constraints involved in the construction of a facility may require panel track being utilized as inservice

time for the new facility can be increased. Also, concerning yard construction, the availability of

existing track facilities is restricted as to work locations and track availability. Also the timing of

Continuous Welded Rail and its delivery to a work site influences the use of panel construction vs

individual tie installation. Additionally, various replies indicated that site conditions affect the methods

which are used for new track construction. The individual requirements surrounding each specific new

construction site must be evaluated and this in many instances dictated the method of installation.

The summary of information as indicated by reporting members is herewith listed below and the

manhours identified are for a mile of track. This report is trying to give an average manhours per type of

operation on the two methods identified. These results are to be taken as a round guideline. There are

many specific operations which will show greater efficiencies than shown in the table while others will

greatly exceed those shown . Remember also that the location of the construction site varies from a rural

area to a densely populated urban location. The attached table indicates the averages and the high and

low manhours for each operation.
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MEMOIRS

Harry B. Berkshire

1923-1985

Harry B. Berkshire, a member ofAREA Committee No. 22 for many years, died May 14, 1985, in San

Francisco, from cancer.

Bom in Logansport, Indiana, December 29, 1 923 , he married Freddie Taylor on December 2 1 , 1945

.

They have four children and three grandchildren.

During World War II he served in the United States Air Force as Navigator on a B-24.

He graduated from Purdue University in 1949, with a B.S. degree in Civil Engineering. He was also a

graduate of Harvard Business School Program for Management Development.

Harry's railroad engineering career began on the New York Central as a Rodman at Columbus, Ohio,

in 1949. He advanced through various positions on the New York Central, becoming Superintendent of

the merged Penn Central-New York Central Hudson Division in 1967. In 1968 he became Engineer

Track-System ofthePenn Central, and in 1970 System Production Engineer of Penn Central. In 1971 he

moved to the Boston and Maine as Vice President-Engineering. He came to Southern Pacific as Assistant

Chief Engineer in early 1 977 , later that year becoming Assistant Vice President-Maintenance ofWay and

Engineering of Southern Pacific.

Harry was a member of the AREA Board of Direction from 1979 to 1982. Some years ago he also

served on AREA Committee No. 4.

He was a member of the AAR Engineering Division General Committee, AAR Policy Committee -

Highway-Rail Program, AAR National Grade Crossing Inventory and Numbering Project, and Study

Advisory Panel-AASHTO/AAR Joint Committee.

He was also a member of the Roadmasters and Maintenance of Way Association of America, the

Railway Tie Association, the American Society for Testing Materials, and the Engineers Club of San

Francisco.

Well liked and respected by all whose lives he touched, he is missed very much by all who knew him.

G. L. Murdoch
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Kenneth H. Lenzen
1921-1985

Kenneth H. Lenzen, Professor of Civil Engineering at the University of Kansas, died on March 18,

1985, at the K. U. Medical Center.

Dr. Lenzen was a member of A. R.E. A. from 1949 until his recent death. Through this period, he has

served as an active member ofCommittee 1 5 . In 1 984 he received Life Membership status . In the summer

of 1983 he was a member of the special A. R.E. A. visitation team to Peking, China, that advised the

Chinese Government on the rebuilding of their railroad transportation system.

Kenneth Lenzen was bom in Evanston, Illinois, on September 18, 1921 . He received a Bachelor of

Science degree in Civil Engineering in 1943 and a Master of Science in Structural Engineering in 1946

from Northwestern University. In 1957 he received his Ph.D in Engineering Sciences from Purdue

University.

Dr. Lenzen taught engineering at the University of Kansas for 30 years. He was Chairman of its

Mechanics and Aerospace Engineering Department from 1965 to 1967. He was Director of the

Engineering Mechanics Division of the Civil Engineering Department from 1967 to 1974. He served as

Associate Dean of Engineering Graduate Studies and Research from 1 974 to 1 980 and was an Advisor on

University Affairs for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration in 1980 and 1981.

Professionally, Dr. Lenzen was registered in five states. He was active in professional societies as a

member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, the National Society of Professional Engineers, the

American Society of Engineering Education and the Research Council of Riveted and Bolted Structural

Joints in addition to the American Railway Engineering Association.

Throughout his career. Dr. Lenzen served as a consultant to numerous steel companies and other

industrial concerns. He performed research in the fields of structural steel design, vibrations and

structural dynamics. He published numerous papers and articles dealing with his work.

His academic achievements earned him membership in Sigma Tau, Sigma Xi, Tau Beta Pi and Chi

Epsilon . He was a member ofTriangle Fraternity at Northwestern . He received the J . James Croes Medal

from the American Society ofCivil Engineers in 1 956, a Fulbright Grant in 1 962-63 , and an Organization

of American States Grant in 1974. He was a Danforth Associate and is listed in Who's Who in

Engineering.

Dr. Lenzen is survived by his wife, Mrs. Evelyn Lenzen, his daughter. Miss Karen J. Lenzen and a

sister, Mrs . Virginia May Hale . The Kansas Chapter ofTau Beta Pi has created an "Outstanding Student"

award in his memory.

C. R. Wahlen
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The Coast of California

Coastlines might appear at first glance to be an ideal location for a railway, with their promise of

water level grades connecting major cities, but a closer look reveals an array of challenges, especially

where geology shows that the land is falling and the sea cuts cliffs and other jagged formations into the

coast. Rivers reaching the coast create breaks in the cliffs, requiring bridges or added grades, and

sometimes the headlands become too high or unstable and the rail line is located further inland. The

continuing assault on the headlands by the crashing force of the ocean waves during storms requires

special vigilance to assure the continuity of the roadbed running on top of the cliffs.

But on most days, instead of special challenge, the impression is of a soothing and varied beauty.

White surf accents the changing boundary between the dark blue waters and sandy beaches, and

shadows delineate the varied rock shapes on the cliffs. Above this the grassland mountains rise gently

inland.

One of the most scenic coastal railway locations is west of Santa Barbara, California on the

Southern Pacific line from Los Angeles to San Francisco, where the photographs above and below and

on the front and back covers were taken. The photo below shows the Los Angeles-Seattle Amtrak train

at milepost 336 in this area in 1981.



Rail Fractures On The Field Side Of The
Low Rail On Curves Under Heavy Axle Loads

AAR Research and Test Department

Report No. R-546

G. M. Magee*

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A railroad hauling 130 tons of coal in 125-ton cars
experienced horizontal cracks under the overflow lip on the
field side of the inner rails of two-degree, 30 minute curves.
The rail was 119 RE, laid new as CWR in 1972. These cracks were
first noted after the rail had carried 59 million gross tons of
traffic. Because of interest in the effect of 125-ton cars on
rail life, an investigation was made to determine the cause of
these cracks.

This investigation consisted of (a) the measurement of
vertical stresses with electrical strain gages on rails with
overflow, but no cracks, on the field side of the inner rails of
a two-degree, 3 minute curve, under revenue service coal
trains, and (b) a metallurgical examination of a section cut
through a typical crack.

The investigation showed that the measured range in vertical
stresses was not nearly high enough to cause fatigue failures,
and the cracks were the result of the shear/tear failure from
the excessive plastic flow. Observations of similar cracks on
two other railways, where the traffic was mostly 100-ton coal
cars, indicated that on three-degree curves it would take
approximately five times as much traffic to develop this same
type of crack.

Apparent solutions to this problem are to transpose the
rails, before the plastic flow on the field corner of the inner
rails has progressed far enough to cause cracking, or to use
heat-treated or alloy rails.

The extent to which the serviceable life of rail may be
shortened by these cracks has not yet been determined.

*Consultant to AAR Research & Test Department. (Deceased-see Memoir Pg. 451)
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Because of interest in the effects on rail of the operation

of 125-ton cars with four-wheel trucks, a study has been made on

what is believed to be a new type of rail failure, which appears

to be of concern with the operation of such cars. On a coal

hauling road, using 125-ton cars carrying 130 tons of coal, and

producing wheel loads of 41,375 lbs. on 38-inch diameter wheels,

horizontal cracks under the overflow lip on the field side of

the low rails on two-degree, 3 0-minute curves were first noted

at a few locations in April, 1980. At this time, the 119 RE CWR

in use had carried approximately 69 million gross tons of

traffic. In June, 1981, after some 72 million gross tons of

traffic, it was observed that these cracks had markedly

increased in both size and extent and had developed on several

curves not previously affected in April, 1980.

These cracks were about 5/8 inch below the top of rail and

developed at the juncture of the overflow lip with the field

side of the low rail. Because these cracks appeared to start at

the surface and progress both inwardly and upwardly, it was

thought that they were fatigue cracks, due to the repetitive

high compressive stresses of worn wheels bearing on the field

side of the top of the rails. Accordingly, it was decided to

take strain gage measurements on a rail with considerable

overflow, but not cracked, that was located in a two-degree,

30-minute curve. The strain gages were positioned to measure

the vertical strain at the location on the low rail where the

cracks on other rails had been observed, e.g., about 5/8 inch

below the top of rail on the field side.

A 1/2 inch thick section was also cut through a typical

fracture and sent to the AAR Technical Center in Chicago,

Illinois for metallurgical examination.
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2.0 FIELD TESTS

2 . 1 Description

The first field location selected for testing was

on a two-degree, 30-ininute curve. Figure 1 shows the

high and low rail profiles and the locations of the 1/8

inch strain gage on the field side of the head of the

low rail. In addition to measuring the vertical strain

just under the lip on the field side of the low rail,

another vertical strain gage was placed a few feet

away, also 5/8 inch below the top of rail. The rail

overflow lip at this second location had been removed

by grinding before applying the strain gage, in order

to determine if there was a stress concentration factor

created by the lip. In addition, two rosette-type

gages were placed 8 inches apart on both sides of the

webs of the high and low rails along their neutral axes

to measure the vertical wheel loads.

High Roil

Gage

Gage< 56-;^ inches
16

Superelevation - Z-r inche«

Figure 1. High and Low Rail Head Contours at the Test
Site, Located on a Two-degree, 30-minute Curve.
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While the test runs were being made at this

location on the two-degree, 3 0-ininute curve, a vertical

strain gage and two rosette-type gages for measuring

the vertical wheel loads were placed on one rail only

of a nearby tangent track section. Following the test

runs on the curve, a record was obtained for a loaded

coal train operating on this tangent section.

The entire strain gaging program was completed

within one week, from Monday, September 16, 1981

through Friday, September 20, 1981.

2.2 Instrumentation

Data were collected using conventional strain gage

instrumentation and a light beam recording oscillograph

with direct print recording paper. One recording

channel consisted of a strain gage bridge, DC bridge

amplifier and signal conditioner, and a recording

galvanometer. The entire recording system, shown in

Figure 2, consisted of:

One Bell and Howell Recording Oscillograph,
Model 5-139.

Four Bell and Howell Galvanometers - Type 223;
flat frequency response of 600 Hz.

Four Honeywell DC Amplifiers - Model 218.

Two types of strain gage bridge arrangements and

circuits were used to measure the rail strains and

wheel loads, and these are shown schematically in

Figures 3 and 4. The vertical strain on the side
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II9-RE RAIL

Figure 3. Rail-mounted Strain Gage Arrangements and Locations.
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RAIL HEAD STRAIN VERTICAL LOAD BRIDGE

Figure 4. Strain Gage Bridge Electrical Arrangements and Connections.

of the rail head was measured with a single active

gage, oriented vertically at the desired locatiort.

Three temperature compensating gages, to complete the

bridge circuit and mounted on a steel block, were

placed adjacent to the rail at the measuring point, and

the block was anchored to isolate it from all rail

loadings and vibrations. The single active gage (RV)

is shown in the left strain gage bridge in Figure 4.

Vertical wheel loads were measured with a full

four arm strain gage bridge mounted on both sides of

the rail web at the neutral axis of the section. Since

these strain gages were oriented to measure shear

strain, rectangular rosette gages were used to

facilitate their application.

Only two of the four gages in each rosette were

used, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, these two forming a

chevron pattern. A photograph of the gages and wiring

in place on the field side of the rail is shown in

Figure 5. This bridge (right hand bridge in Figure 4)
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is only sensitive to a vertical wheel load when a wheel

passes between the two halves of the bridge.

Calibration of the rail head strain circuits was

accomplished with a Vishay Strain Recorder and shunt

calibration resistor inside the bridge amplifier.

Simulated strains were measured by shunting the active

O'TT^.-^V

r- ^».

Figure 5. Strain Gages and Associated Wiring on the Field
Side of the Low Rail.

strain gage with the calibration resistor and recording

the offset on the strain indicator. A check on the

calibration was made by using a cantilever beam of

known section modulus, with a known bending moment

applied by means of a weight suspended at one end.
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Calibration of the vertical wheel loads was

accomplished by recording a known wheel load moving

slowly over the vertical load bridge.

All strain gages and application materials were

obtained from Micro-Measurements. The strain gages

were 350 ohm foil gages having a 1/8 inch grid length.

Single gages were Type CEA-06-125 UW-350 and the

rosette gages were Type CEA-06-125 UR-350. Gages were

applied with M-Bond 200 Adhesive, moisture-proofed with

M-Coat A and protected with a coating of M-Coat G.

3.0 METALLURGICAL INVESTIGATION

A section of rail exhibiting gross head deformation, as

shown in Figure 6, was visually and microscopically examined.

Due to severe loading, a small lip of flowed metal was present

on the gage side of the rail head, and a much larger portion of

material extended off the field side of the rail head. An

apparent crack was found at the base of this larger cantilevered

section material, which extended about 22 mm into the rail head,

as shown in Figure 7. The section of rail containing this

apparent crack was polished and examined at 2 OX magnification

(Figure 8) . Branch cracking toward both the gage and field

sides of the specimen was found, as well as isolated islands of

material within the widest portions of the crack.

Metallographic etching revealed that the apparent crack was

actually a region of shearing, where material which flowed

plastically had separated from the undisturbed base material.

At lOOX magnification (Figure 8) , flow lines were

distinguishable in the base metal immediately adjacent to the

flowed region, with all flow being toward the field side of the
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Figure 6. Rail Section with a Fracture on the Field Side of

the Low Rail on a Curve.

rail. At a higher magnification of 400X (Figure 8), the base

metal was found to be pearlitic, with colonies and platelets
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intact. The flowed region consisted of deformed carbide plates,

which were arranged in lines parallel to the flow lines that

were present. In summary, crack opening displacement was not

the means of deformation, but rather a shear/tear failure,

which effectively separated the top of the rail head from the

interior portion. It should be noted that etching was necessary

to determine this mechanism, since polishing alone would have

revealed nothing more than "cracks" going in opposite

directions.

4.0 TEST RESULTS

A copy of a portion of the oscillogram taken for westbound

train 6006-6002-6001 by the test site at 2:10 PM on September

18, 1981 is shown in Figures 9 and 10. Descriptions have been

Figure 7. Enlarged View of the Fracture Area Shown in Figure 6.
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added to identify each of the four traces and to show the

calibration. The deflection from the baseline for the two

vertical gages on the field side of the head on the low rail was

0.10 inch maximum under the locomotive wheels, equivalent to a

stress of 6,000 psi. The strain gage measured the actual

elongation or compression of the rail steel to which it was

attached. There was no significant difference in the measured

strain between the gage placed where the overflow had been

ground off and where the rail overflow had been left on. This

is a very low stress and would not cause a fatigue failure in

rail steel.

4.1 Vertical VHieel Loads

The chevron gages placed on each side of the rail

web on both the high and low rails gave measurements of

the passing wheel loads. As a check on the accuracy of

this method of measurement, the measured weight of each

of the three locomotives was 380,000 lbs., 383,000 and

384,000, respectively. The nominal weight of each

locomotive was six times 72,000 lbs., or 432,000 lbs.,

and the ratio of measured weight to nominal weight

varied from 88 to 89 percent. The measurement of

individual wheel loads may, however, be more accurate

than this, because the weight of each wheel was

measured as it passed over the chevron strain gages and

the total of the twelve weights so obtained gave the

measured locomotive weight.

It is probable that there was some redistribution

of locomotive wheel loads as each locomotive passed

over the chevron strain gages for a distance of travel

equal to the length of the locomotive wheel base. The
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speed of movement, 27 mph, may have influenced the

wheel load distribution or introduced some impact

effects. It can also be noted from Figure 9 that there

was considerable 60 cycle ripple current interference

on the trace for the low rail wheel load, making it

difficult to get an accurate reading of the trace

displacement. With respect to Figure 10, this

oscillogram is for a 125-ton car loaded with about 100-

tons of coal, giving a nominal wheel load of 200,000

lbs. of coal plus the tare weight of 75,200 lbs., or

275,200 lbs, divided by 8 = 34,400 lbs.

About September 1, 1982, the railway management

decided to change the previous practice of overloading

these cars with 13 0-tons of coal to the new practice of

underloading the cars with 100-tons of coal. The

average measured wheel loads from Figure 10 are 34,000

and 34,13 lbs. on the outer and inner rails,

respectively. These values are in excellent agreement

with the calculated nominal value. It should be

mentioned, however, that the coal was not weighed when

it was loaded into the cars. A stripe had been painted

around the interior of the car body to give a

calculated coal capacity of 100 tons, and the silo

operator manually controlled the loading of the car

up to this stripe.

5.0 DISCUSSION

The distribution of internal stresses in a rail head

due to wheel contact pressure is complex, but the recorded

measurements show conclusively that the development of this

type of fracture was not a fatigue failure, resulting from
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repetition or even reversal of vertical stresses on the

field side of the rail head from the wheel bearing on the

rail, as had originally been speculated.

The metallurgical report revealed that this type of

fracture is a shear/tear failure, due to plastic flow of

the overlying metal at the field corner of the rail head.

This type of fracture was first noticed as small cracks

extending intermittently along the field side of the low

rail just under the overflowed metal. A slight additional

widening of the rail head toward the field side could be

noted by looking closely at the top of the rail in the

cracked areas. This 119 RE CWR had been laid in 1972 and

up to this date had carried a total of 59 million gross

tons of traffic.

By June, 1981, these cracks had progressed markedly,

both in extent along the rail and in widening of the crack

or fracture. By this date, the rail had carried 72 million

gross tons of traffic, and it was estimated that the number

of wheel loadings for the 13 0-ton loaded cars

(approximately 41,900 pounds on 38-inch diameter wheels)

was 3,042,000.

5. 1 Internal Shearing Stresses

In the normal tracking pattern of a four-wheel

truck around a curve, the truck tends to roll in a

straight line tangent to the curve. The high rail

actually exerts a force against the wheel flange of

the leading axle to keep the wheel from climbing the

high rail. The inner wheel of the axle also tends to

run in a straight line. The high rail must exert

enough lateral force inward to the curve to
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continuously slip the wheel on the low rail inwardly

to the curve, to keep the wheel from dropping inside

the low rail toward the center of the track. An

outward lateral sliding force is created between the

low side wheel tread and the head of the low rail.

This force is directly proportional to the vertical

wheel load and the coefficient of friction between

the wheel tread and the rail head.

As a result, the leading wheel set is exerting a

lateral force outwardly from the center of the track

against both the high and low rails. These two

forces will tend to widen the gage somewhat and the

wheel flange will be away from the gage face of the

low rail by a distance equal to the flange wear of

the high rail wheel, plus the flange wear on the gage

side of the high rail, plus any spreading apart of

the two rails by the truck lateral guiding forces.

This will cause the wheel on the low rail to bear on

the outer part of its tread and if the tread is

hollowed by wear, as is usually the case, it will

have a concentrated bearing on the field side of the

top of the low rail, which tends to increase the

contact pressure intensity.

In addition, this contact pressure will be

combined with the lateral sliding force toward the

field side to keep the wheel tread on the rail, and

this force will approximate one-quarter of the wheel

load. If the curve has too much elevation for the

train speed, then the vertical wheel load on the low

rail will be increased, as well as the lateral force,

which is directed toward the center of the curve. As
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operated, most cuirves contained approximately one

inch of excess superelevation.

Since the trailing axle assumes a position

radially to the curve and its high side wheel does

not hug the high rail, the wheel on the inner rail of

this axle will bear near the center of the rail head

and the contact stresses will be much lower. Also,

this low side wheel will not exert the lateral

sliding force on the top of the rail head on the low

rail. Accordingly, not more than one-half of the

3,042,000 passing wheel loads or 1,521,000 would have

exerted the contact pressure combined with the

lateral sliding force, as described above.

Appendix A provides the formulas and diagrams that

can be used in determining the rail stress

calculations for maximum shearing stress due to the

wheel contact pressure [1].*

Appendix B provides calculations which have been

made to determine the maximum contact shearing

stresses for the 130-ton loaded cars with 38-inch

diameter wheels. These equations assume elastic

behavior of the rail steel, i.e., they do not take

into account any residual stress resulting from

plastic flow of the rail steel. The maximum

calculated contact shearing stress for the 13 0-ton

loaded cars was on the order of 79,200 psi at a depth

of 0.13 inch below the top of rail. The same type of

Number in square brackets [ ] refer to the
references, listed in Section 7.0 of this report.
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calculation was made for the same cars with 38-inch

diameter wheels underloaded with only lOO-tons of

coal and the maximum calculated contact shearing

stress was on the order of 74,400 psi at a depth of

0.12 inch below the top of rail.

In Appendix B, an estimated S-N (stress-strain)

diagram is included to give the fatigue strength of

rail steel stressed from to maximum shear in psi

for each cycle of loading (each passing wheel load)

.

The above calculated maxim\im shearing stresses have

been indicated on this diagram and they all fall well

over the estimated endurance limit. It would be

expected, therefore, that a large number of fatigue

fractures would have occurred at a depth of about 1/8

inch below the top of rail, but this has not

occurred. There are two possible explanations for

this lack of occurrence:

(1) It is assumed in the calculations that all worn

wheels would contact the same area on the rail,

whereas there is probably considerable variation

in the contact area for the different wheels,

depending on the amount they are hollowed by

wear. The amount of wheel flange wear on the

high rail and the amount of side head wear of

the high rail would also be expected to vary.

(2) The rail has been work-hardened to a

considerable extent, and the fatigue strength

from zero to maximum shear has been increased

through this action.
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These calculations do not take into account the

plastic flow at the field corner of the rail, with the

resultant residual stress which is developed, nor the

effect of the lateral force at the contact area

exerted by the truck guiding action.

5.2 Residual Stresses

At the time the investigation described in this

report was undertaken, the author was not aware of

any research work having been conducted that

concerned the residual stress from lateral plastic

flow and the effect of lateral force at the contact

surface on the internal shearing stresses. The

following is taken from a letter from Dr. R. K.

Steele, dated June 30, 1983 [2]:

"The real question to be addressed then is why

fracture should develop at a greater depth (about 5/8

inch) , which was characterized by significantly

lesser calculated shear stress than that at the depth

of calculated peak shear stress magnitude? The

answer most probably resides with the residual

stresses within the rail head caused by plastic

flow. Although the exact magnitude and distribution

of these for the rail in question is not known, a

rough approximation can be made from the U.S. Steel

and BCL studies [3, 4] conducted some years ago.

From these it would be expected that at the depth and

in the region of the rail head at which the crack

occurred, high residual (hydrostatic) stresses could

exist.
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The 3D rail fatigue program, PHOENIX, has been

used recently (as a part of other studies) to

incorporate the influence of such hydrostatic

residual stresses acting in conjunction with Hertzian

contact and bending stresses. The residual stress

pattern used in the calculation is an approximate

composite of that observed for the four rails

examined by U.S. Steel [3].

Base line calculations have been made previously

for the FAST wheel load (33 kips) on 136 lb/yd rail.

Using a head height wear rate of 0.75 mm/100 MGT

(about one half of that estimated for the rail shown

in Figure 1) , without incorporating endurance

strength and with several load amplifications, the

observed results are given below:
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information is presented about the cumulative

frequency distribution of the actual rail failures,

nor is information available about the metallurgical

character (cleanliness, base hardness and pearlitic

lamellar spacing) of the rail steel that would be

needed in order to determine what class of S/N data to

use [5]."

With respect to the above, cracks were observed

at several locations on the low rail of five

two-degree, 3 0-minute curves, out of a total of ten on

the railway. It is judged that the frequency of

occurrence of these cracks exceeded one percentile.

The rail was rolled to AREA specifications for rail

steel and is judged to have typical strength

properties. In one instance on a one-degree,

30-minute curve, all of the rails in one CWR string

were observed to have one or more cracked areas on the

field side of the low rail. It was noted that each

rail was from the same heat and a check on the mill

inspection report showed this heat to have near the

minimum carbon and manganese content specified. The

remainder of the rails on the low rail of this curve

showed no cracks or excessive plastic flow. No

correlation between cracked rails and heat numbers was

found on the five two-degree, 30-minute curves.

It seems probable that the early inception of the

cracks on these five two-degree, 3 0-minute curves

occurred because of the excess elevation. In the

original construction, the curves were elevated 5-1/2

inches for a train speed of 55 mph. This gave an
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excess elevation of 5 inches for the loaded upgrade

train movements. This elevation was reduced to the

greatest extent practicable after 10 MGT of traffic,

but most of the plastic flow on the field side of the

low rail had already occurred during this period.

In his letter, Dr. Steele also gave some

information on the effect of the lateral sliding force

of the wheel on the low rail, combined with the

vertical loading.

"Work by Battelle, Columbus Laboratories [6], has

shown clearly that, under these circumstance, the

octahedral shear stress moves upward toward the ball

surface, reaching the surface at a 0.5 coefficient of

friction. ••

This would indicate that the residual stress from

plastic flow was the probable cause of the fatigue

cracks developing at the depth they did.

Rail contours were taken in January, 1982 on both

tangent and curved track on two common carrier lines,

where the predominant traffic was 100-ton unit train

cars with 36-inch diameter wheels. A location was

noted on the low rail of one curve on each railroad

where a similar type of fracture had developed under

the overflow on the field side of the low rail.

Figures 11 and 12 show the contours taken at these two

locations. The roadmaster at each location was not

aware of these fractures and they would not have been

noticed, except by someone who was looking for this

type of fracture.

The rail shown in Figure 11 has carried mostly

100-ton cars since It was laid. The rail in Figure
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12, having been laid in 1959, has probably carried

100-ton cars for the last 10 to 15 years. It would

appear, therefore, that this type of crack on the

field side of the low rail on three-degree curves may

occur after about 3 00 million gross tons of traffic

with 100-ton cars. This is about five times more

traffic than that associated with 13 0-ton cars before

this type of crack occurred.

6.0 CONCLUSIONS

1. The measured vertical stresses on the field side of

the low rail on this two-degree, 3 0-minute curve were

not nearly high enough to develop a fatigue failure.

2. Metallurgical examination of a section cut from a rail

with this type of fracture under the overflow on the

field side of the low rail showed that a shear/tear

mechanism had effectively separated the top of the

C crack
Low Rail Gage= 57

Figure 11. Head Profile on January 20, 1982 of Worn 136 RE
Continuously Welded Rail, Laid New in 1976 in Single
Track on a Three-degree Curve with Two Inches of
Superelevation. The Annual Traffic Density is
Approximately 60 Million Gross tons.
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crack
Low Gage = 56 g-

Figure 12. Head Profile on January 11, 1982 of Worn 115 RE
Continuously Welded Rail, Laid New in 1959 in Single
Track on a Three-degree, Five-minute Curve with Four
and One-half Inches of Superelevation. The Annual
Traffic Density is Approximately 30 Million Gross
Tons.

rail head from the interior portion.

3. Apparent solutions to this problem are to:

(a) transpose the rails before the overflow on the

field side has progressed too far, or (b) use alloy or

heat-treated rails which will lengthen the service

life before such cracks develop, or may entirely

prevent them from developing.

4. On a three-degree curve, it may be tentatively

concluded that the service life before such cracks

develop will be five times longer with 100-ton cars

than with 130-ton cars.

The extent to which the service life of rails will be

shortened by this type of fracture has not yet been

determined.
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8.0 APPENDICES

8. A Appendix A - Formulas and Diagrams for Computing

Shearing Stresses in a Rail Head Which are Due to

Direct Action of the Wheel Loads.

8.B Appendix B - Calculations of Maximum Contact Shearing

Stresses.
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8.A APPENDIX A
REPRINT FROM PROCEEDINGS OF THE

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERING ASSOCIATION
VOLUME 39, 1940

APPENDIX A—FORMULAS AND DIAGRAMS FOR COMPUTING SHEARING
STRESSES IN RAIL HEAD WHICH ARE DUE TO DIRECT

ACTION OF THE WHEEL LOAD

By H. R. Thomas

Engmeer of Tests, Rails Investigation

18. In previous progress reports of the Rails Investigation' attention has been called

to the importance of the shearing stress in the head of the rail at the level of the shatter

cracks as a cause of the spread of cracks to transverse fissures. In calculating such

stresses, use has been made of the method developed in Bulletin 212, University of Illinois.*

However, in that bulletin the methods were primarily concerned with computing the

maximum theoretical shearing stress under a wheel load. In general, such maximum
theoretical stresses occur relatively near the top of the head. {% to 3/16 in. below the

tread), but transverse fissures apparently are due to the fact that shatter cracks act as

"stress raisers" in the depth of the head where the nominal shearing stresses are much less

than the maximum.

19. Calculations of Shearing Stresses:—The use of methods developed in Bul-

letin 212 for the calculations of shearing stresses at the level where shatter cracks usually

occur is a rather laborious process, and it has been thought worth while to present a set

of curves from which it is possible to obtain the shearing stresses due to wheel loads for

the usual range of diameters of wheel, of radii of rail heads, of magnitudes of wheel

» For example Proc. A.R.E.A., Vol. 35, 1936, p. 1067.
•Bulletin 212, Eng. Exp. Su., Univ. of 111.
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Fig. 17.—Graphs for Determining c/A.

SO

opposite the intersection of the curves for the two radii, then multiplying this quantity

•

by the cube root of the load, P. For convenience a table of values of VP for several

values of wheel load is given on this figure.

Value of o/A may be taken from Fig. 17, or calculated from equations (1) and (2)

if Fig. 17 does not include the desired radii. This quantity is needed for computing

shearing stresses from values obtained from curves described below.

In Fig. 18 there is given a series of curves for various values of BlA (or /?/r),

in which the depth below the surface is expressed in terms of zja {z being the vertical

distance from the contact surface) and the ordinates represent the corresponding values of

A
~-(Zi

—

Yr). In this expression Z* is the principal stress in the 2-direction (vertical)

and Yj is the principal stress in the y-direction. In the usual case the y-direction is

along the length of the rail (except where the radius of rail head is greater than the wheel

radius, in which case the y-direction is across the rail). At any depth the maximum
shearing stress is on a 45 deg. plane, and is equal to one-half of Zt — Yt.

In general, the above curves are not convenient to use because the values of B/ A

given for these curves will not be the exact ones in which we are interested. In Fig. 19

A
the values of

—

(Zt — Yt) have been replotted as a group of curves with B/A as abscissas.

each curve giving the values of— {Z»— Yr) for depths below the surface in terms of i/a.
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In using Fig. 19 to compute the shearing stress in a rail at various depths below the

surface, for a given wheel radius, rail radius and wheel load, first determine

a
B/A (B/A^= R/r) and then calculate a and -^ as previously described. (Eq. (1), Eq.

A
(2) or Fig. 17). For this B/A tabulate from Fig. 19 the values of— (Zi — Yy) for the

2
various depths, z/a. Multiplying— by a will give depths z, in inches. The shearing

1 a A
stress at any depth is equal to Y '

~A
—

v' ^^'— ^''^ ^°^ ^^^^ point. If desired, a curve

may be plotted showing how the shearing stress varies with depth for these assumed

conditions.

In Fig. 20 there have been plotted three groups of curves showing the sheariiig stress

at various depths below the head for the following conditions:

Wheel diameters

—

35, 56 and 80 in.

Rail-head radii— 12, 14 and 24 in.

Wheel loads—20,000, 30,000, 40,000, 60,000 and 80,000 lb.

In order to avoid having to plot a complete group of curves for each wheel load, the

horizontal and vertical scales for these curves have been made to vary according to the

cube root of the wheel load. In determining the shearing stress at a given depth from

these curves, it is necessary to make use of the proper wheel load scale. Interpolation of

values of depths or shearing stresses for intermediate wheel loads will not be accurate.

However, if it is desired to obtain the shearing stress for some intermediate load, say

35,000 lb., it is only necessary to multiply the shearing stress obtained for, say, a load of

» 735,000
30,000 lb. by the cube root of the ratio of loads: that is, hy A/ = 1.05. The

values of z for intermediate loads may be calculated in the same manner. It will be

noted that the horizontal and vertical co-ordinate lines for this figure are drawn for

values corresponding to a wheel load of 30,000 lb..

20. Effect of Hollow-worn Wheels:—The above calculations are based on the

assumption that the wheels are cylindrical (the variation in diameter in the contact area

for coned wheels can be neglected), but since all wheels tend to wear hollow it is desir-

able to discuss the method to be used in taking account of this condition. So far as the

method of calculation is concerned, the effect on the shearing stresses of a hollow-worn

wheel is exactly the same as if the radius of the head of the rail were increased to an

equivalent value, R'r, given by the equation

Rr Rb
^''~

Ru— Rr '

in which Rr is the radius of rail head, Rn is the radius of the hollow-worn groove at the

point where it makes contact with the rail. In general the hollow worn radius will be

greater than the rail-head radius. After calculating the equivalent head-radius, all calcu-

lations may be made as previously described, using this radius instead of the actual radius

of rail head.

It will be noted that if Rb = Rt, the value of R'r becomes infinite. That is, the

stresses must then be computed by the formulas applying to the condition where a

cylindrical wheel rests on a flat surface. Of course any such exact equality between the

two radii is improbable, but it may be worth while to indicate the method of calculation

for this condition since it represents the minimum possible shearing stress due to a wheel

load on a rail.
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21. Stresses for Cylinder on a Plane:—Assume that a cylindrical wheel having

a radius of R and load P rests on a flat surface where the length (parallel to the axis of

the cylinder) of the area of contact is equal to L, the width of the area of contact = 26.

We have"

6 = 0.000282 y PR
b

-;;;- = 2,256 ^ p/R

Shearing stress = 1,128 V/>//? I (Z. — i''')
;^J

(3)

Where p is the load per linear inch, ^ P/L.

By the use of the following equations" it is possible to compute the various stress

A
components (and hence the value of (Zi — Fv) -r in the above equation):

A 1

b '~
VI + (2/6)'

A
-^X. = 2(r(Vl + (z/by — z/b)

± Yj= (V1 + {z/b)' — {z/br)'-

b VI + (z/6)'

in which <f is Poisson's ratio (which may be taken as equal to J/4) and z/b is the depth

below the surface in terms of one half the width of contact.

In order to simplify the computation of shearing stresses, the above stress component

factors have been calculated for various assumed values of z/b and are plotted in Fig. 21.

A
In this figure there is also plotted a curve for -j~ (Zi — Yy) from which may be obtained

the shearing stresses at the various depths by substituting in equation (3) in the previous

paragraph. All of the above stress components are compressive.

22. Shearing Stress One-Half Inch Below Surface:—It may be desirable to

indicate something of the effect of variation in wheel load, wheel diameter and rail-head

radius on the computed shearing stress at a depth of O.S in. below the surface of the rail

head. This particular depth was chosen because it has been found that shatter cracks are

practically never closer to the surface than this.

.\ssuming a wheel load of 30,000 lb., we find from Fig. 20 that the computed shearing

stresses 0.5 in. below the surface of the rail have the values tabulated below:

Diameter Radius of Rail Head
of Wheel 12 in. 14 in. 24 in.

33 23,700 22,700 22.000

56 22,200 21.600 20,500

80 20,800 :0,700 l'),700

This indicates quite clearly that at this depth in the rail head, .shearing stresses are only

slightly affected by variations in radius of rail head and diameter of wheel. Changes in

wheel loads produce effects proportional to the cube root of the wheel loads. .As can be

seen from the curves, shearing stresses vary rapidly with changes in depth below the

surface.

'"Bulletin 212, Eng. Exp. SU., Univ. of 111., page 38.
" Bulletin 212, Eng. Exp. SU., Univ. of 111., page 28. equation (85).
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/ X 3
y^/u^'j of */h

Fig, 21.—Stress-Component Factors for k
Cylinder on a Plane.

In Fig. 5 of the first progress report of the Rails Investigation" it was indicated that

in order to cause a shatter crack to spread to a transverse fissure, a minimum computed

shearing stress at the level of the shatter cracks of about 25,000 lb. per sq. in. is required.

If the rail is subjected to a high bending stress under the wheel load, the computed

shearing stress due to the wheel load is decreased by an amount equal to one-half of the

compressive bending stress at the level of the shatter crack.

Attention is called to the curve for a 33-in. wheel, radius of rail head 24 in., in Fig. 20.

For this condition, the direction of the shearing stress is across the rail, which would tend

to cause cross flow of the metal in the head if wheel loads are sufficiently high.

All of the above calculations apply to stresses in both rail and wheel, and at a given

distance from the surface of contact shearing stresses in the two are equal. The maximum

intensity of vertical pressure between wheel and rail has not been computed, since at this

point the shearing stresses are relatively low, and hence failure can not occur. This low

shearing stress is due to the fact that high compressive stress components in the x- and

^-directions occur simultaneously with the vertical compressive stress.

'Proc Am. Ry. Eng. Assoc.. Vol. 36, 1935. page 1072.
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8.B APPENDIX B

CALCULATIONS OF MAXIMUM CONTACT SI-EARING STRESSES

FOR 120-TON CARS OVERLOADED WITH 130 TONS OF COAL

ASSUMPTIONS: The top radius of the 119 RE roll section on the 2° 30* curve as

determined from the rail profile equals 16 inches toward the field side.

A worn wheel contour has a 1 7 inch convex radius

at the contact area on the low rail.

CALCULATIONS: See - Proceedings of the American Railway Engineering Association,

Volume 39, p. 839. (Appendix A)

Rf
RrRh
Rh-Rr

Where: Rr = equivalent radius

Rr = radius of rail head (worn) = 16 inches

Rh = radius of wheel at point of contoct (worn) = -17 inches

R,..(l6)LLZ) = z2Z2. 8.24 inches
-17 -16 -33

Then, from Article 19, p. 835:

R = wheel radius = 38/2 = 19 inches

r = Rr = 8.2'» inches

P = 41,375 pounds

A 0.625

(A*B)I07

Where: A = -!- = - = 0.0263 inches
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A =
0.625 0.625 7.184

(.0263 + .0607)107
"

(.087) 1
0^ ^ lo^

3/ (7.1 8A)x(4l.375) 3 r^^ _ 379
r (107) (0.548) " ^•"^'^- ••''^

K = ^ = 0.568

b = Ka = (.568) x (.379) = .215 inches

?=t7T^><'0^) = 527,561A 7.184

fe 2 = 263,780A

From Figure 1 9, p. 838, and using — = 2.308
A

z = vertical distance from contact surface (inch)

(Col. 1)
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SIMILAR CALCULATIONS FOR 120-TON CARS UNDERLOADED WITH 100 TONS OF COAL

ASSUMPTIONS: Rail top radius the same, 16 inches. Worn wheel contour rodius the

same, -17 inches. Wheel load, flOO x 2000) 75,20^ 8 = 34,400 lbs.

Calculation of maximum shearing stress:

R = wheel radius = 38/2 = 1 9 inches

r = 8.24 inches

P = 34,400 lbs.

A 0.625

^^"(A+B)I07

Where: A = -^ = .0263 inches
38
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From Figure 19, p. 388, and using — = 2.308
A

(Col. 1)
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AREA, Vol. 36, p. 1071 states, "The endurance limit of uncracked rail steel subjected to

cycles of shear varying from zero to a maximum (but not reversed), was found from

fatigue tests of specimens to range from about 55,000 to 65,000 psi."

An estimated S-N curve has been constructed below going to 65,000 psi at 10 million

wheel loadings from the ultimate strength at a single looding.

•

V)

a

CO

K*
O
2

90

85

80

75

70

65

130 -ton load

100 ton lood

Estimoted S-N curve

0.01 0.10 10 100

Millions of Wheel Loads
(Logarithmic Scale)



Choosing Freight Cars Which Maximize Profit

(Considerations Involved in 79,000 lb. Axle Loads and
Double Stack Container Trains)

Presentation by L.T, Cerny
at A.R.E.A. Regional Meeting

September 16, 1985

It's good to have the oppoHunity to speak to railway engineering people about some developments

in the mechanical area that could have a large effect on track costs. This talk is based on a presentation

that I gave to the Operations and Transportation General Committee of the A. A.R. on August first.

The most immediate issue involves the new double-stack container trains, and I have added

material at this point to provide you with background material on how they fit into the heavier axle load

picture.

At the present time to my knowledge, none of the operating double-stack container trains is using a

nominal axle load of over 66,000 lb. (The same as a 100-ton coal or grain hopper). Since the light

weight of an interior unit of the five unit articulated car is about 30,000 lb. including one truck, this

allows about 102,000 lb. of container and loads per interior unit, or 51,TOO lb. per container. Many
loads will cube out at less than 51,000 lb., and in this case, there is no problem. However, when we

look at allowable loads in containers, we find that the 40 ft. MH-5 ANSI Standard Container (which is

presently used by the A. A.R. for testing single-deck container cars) has an allowable gross weight of

67,200 lb. To allow one fully loaded container, the second would need to be light loaded b\ 34.4(X1 lb.

.

thus using less than half its load capacity. To take two fully loaded 40 ft. containers, the total load on

one truck would be 67.200 times 2 plus the light weight, or a total of 168. 4(X) lb. This is equivalent to

the axle load of a 4-axle car weighting 330.OOO, or about a 59r overload for a "125-ton" truck using a

79.000 lb. axle load. In some cases, a 45 ft. trailer can be put on the top level, causing the load to be

about 57c higher. Double stack cars have the potential of being loaded with two 20 ft. containers in

place of a 40 ft.

412
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The 20 ft. containers are built for denser loads, and are allowed 52,8(K) lb. (24 metric tons). If four

such fully loaded containers were placed in an intermediate car, the load would be 241 ,2(K) lb. on one

truck, the equivalent of 482,400 lb. on 4 axles, completely beyond the range of common experience of

mainline railroading, and a possible problem if it occurs accidentally.

Vertical dimensions physically reach 19' 1
1 '/:" above top of rail in some circumstances, requiring

more than 20' to provide for bounce, track irregularities, frost heave, etc.

Center of gravity is a concern if a loaded container is placed above an empty container, but present

tests do not indicate a great concern because of the well-type construction of the car. In one extreme

case an empty container was placed in the lower position with the top container loaded with empty

barrels almost to the top, except for layers of railroad rails atop the barrels, and a center of gravity of

120" was achieved, but a more realistic top figure for center of gravity is 102".

A single level container car which can carry two 40 ft . containers weighs around 60,000 lb. . or about

twice the weight of a similar double stack car. Thus if the containers cube out at 51,()0() lb. or

less, we have a saving of 7'/2 tons per trailer, or 1500 tons for a 200 container train, and the fuel and

operational savings in this case are obvious. However, the single deck car, with its two trucks, can

easily handle two fully-loaded 40 ft. containers well within the limits of even "70-ton" trucks. Another

question is the lack of floor under the containers . In a few cases, the container floor has failed, dropping

load onto the tracks, but this occurrence may be too rare to cause a change in design. The truss to

prevent buckling of the side sills provides some protection of this sort. While to my knowledge none of

the double stack trains are now operated at axle loads above that found on 263,000 lb. cars, some have

been designed for easy retrofitting with "125" ton trucks with a 79,000 lb. allowable axle load. The

"I25"ton trucks weigh about 15001b. more than a 100 ton truck, sothey do carry a weight penalty, that

partially offsets their extra 26,000 lb. capacity.

Returning to the general question of heavier axle loads, it is important for railway engineering

professionals to present the track side of the story in order that the railroads can maximize the

bottomline contribution obtained from new sources of traffic.

These remarks cover axle loads of about 79,000 lbs., or 3 15,000 lbs. for a four-axle car. This is the

so-called "125-ton" car with a gross weight of 315,000 lbs. The trucks under this car are referred to as

125-ton trucks. When we are talking about articulated cars, such as on the double-stack container train,

the weight on the truck, rather than the total weight of the car, is important.

The most basic question from the standpoint of the engineering community is: Can we design,

construct, and maintain track for 79,000 lb. axle loads ? The answer to this question is a very definite

'yes'. We can, as I have contended before the FRA for many years, safely maintain track for 79.000 lb.

axle loads. This is not a safety question, it is an economic one. The economic question is: How do track

costs come into play in maximizing the bottom line from a given move? Track is going to cost more to

maintain with heavier loads. Studies and experience are rather conclusive that the 263, (KK) lb., or

"100-ton", car causes more track maintenance cost pergross ton than the 220, (XX) lb. , or "7()-ton", car.

But it appears that the cost savings in other than the track area more than make up for these additional

track costs. What are the considerations for going from the 66,000 lb. axle load of the 263. 0(X) lb. car to

the 79,0(X) lb. axle load of the 3 1 5.(M)0 lb. car? Previous studies and experience tend to show that rail

life, measured in gross tons, would be cut approximately in half by increasing the axle load from

66,0(X) to 79. (KK) lbs. .So these studies indicate that if rail costs were the only costs to consider we would

never go to 79. (KK) lb. axle loads.

Once you go much beyond the 220,(XK) lb. cars, the dominant factor in rail life, at least on tangent

track, is fatigue, not wear. While fatigue can be handled from a safety standpoint by more and more

frequent rail internal inspection, the point is reached at which it is more economical to replace the rail

than keep patching wherever defects appear. The slope of the line in the fatigue range indicates a very

large reduction in rail life for a small percentage increase in axle loads.
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Perhaps one of the most valuable studies is the experience from the most intense operation of

315,000 lb. cars in the United States, that of the Detroit Edison Unit Train from south of Brownsville,

Pennsylvania, to a generating station at Monroe. Michigan. The first part of this run is over a line which

had almost exclusively 315.0001b. cars over it for the first 10 years of its existence. The following is a

statement made by Stanley Crane at the Heavy-Haul Conference in 1982 regarding experience with

these cars: "We too have had some experience with 125-ton cars. Structural failures, combined with the

limitations posed by the need for a premium class of track and the fact that the cars cannot be

free-running on our railroad, have severely limited our use of this type. Experience on our Waynesburg

Southern line, truly a heavy-haul railroad over which we run 125-ton cars for Detroit Edison in

Michigan, indicates that rail life with these cars is reduced from two to seven times that of 100-ton

railroads, depending on the individual railroad and degree of curvature."

Certainly there have been many strides made in rail metallurgy and heat treating which can reduce

wear and. in addition, have some effect on fatigue life. Newly developed techniques in grinding can, by

controlling the way the wheel contacts the rail, prevent some of the higher stresses that are generated in

rail. It should be remembered that these changes probably improve the situation not only for 315,000

lb. cars, but also for 263,000 lb. cars, so that the relative cost-factors may still be the same.

An alternative to be considered is wheel diameter. Below are shown the results of a Joint

Rail-Wheel Committee of the AAR in 1959. Often it is said that the report was against 263,000 lb.

The Joint AAR Committee on Relation Between Track and
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Though the Engineering Division does not claim to be expert on mechanical matters, it appears in

hauling bulk commodities that there is no significant net-to-tare advantage wilh the 1 25-ton vs. l(X)-ton

car ;/' similar technologies are considered. If this is true, to haul a given weight of cargo, the

locomotives must pull approximately the same weight of cars using 100-ton or 125-ton designs.

There is a vast network of track in the United States that has been cleared for 315,000 lb. cars. If

such cars are a small percentage of the total loads on a particular line, the effect does not seem to be

noticeable. This concept could also apply to the double-stack container trains. If, because of the

variability of the loads of the containers only a small percent of the axle loads are near the maximum,

the effect of having these trains may not show up in any short-term effect on rail.

To summarize, evidence indicates that the rail cost per gross ton will be considerably higher for the

315,000 lb. cars vs. the 263,000 lb. cars, but actual knowledge is limited since there is no track in the

United States used exclusively by 315,000 lb. cars, or even by a high percentage of these cars, where

speeds are over 25 m.p.h.

Looking at other items of track, such as ties and ballast, costs are less certain, and the effects on

subgrade even less certain than that. There are possible conditions where the use of 315,000 lb. cars

will push an earth fill above the load it can take. Obviously, some bridges cannot take 3 15,000 lb. cars,

just as some structures could not or still cannot take 263,000 lb. cars. Bridge structures have a fatigue

life as does rail. Many structures are substantial enough to carry even 263,000 lb. cars without using

any substantial amount of fatigue life. But there may be structures where the 315,000 lb. cars would

reduce the remaining lite of the bridge from many decades to 20 years or less.

The research need is three-fold . First , a study of all the costs involved comparing same-technology cars

at different axle weights up to 79,000 lbs. I want to emphasize the need for using same-technology cars

because it is easy to prejudice the case if one car using the latest technology, truck suspension, etc., is

compared to the average car built over the last 1 or 1 5 years in another axle weight category . This study

should include an analysis of all costs including effect of train delays caused by additional rail

change-outs.

While this study, based on theory and whatever tests already have taken place, would be very

important, it is necessary to proceed with full-scale tests.

A start should be made i mmediately to instrument track that is used by both 3 1 5 ,000 lb. cars and regular

traffic at speeds of at least 35 m.p.h. to determine the stresses generated in all track and subgrade

components.

In addition to these tests, however, it appears that the only definitive answer to this question will come

from full-scale field tests on a large scale. If, for instance , a rail would only have 230 million gross tons of

fatigue life before failure under 3 15,000 lb. loads, it is going to be very difficult to detect this by running a

few cars fora short period of time. We thus urge consideration of using some of the facilities at Pueblo for

testing a train of 315,000 lb. cars.

It is extremely important that thorough tests be run to find out what the overall economics of these

79,000 lb. axle-load cars would be, so that we can choose to move freight in cars which maximize profit.



On The Reduced Area Method
For Calculating The Vertical Track Modulus*

A. D. Kerr' and H. W. Shenton, III^

SUMMARY

The standard analysis for railroad tracks assumes that the rail responds

like an elastic beam that is attached to a continuous base of closely spaced

elastic springs. In this analysis, the pressure that a rail exerts on the base

is set as p(x) = kw(x), where w(x) is the rail deflection at point x of the

rail axis and k is the track modulus. Several decades ago, the ASCE-AREA

Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Track proposed a formula for deter-

mining k, which utilizes the difference of the areas formed by the deforrr.ing

rai] due to a heavy and light car. This approach is often being used by rail-

roari engineers. In the present paper it is shown that this formula is based

on cnjestionable assumptions. It is also found that its use does not yield

results that are close to the test data encountered in practice. For these

reason? this method is not recommended for tr.e calculation of the track riodulus

for the standard analysis. An alternate method is also discussed which is

based on a simple concept, is easy to use, and agrees better with field condi-

INTRODUCTION

The standard analysis of railroad cross-tie tracks assumes that the rail

responds like an elastic beam that is attached to a continuous base of closely

spaced elastic springs (Ref. [1], Section 22, Part 3).

This analysis is based on the differential equation

4

EI ^ + p(x) = q(x) (1)

dx

in vhich w(x) is the vertical deflection of point x on the rail axis, EI is

the flexural stiffness of the rail with respect to the horizontal centroidal

axis, q(x) is the distributed vertical load caused by the wheels, and p(x) is

* Research supported h\ a Fellowship of the Associalion ofAmerican RailroaJs tAAR) and hv the Xational

Science Foundation. Washington, D.C. under Grant CEE 8J08'^I9.

' Professor, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Delaware. Newark. DE 19716

2 General Knginccr. I'.S. Army Ballistic Research l.ahoraton,'. Aberdeen Proving Ground. MD 2I(X).S
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the "continuous" contact pressure between the rail and the base, as shown in

Fig. 1. For the pressure p(x) it was assumes that

p(x) = k w(x) (2)

where k, the proportionality factor, is denoted as the "rail-support modulus"

or "track modulus."

q(x)

Fig. 1

Substituting above expression into eq. (1) results in the differential

equa-ion for the rail

d''w
EI —^ + kw = q(x)

dx
(3)

For one wheel load of magnitude P, as shown in Fie. 2, the deflection curve

is obtained as

w(x) = -rr e (cosBx + sinrx! (4)
2k

(5)
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roil w(x )

Fig. 2

Tr.-3 corresponding expressions for the bcndir.t: moirient and shearinq force are

M(^) = T^ e~^''(cDs6x - sinBx) (6)

V(x) = - — e '^cosBx (7)

For more than one load, a solution may be obtained by superposing the effects

of the various wheel loads.

For an analysis of the track structure, the parameters that enter eq. (4)

cuid eq. (6) are needed. E is Young's modulus of rail steel and is known, I is

the moment of inertia of the rail under consideration and is listed for new

rails in the AREA Manual [1] Chapter 4, and P is a known wheel load. The only

unknown is the track modulus k. A discussion of methods for determining k,

from tests, is given in References [2] and [3]. The determination of k when

rail (or rail-tie structure) may partially lift-off from the base is presented

in [4].

One method for calculating k from the recorded test data assumes that k

is obtained by dividing the sum of the wheel loads by the area the rail covers

while deflecting. This method was originally proposed in 1918 by the ASCE-AREA

Special Committee on Stresses in Railroad Tracks ([5], First Progress Report).

To show the origin of this calculation procedure consider the vertical

equilibrium of a long rail ^ as shown in Fig. 3. The resulting equation is
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I P - J p(x)dx = (8)

where
)_

P is the sum of the vertical wheel loads and p(x) is the corresponding

vertical pressure on the rail. Noting that according to eq. (2) p(x) = kv.'(x),

where k is a constant parameter, above equation becomes

I P ^ k J\i{x)dx (9)

or rewritten

Ip Ip

J w(x)dx a 2. 1
^•

(10)

Fig. 3

In above relation, a is the center-to-center tie spacing, w. is the rail

deflection at the tth tie and m is the number of ties included. The integral

in the denominator is the area formed by the undeformed and the deflected

rail axis due to the wheel loads ^ P. Eq. (10) constitutes the basis of the

"area method" for calculating the k-value. Note that it is based on rela-

tion (2) , which states that w(x) is proportional to p(x)

.

However, already at an early stage of their field testing progriim, the

ASCE-AREA Committee noticed that especially for tracks in poor condition, the

vertical rail deflections were not proportional to the wheel loads, as shown

* The description of the method in Ref. [5] (First Progress Report. 19IS, page l(K).'S) is ohviously in error. In line I 1

from the bottom, the words "number of should be replaced by "sum of the rail depressions at the".
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in Fig. 4. These data indicated that the pressure-deflection relationship

is nonlinear. Thus, that generally eq. (2) is not valid for track analyses.

20,000

ti 10,000

o
O 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

RAIL DEFLECTION fin J

0.5

Fig. 4 RECORDED LOAD-DEFLECTION DATA
([5], First Progress Report, 1918, p. 1007)

For example, instead of eq. (2), a more accurate description of this

response for the loading phase is [6)

p(x) = - sinh(nw{x)

]

where k and n are parameters to be determiner^! by collocating eq. (ID witn test

data. This leads, however, to the nonlinear differential equation

(11)

,d w k .

, , .

EI + — sinh(nw) = q,4 n
dx

(12)
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The corresponding analysis would be rather Involved. Analyses based on a bilinear pressure-

deflection relationship, instead of eq. ( 11 ), were presented recently by Mair [7] and Kerr and

Shenton [8].

METHODS OF THE ASCE-AREA COMMITTEE
FOR CALCULATING THE TRACK MODULUS

In an attempt to salvage the relatively simple linear analysis based on

eq. (3) (which was later included in the AREA Manual [1]) for actual tracks that

respond nonlinearly, the ASCE-AREA Committee modified the method for calculating

the k-value. On the basis of their test data, as shown for example in Fig. 4

([5], 1918, p. 1007), the Committee noted ([5], 1919, p. 721) that light

loads produce considerable deflections and that larger loads result in additional

smaller deflections, which are proportional to the load increments. The distance

from the origin to the point where line III intersects the horizontal axis was

attributed mainly to the play between the rails and ties, the play between the

ties and ballast, and the bending of the ties until full bearing is reached. The

Committee then concluded that the slope of this line may be used to deterroine the

value of k. (Note also remark in [5), Sixth Progress Report, p. 211.)

Two modified procedures for calculating k from the test data finally

evolved, as reported by the Committee in 1933 ([5], Sixth Progress Report,

pp. 291-295. Also Chapters V and VI) . For the specific example shown in

Fig. 5, the needed test data consist of the deflection curve using a light

car (with wheel load P = 6,500 lb), the deflection curve using a heavy car

L.

(with wheel load P = 30,000 lb), and a "derived play curve." The ordinates

of this third curve (AB, for example) were constructed on the assumption that

the light wheel load (6,500 lb, CE) has brought Lhe rail and all ties to a

firm bearing and that the further deflection (CD) caused by the heavy wheel

load (30,000 lb, DG) is proportional to the added load (23,500 lb, ^) , as

shown in Fig. 5.

According to Ref [5] (Sixth Progress Report, p. 212 and p. 294), the first

modified method is based on the assumption that the load carried by the I'th tie

* h o h
will be proportional to w. = w. - w., where w. is the deflection at point i

caused by the heavy wheel loads and w is the corresponding ordinate of the

"derived play curve." Then, in analogy to eq. (10), they suggested
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Ip'

t=l

(w .-w .)

(13)

Note, that the denominator in above expression is the area between the deflec-

tion curve caused by the heavy wheels and the "derived play curve."

The second modification of eq. (10) proposed in [5] (Sixth Progress Report,

p. 234 and 295) is simpler, in that it does not require the construction of the

"derived play curve," but uses directly the deflections caused by the light and

heavy wheels. According to this method

iM-'

a y ' (w.-w.)
•f—r^ ^ z
1=1

(14)

h V t
where J^P -[P is the sum of the heavy wheel loads less the sum of the light

loads and (w.-w.) is the corresponding difference of the deflections at the
^ t

i tie (for example, ordinate CD in Fig. 5). The denominator in above equa-

tion is the area between the deflection curves caused by the heavy and light

wheel loads.

I

^.f^

0.20

Fig. 5 RAIL DEFLECTIONS CAUSED BY TWO WHEELS
OF A CAR TRUCK
([5], Sixth Progress Report, p. 294)

Each of the reduced area methods is based on the assumption that the

light wheel loads eliminate the slack along the entire track section affected

by the test wheels. Each also assumes proportionality between a tie load ^:id the
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modified vertical displacement. Both of these assvunpUons are of questionable validity. It Is also not a

priori obvious how heavy should the "light car" be.

The modified area methods are essentially based on the notion, stated by the ASCE-AREA

Committee ([5], First Progress Report, p. 721 ), that the slopes of the lines In Pig. 4 may be used for

the determination of k. But this notion is not correct. To demonstrate this point consider, as example,

the three rail-tie contact pressure vs. base displacement curves, at x = 0, shown in Fig. 6.

At first, let each rail be preloaded by a uniformly distributed vertical load,

indicated by a horizontal dashed line in Fig. 6. The corresponding vertical

displacements will differ, however, in all three cases no bending moments are

produced in the rails. Then, subje t each rail additionally to a wheel

load P. The rail will respond linearly with k = tga, in accordance with eq. (3)

,

and the deflections and bending moments, due to this additional Toad P, will be

the scime for all three cases. Note, however, when each rail is subjected only

to a heavy wheel load P (without a large uniform preloading) the resulting

deflections and bending moments, for each of the three curves in Fig. 6, will

strongly differ, as shown in References [7] and [8] . Thus, when considering

loaded rails which exhibit a nonlinear load-displacement response, the "soft"

part of this response has to be taken into consideration.

I /
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At this point it is worthwhile to point out that the track modulus k entered

railroad engineering through eqs . (2) and (3). Therefore, its dimension,

as well as its meaning, is automatically defined by these expressions. For

this reason a determination of the k-value for a given track is meaningful only

if it is related to eq. (2) and eq. (3). The derivation of eq. (10) for cal-

culating k, as done in the present paper, was known to the ASCE-AREA Committee

[5], But, no justification was given for the choice of eq. (13) and eq. (14)

of the proposed "reduced area" methods.

Recently, Zarembski and Chores [9) and Charenko and Scott [10] calculated

the track modulus k using various methods, based on track deflection data

obtained in their respective laboratories. After comparing the obtained

numbers, and taking into consideration the large effort associated with the

area methods, each paper recommended for general use the simpler method, which

is based on the collocation of eq. (4) with the measured rail deflection at

one point only. Although both papers referred to the area methods as

accurate ( [9], p. 169; [10], p. 11), neither they, nor any other paper,

showed the justification of eq. (14), or the range of validity of eq. (10) for

the actual (nonlinear) track response.

Because of the popularity of the area methods that are based on eq. (10)

and eq. (14), there is a need to establish whether they are valid for engineer-

ing purposes when used in conjunction with the linear analyses based on eq
.

(3).

This is done in the following, utilizing the solution to the bilinear formula-

tion recently presented by Kerr and Shenton [3] and the track test data recorded

by the ASCE-AREA Committee ([5), 1918).

EFFECT OF THE CALCULATED TRACK MODULUS
ON THE TRACK RESPONSE PREDICTIONS

As shown, the modified formulas for the calculatior- of the track modulus

proposed by the ASCE-AREA ,;onmittee [5], are based on q-^estionable assumptions.

For similar reasons, it is also obvious that the originil formula, derived

as eq. (10) , is not applicable when the vertical rail response is strongly

nonlinear, as shown in Fig. 4 (curve III).
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In order to clarify these Issues further, the resxiJts of the standard (linear) ajialysls {[ 1 ] , Section

22, Part 3), ba^ed on the track moduli calculated from eq. ( 10) ajid eq. ( 14), wlU be compared with

track data recorded by the ASCE AREA Committee ([5], 1918, Fig. 38) ajid with the results of a recent

analysis that takes Uito consideration the nonlinear track response [8].

The recorded rail deflection profiles caused by one axle, that will be used Ln the following study,

are shown m Fig. 7. The tested track consisted of 100 lb/yard rails on wooden cross-ties, with 22 Inch

center-to-center tie spacing, resting on a 24 inch thick ballast layer.

Fig. 7 RECORDED RAIL DEFLECTION PROFILES
([5], First Progress Report, p. 935)

The results of the analy.sis to be used are based on the bilineai

representation [8]

p{x) = k w(x)

p(x) = k w* » k [w(x)-w«

for w < w*

for w > w*
(15)

instead of eq. (2), where w* is deflection of the rail support beyond which

k^ becomes k^
,
as shown in Fig. 8. The determined track parameters, that

correspond to the track test results shown in Fig. 7, are [8]

k^ = 280 psi (193 N/cm^)

kj = 2,527 psi (1.742 N/cni^)

0.3 in (0.76 cm)

(16)
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kj

Fig. 8

BASE DEFLECTION , w

BILINEAR REPRESENTATION OF BASE RESPONSE

The results for the loading point - rail deflection, rail bending moment, and

rail seat force - are shown in Fig. 9, as solid curves. The corresponding

deflection profiles are shown, as solid curves, in Fig. 10.

20.000 40.000

P[lb]

20,000 40,000

P[lb]

20.000 40.GOO

P[lb]

Bilinear Analysis k, = 280 psi , k, = 2527 psi , w*=0 3in.

Linear Analysis k ' 460 psr . Area Method

- - k '812 psi . Rertuced Area Method

" « * ' 565 psi , Collacolion with P^- 25.000 lb

o Test Data ([5] . 1918. p 935 )

Fig. 9 COMPARISON OF RESULTS AT WHEEL LOAD

The recorded test values for the rail deflections are shown as circles,

in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Note the close agreement between the results of the
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bilinear analysis and the test data, for the whole range of wheel loads [8]

Next, we determine the values of the track modulus, as proposed by the

ASCE-AREA Committee, substitute them into the results of the standard (linear)

analysis [eqs. (2), (4), (6)], and compare the obtained results with the

corresponding results in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

0.0

0.1

2

3

0.4

0.5

P -- 25, 000 lb
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Formula (10) , in conjunction with the recorded deflection curve for

P = 25,000 lb, in Fig. 7, yields the track modulus

k = —^ = ^^'°°° = 460 Ib/in^ (317 N'/cm^) (17)
m 22x2.47

aj]w.
i=l ^

Formula (14), for P = 25,000 lb and P = 10,000 lb, yields

^ "^ ' 15,000 ^ g^2 Ib/in^ (560 N/cm^) (18)
m , y 22(2.47-1.63)

Q J"! (w--w.)

^=l

The track modulxjs may also be determined explicitly by collocating the

m'^asured deflection w at the wheel load P , with the corresponding analytical~ m m

expression of the linear analysis given in eq. (4) . Solving the resulting

equation for k yields

,1
(19)

7 2 4
For P = 25,000 lb and w = 0.4 inches, with E = 3 x lo lb/in and I = 44.0 in ,

3/ (25^000^ = 565 lb/in^390 N/cm^) (20)
\/ 9 ^
Y 64x1.32^10 x(0.4)

Note^that because of the nonlinearity of the P-w response, different P^ values

will yield k-values at varience with the one calculated in (20) . As shown in

[8] , it is often advantageous to choose for P the nominal design load.

The corresponding deflections, bending moments, and rail seat forces

based on the linear analysis (eqs. 2, 4, 6) are presented in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10.

The results of the linear analysis with the k-values calculated using the area

methods, formulas (10) and (14), show poor agreement with the test data and

with the bilinear analysis. The agreement for the graph with k given in (20),

is better, provided the nominal design load is used.

CONCLUSION

In references [9] and [10] the area methods for determining the track

modulus of a track, that shows a nonlinear response, were considered accurate.

They were not recommended for practical use, because of the large effort

involved

.
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In the present paper it is shown that the area methods are based on ques-

tionable assumptions. It was also found that their use does not yield results

that are close to the test data encountered in the field. For these reasons the

area methods are not recor-?ended for the calculation of the track modulus.

The determination of k Uased on formula (19)^ or the method presented in

Ref. [3], is simpler and more accurate provided, as shown in [8], that the

proper test load is used. It should be noted, however, that according to

Fig. 9, the linear analysis presented in the AREA Manual overestimates the

bending moments for the used wheel load, but grossly underesti. 'tes the rail-

seat force F . The calculated F -value has to be increased by about 50%.,
max max

reach the value given by t

to determine the size of the tie plate, the tie spacing, and the thickness of

the ballast layc , this finding should be given careful consideration.
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COMMITTEE 22 — ECONOMICS OF RAILWAY
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE

Report of Subcommittee No. 9

Economics of transporting maintenance-of-way gangs

W. C. Thompson (Subcommittee Chairman), D. L. Boger, W. J. English, F. Gorostiza, C.

Johnson, J. T. McBain, E. J. Rewucki, D. A. Stewart, H. G. Webb, T. R. Wells, T. P. Poll

A. INTRODUCTION

AREA Co«i«itt«« 22--Subco»i«ittee 9 was aB»ign«d to study the
Methods and Economics of Transporting Maintenance of Way Rail,
Tie and Surfacing Gangs. Gang transportation for the purpose of
this study was defined as the Method by which gang esployes are
transported from their headquarters or place of reporting to the
work location.

The goal of the study was to survey a cross section of North
American Railroad Engineering Departments and determine the
following

:

1. Methods used to transport gangs.

2. The costs of these transportion methods.

A questionnaire was developed and circulated to all members of
AREA Committee 22, representing a cross section of North American
Railroads. A total of 13 railroads responded to the survey by
returning completed questionnaires and that information provided
the data for this study.

This study did not Investigate the costs of changes in gang
headquarters requiring movement of the entire gang consist or
outfit cars nor did the study investigate the cost to reimburse
the employe in lieu of providing transportation.

B. BASIC GANG DATA

The data presented below details the transportation costs of 25 rail
gangs, 66 tie gangs and 186 surfacing gangs. A grand total of 6633
people were employed on the gangs with an average of 79 employes on
the rail gangs, 28 on the tie gangs and 12 on the surfacing gangs.
The average work season for all gangs was 37 weeks and the work week
averaged 40 hours. Travel delays reported for all three types of
gangs averaged S hours per week.

C. GANG TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES AND COSTS

The Table I below is a summary of the information provided by the
responding Railroads for the rail, tie and surfacing gangs and
shows the number of each vehicle type used by the gangs and the
total annual operational cost as reported by the Railroads. The
annual cost includes labor, fuel and depreciation of equipment
for a period of one year.

430
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TABLE I

VEHICLE TYPES, NUMBERS AND COSTS

GANG TYPE I RAIL I TIE I SURFACING

TRANSPORTATION
METHOD
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The rail gangs utlllztt an avarage of «ore than 4

vahlclaa par gang for transportation of personnel,
apparently dua to tha number of employes that must
be transported.

The tie gangs have 1 vehicle per gang as a greater
number of employes ride work equipment or report
directly to the 30b site.

The surfacing gangs have fewest vehicles at their
disposal with 1 vehicle per 5 gangs due to a great
percentage of employes using work equipment as the
primary form of transportation.

E. TRANSPORT COSTS

3.

The rail and tie gangs spend S371 and 6289
respectively per employe per gang for each work
season

.

The surfacing gangs spend only «97 per employe per
work season for transportation due to greater
utilization of work equipment for transportation.
This is less than one third of the per employe
transportation costs of the rail and tie gangs.

Vehicle transport costs total 61,518,000 for 6250

employes or «243 per employe per season.

The above costs do not reflect any of the costs to purchase and

maintain bunk or camp cars, provide dining services or the costs

to move this equipment when the gangs relocate.

Figure 1 below. Gang Size vs Transport Costs, shows that costs per

employe to provide transportation increases as the gang size

Increases. Baaed on the limited sample size of this study, it appears

that the per employe transport costs level out with increasing gang

size near 6400 per employe.

FIGURE 1

GANG SIZE VS TRANSPORT COST
400
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F. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above Infomation, company provided tranaporat ion
£or employes o£ rail, tie and surfacing gangs averages less than
S250 per employe per work season. The gangs with the larger
self propelled equipment, typically surfacing gangs, will have
the lowest transportation cost. As gang size increases so does
the transportation cost per employe to s maximum of approxlmatly
•400 per season.

DISCUSSION REGARDING ABOVE REPORT

Letter of L. T. Cemy to W. C. Thompson, August 9, 1985

Dear Mr. Thompson:

The report of Subcommittee 9 of Committee 22, "Economics of transporting maintenance-

of-way gangs", is being processed for publication in the AREA Bulletin.

1 was somewhat mystified by Figure 1 on page 5 showing the relation of gang size to

transportation cost per employee. If a 12 man gang can be transported for about $100.00 per man

per season, why would it take $300.00 per man per season to transport a 27 man gang and why

should the cost per employee continue to decrease in linear fashion with a gang size of 1 to 12

employees? It is hard to envision transportation cost for a three man gang of only about $25.00

per man per season.

I would appreciate any additional background you could provide regarding this graph.

Sincerely.

Louis T. Cemy

Letter of W. C. Thompson to L. T. Cemy, August 27, 1985

Dear Mr. Cemy,

Thank you for your letter of August 9, 1985 concerning report of subcommittee 9 of AREA
committee 22. 1 received your letter August 23 as it was forwarded to mc in Addis. La.

Regarding the cost questions that you developed, first of all note that this study involved

larger maintenance of way rail, tie and surfacing gangs and figure 1 only represented these gangs.

It was found, based on the information provided by the railroads, that the costs decreased for the

smaller surfacing gang due to the fact that most surfacing gang employees would ride the

equipment to the work site. On the other hand, the larger .steel gangs required a larger

transportation expense as most rail gang employees must be transported.

Although the progression of this relationship was simplified as being linear, the curve would

go through no cost or $0.00 if there were not any employees on the gang.

This result holds tme on the Missouri Pacific as we have many small surfacing gangs utilizing

a tamper and ballast regulator with 1 foreman, 2 operators and 1 trackman in which we do not

incur any transportation cost.

Again, these tran.sport costs do not apply to all but only those in the study.

Please contact me should you have any further questions.

Sincerely,

W. C. Thompson

Division Engineer

Missouri Pacific RR Co.
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COMMITTEE 24—ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Report of Subcommittee No. 1—Recruiting

During May 1985, a survey of MW&S Chief Engineers was completed.
The subject of the survey was "College Graduates Employed by MW&S

Departments of Railroads in the Year 1984 (1-1-84 through 12-31-84)."

Completed questionnaires were received from 24 of 28 railroads
requested. Ninety graduates were employed during 1984. Table 1

shows a summary of degrees and major courses of study for the 90

employed. Table 2 shows a summary of schools represented by the 90

employed.

Thirteen of the 24 railroads surveyed employed at least one graduate
during 1984. Fourteen graduates were employed by one railroad; two

railroads employed ten each; and two railroads employed nine each.

The average number employed per railroad was seven.

The average salary of the 90 employed was $2228/month, with a high

of 53672/month (1) and a low of $1900/month. The average salary of

those with prior experience was J2538/month; without prior
experience, 52115/month. The average salary of the 57 Civil

Engineering graduates was J2139/month, while the average salary of

the other eight graduates (non Civil Engineering) was J2382/month.
Of the eleven roads that hired more than one graduate, only one paid

all graduates the same salary.

Of the 90 employed, 24 had prior railroad experience. Five of the

90 employed were former Co-operative students.

(1) MS Degree with nine years experience.

TABLE 1. Degrees and Major Courses of Study of College Graduates Employed by Railroads

During 1983 and 1984.

DEGREE NUMBER OF GRADUATES

B.S.

M.S.

B.A.

1983
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TABLE 2. Schools of College Graduates Employed by Railroads During 1984.

NUMBER OF
SCHOOL GRADUATES EMPLOYED

Penn State 4
Purdue University 3
Nebraska 3
Michigan Tech 3
University of Kentucky 3
Tennessee 3
McGill University 3
Lafayette College 2
Drexel 2
North Dekota State 2
Montana State 2
VPI 2
Florida 2
North Carolina State 2
Citadel 2
Illinois Inst, of Technology 2
Cincinnati 2
Montreal 2

All schools listed below were represented by one graduate hired in 1984.

West Virginia Tennessee Tech
Brown Northwestern
Rutgers Georgia Tech
Clarkson Louisiana Tech
Rennsselaer Clemson
Spring Garden College Prairie View
Ohio Southern Tech
Missouri Iowa
Missouri - Rolla South Colorada State
So. 111. Univ. - Edwardsville Houston
Iowa State North Arizona
Minnesota New Mexico
Cal. Poly. State Kansas
Wisconsin California State
Perdue - Calumet Lawrence Inst. Tech
Illinois Carnegie - Mellon
VMI Western Kentucky
South Carolina Case Western
Tuskegee Polytechnic Institute
New York Inst, of Technology LeHigh
Staten Island College Newark College
SUNY - Farmingdale Waterloo
Queens Alberta
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COMMITTEE 34 — SCALES

Report of Subcommittee No. 5

Investigation of tank car weighing

F. J. Loyd. Jr. (Subcommittee Chairman). L. L. Lowery (Subcommittee Vice Chairman)

A recent completed study of tank car weighing procedures by Subcommittee 5 of the AREA Scale

Committee has confirmed the often cited presumption that tank cars cannot be amassed into a single

group that assumes the same reaction when the cars are weighed on various types of track scales. Many
factors that are associated only with various types of tank cars and various liquids, make the weighing

reactions of these cars unique when comparing them with other tank cars or other car types laden with a

stable commodity. A list of some of these influences follows:

A. Percentage of available shell capacity that is utilized

B. Type and extent of baffling systems, or the nonexistence of these systems

C. Viscosity of the liquid in the car and the subsequent movement of the liquid (sloshing)

D. The subsequent movement of liquids in relation to special couplers, braking and handling of

cars(s), and cars that may be coupled to the car being weighed

It is also conceivable that differences between scaled tank cars weights can be attributed, in some

cases, to temperature variances and pressure-relief valves. Additionally, the elapse of time between

weighments and car handling are factors that may cause variation in weights.

All of the aforementioned influences can cause variances between the weights taken from different

types of scales. Following are some of the factors related to types of scales and the handling of

weigh-cars that have a direct influence on tank car weighing:

A. Type of scale (single and multi-draft)

1. Static

2. Uncoupled-in-motion

3. Coupled-in-motion

4. Mechanical or electronic (type of scale-checking a factor)

B. The ""handling" of cars before and during the weighing operation

C. Content of car(s) coupled to car being weighed

D. The grade of the scale and approach track and the condition of the approaches

E. The extent of brake applied to the car being weighed and to the car(s) coupled to the car being

weighed

It should be noted that with regard to Item (E), it was observed during some of the testing that a

slight hand or air brake applied to the car being weighed on a static scale was helpful in stabilizing the

oscillation of the contents (vs. a tight brake or no brake). The same effect is achieved if a slight brake is

applied to the car coupled to the car being weighed, except that no brake can be equally effective,

depending on the extent of movement, contents of cars, and the type of couples. Actual test results of

weighing tank cars and reference cars on various types of track scales are illustrated on the following

tables:
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Conclusion

The Subcommittee does not advocate the scaling oftank cars as the best method ofdetermining the net

weight of liquids in many cases. This study deals with weighing of tank cars on track scales only.

Single-draft and two-draft static weighing are acceptable methods of weighing tank cars with a liquid

lading, when the lading is allowed to stabilize and the oscillation of the scale indicator has subsided to

within allowable limits. This can be achieved by means of an automatic motion-detector that inhibits a

print-out until the oscillation is within the allowable limits, by the use of electronic instrumentation

incorporating a system that averages weight samples and affects a weight that is within allowable

tolerances, or by a " weigh-person" recognizing that the oscillation of the scale indicator has subsided

to within allowable limits before recording the weight.

It must be emphasized that weights taken from a static .scale immediately following the loading or

filling of a tank car at the loading site, before moving the car, is generally the preferable method of

obtaining a track scale weight.

Single-draft uncoupled-in-motion weighing on a free rolling hump type scale is also an acceptable

method of weighing tank cars (descending grades of three (3) or four (4) percent appear to help stabilize

the movement of the liquid inside the car).

Ail other types of scales intended to be used for tank car weighing should have preliminary tests

conducted using the particular type of tank cars and actual commodities (or ladings representative

thereof). These tests should be conducted in conjunction with a normal track scale test. These tank car

weights should be referenced to a static .scale that has been tested as outlined in the AAR Scale Handbook

.

The weights from the reference scale should be recorded only after movement of the lading has stabilized

and the indicator has settled. This should be pert'ormed on a system that will display the oscillation , so that

the stabilization can be determined manually. It is recommended that the reference weight be taken more

than once if there is any doubt as to the reliability of the first weight.

The development of new and innovative methods of weighing is an ongoing feature of the weighing

industry . Many great .strides have been made in recent years. It is believed that this trend will continue and

will have an effect on the various types of weighing devices and weighing needs of the shippers and

railroads. All of these new innovations must, however, be thoroughly tested and proven before they can

be considered viable addition.



MEMOIR

Gerald Meridith Magee
1905-1985

Gerald Meridith Magee, who retired in 1970 as Assistant Vice President of the Research and Test

Department, Association of American Railroads, died March 24, 1985 in Boca Raton, Florida, at the

age of 80.

Mr. Magee was bom January 31 , 1905 at New Hampton, Missouri. He was a 1927 graduate of the

University of Illinois, with a Bachelor of Science Degree in Civil Engineering. He entered railway

service with the Kansas City Southern Railway in September, 1924 as a chainman and advanced to

Assistant Engineer. In 1937 he joined the Research Department of the Association of American

Railroads, serving as Research Engineer and Director of Engineering Research in its Engineering

Division.

With the formation of the AAR Research Department in 1958, Mr. Magee served as Director of

Engineering Research and later, in 1968 as Assistant Vice President, until his retirement in 1970.

Throughout his distinguished career in railway research, Mr. Magee maintained a strong interest in

the fundamental issues involved with track strength. This interest was developed with his work on the

Kansas City Southern when he was involved with the design of the 127-lb. rail section, adopted by that

railway and the New York Central as a standard rail section. Proceedings of the American Railway

Engineering Association and other technical journals and publications reflect the broad scope of his

work and attest to his standing as an authority on track strength issues. With Emerson Ruble of the AAR
Research and Test Department he was co-designer of the MR-1 prestressed concrete tie, which was

instrumental in rekindling interest in concrete tie design and performance.

Following his retirement, Mr. Magee continued his interest in and contributions to the railways as

to track strength and other research issues. As a consultant to the AAR Research and Test Department,

he served in its Track Strength Research Program, where he was concerned with track buckling,

thermal stresses in rail, lateral and vertical track forces, and other issues of track stability. His active

support of these programs continued until early 1985.

Mr. Magee was honored by the American Railway Engineering Association for his contributions to

railway research and engineering upon his retirement in 1970. He was a member of Chi Epsilon, Tau

Bata Pi and Sigma Xi. His work in the railway industry was both creative and rewarding. He enjoyed

the esteem and respect of the railway engineering and research community and his friendly and helpful

approach in his contacts with associates contributed greatly to his effectiveness.

Mr. Magee is survived by his wife, Evelyn R. Magee, two sons, Richard and William Magee, and

by his stepchildren, Guy Reem and Bonnie Schmidt.

Thomas B. Hutchcson

Consultant to AAR
October 9. 1985
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